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Introduction
TV, the Heartland Myth, and the 
Value of Cultural Populism

In 1939, Westinghouse sponsored the production of a film
promoting the marvels of modern technology on display at the New
York World’s Fair “World of Tomorrow” Pavilion. The Middleton Fam-
ily at the New York World’s Fair allowed movie-going audiences from
across the United States to “travel” to the fair and to explore the Pavil-
ion’s wonders alongside its fictional featured family, the Middletons
from central Indiana. Though the Middletons are thrilled by a series of
electrical wonders housed in the fair’s “Playground of Science”—in-
cluding the “Electro the Westinghouse Moto Man” robot who smokes
cigarettes and responds to human commands and the electric dish-
washer admired by Grandma and Mother—television is the technology
that uniformly captivates each member of the family’s multiple genera-
tions. Television holds great promise in its newness—its ability to tran-
scend and bind great reaches of space with sound and picture—and yet
its adoption is simultaneously made non-threatening, consistent as it is
with already-familiar media and modes of communicating. When Jim
Treadway, an electrical engineer from “back home” introduces the Mid-
dleton’s youngest son, Bud, to the Pavilion’s TV studio, for example, the
youth’s first response is that the camera reminds him of Riverdale’s por-
trait photographer’s studio. “Ah, looks like the shop of old ‘Watch the
birdie’ Schultz. Remember him, Jim? Six deluxe portraits for a buck.”
Once Jim corrects him, pointing out that this camera enables television
broadcasts, Bud immediately takes to the new medium, addressing fair-
goers in a closed-circuit telecast with the chummy, “Hiya folks! This is
Clark Gable Middleton speaking, as you can see if you’ve got your tele-
vision sets turned on!” Bud’s amazement at TV’s technical capability is
thus accompanied by familiarizing references to pre-televisual media,
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each of which is seamlessly incorporated into his understanding and use
of TV.

Strategically, Westinghouse used The Middleton Family at the New
York World’s Fair to encourage audiences across the United States to
apprehend the Pavilion’s wonders through the eyes of midwesterners
and their presumed “common sense” Heartland values. Midwesternness
was the frame through which television was introduced, through which
its uses were imagined, and through which its ideal audience was repre-
sented. Regional appeals were invoked to ally television and its uses
with national, consensual ideals and values. Specifically, midwesterners
represent the “all-American” cultural values of populism, here allied
with the political ideology of New Deal-era liberalism. The Middletons
embody these values through a commitment to family, a belief in free
enterprise and progress within tradition, and an aesthetic sensibility that
values regionalist expression and representational art. Within the larger
narrative of The Middleton Family at the New York World’s Fair, for
example, Bud’s eager embrace of a productive future through TV is mir-
rored by elder sister Babs’s romantic redirection to a “proper” domestic
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life with Jim. As an art major at an eastern university, Babs has grown
away from her Indiana roots in directions that concern her family and
seem out of step with the film’s broader imagination of national ideals
of the period. Grandma comments to Middleton patriarch, Tom, that
Babs’s conversations and pronouncements are “over my head. I gave up
when she told me pictures on calendars weren’t art.”

Babs’s embrace of aesthetic abstraction over easily understood, famil-
iar “pictures of people and objects” is made more worrisome by the fact
that she is enamored with her art teacher, Nicholas Makaroff, a vaguely
Russian, self-proclaimed genius whose passionate appreciation of ab-
stract expressionism is paralleled only by his virulent anti-American-
ism. Although Babs is initially smitten by Makaroff’s book-smart intel-
lectualism, political sloganeering, and wide-ranging travels (he knows
“the world like we know Main Street!” she exclaims), she is gradually
won over by the Westinghouse engineer’s home-grown, pragmatic, can-
do-ism. When Makaroff denounces all of the Middletons as “provin-
cial,” Babs embraces Jim, who claims that “nothing is impossible under
the American system of private enterprise,” newly symbolized by tele-
vision.

If The Middleton Family at the New York World’s Fair at first ap-
pears to be a distant example of corporate propaganda—a clumsily ob-
vious, if endearing appeal to “Middletons” throughout the country to
welcome the pending technological transition through screens of nostal-
gic familiarity—it should also be considered a prominent early example
of the common and recurring tensions that accompanied television’s in-
troduction and standardization and the historic assumptions regarding
its purpose and identity that are still actively engaged and struggled
over today. Though television has been generally theorized as a space-
binding medium, uniquely capable of addressing a national audience
from a unified, centralized point of transmission (and, by extension,
point-of-view), from its inception to the present, TV has been a rather
more contentious entity—a site of ongoing struggle over the expression
and importance of imagined place-bound ideals within this overarch-
ing national venue. As television enters the twenty-first century firm in
its position as the central medium of information and entertainment in
everyday American life,1 the Midwest imagined as the United States’s
culturally and ideologically populist “Heartland” remains a remarkably
consistent and provocative reference point in national media.
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Indeed, the broadcast era is marked by a transition from popular rep-
resentations of the Midwest as home to a radical populist political tra-
dition to a “Heartland” characterized by centrist—and, increasingly,
post-1960s, neoconservative—traditional cultural values and “mass,”
“low” market dispositions. National networking and the emergence
and solidification of national markets reimagined U.S. populism (from
its rise in the late 1800s through Farmers’ Cooperative organizations or
movements such as Abolitionism) as cultural ethos at “home” in the
Heartland. It is important to emphasize here, as media theorist David
Morley has noted, that while “it is sometimes hard to resist the idea
that the very idea of home is itself reactionary and should simply be
ceded to the political Right,”2 the Heartland myth is not only represen-
tative of neoconservative political trends in U.S. culture. In fact, the
productivity and richness of the myth is rooted also in its availability
for recuperation and appropriation as a mainstream consensus site of
shared cultural values and national ideals. This is why examining key
moments in which the myth has been significantly taken up and reval-
ued in broader popular discourse becomes particularly important.

Most recently, representations of the Midwest as Heartland have
been energized following a series of traumas, from the 1995 bombing
of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City to the con-
tentious 2000 presidential election, 9/11, the war in Iraq, and the presi-
dential campaign and election of 2004. Indeed, USA Today’s Novem-
ber 6, 2000 publication of the now-canonical “red state, blue state”
map—an image immediately, surprisingly, and unproblematically taken
up by television news shows—serves as a vivid contemporary example
wherein television programming and broader public debates regarding
place-identity, nationally representative ideals, and social power have
been troubled over (and also, I will argue, significantly, simultaneously
untroubled in their rapid adoption as the presumptive socio-political
“common sense”). However, such regional mythologies are also integral
to non-traumatic, everyday understandings of television and broader
U.S. culture. With regard to the development of new entertainment se-
ries, for example, network executives have recently spoken of “not
wanting shows that are aimed at people within 10 miles of the Atlantic
and the Pacific,”3 and of imagining their core audience as “the 37-year-
old woman from Topeka, Kansas.”4 While the context in which such
proclamations were made—as well as resulting development, market-
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ing, and programming decisions based on those proclamations—was
specific to a post-9/11 assumption that television audiences were seek-
ing less “edgy” and “urban” fare allied with presumptively more con-
servative, rural “red state” values, the Middletons encourage us to con-
sider: Rather than representing a new way of thinking about region,
nation, and the politics of identity, the red and blue maps and their
accompanying industrial and popular discourses should instead be
thought of as part of a much longer trajectory of historic investments in
and reiterations of this perceived cultural “divide” and its presump-
tively opposed audiences, tastes, and values.

Heartland TV: Prime Time Television and the Struggle for U.S. Iden-
tity examines the ways that presumed midwestern ideals and the Mid-
west as imagined, symbolic Heartland have been central to television’s
promotion and development and to the broader critical and public dis-
course regarding the medium’s value and cultural worth. It interrogates
the paradoxical ways that the Heartland historically has been a central
site of desire and fantasy in American popular culture as seen on TV
and in dialogue with other everyday media discourse. Energized particu-
larly in times of cultural transition or perceived cultural threat or ten-
sion, the Heartland myth provides a short-hand cultural common sense
framework for “all-American” identification, redeeming goodness, face-
to-face community, sanctity, and emplaced ideals to which a desirous
and nostalgic public discourse repeatedly returns. Positively embraced
as the locus of solid dependability, cultural populism, and producerist,
“plain folks” independence, the Midwest as Heartland, in this iteration,
symbolizes the ideal nation (in other words, “We the People” are, ide-
ally, midwesterners). Conversely, the Midwest Heartland also functions
as an object of derision—condemned for its perceived naiveté and lack
of mobility as a site of hopelessly rooted, outdated American past life
and values, entrenched political and social conservatism, and bastion of
the “mass,” undifferentiated, un-hip people and perspectives—and in
this iteration, the Midwest becomes the “other” against which the ideal
nation is defined by relief (“We the People” are not midwestern, in prin-
ciple). In short, the Midwest as Heartland, with its attendant ascribed
values, is a key prism through and against which “common sense”
ideals regarding citizenship, national identity, and cultural worth have
been variously debated and understood in critical moments in television
and broader U.S. social history.
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Geography as Capital: Rethinking National TV’s Regionalism

Heartland TV writes regionalism back into national network television
history by examining its role as: a network infrastructure and market
development strategy; a network promotional, branding appeal; a key
consideration in broadcast regulatory policy; an aesthetic style and
mode of address evidenced in programs; and a critical element in the
imagination and judgment of television’s audience. Television’s role in
constructing and reimagining the Heartland is thus a historical, techno-
logical, economic, cultural, and political phenomenon. At each of these
sites, and at the core of this myth, is the idea that geography—both real
and symbolic—is capital. Indeed, the foundational concept that ener-
gizes the Heartland myth’s historic revisiting and sets an apparent limit
to its actual revision is the persistent definition of the Midwest as home
of the populist, rural, pastoral American “middle.” This “middle” is
both structural and imagined. It is structural as a capital relation ex-
pressed through strategic market expansion and development and defi-
nitions of consumer demography. Pierre Bourdieu speaks of geography
as capital in this sense, describing a region’s “distribution in socially
ranked geographical space.”5 Geography is also symbolic capital, ex-
pressed through aesthetic distinctions and presumptions regarding audi-
ence disposition or “tastes.” As Jan Radway notes, a disposition oper-
ates “as a ‘predisposition, tendency, propensity, or inclination’ to order
the world . . . in a familiarly structured way. Dispositions, then, are ex-
hibited partly as subsequent patterns of cultural consumption, apprecia-
tion, and appropriation.”6 The invocation and broader social value of
the Heartland as capital is variable, however. While the core mythology
that has defined the region within popular culture has remained remark-
ably stable since its inception, the broader social power and cultural
worth of that myth has consistently shifted in relation to different his-
torical contexts and political imperatives.

Television’s regional imaginaries thus engage and inform national
identities in different, critical historical moments. Particularly in times
of social transition or cultural upheaval, these values are revisited to be
energized as an ideal or disdained within broader popular discourse as
best suits or functions in relation to broader national hegemonic “com-
mon sense.” The subsequent chapters thus examine the relative value of
the Heartland to prevailing understandings or constructions of the na-
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tional in different, critical moments in postwar U.S. history. These ex-
amples significantly complicate and revise several of the most familiar
narratives of U.S. television history—narratives that tend to efface re-
gional concerns from national networking, programming, and audience
address. For example, although many survey histories of network devel-
opment often imply that television followed a smoothly standardized
path, paved by radio and leading toward immediate network connec-
tion and universal service from coast-to-coast, television’s development
was notably staggered and uneven.7 Struggles over how television net-
working should expand across the nation, what type of service TV
might provide, and to whom infrastructural and economic concerns
were to be addressed were radically informed by existing technological
realities and debates over electrification. Broadcast executives thus bal-
anced public rhetorical appeals to “universal” service and “national”
networking with internal strategic plans that encouraged network ex-
pansion only into markets with enough population density to rational-
ize the investment, thus reinforcing the uneven access to rural consum-
ers already mapped by transportation, telephone, and power lines.

Considering national network development in relation to these lega-
cies reveals the literal and figurative power with which government reg-
ulators and broadcast industry executives, among others, imagined the
medium and its audiences in relation to existing regional mythologies
widely circulating within the broader U.S. culture of the late-nineteenth
and early-twentieth centuries. In this respect, the Midwest has been a
particularly problematic region in network history. It is simultaneously
understood to be the most reliable, “mass,” “all-American” market—as
an aggregate class of consumers with presumptively popular, commer-
cial tastes—and to be a risky investment, considering its lower popu-
lation density and weaker, more rural market strength compared to
coastal, more thoroughly urban market areas.

Even a cursory review of contemporary television trade industry pub-
lications and popular press features about the Midwest make clear that
market identity inflects broader cultural and political conceptualizations
—and vice-versa—each of which reinforces this ambivalent Heartland
myth:

If you want to follow the money, get on a plane. Forty-five of the
nation’s 50 most affluent ZIP codes hug the East and West coasts.
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Fly-Over Land has just three, all on the North Shore of Chicago. . . .
This elite group . . . watch far less prime-time TV and read more news
magazines. . . .8

Or, in describing IKEA’s choice of store placement, targeting “people
who had traveled abroad, who considered themselves risk takers who
liked fine food and wine, who were early-adopters of technologies.”

The company then chose sites for new stores based on the distribution
of such values. The results looked like the red and blue maps . . . [ac-
cording to] Kent Nordin, until recently IKEA’s sales and marketing
manager for North America, . . . . “There’s more Buicks driven in the
middle than on the coasts.” The company went to the coasts.9

Economic conceptualizations of the region as being both “mass,” popu-
list, consumer-class home and at a geographic remove from market cur-
rents do not determine the broader cultural and political myths of the
region but, instead, together with policy, programming, and larger pop-
ular discourses, help to form a “unity” of regional representations that
“are mutually reinforcing” and whose “fractured and selective status al-
lows them to be continually renewed and secured,”10 positioning the
Midwest as locus of American “populist” tastes and values.

Though excellent histories and analyses of local television have ex-
amined specificities of regional identity,11 this project focuses exclusively
on images and broader industrial and public discourse that presume to
speak from a “national” perspective in address to an audience imagined
to be broadly national. Since television policy and programming em-
anate from specific locales and, considering that all television viewing
takes place at particular sites by variegated groups or individual view-
ers, this notion of a “national” perspective and a broadly “national”
audience is already mythological. However, the investment in the myth
of national community, made knowable only as conjoined via mass me-
dia, remains conceptually, ideologically critical—girding expectations
for television’s broader socio-cultural and political importance within
U.S. culture, as well as informing daily engagement with the medium.12

Whereas, from the 1940s through the mid-1970s, the “Big Three”
television networks (NBC, CBS, and ABC) gained market and cultural
dominance, becoming iconographic of a general postwar encourage-
ment of national integration in industry (through governmental policy
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and regulation), it has been wisely argued that American television net-
works have lost their primacy in the shift from the network era to the
late 1990s “neo-network” period.13 Proliferating after the Telecommu-
nications Act of 1996, the “neo-network” era describes the contempo-
rary TV industry’s attempt to maximize profit from a smaller viewing
audience by reaching narrower and narrower demographics through
“niche” network branding. As John Caldwell points out, narrowcast-
ing reconfigures the audience in ways that appeal to cultural diversi-
fication.14 In the current multi-media era, one appeal to diversifica-
tion is through regionalism. The Heartland—imagined as a midwestern
“home” for viewers, regardless of their actual, physical location—has
recently been re-energized as just such a strategic appeal. Within the
U.S. context, then, I consider the ways in which “globalization seems
also to have led to a strengthening of ‘local’ allegiances and identities
within nation-states.”15

Although broadcast network singularity as the key, shared site of
“mass-mediated theater and performance of nation, where national
identity . . . is produced, secured, and maintained through crafting ho-
mogeneity and difference”16 has, arguably, shifted ground in its primacy
and function, I maintain that it remains ideologically central, particu-
larly in the intersection between television and broader popular dis-
courses that engage, contest, and/or affirm the representations, debates,
and struggles therein. Attention to network TV is also important when
considering the specificity of the U.S. media context. U.S. commercial
television is uniquely parochial, remaining more “traditional” in its
scope and use than in most advanced western contexts in ways that, ar-
guably, actively discourage thinking differently about television and its
daily use now than at its introduction. For example, the relative isola-
tionism of domestic U.S. television has, arguably, encouraged the sys-
tem’s ongoing negotiation of local-region-nation dilemmas in ways that
resist or at least qualify many contemporary critical conceptions of me-
dia, spatial transcendence, and de-territorialization.

Overall, Heartland TV argues for commercial television’s continued
significance and primacy as a critically important site of analysis be-
cause it remains the primary communications medium within everyday
life for the majority of the U.S. population. In this respect—its contin-
ued centrality, “mass” accessibility, and “democratic” level of distribu-
tion and access across the nation—television remains unlike any other
communications medium in its capacity to serve as a site of shared,
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national culture. While changes in business practices and the competi-
tive media environment have undeniably altered the nature of televi-
sion’s cultural significance from the zenith of the three-network era—
a period in which, on any given evening, one-quarter of the national
viewing audience was often tuned in to the same program at the same
time—the continued engagement with TV by the U.S. public (regardless
of race, class, gender, generation, geographic, and educational lines)
points to its continued significance as a shared site of cultural produc-
tion and the apparent, lingering, felt need for television in these terms.
Heartland TV thus examines network appeals to the continued invest-
ment in television’s centrality for the imagination of national commu-
nity, simultaneous with industrial strategies for further “niche-ing” the
audience through overt appeals to Heartland programming, aesthetics,
and address. I focus on prime time, commercial, network programming
because of its popularity as the most watched, discussed, and debated
site of television culture, shared by a more broadly diversified audience
than any other “daypart” in the television schedule.

Historically, formal, textual analysis of television programming and
promotion has focused on the genre or aesthetic that is considered criti-
cally and artistically distinctive within a given period in the medium’s
development (for example the “golden age” anthology drama or subur-
ban sitcom of the 1950s, the politically engaged documentary series of
the 1960s, the socially relevant sitcom of the 1970s, the auteur drama
of the 1980s, etc.). While the importance of these program forms can-
not be underestimated, Heartland TV extends this field of scholarship
to also analyze programs that have generally been written out of schol-
arly histories of TV because of their “mass” audience and “low” ap-
peal—programs whose aesthetic characteristics and presumed audience
seemed to run counter to, but coexisted with, historically hailed and
critically valued iconic genres. Additionally, Heartland TV revisits these
iconic genres in order to interrogate the ways that their regional invoca-
tions, appeals, and, at times, counterintuitive evocations of midwestern-
ness significantly informed critical apprehensions of their social value
and cultural worth. In this respect, Heartland TV uses formal analysis
of program aesthetics and address—in dialogue with institutional and
popular discourses about them—both to reconsider “totally typical”
popular program forms and to reread “quality” television genres and
series in terms of their historic dependence upon regional mythology to
stake and shore up these genre’s positions within the historical canon.17
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Indeed, while critically revered for its ability to “transport” audience
members to new locales featuring diverse cultural expertise from across
the nation, television simultaneously allows its viewers to settle in with
familiar, “vernacular” cultural expressions associated with emplaced,
regional traditions. Midwesternness-as-seen-on-TV has often been per-
ceived, in this sense, to be a potential threat to “national purpose.”
Televised regional appeals, it has been feared, might “create a perme-
able space between regions and forces otherwise kept conceptually dis-
tinct” failing “to maintain the fences cordoning off culture from com-
merce, the sacred from the profane, and the low from the high.”18 The
chapters that follow analyze and exemplify regional aesthetics in pro-
gramming through reference to scholarly work from television studies
and art history that interrogates theories of value, particularly as articu-
lated by Erika Doss, Jan Radway, Lynn Spigel, and John Caldwell.19

Heartland TV thus traces television’s role in broader postwar transfor-
mations and revaluation of the regional within the nation, and in the
linking of regionalist aesthetics to political ideology. Several chapters
here focus on programs and branding appeals that were strategically
used to attract a broad, “populist” audience through the explicit pro-
motion of Heartland ideals. Television programming that appealed to
imagined Heartland ideals and/or presumed to speak to a Heartland au-
dience was (and often continues to be) read through critical apprehen-
sions developed for understanding and reassessing regionalist art prac-
tice. When praised, regionalist art and television are hailed for their ac-
cessibility and populist appeals; when disdained, both are considered
culturally suspect by making “connections between culture and the
market” and threatening to “obliterate the distinction between those
who were cultured and those who were not.”20

Examining this last point in detail, Heartland TV considers regional-
ism in regard to the conceptualization of television’s audience, and in-
terrogates the critical valuation of the imagined Heartland audience as
crucially bound up with broader discourses regarding taste, market dif-
ferentiation, and the politics of social value. Of particular interest here
is the rise of public discourse identifying the Heartland as an ideological
“middle”-ground within postwar culture simultaneous to growing criti-
cisms of television’s “middlebrow” cultural status. Throughout Heart-
land TV, I interrogate the persistent association of midwesternness with
“mass,” undifferentiated taste and midwestern audiences with a “nat-
ural” affinity for middlebrow and “low” TV programming. The fear of
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national culture “down-classed” by television programming extends to
critical perceptions of the medium’s purpose and the identity and value
of the audience it serves. As Laurie Ouellette’s critical history of public
broadcasting in the United States details, from its inception television
has struggled to strike a balance between mass-audience entertainment
appeals to “the people” and program service that is expressly pedagogi-
cal, situated “above popular culture.”21 As exemplified above, this im-
agined idea of the “indiscriminate mass audience” naturally gravitating
toward populist offerings is discursively linked to a specifically mid-
western audience. The Heartland audience is presumed to appreciate
the popular rather than the educational, the “lowest common denomi-
nator” rather than minoritarian, “high,” “class,” “elite,” cultural pro-
gramming, the anti-aesthetic versus the auteurist, the average versus the
exceptional. There is a doubled sensibility here: While the midwestern
audience is imagined to be “low” in terms of taste and cultural sensibil-
ities, its “averageness” is also periodically invoked in ideal terms—as
reliably majoritarian, unswayed by fads, and, therefore, allied with sta-
bility, traditional values, and the smooth functioning of representative
democracy (reflected in an oft-repeated TV industry argument that what
is popular with the majority audience succeeds in the ratings, thus posi-
tioning TV as analogous to a voting booth).

But, how, explicitly, is a region “imagined”? What does it “look”
like? How has regional mythology significantly influenced broadcast
policy, network television’s promotion and development, prime time
program aesthetics and address, and public debates over the medium’s
cultural value (debates that are, largely, about the audience’s presumed
market value and cultural worth)? And, what is at stake in thinking
about television history in these ways?

The Heartland Myth as Selective Tradition

Methodologically, Heartland TV is indebted to cultural studies’ concep-
tualization of popular culture as a key site in the imagination, struggle
over, reiteration, and social production of prevailing cultural “common
sense.” The chapters that follow are informed, particularly, by work
from British and American Cultural Studies that theorizes media’s rela-
tion to and importance in the imagination of place and national iden-
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tity, and the role of the popular in struggles over social meaning and
value in daily life.

While the chapters proceed chronologically in terms of the key text
or problematic through which each is focused, Heartland TV does not
propose a teleological progression or development of the Heartland
myth over time. Instead, I am interested in the consistency across time
of particularly charged elements of the Heartland myth and the critical
ways in which those elements assume “relative weight” as explanatory
narratives regarding citizenship ideals and values within “the forces in
balance at any historical moment.”22 Sociologist Herman Gray has ar-
gued that U.S. popular media are characterized by a “continuing press
towards an imaginary middle.”23 Heartland TV argues that, in such
representation, this “middle” is often imagined to be located in a Mid-
west whose Heartlander values appear “to popular experience as tran-
shistorical—the bedrock, universal wisdom of the ages . . . the terrain
of what is ‘taken for granted’ in social and political thought,” when, in
fact, this myth is “thoroughly formed as a ‘product of history’” within
which “different forces come together, conjuncturally, to create the new
terrain on which different politics must firm up.”24

Though historically responsive and adaptive to social influence and
change, the core mythologies through which the Heartland Midwest is
imagined have remained remarkably stable since their emergence and
solidification at the beginning of the broadcast era. Thomas Frank has
recently remarked that this modern reimagining of the Midwest from its
nineteenth-century and early-twentieth-century associations with radi-
calism to its contemporary image as traditional “home” “has to stand
as one of the great reversals of American history.”25 Heartland TV ar-
gues that this reversal was critical to the successful foundation of na-
tional market culture and integral to forging consensus ideology of the
“nation” in post-1920s America. The Heartland myth, in these respects,
exemplifies “selective tradition,” as theorized by Raymond Williams.
Selective tradition describes

an intentionally selective version of a shaping past and a pre-shaped
present, which is then powerfully operative in the process of social and
cultural definition and identification. From a whole possible area of
past and present, in a particular culture, certain meanings and practices
are neglected or excluded. . . . This selection is presented and usually
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successfully passed off as “the tradition,” “the significant past.” . . . It is
a version of the past which is intended to connect with and ratify the
present. . . . It is a very powerful process, . . . It is also at the same time,
a vulnerable process, since it has in practice to discard whole areas of
significance, or reinterpret or dilute them, or convert them into forms
which support or at least do not contradict the really important ele-
ments of the current hegemony.26

“Hegemony,” as Williams reminds readers, is not simply the “domi-
nant” within culture but is instead also descriptive of a process by
which “otherwise disparate meanings, values, and practices” are orga-
nized into coherent clusters of meaning and articulated, interconnected
values. Selective tradition, in this sense, describes a set of relations or
associations that function within a broader discursive field within and
against which cultural common sense is forged.27

The chapters that follow thus reconstruct a dialogue between televi-
sion industry policy, regulatory statements, television programming, and
popular press sources, in key, critical, historical conjunctures in prime
time television and broader U.S. social history. These are moments of
conjuncture in which the symbolic function of the Heartland Midwest
has been explicitly and strategically engaged in the process of revaluing
regionalism in relation to “national” identity—moments when the re-
gion’s imagined, culturally based identity is politicized in contrast to, or
as representative of, national values. Across these sites, the imagination
of the Midwest as Heartland emerges as a discursive field within which
“certain ways of talking about” the Midwest and regional identity are
“ruled in” while selective tradition “ ‘rules out,’ limits and restricts
other ways of talking, . . . in relation to the topic or constructing
knowledge about it.” 28 Across each of these different sites, a “charac-
teristic way of thinking” appears, encouraging a particular common
sense framework through which midwestern identity and its presumed
value are both communicated and by which a range of understandings
are circumscribed.29 These discursive networks and sites of conjuncture
invoke past understandings of the region and its significance while en-
gaging contemporary debates over national identity and regional repre-
sentation that have continued relevance in the present.

The regional borders of the Midwest solidified by the 1920s con-
current with the rise of broadcast media and mass-market culture. The
regional parameters have, from this period on, been understood to
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include a twelve-state region bordered by Ohio on the East across to
the Dakotas at the region’s Northwest, all the way down in a straight
line south to Oklahoma at its southern edge.30 As a perceptual or sym-
bolic region, however, the Heartland is both a more limited and a more
expansive regional idea. As analyzed in the following chapters, the
“Heartland” myth—while understood to be thoroughly midwestern
and located within the parameters of this region—is more limited in
that it excludes certain spaces, people, and practices within its borders.
Popular appeals to the Heartland are also more expansive when they in-
voke imagined Heartland “sensibilities” transcendent of geographic lo-
cation. Geographer James R. Shortridge’s The Middle West: Its Meaning
in American Culture argues that the concept of pastoral life and culture
is the trope through which the symbolic limits and expansiveness of the
Midwest are conjoined and imagined as a unified mythology. 31 Rural,
pastoral populism is, in this respect, the selective tradition through
which cultural common sense regarding the region is filtered, and by
which exceptions to such thinking are “ruled out” or excised from pop-
ular discourse.

An early entry in the now burgeoning field of cultural geography,
Shortridge’s work remains the only single-authored, book-length study
to theorize the evolution within U.S. history of the Midwest as cultural
symbol, established across a body of academic and popular discourses
from the nation’s founder’s period to the contemporary era. Shortridge
isolates the emergence of the “Midwest” as the key place-holder for the
pastoral within U.S. culture, carefully assessing how the valuation of
that myth has shifted in different historical moments. He identifies the
first use of the term “Middle West” to date from 1827 in reference to a
cartographic ordering of U.S. space, from north to south, wherein “Ten-
nessee was middle-western in contrast, not with Missouri . . . but with
the Northwest (e.g., Ohio and Indiana) and the Southwest (e.g., Ala-
bama and Mississippi).”32 By the mid-1800s, the region’s association
with agriculture was solidified and aligned with values of vigor and
morality via a producerist work ethic. Hence, President Lincoln’s 1862
pronouncement that “the great interior region . . . is the great body of
the republic.”33 By the end of the 1800s, the concept of the Middle West
shifted cartographically to the plains frontier, centered upon the “com-
paratively settled and stable ‘middle’ states of Kansas and Nebraska.”34

In this period, the central cultural traits associated with the Midwest be-
came standardized in popular representations of the region as rural,
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pastoral, and home to national values of self-reliance, independence,
kindness, pragmatism, industry, and humility. In the early 1900s, the
term “Midwest” begins to be used frequently and the area described as
“midwestern” grows, indicative of the widely admired aspects of pas-
toralism within the national culture.

According to Shortridge’s account, the 1920s represent a key mo-
ment in shifting the valuation of the Midwest within American ideology.
I argue that this shift is particularly significant because it is coincident
with the rise of broadcasting and the growth of mass-market culture.
Even though from the 1920s on, the Midwest was no longer a predomi-
nantly rural society—having become more urban than rural and more
industrial than agricultural—popular discourses about the Midwest
continued to define the region through reference to pastoralism. Thus,
central to Heartland TV’s analysis of the circulation and significance of
midwestern mythology is Shortridge’s suggestion that the “failure . . . to
incorporate the new” realities of midwestern life and culture “into the
established view of the Middle West” as pastoral, “is an example of
what may be a general need for Americans to regionalize—that is, com-
partmentalize—national myths in order to avoid a confrontation with
the contradictions inherent in these myths.”35 While Shortridge’s analy-
sis of the Midwest as pastoral is a critical starting-point to any analysis
of the Midwest as regional mythology, I extend this analysis to interro-
gate the broader cultural politics and apparent social value of this my-
thology, specifically as it is articulated to struggles over cultural capital
through race, gender, sex, and class identity at critical intersections of
U.S. social and prime time TV history.

As noted by Gilbert B. Rodman, articulation describes “the process
by which otherwise unrelated cultural phenomena—practices, beliefs,
texts, social groups, etc.—come to be linked together in a meaningful
. . . and seemingly natural way.” 36 The following chapters argue that,
while pastoral populism is key to understanding the Midwest in the cul-
tural imagination of the United States, this foundational mythology has
its longevity—in the face of changing historic, demographic, economic,
and cultural realities—due to the articulation of the Midwest to “prac-
tices, beliefs, texts, and social groups” that are imagined as, fundamen-
tally, “square.” Discursive constructions of the social capital and politi-
cal worth of the Heartland, conceived as midwestern, are activated
through the articulation of imagined “square” sensibilities to the pas-
toral myth. “Squareness” is the link between the presumed rural geo-
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graphic remove of the Heartland and the Midwest’s imagined cultural
distance from progressive social currents and conversance. 37

Hip to Be Square? “Possessive Investments” at 
Home in the Heartland

Heartland TV unpacks and examines the ways in which the Heartland
Midwest has been imagined to be the common sense locus of the
square, populist American dream—unquestioned home of square peo-
ple, culture, and values. While hipsters represent all that is bright, new,
and modern in culture, they are also simultaneously criticized as inau-
thentic and conformist in their slavish attention to consumer trends—
icons of misplaced energy and non-productive labor.38 Thus, the square-
ness of the Midwest is idealized in different historical moments, as the
site of “authentic” culture—a region marked by stability and produc-
erist energy. The ideal square is iconic of American populism, endear-
ingly amateurish, ordinary, non-threatening, unswayed by fads and ma-
terialism, devout, hard-working, simple, and at the center of U.S. cul-
ture both figuratively and geographically.

At root, this aspect of the Heartland myth plugs into the long-stand-
ing debate over cultural populism and cultural elitism wherein “square”
is associated with the “common,” “ordinary” person pitted against the
“elitist” snob. While the “red and blue” maps encourage us to think of
this as a contemporary route to understanding a “divided nation,” pop-
ulated by squares in the middle and steeled against hipster elites from
either coast, this conception of populist v. elite, square v. hip has been
central to the imagination of the Heartland from the inception of the re-
gional myth. However, the square is also a figure available for disdain
and rejection as an out-of-touch, isolationist, plain figure threatening
to pull down the rest of the nation with “low” tastes and comprehen-
sion, conservative narrow-mindedness, and naïve lack of sophistication.
This is the square perceived as dangerously backward, on the fringe of
U.S. culture, an embarrassment to the nation’s image and progress. Sig-
nificantly, while historically “hip” has been associated with progressiv-
ism, rebelliousness, outsiderness, bohemian expression, youth, urbanity,
African American culture, gay culture, and queered perspective,39 the
counter-posed “square” is traditionally understood to be mainstream,
majoritarian, conservative, rural, old-fashioned, and rooted in past life
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and culture. Further, the square is characterized by a “straight” hetero-
normativity (embodied, particularly, by the patriarchal, nuclear family
ideal) and, crucially, imagined as “white.”

Regarding the construction of “whiteness” and the resultant re-
sources, power, and opportunity allied with investment in whiteness
within U.S. culture, George Lipsitz states, “whiteness never works in
isolation; it functions as part of a broader dynamic grid created through
intersections of race, gender, class, and sexuality.”40 I argue that geogra-
phy must be added to this matrix, and that the persistent association of
“midwesternness” as “white” is critical to the region’s revaluation—
particularly in moments of social upheaval and trauma—as “home” of
“authentic” cultural populism and traditional U.S. values. In such mo-
ments, the Midwest is recuperated as a “white,” heteronormative, fa-
milial space, in “a strategic deployment of power” that invests the re-
gion with identifications that have functioned historically to “universal-
ize [the region] into Americanness.”41 Heartland TV thus argues that,
while the Heartland is often disdained in popular discourse for its per-
ceived “square” lack of cultural capital, its ongoing social and political
relevance is secured via the articulation of “squareness” to the imagina-
tion of the region as almost exclusively patriarchal, “straight,” and
white. Through this highly selective and partial imagination of the Mid-
west as affiliated—in raced, gendered, and sexed terms—with dominant
cultural identifications, the Heartland remains powerful, in spite of its
square “vulnerability” in other respects. This imagination of the Heart-
land as an essentially “straight,” white space places it at the center of a
“culture that still holds real power.”42 Imagined in this way, the Heart-
land Midwest underscores the nation’s historic and ongoing, systemic
racism while also functioning as the site upon which to transfer or “lo-
cate” the culture’s possessive investment in whiteness. The Heartland
thus offers a myth through which the nation reifies racism as the status-
quo, and by which national discourse disavows racism, proclaiming en-
lightened ideals that stand in direct contrast to those imagined to inhere
in the region.

Consequently, Heartland TV interrogates the ways in which the
Heartland is energized as a primary site “where whiteness rushe(s) to re-
constitute itself and rebuild its defenses.”43 Arguably, this reconstitution
is all the more politically powerful for the fact that it is not couched in
overtly raced terms, but, rather through a spatial imaginary that posits
the Heartland Midwest as shared, national “home” wherein the pre-
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sumptive “invisibility” of race implies “universal” value. Geographic
identity thus becomes “visible” through the iconography of race, gen-
der, sexuality, and landscape. While “whiteness” is not monolithic or
homogeneous, it is imagined and mobilized as such in articulation to
place as a social category. As Ian Haney López notes, “consider the ease
with which we assign racial identities knowing only that someone is
from Santa Monica or South Central, Greenwich Village or Harlem.”
And, moreover, that “this link between space and race functions as a
matter of what others believe of our identity and how we think of our-
selves” and imagine—or limit the imagination of—other possibilities. 44

Heartland TV thus raises questions and provides theoretical analyses
regarding how “whiteness” and heteronormativity are routinely mobi-
lized as belonging in the Midwest, particularly in ways that have ac-
tively rewritten the physical and imagined borders of the region through
the elision of urbanity, people of color, and non-agrarian industry. At
stake, here, are broader questions regarding how the Midwest functions
as a site of transference and disavowal for the broader nation, with re-
gard to race, sexuality, and citizenship ideals. Thus, popular imagina-
tions of the Midwest as Heartland are public engagements and struggles
over questions of citizenship and value. As Lauren Berlant has stated,
“Americans experience themselves as national through public accounts
of what is important about them.” 45 Citizenship, writes Berlant, is “al-
ways in process. It is continually being produced out of a political, rhe-
torical, and economic struggle over who will count as ‘the people’ and
how social membership will be measured and valued.”46 Moments of
historical transition “make more, not less central the work of media in
redefining citizenship and framing what can legitimately be read as na-
tional pedagogy.”47 The common sense myth of the Midwest as pastoral
Heartland thus has broader political resonance as regards who “counts”
within the framework of both regional and national understandings.

Methodology and Chapter Summaries

While Heartland TV cannot reconstitute the specific ways in which indi-
vidual viewers and groups interpreted discourses about the Heartland
analyzed here, by marshalling television industry policy and governmen-
tal regulatory statements, television program address and aesthetics,
and popular press sources, and reading them as an intertextual network
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of meanings, a “common sense” way of imagining the Heartland and of
struggling over postwar ideals regarding regional and national identity
emerges. It then becomes possible to trace, contextually, shifts, reitera-
tions, and reinterpretations of this common sense to explore specifically
how, in key historical moments and in strategic programming and pro-
motional appeals in those moments, television has been a central site
for imagining and struggling over ideals of national identity through re-
gionalism.

In considering questions of symbolic representation and cultural
value, Heartland TV revisits U.S. television history through cultural
studies approaches to television studies, cultural geography, critical the-
ory of space and place, critical race theory, feminist theory, art history,
and related histories and theories of cultural value. Heartland TV thus
enters into dialogue with and extends critical histories of television that
consider popular television in relation to domestic communication pol-
icy and acknowledge that networking as a practice, and programming
as a textual field, are historically engaged in dialogue and tension with
larger social forces. Important here as well are contemporary and his-
torical theories regarding the nation, space, place, and communications
technology, particularly as related to the unevenness of technological
development in the United States and to understandings of citizenship
based, in part, on such access and connection.

The core historical evidence marshaled here to reconstruct discursive
networks of the Heartland consists of popularly, publicly available ma-
terials. Popular press, archival documents, and government documents
and speeches that are often not easily accessible are here compiled to-
gether for ease of reference and study. Analysis of program texts is here
also focused on programs that are widely available for review, study, or
classroom use. I have attempted to reconstruct the larger social context
of broadcasting and Heartland mythology in history through reference
to television industry trade periodicals, government documents, news-
papers, and popular press periodicals, as well as network television pro-
gramming and promotional appeals. I have focused on mass-market pe-
riodicals because of their presumed address to an imagined, unified, na-
tional audience having wide demographic appeal. These media venues
thus share television’s “national” appeal and audience concerns, but,
poised as competing media within the consumer market, also serve as
venues for criticism and debate regarding television’s role in everyday
American life. The limits and significance of the presumed, shared, “na-
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tional” audience addressed by popular press sources and television pro-
gramming is interrogated in the following chapters. Overall, however, it
is clear that the audience appealed to across these venues is largely and
presumptively white and middle class. Of particular interest in Heart-
land TV, then, is the articulation of “white middle class” to an imagined
midwestern family mythology as it shifts historically in relation to the
Heartland as imagined home to such an “ideal.”48

Heartland TV also offers a reading of the ways in which television
industry policy, regulatory statements, network development, and pro-
motional plans and programming have strategically engaged regional
mythology to define and meet “public interest” standards, to attract a
broad, “populist” audience, and to appeal to audiences through the
promotion of Heartland ideals. Across these sites, the Heartland has
been imagined and invoked as both representative of television’s “uni-
versal” promise and popular possibilities, and as a challenge or field
of resistance to TV’s technological, aesthetic, and commercial potential.
As historical evidence and support in considering these issues, I have
turned to archival collections of the NBC network and network execu-
tives from NBC, ABC, and CBS, as well as to the collections of mem-
bers of the Federal Communications Commission and television pro-
ducers and journalists.49 Also included in both popular references and
in archival documents are examples of public responses regarding tele-
vision. Such documents are included not to offer a generalized under-
standing of popular reception of Heartlander appeals, but, rather, to
suggest the relative intensity with which issues regarding place and na-
tion on TV were felt and engaged at different historical moments by the
larger public.

I had several criteria when considering whether a site—particularly a
program text or set of programs—constituted a critical “conjuncture.”
Stuart Hall defines a conjuncture as a historically specific moment
within which a critical network of discourses forms across political, in-
stitutional, and popular sites, engaged in working through a broader
social dilemma.50 Each of the chapters that follow examines a particu-
larly energized moment in postwar U.S. history within which the Heart-
land myth was explicitly interrogated in relation to “national” ideals
and values. While the myth of the Heartland is an ongoing one, the sites
studied here are unique as catalysts that clearly provoked or were mean-
ingfully central to a broader national debate regarding middlewest-
ernness, national “purpose,” and cultural value during key moments in
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television and broader U.S. social history. Each of these sites—in policy,
strategic use of promotions and programming, and critical apprehen-
sions of TV’s audience and purpose—represented a central matrix for
working through the cultural and political worth of populist, midwest-
ern values for the nation. Each explicitly emphasize, express, and en-
gage the “Heartland” as a “keyword” that energized struggles over the
text (whether it be policy, program, network branding appeal, star per-
sona, presumed audience, or, generally, a combination of each of the
above). These texts and the debates into which they entered are each
significant interrogations of the broader construction and public re-
fashioning of a “populist” American “mass” “middle” in relation to an
imagined coastal “elite.” At each of these featured sites, more than at
any other on TV in that postwar historical moment, the Heartland and
its imagination in terms of national value and American identity was
centrally at stake. And, as indicated above, each of the critical sites here
also significantly interrogates and revises “given,” “common sense” un-
derstandings of TV history through cultural geography.

This explains why, for example, Good Times (CBS, 1974–1979), set
in Chicago, is not the key text from the 1970s here. As chapters 3 and 4
outline, Chicago and its African American populations were effectively
excised from popular discourse regarding the Heartland in this period. I
have also not discussed the Garry Marshall-produced programs Happy
Days (1974–1984) or Laverne and Shirley (1976–1983)—both hugely
popular for ABC during the 1970s and both set in a nostalgically imag-
ined 1950s Milwaukee (though in its last three seasons Laverne and
Shirley had moved to Los Angeles). These series are addressed in Daniel
Marcus’ Happy Days and Wonder Years: The Fifties and Sixties in
Contemporary Cultural Politics and in Janet Staiger’s Blockbuster TV:
Must-See Sitcoms in the Network Era. Marcus’ theorization of nostal-
gia and political conservatism and Staiger’s analysis of the critical judg-
ment (read: disdain) visited upon these programs resonate with Heart-
land TV’s focus on the cultural imagination of a “populist” American
“middle,” but the programs themselves were not discussed as “Heart-
land” texts or as indicative of a broader shift or interrogation of the
myth. However, during much of this same period, MTM Productions of
the 1970s were discussed in these terms via analyses of their settings,
star personae, and “work family” cultures. Heartland TV also does not
examine the long-running pastoral family drama, Little House on the
Prairie (NBC, 1974–1982) in order that I might focus instead on MTM
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Productions’ comedies in terms of “quality,” race, urbanity, and the
“middle-ethic” ideal. However, forthcoming work by Anna Thompson-
Hajdik on the relationship between Little House on the Prairie and
Walnut Grove, Minnesota does address this series and also dovetails
with my chapter 4 discussion of Heartland tourism via MTM icons as
they have functioned in the promotion of Minneapolis and Chicago. Fi-
nally, in my readings of both the programs themselves and the popular
press responses to them, I interpret The Beverly Hillbillies (CBS, 1962–
1971), The Andy Griffith Show (CBS, 1960–1968) and Mayberry, RFD
(CBS, 1968–1971) to be understood as more southern than midwest-
ern. Though Green Acres’ (CBS, 1965–1971) fantastic pastoral universe
suggests, potentially, an uncanny, science-fiction Heartland, in this study
I choose to focus for that period on the unmatched popularity of The
Lawrence Welk Show, which was always identified as midwestern in
popular and critical discourse and by the judgments of its audience. 51

While there are overlaps and contemporary connections made in
each of the following chapters, the studies featured in Heartland TV
proceed chronologically, from the origination of broadcasting to the
contemporary, “neo-network” era. The first three chapters focus on key
debates and texts during the period from the 1920s through the 1960s.
This era is characterized by a systematic revaluing of the region toward
the nation and national ideals in relation to cultural expression, mar-
kets, and political ideology. In this period, the Heartland myth is sig-
nificantly revised and stabilized, moving from its place as idealized
“center” of representative U.S. identity to its conceptualization as a po-
tentially resistant site characterized by isolationist conservatism mired
in the past. Chapters 4 through the epilogue focus on the period from
1970 to the present, which can be characterized by a revaluing of the
“niche” within the nation and, therefore, of the populist possibilities
represented by the Heartland in relation to cultural production, mar-
kets, and political ideology. This chronological approach is intended to
underscore the tenacity of the Heartland myth—its powerful “residue”
in times of progress and change—as well as to throw into relief power-
ful challenges to or reimaginations of this mythology, emphasizing why
such moments are perceived as exceptional and, even, intensely threat-
ening. Each chapter thus charts the shifting articulation of the pastoral-
populist myth, regional aesthetics, and the relative value of “square-
ness” as capital to prevailing cultural ideals at key sites of conjuncture
between television and broader socio-political discourse.
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One of the key interventions that Heartland TV makes is to read
broadcast policy through cultural geography in order to examine how
regional mythologies were actually written into regulatory definitions
and standards regarding public interest and audience differentiation.
Because the policies closely analyzed in chapter 1 remained fundamen-
tally unchanged from their inception in the 1930s until 1996’s revision
of the Telecommunications Act, the structural impact of these policies
becomes “visible” as it then informs strategies of network promotion,
identification, and conceptualization of audience address through the
network era (through chapter 4 here in particular). Thus, Heartland TV
opens with a chapter that focuses on the revaluing of post-1930s U.S.
culture from regionalism to nationalism through networking, and con-
cludes with the epilogue’s analysis of the transition to a “neo-network”
era which is currently revaluing regional appeals as network branding
strategies. However, each chapter significantly interrogates the ways in
which regulatory expectations (for service in the “public interest”), as
well as market imperatives, contribute to “regional” modes of network
programming, promotion, and audience appeal.

Chapter 1, “ ‘Essential, Desirable, and Possible Markets’: Broadcast-
ing Midwestern Tastes and Values” charts historic struggles between the
expressed, rhetorical ideals of “universal,” national networking and the
rather more uneven realities of local service. This chapter focuses on
institutional /network and regulatory/policy expectations for regional
expression, understandings of national service obligations, and the im-
agined limits of each, from the pre-broadcast era through the 1940s.
Specifically, chapter 1 interrogates the role of Heartland mythology in
structuring network development rationales, broadcast law, and regula-
tory policy. It traces, in particular, the ways in which “service in the
public interest” was codified as a geographically differentiated standard.
This chapter thus offers a critical rhetorical analysis of network devel-
opment rationales and strategic plans, communications law, and regula-
tory statements in relation to or as informed by changing cultural my-
thologies of region and nation. To analyze the development of network
infrastructure and promotion, I focus on archival accounts of NBC’s
plans for the physical expansion of television networking in ways that
might balance economy of scale with the expressed promise of genu-
inely national service (at least rhetorically). The chapter examines regu-
latory statements and guiding principles of the period, including analy-
sis of The Blue Book (1946), which codified the Federal Communica-
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tions Commission’s assertion that American tastes and values were dif-
ferentiated according to geographic region or “zone.” Subsequent chap-
ters offer evidence that the principles of geographic differentiation es-
tablished in The Blue Book—as a standard for public service, program
types, and presumed audience reflecting different tastes and necessitat-
ing different market appeals—set the precedent for ongoing debates re-
garding regionalism and TV as a market and cultural forum to this day.
Indeed, such debates have, arguably, been energized in the context of
multiple-platform TV delivery and new media outlets.

The interrogation in chapter 1 of the role of Heartland mythology in
structuring network development rationales, broadcast law, and regu-
latory policy leads to an analysis of early network programming and
promotions that strategically appealed to Heartland values and “popu-
list” audiences through regional, “pre-televisual” expressive forms from
American arts, folk culture, and everyday life. Chapter 2, “Square Danc-
ing and Champagne Music: Regional Aesthetics and Middle America,”
focuses on the specific examples of Jubilee, U.S.A. (ABC, 1955–1961)
and The Lawrence Welk Show (ABC, 1955–1971) to examine the para-
dox that, while most histories of American network television propose
that the medium rose to prominence due to promotional rhetoric and
“Golden Age” programming that promised unprecedented enlighten-
ment through the transmission of urban, “high” cultural ideals, the net-
work promotions and programs of the 1950s and beyond also overtly
appealed to “populist” and expressly rural traditions.52 In promoting
itself as America’s new, uniquely national medium, network executives
and program producers presented both the “high” urban ideals particu-
larly associated with the American East (especially New York City) and
populist, vernacular traditions and values that were historically associ-
ated with the broader American Heartland. Popular critics and schol-
ars have tended to embrace television in its “high” appeals and generic
forms while puzzling over the popularity of “populist” programs. This
puzzlement played itself out in contemporary debates over the medium’s
purpose and cultural worth, as examined here through a close reading
of these programs’ aesthetics and content and through an analysis of re-
lated critical valuations of their audiences’ tastes and presumed politics.

The dual “mass” audience popularity and vehement critical disdain
of “populist” programs through the 1960s underscores the paradoxical
nature of television and points to a relatively effaced aspect of prime
time history. Though television industry rhetoric, programming, and
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space-age broadcast technologies positioned 1960s America as the lead-
ing symbol of a reinvigorated New York- and Washington, D.C.-cen-
tered cosmopolitan, worldly culture, there simultaneously remained vig-
orous, competing tensions and ambivalence in postwar American life
that held fast to residual ideals of pre-war, place-bound tradition and
“knowable” community, and that challenged the very desirability of a
national identity shared in common.53 However, while prestige network
documentary series such as CBS Reports defined 1960s America accord-
ing to New Frontier ideals of progress and mobility, such programs also
reinforced and perpetuated rather fantastic elements of the Heartland
myth as, particularly, African Americans, the working-class, urban cen-
ters, and political activism were increasingly written out of these pro-
grams’ representations of the U.S. Midwest. This excision of racial di-
versity and sexual “difference” is the focus of chapters 4 and 5, respec-
tively. Chapter 3, however, extends Michael Curtin’s groundbreaking
work on the “international” look of 1960s documentary to focus on the
domestic documentary’s portrayal of the Midwest Heartland as a partic-
ular kind of “resistant” and residual site within the New Frontier.

Chapter 3, “ ‘Strictly Conventional and Moral’: CBS Reports in Web-
ster Groves,” also connects documentary programming with the gov-
ernmental and popular press rhetoric that increasingly defined the re-
gion as home to what, by the 1970s, would be defined as an emerg-
ing “Silent Majority,” in ways that significantly revalued “traditional”
Heartland mythologies to appear threateningly out-of-touch, retro-
gressive, and divisive in the face of national progress in civil rights and
the Cold War. This chapter focuses solely on two key sites through
which TV viewers “talked back” to regulators and documentary pro-
ducers and journalists in the 1960s. In particular, responses to Newton
Minow’s “Vast Wasteland” speech and to CBS Reports journalists and
producers pertaining to two documentaries about Webster Groves, Mis-
souri indicate the unresolved and, frequently, quite raw tensions regard-
ing television and capital relations in the 1960s. “Talking back” to the
television set by midwestern viewers, in particular here, reveals a desire
to be identified with and to claim the “elite” values promoted and em-
bodied by reformers such as Minow and CBS News’ Fred Friendly.
However, there is also here a felt threat that “outsider” perspectives of
the local might be detrimental to the region’s image when viewed by the
nation-at-large.
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Popular representations of the Midwest as home to residual, tradi-
tional values and past life and culture, as seen in chapters 2 and 3, es-
tablish the field within which MTM Productions’ 1970s comedy series
were interpreted, critically, as counterintuitive portrayals of the Mid-
west as “newly” urbane consumer spaces, home to hip (if understated)
sexuality and bourgeois feminism. Chapter 4, “ ‘You’re Gonna Make It
After All!’ The Urbane Midwest in MTM Productions’ ‘Quality’ Come-
dies,” writes geography back into the narrative of MTM Productions’
historic position as a “quality” production company—a significant ele-
ment of the creators’ pitch and an inherent marker of the programs’ dis-
tinctiveness within the 1970s TV landscape, but also an element that
has been absent from existing analyses of the series. This chapter thus
interrogates MTM Productions’ The Mary Tyler Moore Show (CBS,
1970–1977), The Bob Newhart Show (CBS, 1972–1978), and WKRP
in Cincinnati (CBS, 1978–1982) specifically as regards the programs’
imagination of the American Middle West in a fundamentally new, per-
ceptually counterintuitive way—a progressive portrayal that was dis-
tinctive in post-1960s representations of the U.S. Heartland. Simultane-
ous with Nixon’s proclamations of a “Silent Majority” downtrodden by
the coastal media elite and coincident with Spiro Agnew’s condemna-
tion of media producers as out-of-step with Heartland values, MTM
Productions pointed to newly urbane understandings of regional iden-
tity and political identification while simultaneously positioning the
Midwest as the lone U.S. region to have “survived the 1960s” with “un-
troubled” stability. These programs served as sites for battles over taste
through place, positing that the Middle West was a region where urban
life, feminism, progressive politics, and national conversance were, in-
deed, imaginable, if in circumscribed ways (particularly with regard to
race). Such battles took place in and around these programs at the inter-
section of the relation between celebrity personae, popular entertain-
ment, and civic activism and ideals.

Chapter 5 extends the analysis of counterintuitive representations
of the Midwest in “There Is No ‘Dayton Chic’: Queering the Midwest
in Roseanne, Ellen, and The Ellen Show.” This chapter examines key
episodes of the situation comedies Roseanne (ABC, 1988–1997), Ellen
(ABC, 1994–1997), and The Ellen Show (CBS, 2001–2002) to assess
each program’s construction and use of the Midwest and midwestern-
ness as abject in relation to the series’ comparatively mobile, cosmo-
politan, place-transcendent portrayal of lesbian identity. This chapter
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examines the ways in which potentially progressive portrayals of les-
bianism required the contrast of Heartland culture and perspective for
definition, implying that queerness and midwesternness are fundamen-
tally irreconcilable cultural, political, and market identifications. The
effectiveness of these episodes—the judgment of whether or not they
are funny and whether they represent significant, “quality” incursions
within the prime time status-quo—thus depends on the degree of suc-
cess with which anxieties about the “difference” of lesbianism are trans-
ferred to the national viewing audience’s presumed, consensual under-
standing of the U.S. Heartland as, necessarily, “straight” and at a re-
move from cultural and market trends. Roseanne, Ellen, and The Ellen
Show each emerged during the completion of the transition from the
traditional broadcast era to increasingly niche appeals within which
market conceptions of the region—as a “down-classed,” “flyover” zone
compared to “elite,” “niche”-markets—were invigorated and power-
fully articulated to political allegiances. (This association of geography
with market identity as taste culture and political point-of-view is later
revisited in the epilogue, which discusses network branding in a “neo-
network” era). While the Midwest and the midwesterner are clearly the
butt of the joke in these programs (based on shared assumptions in
the program narratives and between the programs and their presumed
audience—an audience that is, itself, largely midwestern) the humor is
double-edged. Its effectiveness relies upon a powerful imagination of
the American Heartland as a pre-modern, hermetically sealed land of
squares, hopelessly un-hip and out-of-the loop. Yet, the Midwest is also
a place whose “less complicated,” un-faddish, community- versus indi-
vidual-focused nature marks it as a site of desire for and placement
within a “knowable” universe.

Longing and affection for the Heartland as “knowable,” stable, tra-
ditional community are at the center of the revivification of the myth in
periods of national and political trauma, and used as a key rhetorical
appeal to cultivate broadly national audiences in a “neo-network” era.
Together, chapter 6 and the epilogue consider the Heartland myth’s re-
newed prominence, from the mid-1990s to the present, as a region and
people explicitly allied with populist pragmatism, “plain folks” tastes
and desires, and as the home of innocence and spirituality in the con-
temporary, mass-mediated world. Chapter 6, “Fertility Among the Ru-
ins: Reconstituting the Traumatized Heartland” examines news specials
focused on the anniversaries of the April, 1995 bombing of the Alfred P.
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Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City.54 Significant in relation to
coverage of the World Trade Center bombings in 1993 and the cata-
strophic events of September 11, 2001, anniversary coverage in Okla-
homa City inscribes the metropolitan capital as the epitome of a time-
less, pastoral Heartland. Commemorative accounts contextualize the
shock of the event in terms of its rupture of the illusion of an idealized
American middle landscape—the Heartland imagined as rural American
safe-space, untouched by the contemporary, worldly strife “expected”
to be visited upon the country’s primary coastal urban centers. Also,
however, these programs allow for the memorialization and recovery in
Oklahoma City to be imagined through frontier ideology, characterized
by a producerist ethic, pioneering spirit, and the values of self-suffi-
ciency embodied in the idealization of the reconstructed family circle.

The epilogue, “Red State, Blue State, Purple Heartland,” examines
current network branding practices and industrial appeals to an imag-
ined “red state” audience, as seen in TV industry rhetoric and promo-
tion, in network programming, and in popular television criticism—
each of which powerfully articulates “realism” and “authenticity” to the
Heartland. I focus particularly on network and program branding strat-
egies in the early 2000s from three key sites: the rise and fall of PAX tel-
evision—which staked its identity on Heartland programs with overtly
spiritual content; CBS’s public and trade industry embrace of its role as
the “last true broadcast” network, appealing to “flyover” America; and
reality television’s now ritual linking of “real people” to the Heartland
as presumptively “innocent,” uncalculating, and untainted by coastal
“fads.” At each of these sites, the Heartland stands in as shorthand for
“authenticity” and, increasingly, as the home of an “underrepresented”
majoritarian population rhetorically synchronous with political appeals
to a red state populace “outside the Beltway” and between the coasts.

Unlike other regions of the country that have been singled out analyt-
ically for their perceived exceptionalism, the Heartland is typically rep-
resented as an unexceptional locus of consensus. While several scholars,
for example, have closely studied the myth of the imagination of the
American South, those mythologies have, at their core, a traumatic “vis-
ibly” “raced” history and history of regional exceptionalism in relation
to the nation-at-large. Central to the myth of the Heartland, by con-
trast, is the overdetermined “invisibility” of racial tensions and the pre-
sumption that the region is emblematic of national ideals more often
than not. That is, while the South—particularly in the earliest years of
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television through the civil rights era—was not imagined, on television,
as nationally representative, the Heartland often was. Indeed, argu-
ably, the tensions regarding the social value and cultural worth of the
region have been so provocative because of this “middle-ground” qual-
ity. Whereas the South, East, and West have each always held onto dis-
tinctive mythologies resistant to being claimed as “all-American,” the
Midwest, historically, is recuperated and reiterated as “America’s home-
town.”55

Heartland TV issues a call to actually see such “ordinary,” “obvi-
ous,” “common sense” regional representation as integral to national
discourse. What is at stake here is not a privileging or revaluing of dom-
inant cultural practices, but, rather, a call to make visible their active
construction and function in the re-iteration of “national interest” as it
is energized and revised through regional appeals. It is a challenge to
consider how, historically, we consistently resist the possibility to think
differently with regard to regional mythology and the politics of place.
This book asks readers to consider that common TV industry and pop-
ular press terms such as “flyover” have real social power. This term, for
example, encourages a lack of awareness of the diverse, underrepre-
sented populations and real social and economic needs that exist in the
Midwest. It also encourages the notion that, within national media dis-
course, the Midwest can continue to function as a ritually reinvigorated
place-holder for ideologically powerful, politically resonant investments
that often run contrary to actual regional affiliations and needs. As
reports of the Center for Rural Strategies have recently noted, the di-
verse populations of the Midwest (particularly Native Americans, Afri-
can Americans, Latin Americans, and Asian/Pacific Islanders) are woe-
fully underrepresented in popular and political discourse. Additionally,
though “only 1.78 percent of rural residents earn their primary living
from the farm” nonetheless, “a recent national survey by the W.K. Kel-
logg Foundation showed an overwhelming perception across the coun-
try that agriculture is the dominant industry of rural America” with the
Midwest being the home to the majority of the nation’s rural popula-
tion. 56 Such misperception is significant particularly in a neo-network
and new media era which threatens to reinscribe historically uneven ac-
cess to technology and corresponding limits to the representational im-
agination.

From 2000 to the present, “divided nation” rhetoric has been invigo-
rated and expanded in popular discourse. The frequency, ease, and gen-
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erally unquestioned adoption of this rhetoric largely inspires the work
of this book—particularly, as these “simple” assumptions about cul-
tural and political difference have been explicitly significant to network
expansion, industry policy, promotion, and program practices, and pre-
sumptions about television’s audience as a market entity with variable
economic, social, and political capital. As James Shortridge has ob-
served, regional mythologies are powerful because “we seem to need to
believe that places exist with certain characteristics and, so needing, we
will such places into existence.”57 The text that follows examines the te-
nacity of this will and the variable cultural needs that the Heartland
myth addresses as a mythology “so persistent and so appealing, even
among people who ‘know’ differently.”58 While Heartland TV examines
historic tensions regarding place-identity and national values specific to
the United States, the struggles it points to and the questions it raises
enter into dialogue with contemporary discussions of community, na-
tion, and media in a broadly international context. Though the case-
studies featured in the following chapters are by no means all-inclusive
of the nationally televised programs that imagine the Heartland, it is
hoped that the included analyses will encourage further study and might
suggest new questions about and approaches to television history and
the regional imagination.
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“Essential, Desirable, and 
Possible Markets”
Broadcasting Midwestern 
Tastes and Values

As a technological, infrastructural method of content distrib-
ution and market organization, networking developed in the United
States coincident with and integral to the final solidification of cross-
continental settlement, the emergence of the mass consumer market,
and the conceptualization of a national audience, or conjoined, national
community. From its emergence in vaudeville, through the radio age
and television’s standardization, networking has been prerequisite to the
modern, cultural imagination of the nation. Ideally, it allows for the
“special kind of contemporaneous community” and “unisonance” theo-
rized by Benedict Anderson as “the technical means for ‘re-presenting’
the kind of imagined community that is the nation.”1 And yet, this
idealized notion of “unisonance” effaces the tensions and struggles be-
tween region and nation that consistently appear in historical discourse.
Such struggles encourage us to consider the significant unevenness with
which networking was actually realized (both spatially and temporally).
This unevenness is structured into networking by the geographic ex-
panse of the United States, but it also has been encouraged in institu-
tional, regulatory, and cultural struggles to balance the system’s inher-
ently conflicting imperatives: Organized as a for-profit market, broad-
casting is also mandated to serve in the public interest.

While, in the interest of national integration, network promotional
rhetoric promised “unisonance” via the broad American public’s equal
access to broadcasting service, economic imperatives encouraged a much
more cautious developmental approach. Behind closed doors, network
strategy emphasized universal access as a distant “possibility,” focusing,
instead, on the practicality of selective market cultivation. Regional
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“difference” from the national network remained simultaneously pow-
erful, however, as law and regulatory policy’s locus of expected service
ideals and obligations.

“Public interest” refers both to access to broadcast media outlets and
to a judgment of the content or “character” of programming provided
therein. While national network programming is idealized as shared
public culture, locally affiliated stations are charged with providing pro-
grams that meet the particular needs and interests of the specifically re-
gional viewing audience each serves. Historically, lawmakers and regu-
lators relied upon recourse to presumed, distinct regional differences to
challenge monopolistic network practices and, periodically, to re-cali-
brate network profit motives. As broadcasting developed and stabilized,
nationally, it relied upon regional difference to manage and balance its
founding paradox. In network planning documents, broadcast law, and
regulatory policy from the 1920s through the immediate postwar era,
the Midwest and midwesternness often became the site through which
“service in the public interest” and profit imperatives were assessed and
defined.

Struggles over regional definitions are, across this history, struggles to
define representative American ideals through comparative market
value and social ranking. The formation of national corporate culture
required the development of differentiated, “perceived . . . ‘taste mar-
kets.’ ”2 The history of broadcast networking exemplifies how these
markets were created and addressed. Specifically, network development
rationales, broadcast law, and regulatory policy can be studied in terms
of broader assumptions regarding midwesternness as a comparative
capital relation or “classed” disposition allied with rurality, traditional
modes of cultural expression, and relatively homogenous tastes. The
networked Midwest is uniquely imagined as distant from cultural trends
and as the most “mass,” homogeneous, stable market within the conti-
nental expanse.

This chapter examines three interrelated phenomena in network
broadcast development, chronologically, from the 1920s until 1950: the
emergence of the Midwest as cartographic region and symbolic Heart-
land in relation to “national” ideals in the period; network develop-
ment and expansion as it was marked by a conflict between public ap-
peals to universal access and an internal focus on economy of scale; and
broadcast law’s and regulatory policy’s struggle to define, balance, and
apply local “service” ideals within the framework of national market
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development. The history of broadcast networking and localism in the
United States most typically has been told in one of two ways: either
through analysis of broad macro-political institutional struggles (focus-
ing on network development in technical, physical, infrastructural, and
economic terms), or through analysis of cultural tensions at the level
of everyday engagements with media (focusing on, for example, local
resistance to network representation and battles over scheduling and
sponsorship control). Here I argue that if the histories of network devel-
opment and broadcast policy are read in dialogue with contemporary
understandings of regionalism, then institutional and cultural struggles
over networking, instead, emerge as integral to and inseparable from
one another. This chapter interrogates how broadly circulating mythol-
ogies of geographic “difference” shaped and became codified within net-
work development plans, broadcast law, and regulatory policy indepen-
dent of programming and reception. It argues that a particularly selec-
tive and limited way of imagining the Midwest as Heartland has been
encouraged and reinforced structurally as well as symbolically in broad-
cast history, and considers how this, in turn, has encouraged certain un-
derstandings of the region’s value for the nation.

Historian Leo Marx once proposed that if geography was “a perpet-
ual reminder of American differences,” then technology represented
“the possibility of plenty shared by all.”3 Here, Marx points to a key, if
often implicit, assumption in media history and theory—that “region”
and “network” are conceptually antithetical terms. The basis for this
opposition rests in an understanding of networking as a “space-bind-
ing” structural and technological phenomenon, while conversely region
and region-based markets and culture are “place-bound.” The network
expands over territory in ways that benefit national and international
market goals, exploiting spatial reach for efficiencies of scale. Network-
ing is understood as a technological, economic, social, and cultural
framework for the reorganization of space and time from the region
and local expression to seemingly “placeless,” modern, national modes
of production and consumption.4 Networks’ “bias” relations toward a
“high communications policy, . . . aimed solely at spreading messages
further in space and reducing the cost of transmission.”5

Media scholar David Morley nuances this conventional network/re-
gion tension by pointing out that “while, of course, it must be acknowl-
edged that new communications technologies are producing new defini-
tions of time, space, and community, these are not necessarily erasing
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but rather overlaying old understandings of distance and duration.”
Analysis of this dynamic in broadcast history thus requires interroga-
tion “of how physical and symbolic networks become entwined around
each other.”6 This sense of entanglement is particularly significant as re-
gards the Midwest-as-Heartland, a geographic and perceptual region
that, in a real historical sense, can physically and symbolically only be
imagined through networked media.

The Physical and Symbolic Entwined: Regional Labels and 
National Value

James Shortridge argues that “more than seventy years elapsed between
the first use of the term Middle West” in the late 1820s, and the second,
in the 1880s, concurrent with the active spatial reordering of a U.S.
map that now differentiated the “comparatively settled and stable ‘mid-
dle’ states” from the far western frontier and from the newly incorpo-
rated southwest.7 This sense of the Midwest as comparatively settled
was encouraged by the region’s increased centrality in transportation
and commerce. With the expansion of railroads and telegraphy through
the end of the nineteenth century, the northern channels of trade, which
extended west from New York, and the southern channels of trade,
which flowed through the Mississippi and Ohio rivers, converged to
complete the transformation of Chicago from “hinterland” outpost to
critically central, national hub. The Midwest was the nation’s carto-
graphic “middle,” balancing between the relatively untamed West and
the established East. And, the region was the nation’s economic “mid-
dle,” representative of “the rise of middle class values and institutions
of capitalism.”8 By extension, the Midwest was linked in the popular
discourse of the period to qualities of “balance” and solidity of char-
acter—particularly as evidenced in increased reference to the region as
the nation’s “heart,” as the country’s “most sensible” region, as a place
more “evenly American in tone” than others, and, explicitly, as the
“most American part of America.”9

British cultural studies scholar Raymond Williams’s The Country and
the City suggests that this late nineteenth-century valorization of the
Midwest as the nation’s “heart” should be considered in the context
of a broader western cultural revaluation of pastoral life in the face of
new national communication and transportation systems, which forged
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unprecedented modern, economic, and extra-regional relations. The
Midwest’s persistent association with the pastoral as temporally past
tense—as evocative of former life and culture, as the storehouse of “tra-
ditional” modes of production and consumption—here contrasts with
the “nation,” imagined as allied with the same sense of simultaneous
“empty time” that characterizes space-binding network technology.
Rural life and culture are thus counterpoised to modernity and national
imperatives of progress. And yet, the Heartland also conjures a nostal-
gic realm of possibility as the “last” bastion of face-to-face, “know-
able” community in modern, market-oriented culture. The apparent
need for the Midwest as imagined locus of unchanging values and tradi-
tions is striking, considering the market centrality of Chicago and other
urban midwestern sites—especially Cleveland, Detroit, and St. Louis—
in the development and success of a truly national economy. However,
by the late 1920s, once cross-continental markets were achieved and
stabilized, popular representations of the region began to excise such
urban hubs from their storehouse of images. The myth of the U.S. Mid-
west as Heartland began to coalesce around a highly selective set of pas-
toral values and ideals positively associated with rural life and folk-
cultural traditions as a national repository for the values of produc-
erism, thrift, and humility. By the 1930s, cities such as Chicago were
explicitly considered “extra-regional” exceptions to the Midwest status-
quo which was now, thoroughly, allied with pastoralism and considered
to be home to “natural peace, innocence, simple virtue,” a producer
ethic, and “authentic” American idealism.10 Pastoral/rural life and cul-
ture and industrial/urban life and culture were now “segregated men-
tally: the former was assigned to a regional ‘box’ called Middle West;
the latter to one called East. . . . This left the term Middle West free to
be employed . . . as a synonym for rural America.”11

Network Development and the Social Ranking of Markets

Though this chapter focuses on network development, broadcast law,
and policy particularly as each relates to television, any such history
necessitates reference to “pre-TV” precedents. Networking emerged out
of transportation and communication infrastructures of the late 1800s.
Television followed the same service patterns and is legislated and regu-
lated by the same guidelines and bodies as radio before it. This chapter
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thus uses the term “broadcasting” to refer to both radio and television,
particularly as the laws, policies, and development plans studied here
pertain to the development and operation of the “Big Three” radio and
TV networks, NBC, CBS, and ABC. Additionally, I here refer to local
stations that are affiliates of these networks (rather than independent
stations or those of the Big Three’s challengers). While such focus risks
“privilege[ing] national consciousness at the expense of local identities,”
my intent is exactly this—to theorize how the national imagination is it-
self built up by reference to the “local,” particularly in ways that license
or limit understandings of place.12

In historical focus here is the period from the late 1920s through the
immediate post–World War II era. Between the late 1920s and the mid-
1950s, the “Big Three” television networks of NBC, CBS, and ABC
were formed, expanded nationally, and solidified as the controlling U.S.
network powers—a position of dominance they each held until the
early 1990s when cable homes began to outnumber over-air broadcast
reception homes for the first time in U.S. history. Paradoxically, as the
networks became increasingly national in their distribution capabilities
they became simultaneously more “local,” concentrating all network
production and business operations in New York City and Los Angeles
by the late 1950s. This period includes the development and institution
of broadcast laws that remained fundamentally unchanged until the pas-
sage of the Telecommunications Act of 1996. The period of analysis thus
begins with the opening of the broadcast era and concludes with the
preeminence of the “Big Three” networks, anchored on either coast, as
broadcast policy undergirded the growth and stability of network televi-
sion which realized its promise to be a national presence in U.S. homes.13

While network promotional rhetoric promised that television would
be an “immediate” postwar service for all Americans, the reality of the
medium’s gradual availability was much more staggered and uneven.
The speed with which networking developed to serve a truly national
audience—particularly in midwestern and mountain west regions—was
biased heavily by the way the pre-existing “bones” of the system en-
couraged expansion along certain channels of transportation and com-
munication over others. Network expansion plans were mapped to
maximize economy of scale and to prioritize service only as it was eco-
nomically strategic. Thus, while television’s introduction at the New
York World’s Fair in 1939 showcased the Middleton family’s eagerness
to adopt TV, regular network service in their hometown of Riverdale,
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Indiana was not yet a guarantee. The public promise of universal access
and national service was tempered by institutional imperatives.

In 1926 the Radio Corporation of America (RCA) famously took out
full-page newspaper advertisements to announce the formation of its
programming and distribution arm, the National Broadcasting Com-
pany (NBC). The ads promised that, through networking, events of na-
tional importance would never again escape a broad American public
now guaranteed the best possible programming on an everyday basis.
The advertisement promoted networking as an idealized venue for na-
tional integration. The resources of a large corporation would allow for
“better programs permanently assured . . . in the interest of the listening
public.”14 And yet, the advertisement also qualified that

[t]he National Broadcasting Company will not only broadcast these
programs through station WEAF, but it will make them available to
other broadcasting stations throughout the country so far as it may be
practicable to do so, . . . It is hoped that arrangements may be made
so that every event of national importance may be broadcast widely
throughout the United States.15

RCA, here, seems somewhat more circumspect regarding the prospect
of rapid and immediate network service to the majority of the country
than is recounted in most broadcast histories. Perhaps experiences
within NBC’s corporate family contributed to this qualified tone. Ac-
cording to historian David Nye, General Electric and Westinghouse
were so eager to expand into rural farming markets in the early 1920s
that one-fifth of the companies’ magazine advertisements were directed
to that market, while each also invested in promotions such as an “all
electric farm” installation at the Pennsylvania State Farm Products
Show.16 By the close of the decade, however, these corporations and
power companies servicing such areas concluded that “ ‘the purchasing
power of 1.9 million [rural Americans] is too low to put them into the
potential customer class.’ . . . the cost of installation was too high to
make it profitable to reach them.”17 Nye quotes General Electric Di-
gest’s assessment, here, that whereas

“[a] mile of distribution line can serve 50 to 200 customers in a city, in
the country the average is three customers to a mile.” . . . it would be
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far more profitable to increase appliance sales to urban dwellers than to
extend services to isolated farmers.18

In this sense, rural Americans—who in the 1920s were still, predomi-
nantly, midwesterners and Southerners—were characterized as a bad
market risk, with the double hex of “low and irregular demand spread
over a dispersed area.”19

And yet, broadcast media posed qualitatively different benefits to
consumers than did other electrical products. This implied the possibil-
ity that broadcast media might have wider immediate success across
rural markets than other electric appliances. Additionally, broadcast re-
ceivers did not necessarily require access to the power grid as other ma-
jor appliances did. Nye notes that the “one electrical device common to
both farm and city was the radio, first marketed not as a plug-in device
but as a battery operated crystal set, to be heard using headphones.”20

Broadcast receivers were thus unique in their promise to close the gap
between rural listeners’ geographic distance from centers of production
and the resulting cultural distance created by this gap. According to
Pierre Bourdieu:

In other words, a group’s real social distance from certain assets must
integrate the geographical distance, which itself depends on the group’s
spatial distribution and, more precisely, its distribution with respect to
the “focal point” of economic and cultural values, . . . Thus, the dis-
tance of farm workers from legitimate culture would not be so vast if
the specifically cultural distance implied by their low cultural capital
were not compounded by their spatial dispersion.21

Broadcast networking suggested the possibility to shift one’s local dis-
position and reorient one’s cultural expertise through space-binding me-
dia engagement.

With passage of the Rural Electrification Act in 1936—accompanied
by President Roosevelt’s declaration that electric power must be re-
garded as a necessity for all Americans rather than a luxury for a few—
the slow but eventual emergence of truly national broadcasting service
became possible. Addresses by President Roosevelt and by Postmaster
General Farley at the 1937 dedication of NBC’s new broadcast studios
in Washington, D.C., made this promise explicit. Roosevelt claimed,
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sooner than any of us realize television will be established in homes
throughout this country. . . . it may not be long before . . . it will be
possible for us to visualize at the breakfast table the front pages of daily
newspapers or news reports, no matter how remote we may be from the
place of their publication or distribution . . .

And, according to Farley:

Radio . . . has aided immeasurably in developing musical culture and
banishing sectionalism, thereby preventing the disintegration of our
people into classes.22

It was with this sensibility that the appeals were crafted to introduce tel-
evision to the public at the 1939 World’s Fair.

Fairgoers surveyed by NBC were notably realistic about expecta-
tions for the new medium’s rapid, universal adoption. Reactions to the
television exhibit were gathered from attendees representing twenty-
one states, with “26% from states other than New York.” Respondents
were enthusiastic regarding programming, but clearly perceived TV to
be an urban, northeastern phenomenon. Respondents from locations in-
cluding Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Florida, and Virginia emphasized that
they “Would buy [a] set if programs are available at our distance from
New York,” and “We would be willing to buy one as soon as television
networks are established near my town,” or “I think television will be
one of the most useful inventions when it can be made so as to be in
reach of the average citizen.”23

However, even as the network was promoting TV as “the People’s”
medium at the Fair, internal plans for corporate growth were much
more focused and strategic. The network first planned to target “early
adopters” whose word-of-mouth would carry great weight. For exam-
ple, a memo distributed in 1939 noted that

sets should be placed, at once, in a dozen of the top-flight country clubs
in the metropolitan area (Greenwich, Atlantic Beach, Sleepy Hollow
. . .) where they would evoke much interest among the membership
which . . . enjoy that “social leadership” which others are inclined to
follow. We should place sets in the Mayor’s office, and in those of the
President of the Board of Education, the Police Commissioner and the
Fire Commissioner . . .24
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NBC’s plans for growth show a methodical timeline for “realistic”
patterns of infrastructural expansion outward from New York City,
proposing gradual interconnection from major cities across the United
States out to “lesser” markets. In 1939, the original plan was to expand
program service in New York City and to then acquire broadcast facili-
ties in “key markets” identified as Philadelphia, Chicago, Boston, Wash-
ington, Cleveland, and San Francisco. The next step was to establish
“regional service” from Chicago that would interconnect the cities of
the Midwest, including St. Louis and Milwaukee. Finally, the network
would originate a West coast regional service that would connect Los
Angeles and San Francisco. The 1939 plan was to create three paral-
lel North-South networks along the East coast, in the Midwest, and on
the West coast. Once established, “with three regional networks operat-
ing a transcontinental circuit would make possible a national television
service.”25

A key dilemma in television’s further geographic distribution was
that the network broadcasting system depended upon a centralized
point of control from which to deliver its programs. The national sys-
tem was, thus, inherently localized or skewed toward the markets and
culture of the urban East (later, in the 1950s and 1960s Los Angeles be-
came an equal partner in broadcasting and soon overcame New York’s
dominance in programming and distribution). In an internal report,
NBC Vice President of Affiliate Relations, William Hedges, emphasized
that the northeastern part of the United States was the economic center
of the country and, as such, provided the “economic base on which a
profitable network business may ultimately be built.” In order to main-
tain an edge over CBS, its principal competitor, NBC, embarked on a
plan for network development that emphasized the retention of “its su-
periority in facilities and coverage in the northeastern United States,”
while adding stations only “judiciously where the addition is economi-
cally justified.”26 NBC’s strategy was to maximize its existing strengths
in its most populous markets with high-quality, easy interconnection to
New York, in order to build a base of profitability and marketability
from which TV might expand.

NBC’s policy for television network growth was first codified in 1945
as the “Four Phases of Development Plan.” The plan identified three
categories of affiliate markets that would guide the network’s develop-
ment through the mid-1950s. “Essential markets” included seventy-
three principal cities that ranked highest in population and had 150,000
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or more families in their service area. These were each cities within easy
interconnection reach of New York and its relays in the East, Chicago
and its relays in the Midwest, and Los Angeles or San Francisco and
each city’s relays in the West. “Desirable markets” included fifty-three
regions that had at least a population of 100,000 families in their
broadcast area. “Possible markets” “might be affiliated depending on
the economics of wire line costs, service charges, etc.” These markets
each had populations of 25,000 and above in their broadcast area.27

Areas that were not slated for development through the mid-1950s in-
cluded markets in the South, the Plains Midwest, and the mountain
states of the West. According to NBC projections, “costs of electrical in-
terconnections, it is calculated, would preclude electrical connection . . .
to this group until well after 1953.” Statistical data from the period
confirm that NBC’s plan was shared by the broader industry: In 1955,
television households averaged seventy-eight percent in cities with a
population of 50,000 or more, while in rural areas only fifty percent of
households had television. Rural farm families reported the lowest per-
centage of television households, at forty-two percent. And, as a region,
the Northeast outpaced all other sections of the country by almost ten
percent—eighty percent of households had television.28

In 1948 an NBC internal report entitled the “Master Plan” noted
that NBC had a “moral obligation to add” such rural markets as “Wil-
mington, Lancaster, Johnston, Altoona”—communities that were per-
ceived to be of “nominal importance” for advertisers at this stage, but
would be “necessary to any plan for the development of television as a
national advertising medium.” A moral commitment to “lesser mar-
kets” would only be made, however, when such cities were “on routes
between major markets or close enough to permit economic justifica-
tion” for their network addition. Off the public record, NBC’s defini-
tion of a “national” system of television was clearly limited to affilia-
tion with cities that were already viable in their own right within the
national market—those towns between such sites that could serve as
valuable relays between major markets, or those communities within a
corridor already slated for expansion.

All planning documents of this period emphasize the importance of
slow growth based on market density and ease of interconnection.
Thus, the NBC Television Master Plan acknowledges that, while “the
National Broadcasting Company plans to operate a television network
on a truly national scale, with the ultimate end in view of bringing tele-
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vision service to a great majority of the population of the United
States,” that majority could almost be met by 1948 with the fifty-three
percent combined U.S. population coverage of NBC affiliates and owned
and operated stations provided by New York and Los Angeles alone.
NBC’s Vice President for Network Operations, William Hedges notes,
specifically:

Although the objective of network expansion is truly national, the only
fixed point in the contemplation of this plan is that while it may be pos-
sible to extend network facilities to a total of 148 stations in as many
markets . . . it is impossible that such a number will be attained within
the five year period. . . . The long range plan of NBC is to establish a
network of interconnected stations covering the most important mar-
kets, providing such markets are on routes between major markets.29

Though coast-to-coast network connection was realized by 1953, televi-
sion remained a primarily urban phenomenon through the 1960s (as the
nation itself underwent the final transition to a predominantly urban-
ized country). In the market logic of networking, the Heartland became
important only as its residents’ consuming power could strengthen its
economy and enhance its strategic position.30

“In the Public Interest”: Codifying Regional 
Difference in Broadcasting

In the period between the establishment of networking and the intro-
duction of television into American homes, several laws and policy
statements struggled, specifically, to define broadcasters’ local service
obligations. Particularly important here are key passages of the Radio
Act of 1927, as well as the Davis Amendment (1928) and its later re-
peal, the Great Lakes Statement (1929), the Communications Act of
1934, the Network Case of 1943, The Blue Book (1946), and the Pro-
gramming Policy Statement of 1960.31 While these documents represent
a diverse collection of guiding laws and regulatory principles, each is
connected by specific attention to the public interest standard and its
explicit articulation to geography. Specifically, the public interest stan-
dard is, in each case, understood to be a geographically comparative
standard. Indeed, reading the history of broadcast law and regulatory
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statements in dialogue with prevailing regional mythology unveils a
process of selective tradition engaging and encouraging a certain char-
acteristic way of thinking about the Midwest as Heartland that shaped
conceptions of what would meet the standard of “service in the public
interest” in different, geographically defined markets. To quote policy
historian Thomas Streeter,

law is not just an occasional constraint on the behavior of broadcasting,
it creates broadcasting. . . . Law, then, is a key to understanding the me-
dia as a product of meaningful habits of thought and action, as socially
constructed. . . . any discussion of it . . . involves us in debates and
struggles over values and the distribution of power in society. . . . law
happens when bargains are struck, hierarchies are enforced, and con-
flicts are initiated and resolved.32

Specifically, midwesterners were understood to be a market character-
ized by “mass,” relatively “homogeneous” tastes and proclivities for
rural, folk, regionally based entertainment; but, as a public, the Mid-
west was perceived to be distinguished by local commitment to commu-
nity values and active oversight and engagement as pitted against
“crassly commercial” “outside” media influences and interests, and rep-
resenting a “solution” to network “excesses.”

Several scholars have interpreted the language and specifics of the
Radio Act of 1927 in terms of the influence of Progressive-era ideology
and the progressive orientation of its writers.33 Progressive ideology pre-
sumed that “America’s strength lay in its successful assimilation of the
diverse cultural elements swirling throughout the country”—elements
that could really only conceivably be united through shared communi-
cations media.34 Radio waves seemed particularly important to think
about in terms of integrative ideals, if only to begin to grasp, define, and
codify their ethereal character, thus creating a framework and rationale
for their federal oversight and control. Were radio waves “national” in
character? Were they analogous to a natural resource? Did the “air” be-
long to the people? Or, if radio waves were essentially “interstate in
scope and character,” were they comparable to transportation and com-
merce routes between states and the province of corporations?

Defining radio waves as “interstate in scope and character” implied
the need for a certain amount of centralized, federal oversight and con-
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trol that fit the precedent established by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission. Invoking the commerce clause of the Constitution (Article I,
Section 8), the Radio Act of 1927 allowed that “Congress shall have
Power . . . to regulate Commerce . . . among the several states.” This
power was formalized with the Act’s creation of the Federal Radio
Commission (FRC) as radio’s overseeing regulatory body. The FRC was
charged to license stations in order to prevent “chaos” in the air. Sta-
tions were licensed according to the standard of “public interest, con-
venience, or necessity.” Operating licenses would be granted to stations,
“but not the ownership” of the airwaves. These are the core elements of
the Act that are most familiar to students of broadcast history. They es-
tablish a tenuous balance between private operation and federal over-
sight in order to shed the possibly distasteful associations in the period
with either monopolistic business practices or fascistic military/state-
control. They define radio waves as commerce and transportation and as
ethereal, “owned” by the People, and operated in the “public interest.”

Another set of clauses here are less often mentioned and—while
short-lived in their legal standing—each is important to theorizing the
lasting significance of the Act as a grounding precedent for succeeding
broadcast law and policy. Sections 2, 3, and 9 of the Radio Act “region-
alize” the broader document’s focus on national integration by empha-
sizing broadcasting’s promised appeals to representative democracy and
equality of service as geographically defined. While the preamble and
first section of the Act acknowledge the relatively borderless, poten-
tially unruly nature of radio communication, Sections 2 and 3 propose
that the United States should be divided into five distinct “zones” of
broadcast service, each to be represented by a FRC member. The zones
were designed to be roughly equal in geographic size and population.
Each commissioner was conceptualized much as a Congressional Rep-
resentative, responsive to regional concerns as “an actual resident citi-
zen of a State within the zone from which appointed at the time of said
appointment.” Additionally, to maintain representative balance between
geographic zones, “not more than one commissioner shall be appointed
from any one zone.” Alongside the FRC’s requirement of balance re-
garding commissioners’ political party affiliation, then, stood a require-
ment for regional representation.

In Section 9 of the Act, the FRC was charged to equalize service by
geographic region as nearly as possible:
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In considering applications for licenses and renewals of licenses, when
and in so far as there is a demand for the same, the licensing authority
shall make such a distribution of licenses, bands of frequency of wave
lengths, periods of time for operation, and of power among the differ-
ent States and communities as to give fair, efficient, and equitable radio
service to each of the same.35

Of the five zones, zone IV was predominantly composed of midwestern
states, including Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, and Missouri.36

In 1928, as the reauthorization bill for the FRC came under discus-
sion, an amendment was proposed that would make the language of
Section 9 more specific. The Davis Amendment (named for its author,
Representative Edwin L. Davis, Republican of Tennessee) modified the
second paragraph of Section 9 of the Radio Act of 1927 to read:

It is hereby declared that the people of all of the zones established by
section two of this Act are entitled to equality of radio broadcasting ser-
vice, both of transmission and reception, and in order to provide said
equality the licensing authority shall as nearly as possible . . . to each of
said zones. . . . Provided, that if and when there is a lack of applications
from any zone, . . . the licensing authority may issue licenses for the bal-
ance of the proportion not applied for from any zone, to applicants
from other zones for a temporary period of ninety days each, . . .37

Here the public interest standard is equated with equal provision of
broadcast facilities across the country and with the listener’s equality of
access to broadcast content, regardless of locale. The Amendment pro-
vides language that could allow the representative government analogy,
as regards broadcasting and geographic equality, to have regulatory
teeth.

As the phrases “as nearly as possible” and “provided, that . . .” indi-
cate, however, the Davis Amendment and “geographic zones” of service
were short-lived. Characterized by broadcast historian Frank Kahn as
“an administrative nightmare for a new commission plagued with the
problems of an overcrowded broadcast spectrum,” the Amendment was
viewed as an unwieldy and unwelcome limitation upon the Commis-
sion’s regulatory power.38 Regulatory clauses requiring equality of access
and service, regardless of geographic location, also ran counter to the
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market logic of broadcasting, as exemplified by NBC’s “Four Phases”
approach. The Rural Electrification Administration would struggle with
this same dilemma, encouraging and developing rural cooperatives to
relay power where “profit power” refused to go.39 Equal access and vi-
able market development were irreconcilable goals.

In the summer following the Davis Amendment’s passage, the Com-
mission issued a statement on “The Interpretation of the Public Interest”
in which it made its support of market preferences explicit. The FRC
now took the position that the most equitable regional service would
likely be achieved through extra-regional means, by broadcasting that
crossed “zone” jurisdiction. By emphasizing the logic of interstate com-
merce rather than the analogy of representative democracy the Commis-
sion defined appropriate regional service as greater free-market choice.
Equality of service could be met by the provision of a variety of types of
service—envisioned as extra-regional, regional, and specifically local.

The Commission proposed that “clear-channel” service, whose signal
power was strong enough to cross zone borders, would “permit . . . a
high order of service over as large a territory as possible.” In fact, only
the largest broadcasters with extra-regional, clear-channel capabilities
could allow for “the distant listener in the rural and sparsely settled
portions of the country [to] be reached.” As broadcast historian Susan
Douglas explains,

the rationale for such ‘clear-channel’ stations was that listeners in rural
areas with inexpensive or even homemade sets who were not within
range of a radio station, or a station with adequate power (most rural
stations in the 1920s were 50- to 100-watt stations; some even as low
as 25), could now be served, especially at night. By the 1950s it was
these clear-channel, or Class I stations, like WDIA out of Memphis, that
listeners at night delighted in reeling in.40

However, this rationale later became the foundation of and precedent
for subsequent policy statements that presumed networks to provide in-
herently higher-quality service than independent, local stations.

In market terms, the Commission aligned quality broadcasting ser-
vice with economy of scale. Equality of service, the Commission argued,
would only be created by thinking beyond representative zones and
conceiving of a hierarchy of channels based on transmission capabilities
and contrasting content expectations. While clear-channel stations could
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transmit cross-zones, “regional stations” would serve specific zones,
and “low-power channels” would serve communities within each zone.
While clear-channel providers could program for broadly diversified au-
diences with a mix of content, “channels . . . which desire to reach a
more limited region” would, accordingly, serve increasingly specific
publics, “distinctly local in character. . . . without any attempt to reach
listeners beyond the immediate vicinity of such towns.”41

This last statement becomes more interesting when tracing how its
principles are embedded in later documents such as The Blue Book. Un-
derstood, from this document forward, is the premise that urban sta-
tions are, inherently, “extra-local,” as exemplified by programming ex-
hibiting high production values, genre diversity, and audience breadth.
For example, in this same statement on the Interpretation of the Public
Interest, the FRC proposes that urban areas are, inherently, diverse mar-
kets, while rural communities are removed from the cultural flow:

The public in large cities can easily purchase and use phonograph rec-
ords of the ordinary commercial type. . . . The commission realizes that
the situation is not the same in some of the smaller towns and farming
communities, where such program resources are not available. Without
placing the stamp of approval on the use of phonograph records under
such circumstances, the commission will not go so far . . . as to state
that the practice is at all times under all conditions a violation of the
test as provided by the statute.42

The more diversified urban market and its consumers navigate and sus-
tain a plethora of program types, while rural remove is compounded
by homogeneity; hence, the potential advantage to rural listeners of
clear-channel urbanity. Significantly, then, the 1928 Interpretation of the
Public Interest concludes “that the test—‘public interest, convenience,
or necessity’—becomes a matter of a comparative and not an absolute
standard when applied to broadcasting stations.”43 Comparative stan-
dards applied not just to access, but to qualitative concerns as well—
one market’s “ordinary commercial” consumer purchase was another’s
cultural programming.

The Davis Amendment was formally repealed by President Roosevelt
in 1936, restoring the language of Section 9 (now applied to the Com-
munications Act of 1934) to its 1927 form and adding that
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the legislation is recommended for practical reasons of administration
. . . [as] the drawing of artificial zone lines for guides in allocating radio
facilities cannot satisfactorily be applied because of the physical laws
governing radio transmission. As a consequence, the policy of Congress,
to so distribute radio facilities that every section of the country will be
adequately supplied, has been very difficult of effectuating.44

Unable to be confined to specific geographic regions, radio waves are,
here, naturally allied with national service. Rather than “equitable” ser-
vice by geographic zone, the language was changed to conform to the
original text of 1927, proposing “fair” and “efficient” service instead.
While the establishment of geographic zones of service was short-lived,
the assumption that different geographic markets required different
types of service and that “small town” content and “big city” content
were necessarily counterpoised emerged from these documents as prece-
dent and de facto principle of subsequent regulatory statements and
strategy.

In the Great Lakes Statement of 1929, the FRC turned its focus to
broadcast content as a key standard in licensing considerations. It ar-
gued that broadcasting was in a unique class of market goods. Because
it was both “intangible” (as “naturally” occurring airwaves) and “vi-
tal” to everyday life (as shared public discourse), broadcasting was to
be considered in the same class as public utilities. Broadcasters are li-
censed “not for the purpose of furthering the private or selfish interests
of individuals or groups of individuals,” but in order to serve a broad
listening public. Broadcast content serves “the listening public” and not
“the sender of the message.” In this respect, the communal “tastes,
needs, and desires of all substantial groups” among a station’s listen-
ing public “should be met, in some fair proportion, by a well-rounded
program, in which entertainment, consisting of music of both classical
and lighter grades, religion, education and instruction, important public
events, discussions of public questions, weather, market reports, and
news, and matters of interest to all members of the family find a place.”
The Great Lakes Statement seems to tip the balance back toward broad-
casting’s promised democratic service mission, away from its more ex-
pressly market-oriented functions. And yet, the statement also priori-
tizes national networks’ capabilities as networks alone have the eco-
nomic strength to provide widely diversified programming with broad
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appeal. Critically, however, the statement underscores that public in-
terest, as a comparative standard, can really only be assessed through
content.45

With the Communications Act of 1934, the FRC was reconceived as
the Federal Communications Commission and its commissioner ranks
were increased from five to seven. In keeping with the now-established
national, corporate conceptualization of broadcasting, no reference is
made requiring that Commissioners represent particular geographic re-
gions or that the Commission itself reflect equal representation from
across the country. The language of the 1934 Act now firmly “national-
izes” broadcasting and its service obligations. The clause establishing
the FCC reads:

For the purpose of regulating interstate and foreign commerce in com-
munication by wire and radio so as to make available, so far as possi-
ble, to all the people of the United States, without discrimination on the
basis of race, color, religion, national origin, or sex, a rapid, efficient,
nationwide, and world-wide wire and radio communication service . . .
and for the purpose of . . . centralizing authority heretofore granted by
law to several agencies.46

Through the 1930s, communications law and regulatory statements ac-
tively encouraged and prioritized national network development and
its success in commercial terms. However, by the early 1940s, concern
grew regarding the sheer dominance of network interests in broadcast-
ing, increasingly evidenced in battles between the networks and their lo-
cally affiliated stations. In 1943, National Broadcasting Co., Inc., et al.
v. United States et al. (or “The Network Case”) exposed these concerns.
Justice Frankfurter’s decision in this case upheld that national, commer-
cial networks were the foundation of the U.S. broadcasting system, and
yet, the networks’ overwhelming market control and increasingly re-
strictive business practices begged for judicial intervention. Frankfurter
argued that, “without networks, broadcasting in a vast country like the
United States would not be a national communications medium,” but
within the national communication system, “local program service is a
vital part of community life.” So, the “national” character of network-
ing was upheld, while reiterating that different regions had different ser-
vice needs.
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The Network Case led to both an industrial and a regulatory shift.
NBC was found to have significantly restrained its affiliates when it re-
quired exclusive affiliations and oversight of station scheduling deci-
sions and local advertising rates. The network was ordered to divest
itself of one of its two radio networks. This enabled the formation of
the American Broadcasting Company (ABC) from the divested “chain.”
Additionally, the court’s decision argued for increased awareness of the
FCC’s role in oversight per the public interest standard. According to
Frankfurter, the FCC “must not confine itself to technical considera-
tions,” but must also consider content. Beyond the “supervision” of
broadcasting “traffic,” the Commission was charged with “the burden
of determining the composition of that traffic.”47

The FCC’s expectations for broadcast licensees’ service in the public
interest were most clearly enunciated with the 1946 publication of the
Public Service Responsibility of Broadcast Licensees (hereafter The Blue
Book, by which it is most commonly referred due to its distinctive blue
cover). The Blue Book also codified ambiguity, however, as it was not
an official publication of the FCC, but an independent report solicited
by Chair Paul Porter from the primary author, Professor Charles Siep-
mann of New York University. Thus, while the guidelines for license re-
newal, program service expectations, and public interest found in The
Blue Book implied reinvigorated FCC concern over postwar broadcast-
ing’s responsibilities, it had no binding power. Still, The Blue Book pre-
sents perhaps the most sustained account of regulatory logic regarding
public interest as a comparative standard based on geographic differen-
tiation.

The Blue Book restates the 1928 Interpretation of Public Interest to
emphasize market and, apparent civic distinctions between urban and
rural locales. While “metropolitan” markets are presumed to be diverse
in both program choices and program content, “rural” markets are im-
agined to have much narrower “tastes” and cultural proclivities. Signifi-
cantly, in this respect, its comparative case-studies primarily reference
urban northeastern and rural midwestern markets. The Blue Book codi-
fies that the “appropriate” programming service standard by which
these markets would be judged interpreted taste and cultural fluency to
be region-specific. Expectations for the different requirements necessary
to meet the particular social welfare of a locale, further, imply compara-
tive standards as regards the region’s broader social value. Specifically,
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the report supports the idea that the Midwest is synonymous with rural
America while New York City represents the contrasting “metropoli-
tan” market standard. In its examples The Blue Book argues that the
rural Midwest is best served by familiar, local talent presenting popular
genres of expression and appealing to popular tastes, whereas “legiti-
mate” tastes and cultural production may be a common program fea-
ture in the metropolitan market. In this critical document, then, a pol-
icy principle—service in the public interest—links the Midwest and
midwesterners to a necessarily rural disposition explicitly associated
with folk-expression and with traditional cultural production, as op-
posed to the “legitimate” and progressive possibilities of metropolitan
programming.

For example, The Blue Book notes that the “rural people” of Mis-
souri would definitely like and be appropriately served by the type of
entertainment offered by the “Happy Millers,” a singing group of “hill-
billy and western” music:

Public acceptance has been phenomenal, partly because of the inter-
est of rural people in the type of entertainment afforded but also because
the entertainers are all local people and well known in the community.48

The rural, midwestern locale—as presumptively “knowable,” face-
to-face community—is assumed to respond favorably to vernacular per-
formance styles, program genres, and “familiar” faces, whereas the re-
port’s reference to the New York City market argues for a range of en-
tertainments from “high” cultural productions to “ordinary commercial
arts.” The report states:

In metropolitan areas where the listener has his choice of several sta-
tions, balanced service to listeners can be achieved either by means of a
balanced program structure for each station or by means of a number
of comparatively specialized stations which, considered together, offer a
balanced service to the community.49

New York City is characterized by “a considerable degree of special-
ization on the part of particular stations . . . [with] one station featuring
a preponderance of classical music, another a preponderance of dance
music, etc.”50 For metropolitan areas, then, a different public service
standard is in effect:
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The Commission proposes in its application forms hereafter to afford
applicants an opportunity to state whether they propose a balanced
program structure or a special emphasis on program service of a partic-
ular type or types.51

The metropolitan station can either address a broad, shared audience,
or can target focused markets within that audience, whereas the rural
station must necessarily address a broad, “mass” listening public.

Thus, The Blue Book introduces a paradox into the consideration of
the public interest standard: The larger the “local” audience and greater
the local broadcasting competition within a market, the less diversified
each station’s programming within that market need be. Those stations
serving the most dispersed audiences with relatively little competition
have a greater onus for diversity of service. And yet, simultaneously, the
expectations for “rural” broadcasters also remain, arguably, “low” in
the expressed limited understanding of what type of program service
will satisfy such audiences. Specifically, “hillbilly music,” amateur hours,
and commercially available phonograph records are each referenced as
appropriate and strategic program types for midwestern markets, while
other types of programming—particularly those with “high” cultural
appeals—are considered to be much more at home in urban, northeast-
ern locales.52

The value given to comparative program balance-by-market in The
Blue Book explains the striking tone of betrayal evidenced in the re-
port’s accounts of local affiliates’ misrepresentations of their service to
the public in their applications for license renewal. In featured cases, the
local station is admonished for betraying its community when it caters
to commercial interests—in essence, when it acts like its network parent
(or, for non-network affiliates, when it acts like a network). After apply-
ing for an increase in broadcast time, for instance, station WTOL in
Toledo “became affiliated with a national network. By 1944 the ‘local’
programs . . . were conspicuous by their absence. 91.8 percent of the
broadcast time was commercial.”53

Embracing a consumer market ethos is seen to deny local public inter-
est. To outline counter-examples of positive conceptions of local service
and civic expression, however, The Blue Book refers to several sites of
public activism from the Midwest, each of which represents the protec-
tion of local interests and tastes from corrupting outside influences, and
stands for “character” against the sway of commercialism. Imagined,
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placid, pastoral Heartland community cohesiveness is evoked, here, to
underscore the dangers of imbalance in broadcasting. The Blue Book
quotes a radio report, for example, that illustrates the dismay of

a Midwest jeweler who operated a first-class . . . store [and] reported
that he had cancelled his use of radio because he felt that radio manage-
ment in his city had allowed the air to become too crowded with spot
announcements . . . purchased by firms selling cheap and shoddy mer-
chandise.54

Here, the midwestern businessman is exemplary of local taste-standards
and a civic ideal, as he stands up against crass commercialism in the
name of his fellow citizens’ best interests. Similarly, The Blue Book her-
alds the St. Louis Post-Dispatch’s campaign against advertising within
newscasts which argued that informational broadcasts serving civic in-
terests should be free of “plug-ugly” commercialization.55 Thus, while
advertising serves a national interest and is common to networks’ ap-
peals, in local programming time, the sanctity of the community’s
“own” airspace “must be protected” through vigilant civic oversight.

This association of midwestern markets and stations with traditional
appeals extends to the report’s valorization of the perceived authenticity
and upstanding character of broadcasters who epitomize service in the
public interest in these terms. In the example of a “250-watt station lo-
cated in the Middle West,” for instance:

All attempts at copying outside stations were eliminated. . . . Station fa-
cilities were made available on a free basis to civic institutions such as
the Chamber of Commerce, women’s clubs, parent-teacher association,
public schools . . . making the station a real local institution and a true
voice of the community. 56

Additionally, The Blue Book heralds the public engagement and activ-
ism of Midwest-based “listener’s councils,” singling out groups in Cleve-
land, Ohio and in Madison, Wisconsin.57

Although there is certainly truth to many of these presumptions re-
garding public service requirements in the Heartland during this period
(for instance, the need for daily agricultural market reports, etc.), the
values held up as particularly midwestern and the accompanying ab-
sences here suggest that popular discourses about the Heartland had
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made a significant incursion into the conceptualization of broadcast law
and the resulting expectations for public service requirements.

Considering the FCC’s apparent valuation of local place and taste
specificity here, it is not surprising that the affiliates taken to task in The
Blue Book are those who filed local interest-friendly broadcasting plans
with their license applications but subsequently ignored these schedules
in an apparent quest for greater commercial success and market domi-
nance. The potential disparity between proposed service plans of local
licensees and their subsequent broadcast performance establishes a tone
of wariness and vague mistrust of local stations throughout The Blue
Book. The authors systematically question the sincerity of local affiliates
with regard to ideals of character, citizenship, and community. While
admitting that “the evidence is overwhelming that the popularity of
American broadcasting as we know it is based in no small part upon
its commercial programs”—those programs associated with network-
provided prime time programming—the local broadcaster is required to
strive for balance between commercialism and service in the public in-
terest and will forfeit its license should it unbalance this equation.58

At the same time that it berates stations for giving in to commer-
cial interests, The Blue Book upholds the profit-making, commercial
network system as U.S. broadcasting’s necessary, structural status-quo.
Throughout The Blue Book, the networks are presumed to be crassly
commercial, in contrast to their local affiliates. However, the networks’
national programming voice is nonetheless assumed to have a distinctly
valuable pedagogical and nationally unifying function, particularly for
the rural, local community. Drawing a parallel between local newspaper
layout and affiliate scheduling, for example, the report’s authors state
that network prime time programming, “the hours from 6 to 11 p.m.
are the ‘front page’ of the broadcast station.”59 National programming
and commercial sponsorship thus represent a common language that is
held out as a consensual ideal while “local material” engages only the
“particular interests” of a given community.

Finally, the status and value of networking as a national market is
made explicit: Networks provide “consumer knowledge of the new and
improved products which contribute to a higher standard of living”
and, therefore, network viewership “is one of the steps toward achiev-
ing that higher standard of living.” The “indispensable . . . essential role
[of advertising] in the distribution of goods and services within our
economy” is only provided by network programs as they are sponsored
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by major advertisers.60 While acknowledging that advertising is largely
contrary to emplaced local (and, specifically, midwestern) sensibilities,
The Blue Book also still upholds the basic principle of national connec-
tion and the networks’ definitive role in a nationwide system that, ulti-
mately, overrides local concerns. According to this logic, intervention in
the development and national spread of the commercial network system
would mean tampering with national progress.

On July 29, 1960, the FCC released its “Report and Statement of
Policy re: Commission en Banc Programming Inquiry,” also known as
“The 1960 Programming Policy Statement.” This document reinforced
The Blue Book’s stance regarding licensee obligation for service in the
public interest. The statement added an “ascertainment” obligation, re-
quiring each licensee to “discover the ‘tastes, needs, and desires’ of peo-
ple in the local service area through surveys of community leaders and
the general public; to evaluate the findings of such surveys; and to
propose programs responsive to the evaluated ‘tastes, needs, and de-
sires.’ ”61 Ascertainment was, however, arguably qualified by the Com-
mission’s simultaneous assertion that “there is no public interest basis
for distinguishing between sustaining” programs—those underwritten
by stations or networks themselves—and commercially sponsored pro-
grams in evaluating station performance.”62 Local citizens and licensees
remained responsible to ensure service in the public interest. However,
if “hinterland” stations were portrayed as correctives or the counter-
balance to the “commercial excess” emanating from the coastal net-
work hub, these markets were simultaneously encouraged to take ad-
vantage of and become fluent in national consumer ideals. “Rural” and,
specifically, midwestern stations, historically, were urged to guarantee a
breadth of program types within one station’s schedule, while the FCC
held “northeastern” urban broadcasters to a significantly different stan-
dard—allowed, as those stations were, to “narrowcast” based on the
broad field of competition in which they were operating and the diver-
sity of voices that composed their audiences.63

Out Where the Tall Antennas Grow

Reading the history of broadcast networking through the interpretive
screens of cultural geography encourages a new critical awareness of re-
gional mythology’s legacy and activity in contemporary media rhetoric
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and policy. Reference to broader cultural “common sense” regarding
the Heartland—as, alternately, idealized civic center, or perceived island
of “difference” within the nation—remains central to many appeals re-
garding media technology, access, and purpose. Such attention allows us
to query, for example, why, strategically, the Clinton administration’s
initiative for universal internet access in public schools was promoted
as an “electronic barn raising,” or, conversely, why network program-
mers consider “Middle American sensibilities” to be necessarily diver-
gent from those of the people who live in New York and Los Ange-
les.64 Writing regional mythology back into historic analysis thus opens
up new avenues for examining the prevailing cultural “common sense”
with regard to technology and society, cultural capital, and political
voice.

Early network promotional rhetoric and structural development,
broadcast law, and regulatory policy each critically re-conceptualized
region and nation in ways that encouraged a broader modern revalua-
tion of U.S. culture from regionalism toward national markets and cul-
ture. This was achieved by establishing and reinforcing the idea that
rural “place” was resistant to urban market values and national, space-
binding ideals. Broadcasting’s founding principles of division were not
neutral but, rather, “by categorizing . . . legitimate[d] social inequali-
ties,” presented “social differences between people as if they were dif-
ferences of nature.”65 Yet, to the extent that national networking made
possible the literal and figurative connection “between regions and
forces otherwise kept conceptually distinct” it “seemed to create a per-
meable space” not just between different geographic regions but also
between their presumed dispositions and cultural worth in contrast to
other regions and values.66 With the solidification of TV’s place in post-
war homes and the growing success of 1950s television programming
perceived to appeal to imagined midwestern sensibilities, public dis-
course about television and U.S. culture increasingly evinced an under-
current of perceived threat at the heart of national networking—a
threat linked to these relational understandings of geography as capital.
Even as the FCC had apparently suggested (in its Blue Book case-stud-
ies) that the Midwest was innately home to upstanding citizens able to
resist the sway of crass commercialism, still, on the national stage (the
“front page” of nightly prime time broadcasting), it seems the following
dilemma now rose to the fore of public debate: If the midwestern dispo-
sition could be “upclassed” through “enlightened” programming, might
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Heartland programming have the potential to “down-class” the broader
nation?

In a particularly stark, if not unique, example of this broader post-
war revaluation and distantiation in national media discourse, a Har-
per’s Magazine satire from 1956 details a New Yorker’s trip to visit his
in-laws in Iowa. The urbanite discovers that the Hawkeye state has
been turned on to symphonic music, operas, and the Broadway stage,
thanks to television. “Out where the tall antennas grow,” TV is newly
accessible, forging a shared national culture wherein New York—as cul-
tural center—is all the rage. William Zinsser writes that

the weekend in Iowa left us demoralized and we wondered if we should
buy a television set so we could keep up with the Iowans. But they have
too much of a head start. I’m working on another plan. I have sub-
scribed to Agricultural Digest and the Pig Breeders’ Weekly. I went to a
revival of ‘State Fair’ and took notes. . . . I’m hoping that my in-laws
will watch television so much that they’ll forget all they ever knew about
Iowa. That’s when I’ll go out and tell them a thing or two about corn.67

While clearly humorous in intent, this article suggests that there is a
deeper felt threat at the heart of the joke—the threat that television, as
a site of shared, national audience attention, might have the power to
blow open local domains of cultural provenance, to disarticulate dispo-
sition from place, or to close the gap between geographic distance from
cultural centers and the social capital required for cultural conversance
and political voice. If television achieved its early rhetorical “promise”
to bind far-flung spaces, it might, indeed, challenge The Blue Book’s
codification of the “appropriate” alignment of the metropole with di-
verse and “high” cultural offerings and the hinterland with “shared”
folk programming. If Iowans could become like New Yorkers, what
would prevent New Yorkers’ sudden appreciation of state fairs, pig
breeding, and corn—in both stalk and cultural form? Chapter 2 is de-
voted to interrogating the ways in which this broadly public struggle
over regionalism, taste, and national purpose was energized by popu-
lar TV programming and network “branding” practices in the 1950s,
whereby ABC-TV launched itself as a new national network and viable
“mass” market entity specifically through appeals to Heartland audi-
ences and by staging regional expression in prime time.
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Square Dancing and 
Champagne Music
Regional Aesthetics and 
Middle America

We told them, with the advent of television, Broadway as they
knew it, and Main Street, U.S.A., as we knew it, were almost be-
coming one and the same because the population was exposed to
the same entertainment . . . Instead of being tremendously apart,
New York and the Ozarks were like super highways running paral-
lel to one another—and getting closer all the time.1

The big and real difference seems to lie not in what [TV viewers]
do but how they feel about it. What the majority accepts as a legit-
imate use of television, the minority may think of as abuse of it (or
its abuse of them).2

At the same time that network development and regulatory
policy was defining broadcasting through national market ideals, the
promise of national cultural integration through television programming
was engendering broad, public conflict. Alongside regional markets’ re-
valuation toward national corporate culture, regional aesthetics and au-
diences were also critically contemplated and reassessed. Particularly, in
the period from television’s rapid postwar entry into American homes
through the early 1960s, network programs that were identifiably “mid-
western” in their content, aesthetics, and appeal to a Heartland audi-
ence (wherever that audience may physically live), were hailed by pro-
ducers and fans as emblematic of TV’s democratic cultural promise,
while bemoaned by critics, politicians, and regulators as a sign of TV’s
“low” cultural pull upon the broader polity. In a postwar, Cold War,
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and emergent New Frontier era that now positioned U.S. culture at the
front guard of the free world, debates catalyzed over cultural images
that appeared as surprisingly stubborn, counterintuitive icons, resistant
to national incorporation in their regional distinctiveness. Whereas
through the 1930s “official” histories, national political culture, and
arts and media had valorized historian Frederick Jackson Turner’s fron-
tier myth, the internally directed strategies of the New Deal, and the re-
gionalist expression of artists such as Thomas Hart Benton, in the post-
war era, the residual “localism” of each of these seemed no longer ade-
quate in the emergent international-looking, New Liberal, modern (and
modernist) context. Regionalism was now reassigned from its pre-war
status as “official” explanatory discourse of national identity and value.
Regional appeals remained exceptionally popular and active in everyday
discourses, however.

As Erika Doss has argued, regionalism was the dominant American
art practice during the 1930s, associated with “images of what seemed
to be ordinary, everyday Americana,” a “uniquely American art aimed
at widespread popularity, an art intelligible and meaningful to all”
through “a language that was plain, direct and devoid of any of the
fancy specialisms of Art.”3 Regionalism—especially as characterized in
the work of Thomas Hart Benton—was explicitly associated with the
Midwest as emblematic of “the indigenous or the primal basic Amer-
ica.”4 However, by the mid-1930s and, in full flower by the conclusion
of World War II, regionalism was increasingly critiqued as a threaten-
ingly provincial, stereotypical, and anti-modern style that suggested an
inward-looking, conservative isolationism which stood in stark contrast
to the perceived need for global engagement and an expansive postwar
political and cultural vision. The aesthetic address and favored content
of regionalist art was thus reevaluated as an art of the past, focused on
the American interior, naïve in its appeals to “the people,” and out-of-
touch with cultural trends and progressive movements centered in New
York and in Europe. Similarly, historian Frederick Jackson Turner’s
“frontier thesis”—which had, from its introduction in 1893 been the
reigning paradigm for defining what was unique or particular to Ameri-
can history and development—was now also actively reassessed. Plac-
ing the Midwest at the center of American identity, the thesis was a ra-
tionale for the “advance of independence on American lines” and, there-
fore, for “a steady movement away from the influence of Europe.”5
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Turner’s thesis had allowed its proponents to explain “almost all that
was desirable in American life and character” as emanating from the pi-
oneer experience and westward expansion.6

Others, however, challenged the appeal of this mythology, pointing
to the pioneer’s “social conformity” and “naïve” politics.7 Criticism of
Turner’s thesis was crucially tied to place. As historian Warren Susman
has argued, by the 1920s:

The frontier thesis in effect had made the contemporary Middle West
‘the apotheosis of American civilization,’ and that was exactly the prob-
lem . . . the significant point here is that the kind of character produced
by the pioneering experience was no longer valued in any way by an
important body of American intellectuals. . . . The revolt against this
particular ‘useless past’ was part of a larger revolt against what was
considered to be the Midwestern domination of American life and val-
ues. . . . It admitted that American development had been the creation
of the frontier process. Yet it insisted that the consequences of that
process had been detrimental to the creation of a valuable political and
cultural life.8

The valorization and disparagement of regional representation and
explanatory narratives use strikingly similar language to that which
described both television’s promise for postwar audiences and its fail-
ure in the eyes of its critics. Debates over television were riddled with
discussions questioning “program taste, often opposing . . . New York
programming to the standards of the rest of the country” and the “com-
plaints of television critics” versus “the popular success of the dispar-
aged new program forms.”9 Arguably then, just after regionalist expres-
sion was revalued from its earlier status as the nation’s representative
art to “escapist” “kitsch,” television programming adopted and re-pre-
sented some of regionalist art’s aesthetic characteristics and popular ap-
peals, transposing and reinvigorating them for the postwar era.

Thus, while popular, commercial venues continued, in this period, to
promote and circulate idealized myths of the Midwest, “official” dis-
courses of cultural critics, politicians, and regulators critiqued these my-
thologies with a renewed vigor and, often, vitriol. Arguably, in much
“official” discourse from the 1950s through the 1960s, the Midwest be-
came the reigning cultural symbol for past life and peripheral culture—
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“a museum of sorts”10—while in other everyday uses it often remained
conversely revered as central to or centrally representative of U.S. life
and culture—as a site associated with tradition within progress and as
the American Way. In this regard, public discourse regarding the region
and its relation to broader national identity and purpose was thor-
oughly bound up with a broader revaluation of U.S. artistic, cultural,
and political identity from regionalism and narratives that emphasized
the centrality of the Midwest to national identity to modernism, inter-
nationalism, and New Frontier narratives focused on expansive leader-
ship of the free world. In this revaluation, the Midwest most typically
remained associated with pre-war understandings of national identity
and representational culture that were increasingly considered archaic
or threateningly provincial.

Serge Guilbaut argues that this reassignment of values was particu-
larly energized at this historical conjuncture because, in the Cold War
context, these debates took on a moral, nationalistic, value-laden bur-
den reflecting the “degree to which culture had become politicized and
important in a world sharply divided between the forces of good and
the forces of evil.”11 In the radical shift that occurred in aesthetic val-
ues, “within the context of a major cultural and political transition,”
“politics” came to be understood “as a set of cultural beliefs.”12 In this
politicized climate, since regionalism emerged from the Midwest and
was inextricably connected to its myths and “ideals,” the postwar reval-
uation of regionalist expression—as aesthetically impoverished and po-
litically passé at best, and “low,” degraded culture evoking retrogressive
ideology at worst—was now fully part of the mythology of midwestern
political identity. Guilbaut additionally proposes that, ironically in this
period, the avant-garde

rebellion of the artists, . . . gradually changed its significance until ulti-
mately it came to represent the values of the majority, but in a way
(continuing in the modernist tradition) that only a minority was capable
of understanding. The ideology of the avant-garde was ironically made
to coincide with what was becoming the dominant ideology, . . . [the
Vital Center, New Liberalism proposed by Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. and
embraced, particularly, by the Kennedy Administration] Avant-garde art
succeeded because the work and the ideology that supported it . . . co-
incided fairly closely with the ideology that came to dominate American
political life after the 1948 presidential elections.13
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In its newfound role as the central medium of information and enter-
tainment in everyday U.S. life, television moved to the center of these
debates linking aesthetics, market success, and political ideology. As
several scholars have carefully detailed, critics, regulators, and politi-
cians increasingly expressed alarm at the “TV problem,” arguing that
the medium was not living up to its potential to enlighten rather than
pander to the public.14 While Heartland series through the 1960s share
this critical attention with other popular genres of the period (particu-
larly westerns and quiz programs), debates regarding series such as
Jubilee, U.S.A. and The Lawrence Welk Show are distinguished by the
comparative venom they direct toward the programs’ perceived aes-
thetic impoverishment, “mass,” “simple,” popular appeal, and audi-
ences whose cultural tastes are presumed to reflect misplaced priorities
for the times. While ratings for these series bear out that they were tre-
mendously popular from coast to coast (for example, Welk’s highest rat-
ings came from the Philadelphia market, particularly in the 1966–1967
and 1967–1968 seasons), critics of these programs and their fans con-
sidered them to be explicitly representative of “the fundamental region-
alism that pervades the Midwest,” positing these programs’ success and
tenacity as “rare regional phenoms” that, counter to national trends
and values, “always . . . cling to the known and comforting, maybe half
an emotional century behind the times.”15

As Raymond Williams argues, at every stage of cultural development
there remain “residual” tendencies, or, in other words, cultural elements
that have been “effectively formed in the past, but (are) still active in
the cultural process, not only . . . as an element of the past, but as an ef-
fective element of the present.”16 Residual elements are thus potentially
symbols of a useless past, and yet, especially in times of social upheaval,
“there is a reaching back to those meanings and values which were cre-
ated . . . in the past and which still seem to have significance because
they represent areas of human experience, aspiration, and achievement
which the dominant culture neglects, undervalues.”17 Indeed, the per-
ceived time-bound qualities of these series within the flow of the pre-
mier national space-binding medium offered a touchstone of stability
and loyalty for viewers and their nurturance of imagined midwestern
values at a time when national transformations fundamentally chal-
lenged the future of roots and fealty to one place or region.

In this chapter, I argue that key prime time ABC-TV programming of
the 1950s points to such a “reaching back” and, in so doing, explicitly
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overdetermined and located residual American ideals in the rural Amer-
ican Heartland. This chapter thus examines the popularity and “prob-
lem” of 1950s and 1960s Heartland TV, to consider how “low” cul-
tural expression and “mass” market desires were, increasingly, allied
with regressive and potentially dangerous politics to the extent that, by
the close of the 1960s “the relationship between television and the na-
tional economy had achieved the status of common sense for many
Americans who reasoned . . . that popular cultural forms had no neces-
sary connection to particular places.”18 “Local” expression was reval-
ued to the extent that, on the national stage, the U.S. entered “an age
which attached little or no value to vernacular culture in any form.”19

ABC’s Rural Strategy as “Democratic” Appeal

Compared to NBC’s and CBS’s successful legacies as radio networks,
their capital-intensive roster of stars and vaunted high-production value
programming, and also their commercial primacy within major televi-
sion markets, ABC was at a competitive disadvantage upon its entry
into television. To “brand” ABC as a viable competitor to its rivals, its
executives rhetorically allied the network with “rural” values and with
those viewers on the postwar cultural periphery, perceived to be under-
served by the “Tiffany” network (a nickname both promoted by CBS
and embraced by critics as early as 1950 to describe the network’s qual-
ity—particularly as regarded its star talent and the rigor of its news
division), or by NBC’s “spectaculars.” President Oliver Treyz argued
that the network’s goal was to forge an entirely new audience of televi-
sion viewers—an audience as yet “left out” of the postwar TV boom.
Said Treyz: “We aren’t as concerned with taking audiences away from
other networks as we are getting the people who aren’t looking to tune
us in.”20

While expressive of a democratic ethos, this populist, rural strategy
was also reflective of structural conditions particular to ABC. A relative
late-comer to network television broadcasting, ABC was geographically
disadvantaged in relation to NBC’s and CBS’s populous, urban market
share. ABC’s audience was thus initially fairly restricted to those who
received low-power VHF transmissions and many less-desirable, rural
UHF affiliates. Because of VHF’s stronghold in large markets, UHF allo-
cations were generally located in smaller urban areas, broadcast with
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weaker signals, and often intermixed and interfered with by directly
competing VHF stations. UHF stations usually reached a small audience
due to area population and lack of UHF receivers, and so they were not
particularly attractive as network affiliates—their small-market appeal
could not attract mass-market advertisers. Into the 1960s, “ABC had
twice as many UHF affiliates as either CBS or NBC,” serving “smaller
cities [such] as Madison, Wisconsin; . . . and Rockford, Illinois.”21 ABC
needed to build upon its existing market strengths to develop a base
from which it might expand.

Technically (for ease of reliable “national” distribution), ABC relied
largely upon filmed rather than live broadcast programming. Such pro-
gramming—thanks in large part to ABC’s partnerships with Disney and
Warner Bros. studios—led to a concentration on genres such as action-
adventure, westerns, and detective programs. Though typically unexam-
ined, ABC also featured music-variety programming for the same rea-
sons. As Christopher Anderson’s Hollywood TV: The Studio System in
the Fifties points out, “in contrast with programming forms that traded
on uniqueness”—such as the live anthology dramas featured on CBS or
the variety spectaculars on NBC—ABC’s weekly series “encouraged an
experience of television viewing as something ordinary, one component
of the family’s household routine.”22

ABC President Oliver Treyz rationalized ABC’s emphasis on filmed
programs as both an economic survival strategy and in the best service
interest of the network’s new family audience, focused on “those house-
holds formed since World War II.” Treyz testified to the FCC that the
more focused ABC’s programming was on popular genres of filmed en-
tertainment, the more “mass” its audience would be

with more than five times as many markets unable to receive an out-
standing ABC-TV program on a live basis, it is obvious that our pro-
gram planning must be restricted to a narrower range than that which
is required to accomplish fully our purpose of reaching the maximum
number of different people. . . . Therefore, our planning, in contrast to
the other networks, necessarily concentrates on the development, pro-
duction, clearance and sale of quality film programs, such as Ben Casey,
Naked City and The Roosevelt Years.23

Considering that critically successful shows of the period were, largely,
live anthology dramas originating on CBS or “spectaculars” with major
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stars on NBC, ABC’s programming strategy explicitly positioned it as an
alternative network through “accessible,” popular, time-worn entertain-
ment programming. The network proposed to offer the “all-American”
democratic choice of the “low” in evening entertainment in contrast to
its “high”-cultural competitors. The competition embraced this rheto-
ric. NBC’s Pat Weaver, for example, “expected to make the common
man the uncommon man,” promoting TV’s enlightening possibilities
over what he called the “broad stuff” making up “ABC success.”24 Cal-
culatedly, as Laurie Ouellette has argued, “By aligning itself with a ‘vot-
ing’ majority of its own constitution, the industry justified in populist
terms its enormous cultural power, as well as its marketing strategies.”25

ABC-TV executives, in particular, argued that, “through counter-pro-
gramming we seek to present offerings, different in type and different in
fundamental appeal than the programs scheduled in the same time peri-
ods on other networks,” promoting such programming as what “ordi-
nary” people want, in spite of criticisms lobbed by “haughty elites who
looked down on ‘plain folks.’”26 ABC would compete by featuring fam-
ily programming in accessible, “complete, self-contained” shows featur-
ing familiar genres populated by “ordinary” non-stars.27

ABC’s audience’s tastes were presumed to run toward active, group
entertainment. Aesthetically, the most popular programs on ABC could
be considered both stylistically impoverished or “pre-televisual” and in-
teractive, engaging an unusually participatory audience, rather than one
characterized by distanced contemplation. John Caldwell has defined
“televisuality” as “aesthetic facility,” a “self-conscious performance of
style” whereby “style itself” becomes the subject. 28 This is a phenome-
non, it should be noted, that Caldwell historically locates from the
1980s onward. However, discourses of aesthetic “quality” in TV—often
used to distinguish the “class” programming preferred by critics and a
selective, well-educated audience from the “mass” programming popu-
lar with wider television audiences—are often staked on such contrasts.
Aesthetic “impoverishment” is typically linked, therefore, with “low”
taste and, by extension, the audience of such programming is often
written about as a relatively indiscriminate “mass.” Notably, while pub-
licly embracing the broad, popular audience as savvy “voters” who de-
mocratically choose cultural winners from free-market offerings, inter-
nally, network executives shared much of their critics’ disdain (though
the networks profited handsomely in spite of their skepticism). An ex-
ample of correspondence pertaining to program audiences at NBC indi-
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cates the ambivalence, here, as it explicitly connects geographic affilia-
tion to taste and behavior:

The loud and phony audience reaction is not only encouraged, but
sought after by the package producer, who incidentally, is highly critical
of us if we do not deliver the ”right” kind of audience. (Out-of-towners
are more cooperative in the matter of “proper” reaction and New York-
ers or metropolitanites are not welcome because they are much too
blasé and independent).29

Caldwell uses the example of Ted Mack’s Original Amateur Hour to
theorize the links between a “zero-degree studio style”—emphasizing
the amateurish, staged, “visually uninteresting” qualities of such pro-
grams—and such programs’ connection to pre-televisual arts and me-
dia. Caldwell argues that 1950s TV genres emphasized the uneasy ten-
sion between “art and the East”—as envisioned in “quality” dramas
and specials noted for “auteur” contributions—and programs that “cel-
ebrate . . . self-deprecation . . . form[ing] a populist alliance with view-
ers.”30 These latter series forge what Charlotte Brunsdon and David
Morley have described as

a close and ‘homey’ relationship with [their] audiences . . . massively
linked with the rural aspects of regional life and hence with the past
and with a kind of cultural nostalgia for old folkways, values, and
customs.31

Their “project is to be accepted by . . . audience [members] as their rep-
resentative, speaking for them, and speaking to them, from a perspec-
tive, and in a language which they share.”32 Each of these programs,
for example, explicitly address their audience as “neighbors” or as
“friends”—implicitly understood to be, in the main, white, rural, Prot-
estant midwesterners.

Originating from Springfield, Missouri . . .

Jubilee, U.S.A. and The Lawrence Welk Show epitomize many of the
ways in which national network TV was still in a period of considerable
transition through the 1950s. Both programs originated in pre-televisual
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networks—from vaudeville and traveling shows to radio programs—
before making the transition to TV. Both programs’ telecasts originated
outside of New York City, with Jubilee, U.S.A. telecasting from Spring-
field, Missouri and Welk’s broadcasts originating from Santa Monica,
California. During the series network run (1955–1960), Jubilee was
broadcast from Springfield, which prompted its co-producer, Si Siman,
to boast, based on audience draw, that

Springfield, Missouri was the third highest origination point for na-
tional television—third only to New York and Hollywood. More than
Chicago. More than Washington, D.C. . . . We were able to convince
ABC that “country” was a lot more popular than people realized.33

This quote points to another shared claim the programs could make:
Each drew a very broad geographic and multi-generational audience to
each week’s telecast. As TV Guide noted,

ever wonder which show attracts the widest family circle to the TV set
each week? Wal, now, it’s that li’l ole Ozark Jubilee that you don’t hear
so much about but that sure does pack in the country-music fans on
Saturday night. . . . According to the American Research Bureau, Ju-
bilee has 28 percent more people per set watching than the average of
all evening shows. In other words, it appeals to Grampaw and all the
tads, too.34

Jubilee boasted a per-set audience estimate of 3.32, higher than that for
either Disneyland or for Lassie.35 And yet, the genre of the program, al-
lied as it was with regional expression, consistently raised puzzlement
regarding its popularity. Time magazine posed the question, considering
the “hillbillies . . . moaning and wailing, . . . Why is it so successful?”
To which co-producer Ralph D. Foster replied, “there are more country
people in America than any other kind of people. Most city people were
from the country and are still sentimentally attached to it.”36 The pro-
gram producers and network promoters thus concurred with the critical
discourse’s presumption that these programs were “mass” and “majori-
tarian” in their appeal, rather than catering to an “elite,” objectively de-
tached audience.

Featuring a cast populated by amateur performers or country and
western performers familiar from The Grand Ol’ Opry radio show and
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stage-tour circuit, the program’s reviews indicate befuddlement over its
“supreme lack of show-business knowledge,” its relatively impoverished
“two-camera, no-ulcer” look, and its “far from subtle, but . . . forth-
right . . . sincere” charms.37 Each week’s closing credits explicitly posi-
tioned the “heart of the Ozarks” at the geographic center of America
and, conceptually, as the bed-rock of postwar society from which all
good things radiate outward—as a residually place-bound corrective to
the anxiety, materialism, self-involvement, and distance from “real folk”
perceived to be ever-more prevalent in modern life.

Typically following a two-camera approach to shooting action on-
stage, the snazziest uses of TV technology in the series come during
square dance routines, wherein a third, overhead camera is often used.
Even here, however, it would seem that the additional view on the ac-
tion only serves to further familiarize audiences with particular dance
routines, popular for community gatherings. Thus, rather than distin-
guish between expert and amateur cultures or exhibit the revelry in
technological expertise common to programs such as CBS’s See It Now,
ABC’s pre-televisual, populist programs treat the television camera as a
necessary but not particularly remarkable extension of the family that
enables the cast’s weekly meeting with its friends and neighbors at
home. The camera helps to reinscribe local place within the program’s
address, as it allows studio audience members to acknowledge their
own hometowns via banners and signs from the Midwest, Southwest,
and Great Northern Plains. For example, in Jubilee, U.S.A., audience
members hold up placards sending out greetings from the studio to
“Cedar Rapids, IA” and “Waco, TX,” among others.

Bound to rural place and proud of it—these shows imagine an insu-
lar, homogeneous, shared community by staging folk traditions that ref-
erence the cultural past and exhibit a knowing, even defiant difference
from urban life. Reinforcing local insularity, in particular, are comedi-
ans whose stock characters include the country rube (like Uncle Cyp
and Dr. Lew Childres). On Jubilee, U.S.A. each repeats routines already
familiar to the audience from pre-televisual venues such as the stage, ra-
dio, and traveling versions of The Grand Ol’ Opry, reviving and recir-
culating shared rural narratives within the “new,” “modern” TV forum
—often at the expense of urbanites. For example, in one Uncle Cyp
sketch, when questioned over a malapropism by host Red Foley, Cyp re-
sponds, “I don’t know what it means—a ‘hillbilly’ writer from Boston
wrote it!” Similarly inscribing residual Heartland insularity, each of
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these programs encourages audience participation in forms of entertain-
ment that—considered to be nostalgic or evocative of “old folkways”—
might not be seen elsewhere on TV. Thus, here, the loyal viewer is made
partially responsible for the preservation of Midwest-regional, rural,
and past cultural practice, as the program features guests from barber-
shop quartets and square dancers to 4-H award-winners.

Finally, these programs profess to be made for and by the people,
as their representative, through their homiletic address to a presumed
Protestant audience. Each program features one or two country and
western renditions of popular hymns—often in front of the façade of a
rural church. Red Foley, host of Jubilee, U.S.A., ended every episode
with a sermonette. These gospel segments explicitly reinforce the Heart-
land community’s imagined, steadfast adherence to pre-modern values
of family, church, and hometown in the face of rapid postwar change.

An Unlavish Square Takes on the TV Experts

While Jubilee, U.S.A. was distinctive for its “local” origination, its mass
audience, and its key role in ABC’s network development and solidifica-
tion through regional appeals, no Heartland program could match the
popularity and longevity, or the equally passionate and ongoing critical
disdain, of The Lawrence Welk Show’s “clodhopper charm.” The Law-
rence Welk Orchestra began hosting weekly “dance parties” on televi-
sion after twenty-six years of entertaining on the road, on radio, and in
the ballrooms of Pittsburgh and Chicago. In August, 1951, after Welk
had spent about a month at Santa Monica’s Aragon Ballroom in Pacific
Ocean Park, KTLA Los Angeles agreed to telecast one of his appear-
ances. According to Welk biographer William Schweinher, “viewers be-
gan to call before the show was over,” requesting more appearances of
the orchestra. KTLA aired Welk’s program for the next four years.38

The key to this incarnation of Welk’s television success would seem
to have been a combination of the orchestra’s rapid-fire musical transi-
tions (from waltzes to swing tunes to polka, etc.), and the bandleader’s
rather awkward but sincere persona. Welk’s producer Don Fedderson
has characterized this appeal as “genuineness . . . credibility and actual-
ity . . . which enables people to relate.”39 Mark Williams’s detailed
study of KTLA quotes station manager Klaus Landsberg as determined
to promote such sentiments through programming that
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needn’t be elaborate. The people look at those lavish furnishings and
they feel betrayed. They don’t belong to them . . . they’d much rather
find a warm, friendly personality on the air that’s considered one of
them—one they would welcome in their homes . . . there’s far greater
appeal in that than in all the lavishness.40

According to his sponsors, the Dodge Dealers of Southern California,
Welk’s unlavish appeal instilled

confidence in his viewers by projecting an image of sincerity and hon-
esty [so] that they buy the product he recommends. We know of actual
instances of people buying Dodge automobiles who couldn’t even drive,
just because Lawrence Welk recommended them.41

Locally, then, KTLA presented Welk as an ordinary personality and
familiar presence—qualities enhanced by the fact that his orchestra
played arrangements of folk music and dances that were common to
many viewers’ family or community heritage. Welk’s phenomenal sales
success for Dodge brought his program to national network attention
in 1955. While Welk’s success in the Los Angeles area recommended
him for a national prime time trial, network executives initially saw his
unglamorous persona and thick accent as risks to widespread audi-
ence attraction. However, Welk ultimately fit with the network’s over-
all strategy of counter-programming that, comparatively, encouraged
Welk’s plan to expose a national audience to geographically characteris-
tic folksy attributes. While broader industry rhetoric implied that a uni-
fied market/community of viewer/consumers would raise the cultural
literacy and commercial fluency of the nation, Welk assumed that televi-
sion could promote communal gatherings and activities evocative of
shared ideals that had historically informed American traditional behav-
ior (including celebrations or ritual festivals, courtship and marriage,
family). If television’s nationalizing trends promoted America’s techno-
logical future to be one nation under shared consumer ideals, Welk em-
braced television’s ability to celebrate his audience’s shared connections
to the past, underscoring the benefits of citizenship and free enterprise.

Indeed, Welk not only achieved his first television popularity by ap-
pealing to imagined midwestern ideals, but he did so in the context of
immediate postwar Los Angeles, whose boom of this era was largely at-
tributable to its affordable housing, new industries, and sunny climate,
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which attracted a mass of G.I. family migrants from Midwestern states.
Thus, rather than change his program content and strategy, Welk inter-
preted his position in the network schedule as an affirmation that his
“local” approach and production style were right on target with the de-
sires of the American television audience. Echoing Landsberg’s com-
ments above, early Welk interviews and essays point to his strategy of
attributing his orchestra’s popularity to his knowledge of “the people.”
Here, Welk combines his awkward, amateurish, immigrant farm-boy
persona with an expert awareness of the public’s musical zeitgeist. Ac-
cording to Welk, the national community of viewers was not an “ultra-
sophisticated,” intellectual elite but “essentially an audience of simple
people.” Therefore he and his orchestra “are more content than ever to
remain exactly what we always were, and always will be—a group of
musicians dedicated to entertaining the great millions with the dance-
able, bouncing beat of Champagne Music which they tell us they under-
stand, and like.”42

In these terms, The Lawrence Welk Show is suggestive of residual
cultural ideals in the post–World War II American consumer landscape
via its chosen content, aesthetic composition, and audience address. The
program most often features a single set and uses only two studio cam-
eras, while its content features familiar folk tunes, historic dance steps,
and promotes a family atmosphere with rural, midwestern, and church-
going ties. It addresses its audience as participants who interact with the
weekly “dance party” rather than merely observe with a contemplative
gaze. As an ABC voice-over promotion from 1958 exhorts:

Dance around in your stocking feet or high-fashion formal shoes! Dress
as you like because the dance party is in your home . . . with music and
entertainment provided by all the Champagne Music Makers led by
Lawrence Welk! . . . Fun and music for the whole family—that’s Law-
rence Welk’s Dancing Party—and everyone’s invited!43

And, in a TV Guide feature from 1956, interactivity is portrayed as
“The Philosophy Behind Lawrence Welk’s Tremendous Success.”

Welk himself says the secret of his popularity is that he appeals to the
“most important” member of the family. “Mother likes our music,” he
says, “Mother isn’t as dull as you think. Oh, she does the laundry and
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the housework, but she hasn’t forgotten she likes to dance. . . . And she
is so happy, it makes us popular with the whole family.”44

At the crux of much of the debate about The Lawrence Welk Show’s
cultural worth is the association of this audience’s pleasures as region-
ally territorialized and resistant to an erasure of local identity. Welk’s
audience is consistently particularized as “midwesterners.” The imag-
ined, shared vernacular attributes and communal bond of this group are
those of the culturally ill-equipped provincial viewer of the Midwest
and of the rural plains states (especially the senior citizen, and particu-
larly older women)—a portrayal that remains surprisingly consistent in
both academic and popular press criticism. David Marc’s book-length
analysis of television comedy, for example, includes a passage regarding
the popular cultural fluency of the rural viewer:

Though it baffles the imagination, the ratings coolly substantiate an im-
age of a lone TV antenna standing against the stark Nebraska prairie
pulling down a snowy black-and-white image of Sid Caesar perform-
ing in a spoof of Japanese art films, written by Carl Reiner and Mel
Brooks.45

Marc purposefully locates a hypothesized rural spectator in order to
illustrate television’s educational value for even the most presumptively
marginal of American viewers. Should it equally “baffle the imagina-
tion” that Lawrence Welk’s 1950s ratings as a national program on
ABC were strongest in Boston and Philadelphia? Significantly, here, Cin-
cinnati, on the cusp of the Midwest, handed Welk his lowest ratings
during the 1950s. Notably, Welk attracted his largest nationwide audi-
ence after ten years on the air, from 1965–1968,46 at a time when the
networks were increasingly attentive to counterculture interests and de-
mographic appeals.

During Welk’s network run, his approach to musical selection, pro-
duction numbers, and “family” assignments all demonstrated the pro-
gram’s apparent concerns with specificity of place and its audiences’ im-
agined midwestern sympathies—those residual elements of the pioneer-
ing experience that regionalist art and the frontier thesis found to be
positive, “square” ideals. Considering this approach and the above crit-
ical conventions, it appears logical that much of the popular criticism
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and network apprehension about The Lawrence Welk Show stemmed
from concerns that the program, its star, and its audience were not in
tune with national ideals of progress. The program was considered to
be irrevocably associated with the past, and not indicative of the latest
available techniques in television production.47 These concerns are man-
ifest in responses to Welk’s persona, the series’ production values, and
his orchestra’s musical style. Welk and his music are alternately criti-
cized and praised according to the different weight given to his North
Dakota homestead pioneer past or his Horatio-Algeresque rise to fulfill-
ment of the American dream, his image as an amateur-performer or ex-
pert-entrepreneur with regard to the television and music industries,
and finally, his role as a “moral” celebrity who prioritizes ideals of “cit-
izenship” and character over those of consumerism and personality.

In the network premiere, which was broadcast July 2, 1955, to serve
as a summer replacement for The Danny Thomas Show, it is clear that
the “amateur” television performer is uncomfortable with the camera,
as Welk fastidiously fidgets with his hands and baton when he is not
conducting the orchestra. At this early stage in the series’ tenure, re-
marks from the bandleader such as “Well, now we have the opening out
of the way,” and “Thank you kindly. Now, on with the show,” under-
score Welk’s intent to just get on with the music and dancing. There are
two primary camera set-ups in this episode: one focuses on the band-
stand and moves in for medium close-ups of Welk, while another hovers
over the field of dancers on the floor. As the dancers are all dressed in
similar formal attire and are primarily shot in high-angle, they are not
particularly distinguishable. Apart from the unique trademark bubble
machine, which makes for a lively backdrop, there is no visual stand-
out in the program’s organization and presentation. As a Newsweek re-
view stated: “For all there is to be seen, as Welk himself admits, ‘you
can turn your TV set upside down while we’re on the air.’”48

For the industry experts who were poised to redeem America’s broad-
cast future from past midwestern “domination” of the nation’s life and
values, Welk’s persona clearly emphasized his North Dakota farmer up-
bringing, complete with the unmistakable German accent that led to
malapropisms and verbal tics (“babbling” for bubbling and “wunner-
ful, wunnerful”). This grated upon critics who read this “unsophisti-
cated” presentation as unsuited to a new technology with so many more
progressive possibilities. As Hal Humphrey remarked in 1955 in the
Detroit Free Press, “I doubt that even his most fervent fans would
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credit him with being the Heifetz of the Accordion . . . his personality
holds a sort of shy, clodhopper charm.”49 In 1963, The Charlotte News
agreed, and attached place to these qualities, stating: “Welk is good in
his own way. Whatever it is about him that is unique is one-hundred
percent Midwest American, red, white, and blue, though lacking in mu-
sical taste.”50

Although these assessments envision Welk’s audience as tasteless,
graceless klutzes, Welk’s production staff, whose perception was that
they were already on “the fringe area of show business,” encouraged
portrayals of the orchestra leader as a “farm boy” man of the People in
contrast to the elite, coastal “television experts.”51 For his proponents,
Welk embodied a Horatio Alger novel come to life. As Susman observes,
Alger’s novels were directed to an ostensibly rural population, and they
provided “an easy and terror-free way of making possible rural adapta-
tion to urban life.”52 While The Lawrence Welk Show did not serve this
same function, it did position Welk as a rural “common man”—naviga-
tor of modern technological airwaves and surrounded by a schedule of
programming that contrasted with his show’s “environment” and ap-
peal (notably, Jubilee, U.S.A. preceded The Lawrence Welk Show on
ABC each Saturday night from 1955–1959, then followed Welk’s show
in its final full season, 1959–1960. Neither CBS nor NBC ever pro-
grammed musical series opposite Welk during his network run, instead
competing with quiz shows, westerns, comedy-variety, sitcoms, legal
dramas, or movies).

The notion of Welk as an amateur in an expert’s business appealed to
positive conceptions of the American frontier past that were founda-
tional to both Turner’s and Alger’s myths of the country’s successful en-
trepreneurial future. A wistful 1980 interview in The Saturday Evening
Post, for example, recalls that Lawrence Welk was “one of us—the
farm boy who made good . . . he seems to personify all that is best in
the American character, a man who made good by being good” and
who “reflects almost exactly the musical tastes of the average Ameri-
can.”53 There is an exuberance here, in the idea of Welk and his audi-
ence’s uniquely shared cultural fluency through a homesteading, rural
past. Welk’s “making good” is closely tied to value-laden ideals of hon-
esty, faith, and bootstrap entrepreneurism—what Welk has called the
“underlying toughness about Americans that comes from our farming
experience.”54

Welk’s amateur, ordinary, farmer persona also inflects his field of
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expertise. When asked about his accordion playing in interviews, Welk
repeatedly stated his inadequacy. In a Life photo essay from 1957, he
emphasized orchestra member (and lead accordionist) Myron Floren’s
proficiency by downplaying his own, stating, “I make no claim to being
a great musician . . . Even as an accordion player I just don’t rate.”55

Critical responses to this amateurishness frequently zeroed in on both
the aforementioned lack of musical “taste” and the “non-televisual”
aspects of Welk’s program. While network officials in New York and
Chrysler executives in Detroit had wanted Welk’s transition to prime
time to include “some improvements in his traditional musical variety
format including the suggestion of a chorus line, a recurring comedian,
and featured guest stars,”56 Welk resisted any changes in favor of a se-
ries of musical numbers of different genres presented in rapid succes-
sion. Significantly, while network executives’ rhetoric of the time sug-
gested that the ideal television program would have no sense of place
apart from an amorphous national character, Welk’s program stub-
bornly called attention to the importance of regional and local places in
the history of particular musical numbers, especially with regard to the
origination of his orchestra members, known as his “musical family.”

During the 1955 premiere, for example, Welk clearly introduces each
of the members of his orchestra and feature singers between musical
numbers, such as “our little Champagne Lady, Alice from Dallas,” and
tenor Jim Roberts, “a typical young American from Madisonville, Ken-
tucky.” Even though the cast’s hometowns range from New York City
to Escondido, California, Welk and his orchestra highlight the impor-
tance of the Midwest as centrally defining the Welk community. Myron
Floren—“a very talented young man from South Dakota”—speaks for
the entire orchestra as a preface to his accordion solo, stating, “It’s
really wonderful to go coast to coast and to see all of our friends way
back in the Midwest and the Mideast . . . We hope to do it for a long,
long time.” Welk’s efficiency in moving from number to number, though
very prompt—often breathtakingly so for the musicians—never pre-
cludes the performers’ introductions according to heritage and place.
This was attached, throughout the years, to Welk’s theory that each of
his musical family should be perceived as familiar and next door neigh-
bor-like. Rather than viewed as untouchable celebrities, the “family”
was to be seen as hometown friends or nonprofessionals who happened
to have some musical talent. This amateur appeal, which was overtly lo-
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calized in an unstylized way, ostensibly underscored Welk’s fluency with
the desires of “the people.”

Welk’s impression of folksy amateurishness is in no small part attrib-
utable to his musical style, featuring instrumental arrangements known
as “champagne music.” While only a few of the musical numbers in
each show feature champagne arrangements, this is the characteristic
Welk sound. The champagne style emphasizes woodwinds over brasses,
which is further accentuated as the brass instruments are muted. Clipped
sixteenth notes establish these arrangements’ dominant beat, moving
the music along and giving it what Welk calls a “bubbly” character. In
terms of tone quality, the reedy and quickly paced champagne music
evokes Welk’s favorite instrument, the accordion, and its home genre of
the polka, but these arrangements are conceived as a mélange of big
band, folk music, and upbeat popular dance tunes.

For Welk’s detractors, “champagne music” most clearly epitomized
the presumed “uncultivated taste” of his audience.57 For example, in
1975 reviewer John Bull of the Philadelphia Inquirer proclaimed:

If sugar could kill, I’d be dead by now for listening to Lawrence and his
Musical Family. Saturday night was a saccharine venture into a world
that no longer exists. . . . Music seems fizzingly artificial. . . . Welk in-
sinuates that life really is free and easy and we can merely dance our
troubles away. . . . There are sure a lot of people who like to pretend
that’s the way things still are.58

Mentioned in these discussions of a “world that no longer exists”
and “resistance to innovation,” is the “nostalgia that is Welk’s stock in
trade.”59 If there is nostalgia at play in the loyalty of Welk’s audiences,
it is focused around his persona’s fusion of the “amateur” and the suc-
cessful entrepreneur in the name of “vernacular” history—a shared lan-
guage of place, tradition, and “pioneering” bootstrap values. Welk’s ce-
lebrity evokes legacies of the past (like the community festivals and cele-
brations at which the polka would be danced) in order to manipulate
the technology of the present in a meaningful way for his audience.

In this context, while network “experts” may appear crassly material
in their designs for retooling Welk’s program to have more zip and flair,
Welk appears to be a staunch man of the people, playing for “the pub-
lic” rather than himself. Life magazine’s interview with Welk in 1957
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supports this assessment, arguing that his farm-boy values have influ-
enced every phase of his life in Hollywood, including the fact that he
has no swimming pool, and therefore no worries. If Welk rejected the
swimming pool, the ultimate 1950s object of Hollywood’s conspicuous
consumption, how could he with good conscience not only sell Dodge
automobiles, but become the most successful pitchman in Dodge auto-
mobile history?

The Citizen Consumer and the Car You’ve Been Dreaming Of

Lawrence Welk’s residual emphasis on the importance and inscription
of place, as well as his program and persona’s valuation of the quali-
ties of character, suggest his position as a mediator between vernacular
ideals—the older community-based culture assumed to be common to
his viewing audience—and the consumer realities of a postwar America
in which he had risen as a show-business personality and individual en-
trepreneur. Sponsored by the Dodge division of Chrysler throughout
his network run, Welk was positioned as a citizen spokesperson who
“evoked the experiences of the past to lend legitimacy to the dominant
ideology of the present.”60

George Lipsitz has meticulously outlined this task with regard to the
1950s subgenre of working class ethnic sitcoms, which disappeared by
the 1960s in favor of suburban family sitcoms. As Lipsitz states,

television’s most important economic function came from its role as an
instrument of legitimation for transformations in values initiated by the
new economic imperatives of postwar America. For Americans to ac-
cept the new world of . . . consumerism they had to make a break with
the past.61

One route to ease this break “consisted of identifying new products and
styles of consumption with traditional, historically sanctioned practices
and behavior,”62 thus merging traditional ideals of adherence to the
values of character and community while also anchoring them to the
contemporary reality of consumerism. By this strategy, Lipsitz argues,
“morally sanctioned traditions of hearth and home could be put to the
service of products that revolutionized those very traditions.”63

Welk’s “citizen” stature as a man of tradition, community, and char-
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acter was essentially defined by his denial of conspicuous personal gain
in favor of a rigorous code of moral and behavioral standards. If Welk
refused to play Las Vegas because it might offend some of his staunchly
religious fans, must it not be the moral thing to do to drive a Dodge?
Characterized as “one of the shrewdest citizens on Main Street and in
Middeltown,”64 Welk’s moral reliability was illustrated by a constancy
to that imagined Midwest community which was characterized by polit-
ical fixity and ideological stasis: “In practicing his art, Mr. Welk shoots
away from the hippie—and other current distractions—straight to the
heartland.”65 He is also seen, in the 1960s and 1970s, as the only musi-
cal series star to counter the medium’s “current kick of exalting teenage
beat music and the weirdos who play it.”66 It is important to note that
Welk’s supposedly moral, family-focused, citizen ideals—rooted as they
were in a residual stability—were contrasted with images of urban-affil-
iated youth and Left political activist movements that suggested a “re-
jection of American values” and of “straight American society.”67

Significantly, as with many other TV variety hosts, Welk’s spokesper-
sonship for his sponsor is an implicit one. He did not appear in print
ads for Dodge, nor did he do any voice-overs or testimonials on the au-
tomobile’s behalf—these were done solely by orchestra family members
and on-air Dodge announcer Lou Crosby. Advertising copy, however,
was closely affiliated with the same values promoted by Welk and his
musical family. Each weekly installment of the program was nationally
sponsored in the name of local Dodge dealers, and Crosby’s introduc-
tion offered “best wishes from the friendly Dodge dealer in your com-
munity.” The automobiles were portrayed as offering “traditional relia-
bility” and “champagne glamour.” Themes and values emphasized in
each advertisement included corporate trust, product accountability,
and consumer safety. Above all however, Dodge was associated with a
solid return on one’s hard-earned money. Offering a series of models to
fit different budgets, Dodge promised that small amount of glamour ac-
ceptable to the good citizen, but at a traditionally cost-effective price.

In the premiere episode of The Lawrence Welk Show, driving is asso-
ciated with healthy social activities or community gatherings. Here a
Dodge Lancer floats playfully to the front of the credits in a Welkian
bubble, which bursts as announcer Lou Crosby says “Dodge: the car
that says ‘Let’s go!’ brings you the music that says ‘Let’s dance!’ ” A
1964 episode clinches the idea that Dodge can be a communal joy, no
matter how large or limited the budget. Crosby shows the television
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audience the Lawrence Welk Orchestra parking lot lined with every
model of new Dodge available on the market. Trusting that a loyal
viewing audience is in some sense sympathetic to Welk’s claims that his
musical family is an extension of the viewing family, this is a powerful
testimonial.

The family reliability of Dodge is underscored in one of the pro-
gram’s special broadcasts from the Aragon and Pacific Ocean Park.
Here, the Lennon Sisters demonstrate the torsion-air feature of the new
Dodge Dart. The advertisement is neatly tucked in at the end of the
Sisters’ performance of “Round, Round, Round.” As they approach
the automobile, surrounded by an eager and curious tourist crowd, the
song lyrics change to a serenade of the car and its ability to provide ef-
fortless freedom. Featuring the Lennon Sisters here might appeal to the
new teen drivers in viewing households, but equally, having the group—
the oldest of whom was 18 at the time—demonstrate the ease of “push-
button” driving technology suggests that the car is safe for all mem-
bers of the family and, in accord with conventional gender stereotyping,
does not require “expert” mechanical knowledge. In fact, in his 1960
introduction to the Dart line, Crosby sets up an opposition between the
“experts” and “you, the motoring public,” implying that the citizen-
consumer is wise to the value of Dodge long before the consumer-
experts who insist upon first test-driving “cars costing a thousand dol-
lars more.”

Blue-Haired Ladies and the Rural Welk Masses

The Welk program’s homespun, community, and family-oriented adver-
tising was successful on cross-class and cross-geographical lines, as is
evidenced by its sixteen-year successful national network run. What
seems to consistently mark the program and its popularity according to
an imagined place and shared community is its focus on tradition
within “progress” (e.g., Dodge value over a new sports car for the sake
of keeping up with the Joneses), and family over “theatrical types” (that
is, “ordinary people” populate the musical family). In Welk’s world,
these valued attributes give the word “square” a positive meaning. Em-
bracing one of the most consistent terms in Welk criticism, the band-
leader notes,
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when I was growing up, “square” was a compliment. You gave a man a
square deal, looked him square in the eye, stood four square on your
principles. . . . I grew up in a community of squares . . . squares as a
group . . . enjoy clean fun, understandable music, pretty and wholesome
girls.68

During the 1950s and through the mid-to-late 1960s, Welk’s program
may have intended its message for a shared community of “squares,”
but it was very concerned with attracting squares of all ages. The bulk
of Welk’s audience in the first ten years or so of his success formed an
inverted curve, attracting children and pre-teens, and then viewers who
were twenty-five years and older. In 1956, the most loyal members of
Welk’s audience were between the ages of twenty-five and sixty-eight.

Even in the last episodes of Welk’s national network run, dancers
Bobby and Cissy continued to attempt to attract an audience of younger
viewers interested in a variety of steps. Aided by “upbeat” music, viv-
idly bright lighting, and Welk’s jarring combinations of costume colors,
the pair took advantage of extant color and sound stage technology.
One example is their tribute to the history of rock dances in which they
demonstrate such steps as the pony, mashed potato, and alligator, in
rapid succession. Aesthetically, this segment is very different from the
show’s black-and-white period and remains distinct from the syndi-
cated series. Not only are the colors splashy, with clashing contrasts,
but the television technology is revved up with floor camera transitions
that simulate rapidly animated movement—a departure for Welk, but
characteristic of shows marked by counterculture appeal such as The
Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour or Laugh-In.

Despite Welk’s cross-place, cross-generational ratings appeal, the
popular representations of his fans continued to recall the imaginary
uncultivated middle of America, a middle that was further marginalized
and ridiculed according to generational and gender stereotypes. In
1964, Thomas Murphy of the Hartford Courant perfectly encapsulated
the most popular strategy for the quick, critical dismissal of Welk’s pro-
gram and its significant ratings:

In both Welk and Liberace the design is to make little old ladies like
them. And both succeed beyond the fondest dreams of man. . . . There
must be some solution to the enigma, for . . . [Welk], like Liberace, is
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not what anyone would say conforms to the standards of masculine
beauty. Both share . . . cornball music and fantastic success.69

After the critic distances himself from the object of adoration, he evokes
the image of old women enamored with a television celebrity. At Welk’s
live local performances the appearance of dancing mothers and grand-
mothers—women “out of control” with pleasure and desire—is appar-
ently so threatening that the object of adoration must be desexualized in
some way.

In a 1964 Jack Benny episode, the guest Welk is portrayed as a much
bigger star than Benny himself.70 Two featured Welk fans are portrayed
as stereotypical “little old ladies” who have changed their passionate al-
legiance and club booster support from Benny to the orchestra leader.
The fan club officers are dressed in predictably frumpy hats and dresses
and joke about their weight gain, respective attractiveness, and their de-
sire to stand in for the accordion Welk is squeezing. From these women,
heralding from that midwestern enclave in southern California—Glen-
dale—to the “wig flippers” in Milwaukee,71 Welk fans are not only
marked by gender and generation, but, again, by specificities of place.

On the surface, the joke here seems to be a jab at any amount of
loyal devotion to Welk, an unlikely celebrity with “clodhopper charm.”
Fundamentally, however, the notion of a midwestern housewife or farm
woman as desirous or sexually active outside of the sphere of mother-
hood “down on the farm,” evokes a cultural threat based on notions of
“proper” place and what is nationally seemly or tasteful regarding older
women, midwesternness, sexuality, and desire. Finally, such discomfort
would also seem to signal a fear of the threat of regional difference and
what is assumed to be concomitant cultural regression from urbanity
and progressive ideals; the threat that televised exposure to “unenlight-
ened,” residual cultural artifacts might literally hold the nation back
from its future promise.

Such perceptions of Welk’s audience were, in part, perpetuated by
Welk’s own attitude toward each program as a potential musical jour-
ney to and education in different types of instrumentation, tempo, tim-
bre, and orchestration. The “ethnic other” in these journeys was de-
fined as non-Anglo and generally non-Agrarian. The most frequently
performed and implicitly natural or shared ethnicity on The Lawrence
Welk Show was the German polka-culture showcased by Myron Flo-
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ren’s accordion solos. Welk emphasized that each member of his cast
came from a place with specific characteristics and that each element
of his family was part of a “mini democracy.” Along these lines, Welk
wrote of his program:

Whenever I feel truly downcast, I look at our orchestra . . . a little
“America” . . . democracy all its own. And if a German bandleader and
a Jewish musical director can become such pals, that’s a very positive
sign! We are Gentile and Jew in our band, and Catholic and Protestant,
and black and white and old and young, Republican and Democrat . . .
but we’re alike in our devotion to what’s best for all of us. . . .72
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In practice, however, ethnically or racially “distinctive” family members
were asked to literally perform their ethnicity in stereotypical ways un-
der the scrutiny of Welk—the symbolic white patriarch.

During the show’s early years such ethnic and folk numbers are the
domain of Irish tenor Joe Feeney and “Aladdin” (no last name is given)
the violinist. “Aladdin’s” unidentified ethnicity allows him to assume
various identities in these set pieces, from a “Gypsy Violinist” to a Ger-
man beer cellar proprietor. By the early 1970s, Anacani (again, no last
name is given), a Mexican American woman, assumes this multi-pur-
pose ethnic character role. According to Anacani, “Mr. Welk always
liked [for her] to sing Spanish songs on the show,” (referring to the lan-
guage), and so she generally sang either songs that were already familiar
to a predominantly non-Mexican audience or novelty songs that were
translated into Spanish, such as “Feliz Navidad” and “Happy Farm,”
respectively.

However, Welk’s program generally featured the cheerful Anglo cou-
ple, Bobby and Cissy, doing a “dance like Carmen Miranda,” rather
than Anacani. In production numbers which featured whites “doing”
ethnicity—as in Bobby and Cissy’s case, or when a white country singer
performs “Jambalaya,” or the orchestra joins in unison for that “favor-
ite folk song” “Jimmy Crack Corn”—the dance or song was thus “dem-
onstrated” for the audience’s education. Severed from any autobio-
graphical connection with the Welk Family cast, such performances were
able to remain generalizable community property.

Calling All Revolutionaries: The Welk Community 
Comes to PBS

Once Welk was cancelled by ABC in 1971, he jumped into syndication
under a new sponsor banner, Geritol. The changes in television markets
and sponsors mirrors a conscious shift on Welk’s part to retool his pro-
gram to a very particular demographic. After years of reading Billboard
and planning programs around teenage dance parties, Welk wholeheart-
edly embraced an older audience, stating, “some people ridicule us for
playing what they call ‘mom and dad music.’ We think it would be
wrong to pace the show for the teenage audience that isn’t home on a
Saturday night.”73 Welk was taking an ideological and political stance
which he had previously, if very thinly, disguised in the name of a na-
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tional network audience. Now, his “squares” were rhetorically posi-
tioned as the Silent Majority who “pay their bills . . . keep their children
clothed and fed, send them to Sunday school, raise them to believe in
God and this country.”74 Now his tunes were played as the alternative
to musical “extremes” in the contemporary environment.

According to Welk’s son, Lawrence Welk, Jr., his father’s career was
marked by an attempt to mediate “the tensions between an old-world
culture from rules and tradition and a new-world culture of curiosity,
independence, and diverse values . . . Few men and women of his gener-
ation integrated these two worlds so successfully into their lives and
work.”75 Historian Alan Nevins has written that “unity in American life
and political thought certainly does not stem from general agreement on
any body of doctrines . . . It is not the look backward but the look for-
ward that gives us cohesion. The great sentiment of America is hope for
the future.”76 The look backward, however, was where Welk saw his
mediation skills, his hope was for the young members of his cast family
to learn rules from this old-world culture that they might apply to the
present day.

In the first years of syndication, Welk began doing theme shows that
examined “Americana” for the holidays (Christmas and New Year’s Eve
only), including a tribute to the Rose Parade at New Year’s. In 1972,
fresh off the sting of network cancellation, Welk did a country and
western show in which the family performed the Roy Clark song, “Mu-
sic Revolution.” Welk himself does not seem to know what to make of
Clark’s intent in penning the lyrics, but states, “even if you’re only kid-
ding, I’m flattered.” With wholehearted family gusto, the cast sings:

We’re goin’ through a music revolution
The hippies say they’ll overcome us all.
But while they’re blowin’ smoke in air pollution,
we’re hangin’ on with the help of Geritol.
They’re roundin’ up the squares in California
They’re pickin’ off our heroes in New York
But they’ll never take away our champagne music
As long as Lawrence Welk can pop his cork.
They still do the polka in Milwaukee
Still do the waltz in Tennessee
Still singing’ bluegrass in Kentucky
With old-fashioned country harmony.
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So give me some good ol’ champagne music
And play that double-eagle march for me
For they still do the polka in Milwaukee
So let me hear that one-a-two-ah-three.

This production number seems hyperbolically poised to reterritorialize
the Welk audience’s geographical and ideological space within the na-
tion, to reinstate the vernacular within the market, to insist that folk
traditions are part of a useable past that is rapidly threatened, here, by a
diffuse hippie-led deterritorialization or the assertion of a common na-
tional culture. While claiming “square” bastions in New York and Cali-
fornia, the revolutionaries are firmly ensconced in the frontier commu-
nity behavioral traditions of the Welkian Middle West.

Indeed, if ABC’s “populist” programming and Heartlander appeals
generated criticisms throughout the 1960s that placed the network on
the “low” end of debates regarding television and national purpose, by
the decade’s conclusion, the imagined audience of such programming
was, additionally, increasingly linked to regressive political allegiances.
The “typical” fan of Jubilee, U.S.A. or The Lawrence Welk Show—im-
agined in the mid-1950s as a square midwesterner—was, by the 1970s,
also routinely associated with Middle Americanness as a political iden-
tification. This transition is exemplified best by a New York Times fea-
ture story by The Vital Center author, Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. “The
Amazing Success Story of ‘Spiro Who?’ ” prefigures the current, imag-
ined “red state, blue state” divide—a breach that is critically conceptu-
alized as much through cultural disposition as it is on political ideology:

[With] his Lawrence Welk records and his Sunday afternoons with the
Baltimore Colts, Mr. Agnew was the archetype of the forgotten Ameri-
can who had made it. He took pride, he used to say, in his “belief in
dull things—dull things like patriotism. Dull things like incentive. Dull
things like respect for the law.” “The disease of our times,” he said in
June, 1968, “is an artificial and masochistic sophistication—a vague
uneasiness that our values are corny”77

The latter years of the Welk program attempt to affix “traditional
community” to the Midwest by imagining it as a stable center against
which the nation is defined as following any new whim that comes its
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way. By 1975, Welk began taking these political implications seriously
in an eerily Ross Perot-like fashion. One of his fans began a drive to
nominate him for President of the United States, and Welk wrote three
books outlining his “system” and his “plan” for the restoration of the
strength of the country through family, morality, and free enterprise. In
My America, Your America, Welk suggested that successful television
production could serve as a model, stating that “what we had been able
to do in our Musical Family on a limited scale could be done for our
great American family.”

While The Lawrence Welk Show lives on in syndication, exhibiting
a popularity and cultural stamina that continues to this day, ongoing
“common sense” use of Lawrence Welk as shorthand for cultural waste
is most provocative—especially as it is used similarly by figures occu-
pying opposite poles of the political spectrum. 78 In an installment of
the mid-1990s summer series TV Nation, Michael Moore sent twenty-
something and former MTV icon Karen Duffy to investigate “North
Dakota: The Least Visited State.” The segment ironically defended the
state’s tourist industry by uncovering its significance for fellow Ameri-
cans. At the state capitol, Duffy is told that the first person inducted
into the North Dakota Hall of Fame was Lawrence Welk, although the
tour guide cannot think of a single reason why he was chosen. In rural
Strasburg, Duffy sees the Welk Homestead, where its director cannot re-
call the name of any tune made famous by the bandleader’s orchestra. If
Welk’s “archaic” status in the 1950s would make him seem, by the
1990s, an obvious comedic target for the liberal Moore, it should be re-
called that Republican President George H.W. Bush also attacked Law-
rence Welk’s legacy in his 1992 State of the Union Address. In light of
an uproar over Congressional funding for a German-Russian Pioneer
and Homesteading museum—planned to celebrate North Dakota’s cen-
tennial and to boost tourism in Welk’s hometown—Bush pilloried “the
annual ritual of filling the budget with pork-barrel appropriations” such
as “a Lawrence Welk Museum.”79 Bush’s reference was most effective,
in part because speechwriter Peggy Noonan and her staff omitted the
not so subtle distinction made by the museum’s planners between a
“German-Russian Pioneer and Homesteading Interpretive History Cen-
ter” and a Lawrence Welk Museum. As Bush would have it, the nation’s
funds were not to be whittled away for a “Graceland on the prairie,” in
honor of the “Liberace of the accordion.”80 In leveling criticisms at the
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farm boy as a wasteful cultural icon the President was also implicating
Welk’s following—ostensibly the President’s own peer constituency—as
part of a useless past.

In both examples, Welk’s “low” worth appears to follow from his
native connection to a Midwest whose presumed geographic remoteness
(the “least visited” “prairie”) irrevocably defines the region as culturally
void. In both, the speaker skewering Welk—and by extension his fans,
if not midwesterners at-large—attempts to establish a conversely taste-
ful and knowing relation to the cultural products and places that matter
as politically engaged and relevant within the United States and for
its broader public. Inherent to both references is the awareness that a
majority of the audience will get this joke, will know who Welk was,
what his program was like, and, therefore, why his image conjures up
such loaded presumptions about American identity, place, and cultural
worth. These associations of the Midwest with “a remoteness . . . that
is not wholly geographical”81 are the focus of my examination in chap-
ter 3 of the 1960s “quality” documentary genre through CBS Reports’
1960s visits to a Heartland Midwest imagined as home to an emerging
Silent Majority invested in the “belief in dull things.”
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“Strictly Conventional 
and Moral”
CBS Reports in Webster Groves

On February 25, 1966, an installment of CBS’s critically ac-
claimed documentary series, CBS Reports, focused on the daily lives
and dreams of teenagers growing up in Webster Groves, an affluent
suburb south of St. Louis, Missouri. CBS Reports: Sixteen in Webster
Groves was followed, seven weeks later, by Webster Groves Revisited,
an unprecedented though carefully planned defense of the contents and
conclusions presented in the original telecast that incorporated the re-
sponses of Webster Groves’ residents to their earlier portrayal and their
rebuttal to the image of their community presented to the nation-at-
large. From a control room booth, narrator and reporter Charles Kuralt
began the Webster Groves Revisited broadcast, stating:

Where that [first] broadcast ended, this one begins. Television usually
only works one way—we talk to you, and you can’t talk back. Or, if
you do laugh or applaud or mutter or curse, we can’t hear you. Our
voice is loud, because it is amplified. But we know that amplification
should not necessarily be confused with wisdom. And we’ve always
thought it would be interesting to hear what you say back to the pic-
ture tube.1

This chapter closely examines two examples in which a public self-
identified as midwestern talked back to the television set during the
1960s peak reform years of 1961 to 1966: FCC Chairman Newton
Minow’s “Vast Wasteland” address of May 9, 1961, which initiated this
period and the Webster Groves documentaries, which aired at the close
of this era. Minow’s speech ushered in a period of interventionist ac-
tivity at the FCC and encouraged a brief but prolific boom in network
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documentary programming. Examined here are viewers’ responses to
Minow’s address and to documentary production personnel during this
period. Letters are relatively unreliable historical documents in the sense
that letter writers are not “typical” viewers, tending to be more invested
in particular issues than those who do not write. Additionally, these
documents are somewhat unreliable in that it is often unclear which let-
ters were kept and which were discarded from archival collections, per-
haps skewing the sample of letters available. However, correspondence,
press, and televised public responses to television’s regulators, produc-
ers, and journalists do, nonetheless, help to excavate traces of an often
overlooked voice in the debate over television and “national purpose”
—a debate that typically has only been represented by the “official” dis-
courses of regulators and producers.2 The Webster Groves documen-
taries expose participants’ deep ambivalence regarding competing popu-
lar and official discourses. This ambivalence particularly is revealed in
conflicts regarding who should speak for the local community within
national programming and over the Midwest’s portrayal to the nation-
at-large as an object of critique, rather than exemplar of national ideals.

As Michael Curtin has argued, the early to mid-1960s represented

a distinctive and complicated moment when political and corporate
leaders as well as network officials embraced the television documen-
tary in an explicit attempt to mobilize public opinion behind a more ac-
tivist foreign policy . . . an ambitious effort to reawaken the public.3

This moment of regulatory, critical, and industrial unity has been char-
acterized as an “elite consensus” whereby “a small body of opinion
leaders . . . had common concerns uncommon to the great majority of
Americans.”4 As Laurie Ouellette has further noted,

the definition of good television promoted by reformers like [FCC Chair
Newton] Minow was socially and historically bound to urban, upper-
middle-class, white Eurocentric, university-bound, and, very often, mas-
culine experiences. Officially available to anyone, it favored those with
the required “cultural capital” to belong.5

Indeed, as proves the analysis in chapter 2 of the overwhelming pop-
ularity of “populist” program genres of the 1960s, the majority of TV
viewers were not captivated by documentaries. Popular support did ex-
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ist for regulatory reforms and for a pedagogical vision of television’s
purpose, however. While comparatively small in number, such support
is nonetheless significant for its marked investment in television’s role as
the nation’s “voice,” and in the value of “good TV” to the broader pub-
lic. Here, correspondence often reveals letter writers’ awareness of the
apparent “gap” between “elite” culture makers and “ordinary” view-
ers; writers frequently propose that television is the solution to this di-
vision. Responses to regulators and producers posit documentary, in
particular, as a site of social investment and concern regarding claims
to citizenship, cultural capital, and the right to speak or to author the
American “ideals” of the period. Responses to FCC Chairman Newton
Minow’s “Vast Wasteland” speech also broadly indicate alliance with
critical and regulatory discourses that questioned “mass” taste in televi-
sion viewing and supported documentary as “one of the most important
vehicles of public education in an age of crisis and uncertainty.”6 Such
respondents point to the success with which (given the histories outlined
in chapters 1 and 2), regulatory, industrial, and market investments in
television had encouraged a broader, modern, revaluation of U.S. cul-
ture from regionalism toward national and international goals.

Given the association of midwesterners and the Midwest with popu-
list, mass, “low” entertainments and cultural capital established in pre-
vious chapters, expressed Heartlander support for Minow’s reforms and
embrace of documentary’s pedagogical possibilities suggests that this pe-
riod offered a unique opportunity for viewers to actively, explicitly dis-
associate from and disavow pre-modern and place-bound associations
with programs and fans such as Welk’s and to assert allegiance with na-
tional imperatives and “elite” consensus. Minow, himself a native mid-
westerner with Milwaukee and Chicago roots, was arguably a model
for this type of disavowal and travel between presumed categories of
place and taste (as was consistently charged by his critics, who implied
that his ambitions had outgrown his provenance, as seen below). These
were viewers who identified with or who actively sought to ally them-
selves, publicly, with the elite educational and cultural capital and social
leadership presumed to inhere in such reformist projects and program
genres. TV, in this sense, offered a potentially aspirational site of identi-
fication and institutional recognition, distinguishing those viewers who
make savvy viewing or culturally tasteful choices from those who do
not—preferring Omnibus to Jubilee, U.S.A. or CBS Reports to The
Lawrence Welk Show. Viewers making such choices and identifying,
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explicitly, with such distinctions also identified as in step with the New
Frontier’s reform ethos and its broadly international orientation.7

Respondents conform, in these senses, to the viewer category defined
as “Academicus” in Gary A. Steiner’s The People Look at Television: A
Study of Audience Attitudes, a report funded by CBS and published in
1963. According to Steiner’s survey,

Academicus obviously watches little if any television himself. . . . His
chief concern is with the social and cultural implications of so much tel-
evision “escape” among the masses. To him, the country needs a more
informative educational schedule, as it needs speed limits, better public
schools, and racial integration—not necessarily for his personal benefit
or use, but for the common good when adopted by others. As a middle-
class, striving American, he more acutely feels the need to spend time
usefully than his less ambitious counterparts; and his formal schooling
has placed a high value on reading and serious study. . . . “Waste,”
which probably tends to be an issue for him in many areas, seems espe-
cially evident here in the case of time, his most valuable resource.8

Such identification and support was fraught with ambivalence, how-
ever, when documentaries “came home” to portray, for the broader na-
tion, locales that were part of viewers’ everyday familiarity. In such
cases, viewers’ belief in the network documentary’s “national” voice—
staked on the “genre’s claim to objectivity” which “achieved peculiar
force through its association with the political project of the New Fron-
tier”—suddenly had to confront the fact that “the ways in which docu-
mentary programs explored and explained the world” might contradict
local sensibility regarding community identity and social value.9 Docu-
mentary’s truth value and educational potential met skepticism and re-
sistance when journalists focused their pedagogical address and urge to
reform upon program participants themselves, rather than upon mass
“others.” Thus, the “two way flow” between the CBS Reports staff and
local residents in the Webster Groves documentaries illustrates a pro-
foundly ambivalent relationship between participants’ and audiences’
popular knowledge and “good” television’s “official,” cultural exper-
tise. Exposed here, particularly, is the apparent disjuncture between lo-
cal belief that Webster Groves’ identity is fully synchronous with na-
tional ideals—indeed, representative of the apotheosis of the American
dream—and “outside” expert cultural findings that the community is
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out-of-step with New Frontier imperatives, judging its cultural worth to
be closer to Welk’s than to Camelot’s.

Newton Minow’s Frontier and the Public Interest

As detailed in previous chapters, by the late 1950s, television was at the
center of political, popular, and industry debates regarding cultural
value and “national purpose.” This debate was expressly aligned with
the political imperatives of the New Frontier during the 1960 presiden-
tial campaign. In speeches and writings throughout the campaign, John
F. Kennedy envisioned television as a venue to educate Americans re-
garding pressing international issues and to mobilize public activism
and support regarding a variety of the administration’s initiatives. This
vision was generally accompanied by a critique of the alternative—the
threat that Americans might, instead, choose to occupy a postwar “val-
ley of complacency.” With suburban and Middlewestern voters particu-
larly in mind, Kennedy argued that

too many Americans in the 1950s, I believe, have been living too much
of the time in such a valley . . . contented and complacent and comfort-
able. Now it is time once again to climb to the hilltop, to be reinvigo-
rated and reinspired.10

As Kennedy’s choice for Federal Communications Commission Chair,
Newton Minow assumed office fully inspired to initiate regulatory re-
form and to encourage the general public’s participation in broadcast
oversight.

On May 9, 1961, Minow delivered his famed address to the thirty-
ninth Annual Convention of the National Association of Broadcasters
in Washington, D.C. Minow’s central theme was that broadcasters
should consider whether their program schedules included a variety of
genres, intended audiences, and programming oriented toward public
service rather than ratings numbers alone. States Minow:

Let me make clear that what I am talking about is balance. I believe
that the public interest is made up of many interests. There are many
people in this great country, and you must serve all of us. . . . We
all know that people would more often prefer to be entertained than
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stimulated or informed. But your obligations are not satisfied if you
look only to popularity as a test of what to broadcast.11

Minow was himself a fan of television of all kinds—though he claimed
to particularly favor Omnibus, the Sunday afternoon series sponsored
by the Ford Foundation featuring multiple segments dedicated to the
arts. During the speech (drafted, in large part, by John Bartlow Martin)
he demonstrated his awareness of the broader program schedule, sin-
gling out series including The Fred Astaire Show, Twilight Zone, and
CBS Reports, as well as specials such as The Fabulous Fifties and
The Nation’s Future. Minow thus emphasized that the question facing
broadcasters was whether to choose a path characterized by diverse
programming, balance, and flexibility, or to continue a quest for the
highest ratings, at any cost.

A rating, at best, is an indication of how many people saw what you
gave them. . . . it never reveals what the acceptance would have been if
what you gave them had been better—if all the forces of art and cre-
ativity and daring and imagination had been unleashed. I believe in the
people’s good sense and good taste, and I am not convinced that the
people’s taste is as low as some of you assume.12

Here Minow also attempted to shame broadcasters and raise their com-
petitive ire, pointing out that while “newspaper publishers take popu-
larity ratings too”—contests in which comics and advice columns al-
ways win out—“the news is still on the front page of all newspapers,
the editorials are not replaced by more comics.”13 In television, by con-
trast, Minow implies, comics are always the lead, with news and editor-
ial content buried.

Thus echoing Kennedy’s call, above, Minow posits that broadcasters
have settled into their own “valley” of contentment and complacency
by offering schedules dominated by popular program genres while, in-
creasingly, neglecting less majoritarian interests and service. Though
networks were not required to program in the public interest in the
same way that local stations were, Minow appealed to such standards
as a shared, national programming obligation as well as a local licens-
ing standard. Throughout the address, Minow also emphasized public
ownership of the airwaves, noting that broadcasters were “trustees for
180 million Americans” who profit “by using public property.” Minow
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signaled the newly activist stance of “the New Frontiersmen’s” FCC,
warning that each broadcaster volunteers “for public service, public
pressure and public regulation.”14

Finally, Minow appealed to the public to embrace this newly activist
position. At the close of his speech, the Chair states that license review
will no longer be a pro-forma exercise for the Commission. In order to
institute serious review and to uphold the public interest standard,
Minow proposes to

find out whether the people care. I intend to find out whether the com-
munity in which each broadcaster serves believes he has been serving
the public interest. . . . I want the people who own the air and the
homes that television enters to tell you and the FCC what’s been going
on. . . . The FCC has a fine reserve of monitors—almost 180 million
Americans gathered around 56 million sets.15

Following the speech, Minow received 2,745 letters from the public
which he took as a mandate that people did, indeed, care, and that the
general public was supportive of a more activist FCC and would em-
brace its own role as industry watchdog. Geographically, the majority
of the letters came from the Northeast (fifty-one percent), followed by
the Midwest (twenty percent) and then by the South (fifteen percent)
and by the West (fourteen percent). Though the responses were fairly
evenly split according to gender lines, the majority of responses were
sent by “housewives.” These were followed by sizeable responses from
“teachers,” “lawyers,” “doctors,” “ministers,” and “professors,” after
which correspondents were each lone representatives from a variety of
fields. Most correspondents had high school diplomas, followed closely
by those with college degrees and then those with post-graduate de-
grees. According to Minow’s aides, an overwhelming majority (all but
fifty-five letter writers) “expressed support of Chairman’s position.”16

Indeed, though Minow’s calls for reform were harshly critiqued, such
criticisms were primarily lobbed by broadcasters themselves, and in
newspaper editorials committed to a political point-of-view expressly
opposed to the Kennedy administration’s. These critiques coalesced
around the idea that the administration intended to institute a “social-
ist” national culture, imposed by an elite cadre of minority interests,
upon “the people.” Sponsor magazine and an editorial in The Peoria
Journal Star, respectively state, for example:
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Is that genuinely “private enterprise,” Mr. Minow? Or is it a kind of
creeping state socialism, implemented by a potent government bureau-
cracy and by minority pressure groups?

and

It appears more and more that this administration has recruited a corps
of bigots . . . All businesses are sinful, and these bureaucrats are nice,
cleanhearted, pure chaps to make ours a gloriously pure land of cul-
tured people. . . . whenever people with such monumental conceit try to
force their own superior opinions and tastes on everybody by govern-
ment action, this kind of ridiculous situation develops.17

Letters from the general public, however, indicate both agreement
with Minow and a sense of genuine relief at having one’s own cultural
preferences or viewing frustrations publicly ratified within official dis-
course. Indeed, most letter writers take their responses as an oppor-
tunity to explicitly ally themselves with the cultural “elite” against
“mass” tastes. This sense of intellectual and cultural recognition and
ratification seems particularly important when considering the seventy
letters from self-identified “housewives,” for whom television func-
tioned both as a relaxing reward at the end of a long day of labor and
as a significant accompaniment to labor in the home. By responding to
Minow’s address, these correspondents found a uniquely public, insti-
tutionally legitimated outlet for their heretofore “invisible” opinions
about the quotidian failings of television and its adverse impact on do-
mestic labor. A viewer in East Lansing, Michigan, for example, supports
Minow’s call for balance by offering an intimate example of local
broadcasting’s lack of diversity:

The claims made by the television industry about serving the interest of
the public are just so much unadulterated eye-wash! . . . My sons were
watching the Detroit-Chicago baseball game, and after they went to
bed, I had planned to do some ironing, and at the same time watch
some of my favorite Monday night programs. I got the shock of my life
when I discovered that the ball game was on all three channels that we
receive here in the Lansing area—channels 6, 10, and 12. . . . It is just
completely unrealistic to expect all your viewers to have the same
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tastes. Obviously there are exceptions—such as a Presidential message
or some special event, but a ball game is not on a level with these. . . . Is
it asking too much to expect a mature attitude on the part of the TV
people?18

Significantly, however, the letters also demonstrate an unquestioned
expectation that network television should continue as is. That is, there
is no call for a fundamental change in the structure of the industry—let-
ter writers instead appeal for “better programming” within the existing
system. Thus, broadcast networking, national broadcast service, and
market inclusion are ratified while viewers critique the quality of pro-
gramming and advertising appeals therein. A letter from Mrs. J.M. Still-
well, Jr. of Upper Marlboro, Maryland demonstrates clear affiliation
with the New Frontier in these terms, as she draws a direct line between
popular TV programming and political and technological complacency:

The question is, are we a Nation of Escapists, or are we ready to face
the challenges of the future? . . . Being a Housewife, I have very little
time to waste my precious evening hours watching a sadistic murder or
a corny adventure yarn. . . . Maybe the Russians have a point, money
is God over here . . . we have here a wonderful instrument, more mar-
velous than most of us can imagine . . . It reaches and touches everyone
in our Country and we are taking it for Granted. The Russians are rid-
ing off into Space and the Future and we’re sitting comfortably in our
easy chairs One Hundred and Fifty years in the Past watching Matt Dil-
lon shoot someone in the belly.19

Similarly, a viewer sent the Chair a copy of a letter she had originally
sent to the general manager of WGN in Chicago, with the complaint
that there was no programming that spoke to her “influential” interests:

My dear gentlemen, I’m the consumer—you’re trying to reach ME—or
are you? . . . Have you ever considered that there is a market besides
the one you’re using? Have you ever wondered how it is that WFMT
and The New Yorker are economic successes? Have you ever tried to
scout out and toady to advertisers who can be trained into worrying
about “the influentials” as those of us with some brains and some taste
are so ironically called?20
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Significantly, as in two of the three letters, above, many correspon-
dents reported locally “responsive” service to be a key source of their
frustration (WGN’s programming for Chicago and East Lansing’s De-
troit-originating telecasts of the home-market’s baseball team), rather
than network-originating programming. Indeed, beyond the frustrations
expressed by letter writers who identified as under-served by “majority”
programming, Minow discovered that relatively few people cared about
local service obligations in broadcasting. In hearings held in Chicago
and in Omaha in 1962 members of the “general” public were not only
largely absent from the hearings but, often, overtly hostile to the idea of
the FCC riding into town to exert paternalistic oversight. As television
historian James Baughman points out, for example, a resident of Om-
aha wrote to the Commission that “if any of your members watched
one of these local, live television programs, you would readily acknowl-
edge that such programs are so poorly planned and ineptly done that
we certainly need no more of them cluttering up the T.V. channels.”21

Thus, while relatively few people cared about local service obligations,
these same citizens remained generally committed to and broadly ac-
cepting of network television programming and the ethic of “national”
service and market inclusion those programs represented. Such hearings
revealed a tension that inflected responses to TV programming as well:
Each exposed the fine line between public eagerness to ally with “offi-
cial” recognition and skepticism regarding the “outsider’s” view of local
investments and goals.

Documentary as Elite Discourse?

Network documentary series of the 1960s capitalized both upon the
New Frontier’s call for quality programming that would address issues
of national and international importance in the context of the Cold
War, and upon the public’s acceptance of network programming as the
“gold standard” of television address and uniquely shared national fo-
rum. As Curtin’s Redeeming the Wasteland notes, many of the docu-
mentaries of this period were “specifically about foreign policy issues,”
“superpower struggle,” or “the space race,” synchronous with the New
Frontier’s international outlook and concurrent with television net-
works’ own growing investments abroad.22 However, those programs
that featured “local,” domestic concerns—which Curtin has called
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“documentaries of the [Cold War] home front”—were significant en-
gagements with New Frontier calls for reform, ranging from examina-
tions of civil rights, poverty, and the housing crisis to broader interroga-
tions of “the meaning of life in a ‘free’ society.”23 The Webster Groves
documentaries represent entries calculated to educate and “awaken the
public” to a critique of the “average” American’s middle-class consum-
erism for its “contented, complacent, and comfortable” disposition in a
time of broader social and political upheaval.

CBS Reports was a regularly scheduled, weekly documentary series
during the 1961–1962 and 1970–1971 television seasons. Prior to and
after those dates, episodes were broadcast periodically, as CBS News di-
vision specials with the title CBS Reports. Though each network offered
flagship documentary series and periodic news specials (including, for
example, NBC White Paper or Bell & Howell Close-Up! on ABC), CBS
Reports, as noted by Minow above, was considered qualitatively dis-
tinctive. The series was recognized particularly for its strong narrative
sense and compellingly intimate engagement with each episode’s fea-
tured “characters.” As a review by Jack Gould of a 1960 installment
noted, “as is typical of the Murrow-Friendly team at its best, the fasci-
nation of the program lay not only in the sharply conflicting opinions
voiced . . . but also in the close ups, which reflected the personalities
involved.”24

As Curtin’s study notes:

Network producers now spoke of narrative forms as important tools
for organizing information and attracting the attention of audiences.
. . . proposing that many of the conventions of fiction be applied to doc-
umentary television. . . . As Fred Friendly, executive producer of CBS
Reports, put it, “We hope each show will be just like reading through
to the last page of a detective story to discover whether the butler did it.
You won’t know the outcome of any of our shows until you see it.”25

For Friendly and his staff, “narrativizing” CBS Reports was part of a
strategy to create “a high-quality film image that could compete with
the entertainment programming produced by Hollywood studios.”26 To
achieve this end, CBS Reports’ crews shot on 35mm film, incorporated
dense and multi-layered sound, and adhered to the classical Hollywood
cinema style of “invisible” filmmaking (keeping the story and central
“characters” at the center of attention and concealing the technology
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and construction involved in the production and editing of the pro-
gram). States Curtin, “the details Friendly most avidly pursued were
those of character. He looked for people with strong convictions,” and
then produced intimate engagements with those characters by filming
them in familiar settings and entering their personal space through
close-ups and medium close-ups. And yet, CBS Reports was simultane-
ously hailed for its investigative journalism and its “aura of dispassion-
ate, professional expertise.”27 Each program was thus energized by a
tension between the commitment to “Hollywood” style narrative and
formal elements and appeals to objectivity and “a cold war elite under-
standing of the uses of visual culture” as “a tool for teaching responsi-
ble citizenship on multiple scales, from the interpersonal to the institu-
tional to the national.”28

As detailed below, the Webster Groves documentaries point to the
potential crisis that can emerge from this attempt to balance “Holly-
wood” and classroom appeals. More broadly, however, documentaries
that focused on locales known to viewers exposed disjunctures between
local identification—forged through emotional bonds of community
and native knowledge—and the dispassionate, “expert” point of view
of documentary production staff. As those historically absented from
national media representation know all too well, such fissures often
provoke viewer concerns regarding who gets to speak to the nation on
behalf of the community. Whose knowledge represents the community
to the nation-at-large? What real social power do such images have? Be-
cause “many viewers identified network documentary with the reform
agenda of a political and cultural elite,”29 positive responses to home-
front documentaries were reminiscent of the supportive letters Minow
received. They allied the viewer with the news expert’s tastes, especially
as measured against “unsophisticated” audiences. Conversely, however,
critical viewers struggled with the presumption of journalistic expertise
and the inherent credibility of the national network voice. Such corre-
spondents disputed the objectivity of the documentary point of view
and argued that their own local, quotidian, intimate expertise had
higher truth value because it was based on native, everyday knowledge
that an “outsider” could not quickly adopt.

Viewer letters written to David Brinkley following an installment of
his David Brinkley’s Journal: Our Man on the Mississippi (NBC, Febru-
ary 5, 1964) offer examples of both such critiques. According to a Dela-
ware junior high teacher:
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It is only programs such as this that make owning a television set
worthwhile. . . . I cannot bring myself to believe that the taste of the
American public is so unsophisticated as to prefer a show like “The
Beverly Hillbillies” over a show like “David Brinkley’s Journal.” If this
is so, it is a sad commentary on our educational system in this country,
for we, somehow, must be failing in our task to educate those placed in
our charge to appreciate those things which have true worth.30

Conversely, another viewer snaps, “we ‘hinterlanders’ (as New York
Egomaniacs term us) have an image deserving of more than a riverboat
barge orgie at a beatnick bar or the scene of immersion near a mispro-
nounced town called Alton.”31 Interestingly, the Variety review of this
program also noted that, “to viewers with a knowledge of any piece of
the spread, the NBC treatment thereof may have seemed sketchy.” 32

Again, however, viewers’ passion to respond—and to correct the ex-
perts with native knowledge—is largely provoked by an assumption
that national network television is and should be the national “voice”
for issues significant within the public forum. In this respect, viewers’
dismay reflects a newfound feeling of betrayal provoked when their ex-
pectation for institutional performance and “elite” objectivity does not
conform to their personal sense of place. Apparent viewer investment in
the rhetorical promise of documentary—as objective locus of truth and
national significance—allows that for these correspondents the felt be-
trayal of that promise provokes more mistrust and confusion than the
quiz scandals that had earlier helped encourage the documentary boom.
While “low,” frivolous programs such as The $64,000 Question could
be dismissed as “only entertainment” and always crassly commercial in
orientation, documentary’s “elite” promise of objectivity and import,
when otherwise “exposed,” provoked an interpretive crisis.

Further, this sense of betrayal generated fears of the potential damage
that might ensue from a locale’s misrepresentation to the nation-at-
large. As an Iowa viewer wrote to Brinkley:

I feel the whole feature brought about a feeling of degradation to the
beauty of the mid-west and to the intelligence of the people who make
their living on and near this great waterway. In this great country in
which we live there is no part which is completely void of the ugliness
which humans can bring about, but it seems to me that there is too
much dwelling on that which is bad. . . . Mr. Brinkley, you represent a
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powerful and influential medium. I hope you can justify what you have
done to the image of a great portion of our country. . . . to millions of
people only the visual impressions will remain.33

Thus, when viewers “talk back” to the television set, they do so to de-
bate the medium and its purpose, but also to engage and struggle over
tensions regarding local identity and national citizenship. These tensions
are expressed as both ideological and textual conflicts.

The Webster Groves documentaries, for example, exhibit an appar-
ent ideological disjuncture between the reporting staff’s narrative con-
ceptualization of the “American Dream” (as the youthful pursuit of in-
dividual self-expression and idealism) and that of the Webster Groves
residents selected to be featured in the program (as insular, “knowable”
community characterized by material comfort and security, suburban
homogeneity, and corresponding social and political consensus). Textu-
ally, the aesthetics and address of Sixteen in Webster Groves and Web-
ster Groves Revisited are marked by an internal clash between reporting
that emphasizes journalistic and social scientific appeals to “scientific
rationality” and photography and editing reminiscent of classical Holly-
wood cinema (characterized by an intimate, personalized, affective in-
vestment in the community and its “characters”). Journalistic and social
scientific appeals to quantitative evidence imply that Webster Groves
was part of the problem of the 1960s. This evidence, as it shaped the
documentaries’ select iconography, characterizations, and “story,” allies
the suburb with associations of the Midwest outlined in chapter 2—as a
community characterized by “a remoteness . . . that is not wholly geo-
graphical”—rather than with a broadly national, mobile orientation at
the leading edge of the New Frontier’s future.

“The Whole Truth Is a Difficult Thing to Squeeze into an Hour”

As the above quote from reporter Charles Kuralt acknowledges, clearly,
choices about content and focus must be made when creating a docu-
mentary. The choices for Sixteen in Webster Groves’ focus emerged from
a sociological study of its high school students.34 Both Webster Groves
documentaries were produced by Dr. Arthur Barron, who collaborated
with the University of Chicago’s National Opinion Research Center and
sociologist John Johnstone to interpret the results of a thirty-two page
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questionnaire administered to students at Webster Groves High. Fol-
lowing the written survey, one hundred students were selected for fol-
low-up interviews. Based on the survey and interview responses, the
CBS staff concluded that the community’s teens “have lost their youth
because of tremendous pressure to make good grades, get into college,
and be a ‘success.’ . . . love of learning and intellectuality are being lost
in the shuffle in Webster Groves.”35

According to Barron, Webster Groves youth demonstrated that “ ‘the
American dream of affluence and security’ has been achieved,” but
“ ‘The survey also discovered that the students were strictly conven-
tional and moral in most of their attitudes.’ . . . ‘We should worry about
their . . . over-conformity and lack of questioning.’”36 Thus, the “story”
arc of Sixteen in Webster Groves follows a questioning of misplaced
postwar priorities in the context of suburban affluence. Specifically, the
program asks what is “missing” from the lives of white, upper-class
suburban youth, and what ramifications will this hollowness have for
the future leadership and progress of the nation?

While Webster Groves was the locus of the program’s critique, the
producers proposed that the documentary should serve as a cautionary
tale regarding the suburban “good life,” nationally. Says Kuralt in the
program’s conclusion, “their town is the America we are becoming—af-
fluent, suburban, and secure.” However, critically (and locally) the pro-
gram was interpreted to be a highly particularized case-study. According
to Rick DuBrow’s UPI-syndicated column (which ran in the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch locally),

there can be little doubt that CBS-TV justified showing its Friday night
hour if the intent was to make people in suburbs all around the country
think about themselves and the relationship of the younger and older
generations—and this, of course, was a stated objective. . . . CBS-TV
mentioned this, but I don’t think it mentioned the point enough by way
of broader suggestion of the national view. . . . Frankly, although Friday
night’s hour was effective, I still find it difficult to fairly judge a town on
the basis of a one- or two-hour television look.37

And, according to Variety’s reviewer:

Not to be believed, those future stalwarts of the power elite via plush
Webster Groves, MO. . . . the CBS crew under producer Art Barron
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(one of the more sensitive in the biz) turned in a neat job of giving those
split level folk all the rope needed, and all the fine country clubbers
took it from there. . . . nightmarish Webster Groves.38

And, in Kuralt’s prologue to the program itself, Webster Groves youths
were identified as particularly insular and localized:

Theirs, it turns out, is not the world of rebellion, dissatisfaction, and
adventure. Theirs is the world in which silverware makes you feel good.
. . . [they are] two-thirds Protestant, ninety-six percent white, more than
one-half the people were born right here in Missouri . . . [there is] virtu-
ally no room for anyone new and no desire to move out.

The “community” of Webster Groves is thus imagined to be a homoge-
neous group of white, upper-middle-class, consensus “strivers” and club
members with whom the audience is presumed to identify (as in the pre-
sumptively white, middle-class, affluent “America we are becoming”)
but also to be a bit frightened by, warned against, and educated to re-
fute (for the community’s staid satisfaction and consumer comforts that
have apparently immobilized its citizens and undermined their will to
critique, or even engage, the broader world).

The program reinforces its vision of Webster Groves by focusing on a
small, interrelated group of “characters” whose adult members belong
to the same country club and whose youth are the “Socies,” or, social
successes and student leaders at Webster Groves High School. “It is an
article of faith,” intones Kuralt, “that the Socies will inherit the earth.”
The insularity of these groups’ interactions with one another and the
prematurely “aged” behavior of the youth is reinforced by the pro-
gram’s portrayal of the groups’ separate but analogous behaviors (as
when the parents dance at the country club while their children attend
Mrs. Condon’s Dancing School).

While other students, individually, represent other “types” of charac-
ters as oppositions to the “norm” of the primary group, they each ap-
pear only once, as stated opposites, and thus function to throw the sta-
tus-quo reign of the Socies into relief as the majority way of being in
Webster Groves. These voices include that of a male and female “intel-
lectual” student, a student from metal shop class, and two African
American students, one of whom is a football player and the other a
cheerleader. Each of these “non-Socie” students is represented as orbit-
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ing around the fringes of the featured group by virtue of having a “dis-
tinct” identity that “stands out” from the Webster Groves’ “norm.”

Notably, while the producers propose that the program’s core, fea-
tured students are “in no way average, they are the best of America,”
these “outsider” students provide a completely different vision of the
community to viewers—one that, in fact, embodies the “expert” cul-
ture’s expressed ideals for America’s youth. Each of the non-Socies is
self-possessed, has a pragmatic point of view on social issues, is unaf-
fected, and demonstrates a clear and even joyful awareness that there is
a broader world beyond Webster Groves (including the nearby St. Louis
city center). On the de facto segregation of Webster Groves’ schools and
culture, for example, the students state, “they have always gone their
way, and we’ve always gone our way,” and, acknowledge that the col-
lege-bound competition is “dog eat dog—you have to excel more so
than the white students.”

By contrast, the Socie students seem particularly vacant and out-of-
touch through their involvement in traditional activities in which their
parents might just as likely take part (and, the program implies, most
surely did, in their own time in high school). Footage features the youths
singing “It’s A Great Country” in chorus, making a turkey in home eco-
nomics class, golfing, talking about marriage plans, and exiting church.
The Socie group occupies a pre-modern vision of a small town, “safe,
secure, happy in their own little group.” And yet, there are clearly
cracks in the façade—most of which appear when the students’ parents
are encouraged to speak. Following the CBS Reports style of charac-
terization, Molly McGreavey’s father (identified as Dr. McGreavey), in
particular, embodies the atmosphere of rigidity, control, pressure to suc-
ceed, and social and political conservatism that the students are them-
selves beginning to adopt. Indeed, the answer to Kuralt’s opening ques-
tion, “But is there something missing from their lives? Is something
missing?,” is that what is missing is the students’ urge to stand up to
their parents or to have an opinion other than their parents.’ What is
missing is “the rebellion of youth.”

Sixteen in Webster Groves’ production staff returned to town to film
the participants’ reactions to its screening. Based on those reactions and
the ensuing local community outcry, CBS Reports produced and aired
Webster Groves Revisited, a strategy that critic DuBrow praised as
“adapting the letters-to-the-editor idea into effective television form.”39

Local responses were gathered by filming screenings with the featured
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“characters” on the program (with Kuralt attending the “youth” screen-
ing) and interviewing them about their reactions. Responses were also
gathered from phone calls to KMOX, St. Louis’s CBS affiliate, immedi-
ately following the program’s airing. Additional responses were gath-
ered from community members throughout Webster Groves in person-
on-the-street interviews the morning after the screening. While a few of
the local respondents were thrilled that “CBS has let everyone know
what goes on in Webster Groves,” the majority of participants and
viewers were concerned about the community’s new image in the na-
tional consciousness and with the selective combination and editing of
materials by CBS’s reporters to create a particular “point of view” re-
garding Webster Groves.

Specifically, many respondents charged that CBS had selected images
that produced an “inauthentic” or “not true” vision of Webster Groves
that “failed to cover the real average youngster for the country-club
set.” Callers and interviewees seemed particularly dismayed at the lack
of diversity by which Webster Groves was represented, leading to “fears
about what the rest of the country now thinks of us.” The blame for
this was placed with the reporting staff. Interviewees of the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch, for example, worried about what had been left out of
the program. “I think that it reveals that when you do a special pro-
gram in television you have to have a point of view. . . . You just can’t
come out and record the fact. I thought it was unfair.” And, “ ‘I thought
it was an interesting program, but I didn’t particularly recognize it as
the place I live.’ . . . the values exhibited by some of the parents in the
program certainly exist, but are not the only ones to be found in the
community.”40

CBS Reports: Webster Groves Revisited allowed the staff to incorpo-
rate these complaints and to refute them through recourse to journal-
istic expertise and documentary objectivity as buttressed by quantita-
tive, statistical evidence. In an opening voice-over, Kuralt explains the
broadly representative importance of Webster Groves, referencing statis-
tical support for the network’s claims. “We chose it for a study of teen-
agers because it is suburban Middle-Western and upper-middle-class—a
town of 30,000 people which happens to be statistically fairly represen-
tative of such communities in America today.” Combined with the soci-
ological data from the questionnaire and interviews, this “gave us exact
knowledge about our subject and a scientific basis on which to plan the
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filming.” Kuralt then quantifies the filming process (nine crew members
shot twenty-eight hours of film over thirty-two days’ time) in order to
deflect criticism that the crew came to Webster Groves with “precon-
ceived notions” to which they conformed interviews, photography, and
editing. In response to this criticism, Kuralt counters, “Well, if we ex-
pected to find anything, it was youthful rebellion and dissatisfaction.”
Instead, he continues, the crew found that “we should really call the
film Forty in Webster Groves.”

Kuralt next softens this somewhat defensive tone and appeal to scien-
tific documentation, by emphasizing the productivity of the criticisms
brought out by the program as they underscore television’s key function
as a site of public debate—as key national, cultural forum. Webster
Groves Revisited thus proposes that “the raising of discussion alone is
worthy of telecast.” In the time since Sixteen in Webster Groves aired,
Kuralt argues, the “Socies” began “to wonder if people have been hon-
est with you your entire life,” and a local bond issue that granted better
support to Webster Groves High School vocational programs passed.
Webster Groves Revisited posits that the documentary raised civic
awareness and created dialogue that has already had a powerful, pro-
active, social effect.

However, in response to the charge that the program used “trickery”
and deceit in the way in which it edited and compiled images, Kuralt ac-
knowledges that an opening sequence—a stark black and white me-
dium close-up pan of the “Socies” standing outside with severe, dour
expressions on each of their faces—had been shot just after a memorial
service for a peer. Kuralt also acknowledges that, perhaps the parents
were not “so bad” as the first program indicated. In Revisited, Dr. Mc-
Greavey is able to respond to his earlier portrayal, arguing that he ap-
peared to be “the special guest villain on CBS’s answer to Batman” but
also acknowledging the success of CBS Reports pedagogical vision, stat-
ing that he was now aware of “how little I truly know.” Here, Kuralt
acknowledges the affective relations developed in his time in Webster
Groves, detailing the ways in which that created difficulties as regards
journalistic objectivity. In his concluding monologue he states:

It was the first time we’ve ever seen our audience except as numbers on
a Nielsen rating. They’re much more appealing as people—even people
who are angry with us. Digits on a chart don’t advance the debate
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about where we are in America and where we’re going. Only people
do that. . . . We wouldn’t take back anything we said before, but we
probably would add something—that, obviously, Webster Groves has
its mountain-climbers, too.41

Webster Groves as Emerging “Silent Majority”?

Together, the Webster Groves documentaries propose that, while the
suburb’s citizens possessed the economic and educational capital that
had traditionally signaled achievement of the American Dream, such af-
filiations did not carry the same value as they had in the past unless they
were marshaled for expansive or socially progressive ends in line with
New Frontier and Great Society commitments. Indeed, each program
exposes a disjuncture between featured citizens’ sense of themselves as
in accord with the cultural affiliations and investments that mark the
production crew’s “elite” journalistic expertise and worldly awareness.
However, the programs construct the featured citizens as part of the
postwar population that, instead, requires pedagogical intervention or,
an “awakening” to the “true” American spirit of the 1960s—particu-
larly in the interest of returning youth, independence, political aware-
ness, and freedom of expression to the community’s young. Suburbia
did not have to be a “valley of complacency,” the programs suggest,
but, if Webster Groves is representative of the new suburban norm, the
broader U.S. viewing public is encouraged to see the community as a
cautionary example. One wonders whether a demonstratively different
social and political landscape of the community might have emerged
had CBS Reports visited Webster Groves to focus on the “different”
students who were singled out as “exceptions” to the Socie world. This
would have, arguably, created a much less “readable” image of the
community as a site of consensus and conformity and would have
forced a somewhat confounding complex vision, for the period, of di-
versity in suburban St. Louis that would significantly challenge geo-
graphic myth and deflate Webster Groves’ value as a contrast to the na-
tional ideals of the era.

Although this image of the suburb as a bubble of conformity was
evoked throughout the New Frontier era as a cautionary tale regarding
the betrayal of national progress for local comforts, by the late 1960s
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that same image had been recuperated and was now aggressively mar-
keted by the political right, as iconic of a “Middle American” ideal. If
Webster Groves’ featured characters were representatives of the “Silent
Generation” in their 1966 portrayal, by the end of the decade, the So-
cies and their parents would be held up as iconic of the “great Silent
Majority.” As Thomas Sugrue points out, the “Silent Majority” did not
emerge strictly out of the 1960s, but, rather, reflected “the culmination
of more than two decades of simmering white discontent and extensive
antiliberal political organization.”42 The political right’s reaction to so-
cial and institutional gains from the New Deal through the Great Soci-
ety, was the creation of an image-based, classed category of labor identi-
fied as “populist” in its orientations and conservative in its politics
(“Middle America”)—characteristics that were geographically articu-
lated to the Midwest as “at home” in the Heartland.

Indeed, in a brief but intense period from the mid-1960s to the early
1970s, the Midwest became explicitly re-mapped and reimagined in
popular discourse and political rhetoric as the regional and cultural
placeholder for patriarchal, white conservatism, in terms that resonate
completely with Dr. McGreavey’s expressed vision of the American
Dream. Thus, while the progressive policies and activism of the 1960s
challenged citizens of communities such as Webster Groves to extend
themselves into the broader world and become involved in social
change, the “new right” simultaneously seized the image of community,
family, and insular, face-to-face “knowability” at the core of CBS’s
Webster Groves—“the language of the small republic . . . the scale of
the local fraternal lodge, the church organization, the block club”43—to
argue that it was the mainstream U.S. identity and “virtuous middle”
against which “others”—particularly “blacks, liberals, antiwar protest-
ers,” and women’s rights activists—were “demonic outsiders.”44 A key-
stone upon which this image was built, was taste, which now also in-
creasingly referred to market segmentations and appeal. Specifically, as
seen in chapter 2, the contrast was drawn between “square” entertain-
ments (the Socie club dances, for instance) and urbane, mod engage-
ments and affinities. Lizabeth Cohen has thus recently urged that such
rhetoric and articulation of place and politics must be considered in re-
lation to shifting conceptions of the market in the 1970s, in ways that
encouraged marketers to emphasize what differentiated consumers over
what united them. Writes Cohen:
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Their embrace of market segmentation thereafter lent marketplace rec-
ognition to social and cultural divisions among Americans, making
“countercultures” and “identity politics” more complex joint products
of grassroots mobilization and marketers’ ambitions than is often ac-
knowledged.45

It is striking, in this light, to consider that the 1960s opened with New-
ton Minow’s address encouraging greater news and documentary cover-
age and urging broadcast reform, and the decade closed with Spiro Ag-
new’s attack on the liberal “bias” of television news and its

little group of men who . . . wield a free hand in selecting, presenting,
and interpreting the great issues of our nation. . . . these commentators
and producers live and work in the geographical and intellectual con-
fines of Washington, D.C. or New York City . . . a tiny and closed fra-
ternity of privileged men, elected by no one.46

Both discourses—the urbane, “elite” perception of television as a site of
enlightened discourse and rational debate, and the square, “populist”
understanding of television as driven by everyday investments and the
“vote” of the people—have been re-energized in these terms in vari-
ous moments throughout broadcasting history. Indeed, in 1992, Dan
Quayle’s “Murphy Brown” speech to the Commonweal Club of Cali-
fornia is a virtual restatement of several different Nixon and Agnew
addresses from the 1960s, dividing the nation into “the cultural elite
and the rest of us.”47 Significant in each of these moments—from the
New Frontier’s claim for television’s purpose to Agnew’s “belief in dull
things”—is the powerful articulation of image to place as political in-
vestment in ways that constrain other types of thinking. Laurie Ouel-
lette argues that from the 1970s to the present such rhetoric has, in fact,
increasingly “legitimated the Right and disenfranchised the Left as the
people’s ally” in battles over television (examined here regarding 1960s
documentary, but later and regularly staged over funding for PBS,
which is Ouellette’s focus).48 I would extend this legitimation to broader
political discourse regarding cultural value, place, and presumed politi-
cal identification—issues centrally at stake in chapters 5 and 6. And yet,
there are conjunctures—intersections of political, cultural, televisual,
and market discourses—in which “popular” and “official” investments,
along with region and nation, momentarily appear to synch up in pro-
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ductive relation. Chapter 4 focuses on one such moment, wherein the
Midwest was revalued from “right” to center in the 1970s as a site of
“stability” and balance in the face of broader social upheavals and the
demise of the Nixon administration. This revaluation took place, in
part, through MTM Productions’ “quality” sitcoms’ seemingly counter-
intuitive imaginations of a Midwest far removed from Webster Groves.
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“You’re Gonna Make It 
After All!”
The Urbane Midwest in MTM 
Productions’ “Quality” Comedies

Although broadcast history lore states that the creators of
The Mary Tyler Moore Show were greeted with consternation upon pro-
posing that their series would feature a single woman over the age of
thirty, less often mentioned is another relatively controversial element of
their pitch—that the program would be set in the middle of America,
specifically, in Minneapolis. Minneapolis was a location that, in 1970,
did not immediately call to mind the image central to the show and to its
hoped-for new audience demographic of hip, young, urban profession-
als—much less the glamour of a celebrity such as Mary Tyler Moore.

This chapter proposes that MTM Productions’ “quality” comedies of
the 1970s emerged in the context of, and also encouraged and contrib-
uted to, a broader revision of the Heartland myth, pointing to newly
urbane understandings of regional identity and national value in post-
1960s U.S. culture. These programs and the industrial, critical, and
popular discourses surrounding them intersected with broader institu-
tional, political, and social shifts that explicitly engaged the larger, na-
tional cultural imagination of regional and place-identity, emphasizing
that this process is always unstable and constantly renegotiated. This
chapter thus takes up Pierre Bourdieu’s challenge to understand that
what counts as regional identity “is deeply historical and subject to
change as other kinds of social identities and formations of everyday life
shift among populations.”1 The Mary Tyler Moore Show in particular,
but also The Bob Newhart Show and WKRP in Cincinnati, imagined a
new American Middle—one populated by urbane “squares” who had
“somehow . . . fended off the sixties” and offered an idealized equilib-
rium for the new decade.2

4
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The chapter that follows traces this revaluation of the U.S. Heartland
as site of all-American equilibrium, good taste, and calm—a place that
“works” through rational discourse among “nice” adults in the 1970s.
Specifically, I examine how this shift in the general discursive represen-
tation and understanding of the region occurred through a matrix of
media, industry, and civic discourses that actively assessed the upheav-
als, gains, and losses of the 1960s, and consciously revisited traditional
ideals of national identity in anticipation of the Bicentennial. In the
wake of Watergate, Nixon’s resignation, and the emergence of Jimmy
Carter as “small-town virtued . . . wonderfully American, born of a
thousand Norman Rockwell covers,”3 the Heartland was integral to
popular imagination of national restoration in the 1970s.

Analysis of MTM Productions’ newly urbane imagination of the Mid-
west in the 1970s requires analysis of four key socio-cultural, industrial,
aesthetic, and civic sites. First, the quest for a post-1960s, Watergate-
era “equilibrium” is a recurring trope in popular discourse during the
1970s. Specifically, popular press features about the Midwest and mid-
western values undergo a marked shift from the end of the 1960s to
the mid-1970s, significantly revaluing “equilibrium” as at home in the
Heartland. Second, regulatory and industrial shifts within television net-
working between 1969 and 1971 encouraged new business practices
and the adoption of “quality” TV programming appeals by which CBS
promoted MTM series. Critical and popular press interpretations of
MTM Productions’ series are examined here, in dialogue with textual
analysis of the series themselves, to chart the ways in which the pro-
grams were increasingly valued throughout their run, as they were ex-
plicitly allied with an idealized, newly urbane imagination of the Mid-
west. The series and the region were analogized as both reliably based
in “common sense” representations of an imagined, square, status-quo
Midwest. The popularity of each series particularly was read through
Mary Tyler Moore’s and Bob Newhart’s self-conscious embrace of their
“midwestern” star personae as “really quite dull” and “square.” Signif-
icant here also is each series’ plot and character conventions, whereby
the humor is based in self-deprecation—in knowing one’s “place” and
being true to one’s inner square—and in the deflation of “outsiders’ ”
pomposity. The “gentle” humor characteristic of MTM Productions, in
this regard, was based in a quotidian, apolitical “realism” that was ex-
plicitly contrasted to Norman Lear’s urban, politically charged series.

“Equilibrium” is thus: a geographic concept associated with the Mid-
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west at this time; a political concept associated with the status-quo
“calm” perceived to be at “home” in the Heartland; an industrial con-
cept by which networks attempted to retain a “mass” audience and
cultivate a new, younger, urban demographic in the 1970s; and, a cul-
tural concept here explicitly allied with MTM Productions’ titular stars,
“quality” productions, and programs’ “good taste.” Finally, this chap-
ter briefly interrogates the means by which Minneapolis in particular
has strategically inscribed Mary Tyler Moore as a triumphant civic icon
and broader national idol thirty years after the series left the air. En-
ergized, particularly, with the 2002 unveiling of her statue in down-
town’s Nicollet Mall, Mary’s movement off the television screen into the
everyday public life of the city can be seen as one of three post-prime-
time moments which have positioned Minneapolis at the forefront of
the new cultural and economic phenomenon of “Heartland Tourism”
—a broadly regional strategy to imagine “midwesternness” as both a
sensibility and a destination, as every Americans’ idealized home away
from home.

Revaluing the Heartland: From Middle America to 
Intelligent Equilibrium

As indicated in the preceding chapters, from the immediate postwar pe-
riod to the end of the 1960s, popular representations of the Midwest
coalesced to imagine the region as singularly rural, white, middle class,
and, increasingly, politically inflexible, conservative, and out-of-touch
with the “outside” world. James Shortridge argues that, in the 1960s,
the principal “concept of pastoralism” remained prominent and yet be-
came “increasingly awkward after the late 1960s, as racial conflict and
industrial collapse occurred in Detroit, Cleveland, Cincinnati,” and else-
where throughout the region.4 Since the region’s pastoralism had been
imagined as fundamentally agrarian, rural, and predominantly “white,”
the reality of such urban, industrial, and “raced” locales within the car-
tographic region, thus, arguably forced Americans to shift their concep-
tion of regional borders in ways that would allow the region to remain
the nation’s symbolic Heartland.

It seems clear . . . that Americans made a choice about the Midwest
around 1950. As Detroit and Chicago got ever more industrial and ever
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more diverse culturally we could easily have modified the regional im-
age. . . . Instead, though, we chose the alternative action. Industrial cit-
ies were excised . . . the perceptual region began a migration back to the
plains.5

In other words, the borders and images of midwestern identity histori-
cally have been reworked to excise urban life and culture, “non-white”
populations, and marked class differences for the “benefit” of retaining
a pastoral storehouse for national ideals and “traditional values.” Fol-
lowing the uprisings of the 1960s and economic downturn of the 1970s,
for example, public response to “visibly” raced, urban, and industrial
incursions upon the imagined, placid, rural regional myth was to “re-
work [the] cognitive map of Middle-western location,”6 shifting the re-
gional core of the Midwest north, to the upper-Great Lakes and Great
Plains states—now including cities such as Fargo and Minneapolis–St.
Paul, while excising Cleveland and Detroit. Thus, the Midwest was ac-
tively reinscribed as pastoral due to “increasingly negative perceptions
of [an] urban America” presumed to violate that same myth.7 Urban
America was now presumptively Black, working class, and politically
charged in contrast to a pastoral Midwest that was, therefore, presump-
tively white, middle class, and “Silent.”

The period’s linking of place, politics, and value in these ways cli-
maxed with the January 5, 1970 publication of Time magazine’s Man
and Woman of the Year issue, featuring “The Middle Americans.”
Time’s editors explicitly regionalized the honorees, arguing that they
“tend to be grouped in the nation’s heartland more than on its coasts.”8

The cover portrait underscores this connection. Evocative of regional
folk art, Vin Guiliani’s work features wooden cut-outs of a Caucasian
man and woman in profile against a field of blue with stars that recall
the U.S. flag. The man’s face and woman’s hair incorporate the flag’s red
and white stripes. At the base of the couple’s necks, in profile, is an ash-
tray with one cigarette lit and one stamped out, adjacent to a dollar bill
upon which lies a wrench that clenches another dollar in its vise. Along
the base of the artwork, on the couple’s shoulders, in profile are die-
cast, plastic, and wooden models of a farmer on a tractor, Main Street
with a school and church, a plate of processed meat, and three family
sedans in a row. The cover image thus places the Middle Americans in
the Heartland as it also associates the region with pastoral culture, quo-
tidian investments, and fealty to the flag.
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According to Henry Luce’s Publisher’s Letter, Heartlanders “are the
ones who sent President Nixon to the White House and the astronauts
to the moon, who feel most threatened by the attacks on traditional val-
ues.”9 Significantly, in the featured cover story, Time’s portrayal of the
Middle Americans’ political affinities is not supported by voting statis-
tics or economic data, but is drawn instead through select examples of
the region’s presumed shared cultural investments as they contrast with
the “rest of the nation”—specifically, a taste for middlebrow entertain-
ment and expressions of guileless patriotism:

The gaps between Middle America and the vanguard of fashion are
deep. The daughters of Middle America learn baton twirling, not Her-
man Hesse. . . . the Rockettes, not Oh! Calcutta! are their entertain-
ment. While the rest of the nation’s youth has been watching Dustin
Hoffman in Midnight Cowboy, Middle America’s teenagers have been
taking in John Wayne for the second or third time in The Green Berets.
. . . They sing the national anthem at football games—and mean it.10

While the editorial staff seemed bewildered at the ways in which Middle
America remained resistant to emerging cultural trends through the tu-
multuous sixties—according to the magazine’s own selective examples
—these same qualities would conversely soon be revisited to recuperate
and revalue the region, imagining it as a beacon of hope that the po-
litical and social upheavals of the 1960s might, in the end, be survived
without the country having to endure fundamental, structural, institu-
tional change.

Particularly between 1970 and the Bicentennial, but throughout the
1970s more broadly, Time joined other popular press and entertain-
ment media in an active reworking of the Heartland myth away from
the residual, conservative, and divisive connotations that had broadly
marked its national image for the prior forty years, toward a myth that
idealized the Heartland as home to “the nation’s more agreeable quali-
ties” and the lone national site of “equilibrium,” “peace,” and “sobri-
ety,” post-1960s. Reacting, specifically, to the aftermath of the urban
uprisings of the 1960s, the emergence of new nationalist African Ameri-
can revolutionary movements, youth activism on college campuses, and,
in the early 1970s, the ongoing war in Vietnam and escalating concerns
regarding Watergate and Richard M. Nixon’s subsequent resignation,
portrayals of the Midwest Heartland now regularly imagined the region
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as a place “that works” without revolution or confrontations motivated
by systemic racism or poverty. The Midwest Heartland was recuper-
ated, popularly, as the place where the traditional American Dream still
lived untouched by political turmoil. The region was idealized, in this
sense, as that which survived the sixties unfazed, unaltered, and in bal-
ance. Popular media representations of the Midwest as Heartland are,
thus, marked in the 1970s by a shift in discourse wherein the perceived
“unaltered,” “status-quo” stolidity of the Midwest was, increasingly,
embraced as a positive, national value.

This transition in value took place by drawing a contrast between the
Heartland and urban life and culture “elsewhere” in the “rest” of the
country through references that were explicitly raced and classed. Al-
though in the 1950s and 1960s the presumptively rural, “white,” and
middle-class makeup of the Midwest (a myth that had already excised
from its imagination those that did not fit that description and the re-
gion’s urban areas) was contrasted with the emergent New York– and
Washington, D.C.–centered, urban, and international-looking New Lib-
eral Critique and New Frontier, by the early 1970s, mainstream fears—
stoked by urban uprisings, backlash toward Great Society programs, Vi-
etnam, and mistrust provoked through Agnew’s resignation, Watergate,
and Nixon’s eventual resignation—arguably encouraged a broader pub-
lic revaluing of the Heartland. The region gradually shifted, in represen-
tations, from its presumptively traditional, conservative, isolationist ten-
dencies, back toward its pre-1930s valorization as home of “authentic”
American “common sense” which skewed to the center and mainstream
of the political spectrum. For example, according to a “Report from the
Heartland” in Newsweek:

In this Rodgers and Hammerstein country, where cerulean skies stretch
endlessly over golden plains, . . . All but untouched by the turmoil facing
most Americans . . . leading what in the ’70s has to be called an idyllic
life. Homes are left unlocked . . . There has never been any racial con-
flict in St. Francis, simply because there is not a single black family liv-
ing in the county. Women’s liberation is incomprehensible to farm wives
who drive tractors, operate milk routes and manage the accounts.11

This rather remarkable, overtly raced transition in regional portrayal
is perhaps best exemplified, once again, by Time magazine, whose
August 13, 1973, cover story featured Minnesota’s Governor Wendell
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Anderson, photographed on a dock, clad in a flannel shirt, turtle neck,
and khakis, holding a large fish aloft with glee. Behind Anderson is an
expanse of lake and a friend in a fishing boat. The cover title, in bright
yellow text, announces “The Good Life in Minnesota.” Inside, the
cover story, titled “Minnesota: A State That Works,” proposes that, “if
the American good life has anywhere survived [the sixties] in some in-
telligent equilibrium, it may be in Minnesota.”12 The editorial staff con-
siders the state and its people to be defined by “courtesy and fairness,
honesty, a capacity for innovation, hard work, intellectual adventure
and responsibility.”13 Unlike traditional “machines” elsewhere, the poli-
tics are “clean” in Minnesota. The people are “remarkably civil” and
their daily lives are peaceful. Says advertising agency owner Chuck
Ruhr of Minneapolis, “California is the flashy blonde you like to take
out once or twice. Minnesota is the girl you want to marry.”14 And,
while the editors point out that the weather extremes in the state might
be drawbacks to some, the seasons also “build character” and weed out
“weak-kneed beachboys.”15 Alongside these stereotypically gendered
analogies, the crux of Minnesota’s good life is, here, explicitly raced and
classed:

Some argue that Minnesota works a bit too well and too blandly, that
its comparatively open and serene population is a decade or two behind
the rest of the U.S. The place lacks fire, urgency and self-accusation of
states with massive urban centers and problems. Minnesota’s people are
overwhelmingly white (98%), most of them solidly rooted in the middle
class. Blacks rioted in Minneapolis in 1966 and 1967, but with only
1% of the state’s population, they have not yet forced Minnesotans into
any serious racial confrontation. . . . Minnesotans are proud of that.16

Though the reality of urban uprising might indeed imply “serious”
racial confrontation and problems, the overt articulation of “whiteness”
with serenity and the bourgeois status-quo is made even more explicit
several pages later:

In many respects, the Scandinavians, long the largest single group in the
state, have shaped Minnesota’s character. They, together with its large
Anglo-Saxon and German strain, account for a deep grain of sobriety
and hard work, a near-worship of education and a high civic tradition in
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Minnesota life. Such qualities help to produce the intelligent calm—and
the stolidity—that characterize the efficient Minnesota atmosphere.17

Time’s editors mention Minneapolis’s cultural advantages (with ref-
erences to the Dayton family’s patronage of the arts and celebration
of the Guthrie Theater), and its social “homogeneity” and “stolidity.”
However, because the story defines “politics” to be overtly associated
with racial confrontation and class inequity, Minneapolis, Minnesota,
and the broader region are, by extension, portrayed as evacuated of po-
litical concerns. Additionally, having rhetorically positioned “massive
urban centers” and their corresponding “problems” with extra-regional
locales, the Heartland is allowed to be urbane (polite, cultured, and re-
fined) but remains, resolutely, not urban. “Whiteness,” in this equation,
is allied with urbane cultural and economic subjectivity, as an apolitical,
“universal,” normative, status-quo ideal. The “raced” urban, “prob-
lem”-filled community is, by extension, home to political subjectivity
(e.g., expressed through “rioting” rather than rational discourse and as-
similation into the market), not cultural or economic subjectivity “logi-
cally” characterized by “sobriety,” “hard work,” or “intelligent calm.”

Time’s feature on Minnesota was one of many such mainstream, pop-
ular press articles in this period that portrayed the region as a salve
against tumult and as the core of the United States where things were in
balance—“the essential America, where grass, grain, and animals are
almost as important as people, and where the old values still dominate,
largely unaffected by the waves of fashion and fad that constantly surge
over the east and west coasts.”18 The Midwest is “the very crucible
of the American experience, our heartland,” whereas “New York and
Washington, D.C. are of another world. Here is only a vibrant, produc-
tive sprawl.”19

Significantly, such feature stories also revisit the conception that
“conservative” and “Midwest” are necessarily conjoined terms, now ad-
dressing flaws in this oversimplification. Better Homes and Gardens, for
example, argued that the Heartland was, historically, home to idealis-
tic movements and the political mainstream.20 According to Thomas
Anderson in The Nation, for example, “indeed, if one uses the measure
of innovative leadership by elected officials, the North Central states
may hold first rank in the nation as a center of liberalism.” Considering
this, Anderson concludes, “perhaps,” in thinking otherwise, “people
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who dwell along each coast find it comfortable and satisfying to their
egos.”21 In these examples, the Midwest is hailed as a locus of rational
discourse against the “fads” and extremes (both cultural and political)
on either coast. The Heartland is allied with ordinary, hard-working
folk, in contrast to the outsized “egos” on either coast.

The 1970s Heartland was, thus, revalued by selectively adding new
elements to its imagination (allowing urbane, politically mainstream
values to enter into the myth) while simultaneously remaking the pas-
toral, square associations central to past iterations. The region’s new
image was one that implied that, perhaps there was no real need for
structural, institutional change within the United States, considering
that Minnesota—and other sites within the Midwest—“work” well
through adherence to the assimilative ideology of the American Dream
and smooth market functioning. Following the turmoil of the 1960s
and the lingering doubts and political scandals of the 1970s, popular
imaginings of the Midwest implied that its historically mundane identity
was, by contrast to the “rest” of the nation, now exceptional—the aver-
age, ordinary, everyday “square” was also stable, functional, and repre-
sentative of core, national ideals. By excising cities such as Detroit and
Cleveland from this fantasy, while hailing Minneapolis as iconic, the
Midwest was also recuperated as an available, “safe” space for travel,
exploration, and white, middle-class liberation. Minneapolis suggested
a fantasy of urbane community without the “city,” “reclaiming” the
community as familial space for white professional travel and tourism
centered on consumption. This imagination prefigured the 1980s recon-
struction of downtowns as tourist spaces, which is addressed at the
close of this chapter.

“CBS! We’re Putting It All Together!”

The CBS television network’s promotional theme for the 1970 season
was “We’re Putting it All Together!” Mary Tyler Moore’s image was
centrally featured in this campaign, as both an advertisement for The
Mary Tyler Moore Show—to premiere on September 19—and as icono-
graphic of CBS’s new programming strategy and intended audience ap-
peal. Television critic Jack Gould summarized CBS president Robert D.
Wood’s approach to putting new programming together with new audi-
ences as follows:
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[He] feels that TV’s major mission in the coming years is to give a better
reflection of the contemporary scene in urban centers, rather than dote
on such foolishness as “Petticoat Junction,” which he has mercifully
canceled. . . . Now, without disenfranchising the older segment of the
audience, the network hopes to attract younger viewers, many of whom,
one suspects, have withdrawn from watching TV entirely.22

CBS’s throwing over of the mass-audience appeal “foolishness” of such
rural-skewing series as Petticoat Junction for “contemporary,” urban-
skewing series such as The Mary Tyler Moore Show was encouraged by
shifts in the regulatory and business climate of networking as well as by
cultural transformations that promoted the pursuit of new markets for
television sponsors and viewers.

Several important regulatory moves helped to reconfigure network
power in the early 1970s, encouraging changes in the ways networks
acquired, promoted, and scheduled prime time programming. First, key
rulings and actions in the late 1960s and early 1970s helped to open up
prime time television advertising to greater competition. In 1968 the
U.S. District Court of Appeals upheld the FCC’s earlier ruling that the
Fairness Doctrine, which required that opposing views be granted fair
opportunity to respond where controversial issues were at stake in a
broadcast, applied to cigarette commercials. A station presenting ciga-
rette ads had the duty to inform the public of the hazards of smoking,
because its promotion was proved to not be in the public interest. By
the 1971 television season, cigarette ads were pulled off the air, opening
up a gap in advertising revenue and expanding the market for competi-
tive bidding in advertising.23

The FCC, additionally, instituted two sets of regulations that were in-
tended to undercut perceived monopolistic power on the part of net-
works. The Prime Time Access Rule (PTAR) was issued in 1970. This
ruling took the 7:30–8:00 pm eastern and pacific time slot (6:30–7:00
pm central time) away from the networks and returned it to local sta-
tions for their programming discretion. With this move, the FCC hoped
to encourage an increase in the production of local news and public af-
fairs programs (those programs that The Blue Book guidelines would
consider to best serve the public interest, as outlined in chapter 1).
Even though PTAR did not have this intended effect—with most local
stations simply acquiring inexpensive and profitable syndicated game
shows or reruns of older TV series to fill these slots—the rule did cut
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into network profit dominance and scheduling flexibility in evening pro-
gram hours. Also in 1970 the FCC created the Financial Interest and
Syndication Rules, known as the “Fin-Syn” rules. These rules banned
networks from owning or profiting from the syndication of shows that
had previously run on the network. The FCC argued that networks
could not profit from a show once it was no longer running on the net-
work itself.

Broadcast networking had thus made a fairly complete transition
from prior sponsorship models, as advertisers not only no longer domi-
nated program decisions, but also had to bid for increasingly smaller
and more competitive advertising slots within a given program. Argu-
ably, because of this increased competition, the content of programs
could now be more topical and responsive to larger social concerns, as
single sponsors would not be solely identified with controversies, should
they arise, as they had been in the past. So, by the late 1960s, the net-
work had put advertisers in their place, so to speak, but also faced new
regulatory restrictions on their own power over profit-making, due to
the Fin-Syn and Prime Time Access Rules. To help protect from greater
financial risk in this period, the networks turned to independent pro-
ducers for more and more program content for their schedules.

This strategy was both beneficial for networks—in that they earned
their profit up front with relatively little risk—and very rewarding for
the independent producer whose series was successful enough to go into
syndication, at which point the profits reverted to the production com-
pany. Plus, according to MTM co-founder, Grant Tinker, since “until
1979, networks had over ninety percent of the audience,” once one had
a secure place on the network schedule with a solid program, “it was
very hard to fail.”24 In the 1970s there were two independent produc-
tion companies, in particular, that dominated the airwaves: MTM Pro-
ductions, helmed by Grant Tinker, Arthur Price, and Mary Tyler Moore,
and Norman Lear and Bud Yorkin’s company, Tandem Productions.

In addition to regulatory and industrial shifts in the early 1970s, net-
works also began to respond to broader social transitions that had
made “new” audience markets “visible” to broadcasters. First, advances
in the civil rights movement through the 1960s led to an increased
market awareness of the economic viability of a thriving African Ameri-
can consumer class. And, according to census data, between 1950 and
1970, the number of married women who worked had doubled, and the
percentage of women who made up the workforce had grown to almost
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forty-five percent. Women’s liberation was now aggressively incorpo-
rated by advertisers as an appeal to brand products as contemporary
and hip. In addition, the structure of the family had shifted—between
1970 and 1980 over forty percent of all households contained a single,
divorced, or widowed individual, encouraging commercial appeals to
single professionals. Finally, youth culture had come into its own in the
1960s—as a political entity (in protests against the Vietnam War and in
support of the causes of civil rights and women’s liberation), and as a
consumer and professional class (due, largely, to the postwar shift to
nearly universal access to higher education for young Americans).

The 1970 television season is thus considered to be the turning point
from which networks began to balance the merits of programming that
would attract a “mass,” multi-generational, and multi-regional audi-
ence against the potential benefits of targeting smaller, demographically
segmented urban, professional audiences with “niche”-appeal program-
ming. Because the “Big Three” network broadcasters did still hold sway
over U.S. television viewers, their approach in the 1970s was hybrid:
Each sought to obtain audience equilibrium, balancing appeals to the
“old” aggregate audience while also building a new generation of de-
mographically segmented TV viewers whose more contemporary tastes
were now enticed to enter and bolster the networks’ profit stream. Todd
Gitlin quotes Robert Wood explaining his network’s new attention to
younger, more urban viewers and market areas as largely motivated by
CBS’s owned and operated stations’ loss of viewers and profits due to
its pre-1970s rural and older-skewing program appeals: “My interests
were obviously insular, or reduced to the welfare of our stations. I rec-
ognized that Gunsmoke and all these rural shows were doing terrifically
nationally. It just wasn’t doing much for the company-owned stations
division.”25 While not wanting to lose this terrific national audience,
networks began to strategize to also attract a more lucrative kind of
viewer.

Though CBS is often singled out in this respect, each network made
similar moves. As discussed in chapter 2, ABC, for example, cancelled
The Lawrence Welk Show after the 1970–1971 season, even though it
was still a ratings success. Significantly, Welk’s primary sponsor in syndi-
cation was the senior vitamin-maker, Geritol. CBS’s changes were, how-
ever, both the most radical and the most successful. In the 1969–1970
season, the top twenty programs from CBS included “rural appeal”
programming such as Gunsmoke, Bonanza, The Beverly Hillbillies, Hee
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Haw and Mayberry, RFD. By 1971–1972 most of these programs had
disappeared and CBS’s new contributions to the top twenty included
programs such as All in the Family, Sanford and Son, The Mary Tyler
Moore Show, and The Flip Wilson Show. By the 1974–1975 season,
MTM Productions and Tandem Productions, between them, produced
nine of television’s top ten rated programs.26 And yet, as Aniko Bo-
droghkozy has pointed out in her case-study of the demise of The
Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour, “using the Nielsen-inspired designa-
tion that ‘eighteen-to-forty-nine’ meant youth, the networks found
themselves hampered by a demographic that included two generations
whose interests, tastes, and ways of interpreting social reality were radi-
cally different.”27 Indeed, CBS’s fears about the youth and liberal-ori-
ented political content in The Smothers Brothers’ last two seasons, ac-
companied by the affiliate and viewer protests that led to the program’s
1969 cancellation, would seem to have discouraged the network from
being too new or contemporary for the 1970 transition.

Focusing on the acquisition of independently produced comedy series
helped to establish CBS’s sought-after “equilibrium” between contem-
porary, urban, youth appeal and mass-audience palatability. The serial
nature of the sitcom format allowed for the exploration of pertinent so-
cial issues within a context that, arguably, “domesticated opposition,”
released tensions, and allowed for a spectrum of character identifica-
tions, encouraging what Jeffrey Miller has called “an ideal of contained
comedy” exhibiting “the realism and depth of characterization central
to quality television” presumed to appeal to a new niche demographic,
while simultaneously “addressing audiences and markets not necessarily
liberal, sophisticated, or upwardly mobile.”28 Todd Gitlin argues simi-
larly that, for CBS, “the point was that, at the very least, gung-ho enlis-
tees could watch M*A*S*H without being offended; as could authori-
tarian fathers and youthful liberals delight in All in the Family, and ca-
reer women and sexist men in The Mary Tyler Moore Show.”29

MTM Productions’ series fit this mandate exceptionally well: Each
offered a distinctly new, modern vision of the Midwest fulfilling Wood’s
mandate to contemporize the network’s appeal—particularly through
title sequences that each imagined Minneapolis and Chicago as joy-
ously urbane, mod, upbeat, stylish, and consumer savvy. And yet, each
program also offered the comfort of “gentle” equilibrium in a conten-
tious time—particularly by aligning their stars with midwestern ideals
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and values, and by using the setting of each series as a “character” that
created an aesthetic interiority and intimate, quotidian address to the
audience. Indeed, the humor in each series’ weekly installments coa-
lesced around two alternating, conventional ideas: In the first comic
conceit, the star’s “square” midwesternness is made overtly comic but
triumphs in the end because of the character’s awareness (and that of
work and friend “family” of supporting characters) of her/his “limits”
as a square, along with a happy embrace of that identity, reflective
of self-knowledge and stability in relation to the “outside” world. In
the second comic conceit, “outsiders”—characters who do not “fit” in
the habitus of the Midwest and cannot be incorporated into the cast
“family”—are expelled. This plotline particularly occurs through the
deflation of pompous characters’ egos and the resulting restoration of a
“square” equilibrium against the “outside” world. Both series suggest
that Mary’s Minneapolis and Bob’s Chicago are, in the end, relatively
sane outposts in an otherwise insane world.

While much scholarship has devoted considerable attention to The
Mary Tyler Moore Show as “quality” TV programming—particularly
as contrasted with the concurrent popularity of Norman Lear’s more
overtly political, “relevant” comedy series—I propose to elaborate upon
and significantly extend such analyses by unpacking the ways in which
MTM Productions’ “quality” comedies were promoted and perceived
as such, in large part, by reference to geographic affiliation. Particularly
in the cases of The Mary Tyler Moore Show and The Bob Newhart
Show, but also evidenced in WKRP in Cincinnati, MTM Productions’
stars, settings, and program aesthetics and address were explicitly analo-
gized with the Midwest and midwesternness as the 1970s locus of a lib-
eral humanist equilibrium (that which “survived” the sixties unscathed)
and consensus “good taste.” The series’ thus presented a regional imag-
ination counterintuitive to past understandings, positing a hip and ur-
bane Midwest while simultaneously promoting the prevailing “common
sense” understanding of the region as, essentially, apolitical, white, and
middle class.

Particularly, I would like to extend Kirsten Lentz’s exemplary study
of the critically raced and gendered distinctions made by scholars and
TV critics who have proposed that the MTM series represented “qual-
ity” programming while the Lear series represented “relevant” pro-
gramming in this era. As Lentz notes:
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“Quality” does not strive to shock, . . . “Quality” . . . means genteel
and civilized. It appeals to the intellect. As such, it relies upon its as-
sociation with whiteness, class location, and sexual modesty. “Rele-
vance” on the other hand, is a discourse about the “real,” not the moral
or polite. And reality is allowed to be shocking. It is only through this
discourse that race can be spoken on entertainment television in the
1970s.30

Lentz argues that whereas

in All in the Family, whiteness is a racial category; in The Mary Tyler
Moore Show, whiteness is made to disappear into a humanist universal-
ism where it serves as the invisible norm. The different approaches to
racial representation created a mutually determining circumstance in
which All in the Family was consistently understood as “about race”
whereas The Mary Tyler Moore Show could be understood as “about
gender” in the absence of race.31

I would add that MTM Productions’ programs and the comparative un-
derstanding of them as apolitical rather than political, “tasteful” rather
than confrontational, and “urbane” rather than urban was also power-
fully raced and gendered implicitly and explicitly by the programs’ mid-
western settings.

As established in prior chapters and above, by the early 1970s, the
region was imagined as presumptively white, middle class, and a site of
“equilibrium” comparatively unscathed by the sixties. This field of asso-
ciations “ruled in” certain understandings of the region and made others
quite literally unimaginable within the programs’ setting (e.g., aware-
ness of the region’s actual racial, ethnic, and class diversity; awareness
of the region as also politicized and a site of potential revolution and
“impolite” discourse). The inability to imagine politics and race as of
the Midwest (or, of whiteness as raced rather than “universal” identity
“at home” in the Midwest) was strengthened, at this time, by the broad
public inability to perceive of Minneapolis as a “city” (as reflected in
the popular press examples above) and by the stars’ analogous associa-
tions with the region as mundane squares with quotidian dilemmas. Oc-
cupying a politicized subjectivity is “ruled out” of the Midwest in the
apparent need to invest in a Heartland myth for the 1970s of a lone
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region of explicitly “white,” middle-class American “common sense”
equilibrium and rationality. Thus, while Maude wrestled over abortion
within a subway’s ride from New York City, Mary more typically asked:
“Why do all of my big problems seem like little ones?”32

The Mundane as Exceptional: Mary’s “Minnesota Nice”

Though The Mary Tyler Moore Show premiered on September 19, 1970
to lukewarm ratings and relatively poor critical reviews, by the end of
the series’ second season, it was considered representative of the upper
echelon of “quality” programming on TV and earned the highest rat-
ings of the series’ run (at seventh, overall, for the season). It was in the
third season (1972–1973) that MTM’s flagship series was joined by The
Bob Newhart Show on CBS’s Saturday night schedule. Newhart’s series
aired immediately following Mary Tyler Moore from its premiere until
1977, when The Mary Tyler Moore Show left the air. The Bob Newhart
Show’s final episode aired on April 1, 1978. From 1972 through 1976,
both series remained in the top twenty rated programs each year.
Though Norman Lear’s All in the Family, Maude, and Good Times al-
ways (and, often, resoundingly) beat MTM’s series in the ratings, CBS
executives, MTM production staff, TV critics, and popular press fea-
tures throughout the 1970s consistently portrayed MTM series as more
palatable than the Lear series. As Lance Morrow wrote for Time at The
Mary Tyler Moore Show’s conclusion:

During Watergate and the long ending of the Vietnam War, when the
nation was feeling especially baleful, these characters in an out-of-the-
way local TV station, with their family feeling, may have suggested that
it was possible to deal with the world without being either Patty Hearst
or R.D. Laing. They became part of the viewer’s family, comfortable to
have around.33

Whereas the Lear series were often criticized for being shrill and “mean”
and for featuring polemic caricatures, The Mary Tyler Moore Show and
The Bob Newhart Show were embraced as “comfortable,” “sophisti-
cated,” and exceptions to the rule that “anything on television that ap-
peals to everyone should be regarded with suspicion.”
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Both lowbrows and highbrows have continued to be captivated by a
program that verges on the adult, shows sparks of genuine wit, and
contains . . . a gallery of certifiably human faces.34

The “certifiably human” qualities of these programs and their titular
stars were consistently, explicitly associated with the series’ midwestern
settings and “values” as representative of a comfortable post-1960s
equilibrium. This was an association that was, simultaneously, power-
fully counterintuitive and completely consistent with “common knowl-
edge” regarding the region and its people. In the Saturday Review fea-
ture, above, for example, author Karl Meyer points out the initial resis-
tance to The Mary Tyler Moore Show’s proposed locale, noting, “who
(so it was thought) would watch a program set in dowdy Minneapo-
lis?”35 As Grant Tinker himself recalled, for the series’ pitch “all I
had to start them off . . . was the premise of Mary being single and
thirty and living in Minneapolis—which on the face of it is a pretty dull
thought!”36 If a midwestern setting seemed counterintuitive for prime
time, the series’ stars and the shows’ brand of humor were promoted as
iconographic of the same qualities of midwestern square, comfortable
“middleness” as had been heralded for Minnesota in the Time feature,
above. According to a New York Times Magazine essay from 1974, for
example, in Mary Tyler Moore

one is reminded of other cultural entities millions of Americans will ac-
cept with ‘practically no complaints’—The Reader’s Digest, Norman
Rockwell, Muzak, Hallmark Cards, McDonald’s hamburgers. . . . She is
a high school sweetheart who hasn’t gone sour; an intelligent, highly
polished, well-engineered product of the American dream that hasn’t
faded. She is a Republican; . . . America is still home for her; she has no
desire to travel. Somehow Mary Tyler Moore has fended off the sixties
without turning her mind or her life to mush.

The article also quotes Perry Lafferty, Vice President of Programming at
CBS, who proposes, “she’s the well-scrubbed, all-American girl that
everyone likes. I think it’s her vulnerability that makes her particularly
appealing. . . . beautiful and all that without being threatening.”37 Simi-
larly, Bob Newhart is hailed as “Mr. Mid-America in a crowd, Charlie
Everybody, the American flag with a ribbon tied around him.”38
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If comedians were articles of clothing Bob Newhart would be a classic
navy blue blazer: not faddish, not flamboyant, hardly at the fashion
vanguard and yet an essential component of a man’s wardrobe. Always
in good taste, . . . timeless.39

MTM Productions’ series thus remained true to the spirit of pastoral as-
sociations with midwestern “values” while significantly revising the im-
age of the Midwest as a setting. Each proposed quality that was com-
fortable, urbanity that was shimmeringly mod but not issue-oriented,
metropolitan life that was, after all, midwestern.

This ethic of equilibrium is important to write back into the history
of The Mary Tyler Moore Show because of its conscious and doubled
significance as an appeal that defused the potential threat of featuring a
single career woman over the age of thirty on TV, as it simultaneously
upscaled the midwestern life and culture that would factor into the pro-
gram’s content and address. The Mary Tyler Moore Show and The Bob
Newhart Show redefined the Midwest as both viably urbane and as a
site of touristic and consumer value. Both introduced the modern con-
sumer-subject to the Midwest within the broader U.S. geographic imag-
ination. That is, the Midwest, while still evacuated here of racial and
economic diversity, was also dislodged from a pastoral setting and rede-
fined as urbane site of personal liberation through modern architecture,
art, fashion, labor, and consumerism. Here, the urbane disposition en-
ables “survival” of the sixties, and a new 1970s liberation and redemp-
tion. This appeal can be examined best through an analysis of the open-
ing titles sequence of The Mary Tyler Moore Show and its changes from
the premiere 1970 season through season five, after which the titles re-
mained unchanged for the duration of the series.

Designed and executed by Reza Badiyi and David Davis, the open-
ing titles posit Minneapolis as a glamorous, vibrant city wherein Mary
Richards can “graduate” (symbolized by the famous tam toss) to a “free
woman” of the 1970s, out from under her old familial ties and friend-
ship bonds in small-town Roseburg, Minnesota. Badiyi had also de-
signed titles such as those for Hawaii Five-O and his design scheme fea-
tures bright, contemporary colors and title font, and a warm, rich, film
aesthetic matched, aurally, by Sonny Curtis’s upbeat lyrics and dynamic
brass, woodwind, and guitar instrumentation. The premiere season’s ti-
tles chart the narrative of Mary’s transition from her previous job in
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Roseburg to her new residency in Minneapolis. While the title images
and lyrics emphasize Mary’s transition from small-town to big-city life
and the need for her to take risks and to become more self-interested,
subsequent season image and lyric shifts emphasize the success of her
transition and her full integration into the life of the city, both profes-
sionally and socially, as well as her transformation into a self-possessed
consumer.

The premiere season titles open with a royal blue background. A
baritone saxophone, trombones, and other woodwind and brass bass
instruments punctuate the appearance of yellow titles reading “Mary”
then “Tyler” then “Moore.” A solo electric guitar then plucks out the
theme’s harmony line as orange, red, purple, and blue “Mary Tyler
Moores” emerge to fill the top and bottom of the screen from the yel-
low titles at the center. The letters zoom out toward the viewer, and in-
side a now “clear” letter “e” from the center title, we see Mary Tyler
Moore inside a white Ford Mustang on the interstate. During the close-
up of Mary at the wheel, looking somewhat anxiously, through the
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windshield to her right, we hear the query: “How will you make it on
your own?” Our view of Mary then partially dissolves through the
windshield to reveal her memory of her bon-voyage party given at her
last job, where she is surrounded by friends, champagne, and a “Good
Luck” banner. This scene dissolves back to an expectant-looking Mary
gazing left through the windshield at the line, “this world is awfully
big.” Another incomplete dissolve shows Mary gratefully receiving a
farewell bouquet from a co-worker. As Sonny Curtis sings, “Girl, this
time you’re all alone,” Mary wags her finger at a male co-worker who
tries to give her a farewell kiss. A complete dissolve on the words, “but
it’s time you started living” sends us back to Mary, smiling, head-on,
through the windshield, with apparent new confidence as Curtis sings,
“it’s time you let someone else do the giving.”

At this point in the opening season titles, the music and images take a
significantly up-tempo, dynamic turn, with much heavier brass orches-
tration and punctuation and a remarkably dynamic flash-cut editing se-
quence that introduces Mary and her viewers to sparkling visions of
Minneapolis–St. Paul. From this point, the titles move, rapidly, from a
“macro” view of the city—emphasizing a touristic gaze of the skyline at
dusk and featuring freeway and aerial shots—to a focus on Mary’s
gradually more quotidian movement through the city via neighborhood
streets, parks, and downtown’s Nicollet Mall. Underscoring the series’
location, a superimposed freeway sign reading “Minneapolis–St. Paul”
“floats” above Mary’s Mustang as she enters the city by the interstate.
Here, the viewer accompanies Mary, traveling with her through over-
passes and moving from a head-on view of Mary’s car to a profile shot
and then tracking her from behind, as each sees Minneapolis at dusk for
the first time. The camera pulls back to reveal a beautiful orange and
purple sunset as the lyrics state that “Love is all around—no need to
waste it.” From the sun at dusk, there is a cut to what will soon be re-
vealed to be Mary’s new workplace, the WJM office building. A few
floors of the building fill the entire frame, from which the camera pulls
back to street level.

Now inside the city, the lyrics encourage that “you can have the
town, why don’t you take it?” Mary is shown in medium-long-shot,
walking on a busy city sidewalk, looking up with some wonder. From
this point, the titles feature a series of shots of Mary, integrated into—if
still in awe of—the everyday bustle of the city. She is pictured in strolls
along neighborhood streets and the river, featuring snowy and tree-lined
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sidewalks, and also making her way downtown, surrounded by bustling
pedestrian and vehicular traffic. The final sequence of the titles is the fa-
mous tam toss which shows Mary at the corner facing Donaldson’s de-
partment store, followed by three different quick zoom-in shots, after
which she crosses the street to the corner facing Dayton’s department
store and begins her twirling turn and toss. Significantly, here, the lyrics
still have a sense of wonderment and some caution, noting and then re-
peating that “You might just make it after all.” The title sequence con-
cludes with a freeze-frame and the credit “created by James L. Brooks
and Allan Burns.”

The first season’s titles thus chart Mary’s departure from her home-
town and her expectant travels—interspersed with memories from
home—to the “awfully big” world of the Twin Cities. Viewers move
from a classic “postcard”-type overview of the city to a quotidian ac-
companiment of Mary as she walks through heavily peopled and traf-
ficked streets, strolls along the river, walks downtown, and tosses her
tam. The music and lyrics build in encouragement of Mary’s attempt
to “make it.” By season two, the question of whether Mary would
make it on her own had been answered. Now the final sequence lyrics
state “You’re gonna make it after all!” In the larger titles sequence, the
images now shift from the premiere season’s emphasis on entering the
city to further detailing Mary’s day-to-day, happy, full integration
within the life of the city, emphasizing her familiarity with her neighbor-
hood and daily joys with her co-workers and friends. The lyrics empha-
size this transition, acknowledging Mary’s ability to “turn the world on
with her smile” and “take a nothing day and suddenly make it all seem
worthwhile.” New images in season two’s version of the titles include
an immediate transition from the title to shots of Mary driving in her
neighborhood—already within the daily life of the city—wearing a big,
bouncy grin. Her Mustang pulls up in front of the Victorian home
within which she has an apartment. Mary is then shown in a neighbor-
hood park alongside the river, waving to kids who are being pulled on a
sled, underscoring the day-to-day rhythms of her life in the city. The sec-
ond season titles also now incorporate other characters from the cast,
featuring Mary and Rhoda together inside Mary’s apartment, a laugh-
ing two-shot of Mary and Phyllis in Mary’s living area, and each of
Mary’s male co-workers at the WJM office receiving a hug from Mary.

In season three the opening titles re-inserted a sequence from the
pilot season that explicitly emphasized the “Minneapolis–St. Paul” lo-
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cation, by adding back the shot of Mary’s Mustang going under an
overpass, with the “Minneapolis-St. Paul” freeway sign superimposed
against a profile of her driving, followed by the shot of the rear of the
Mustang heading into downtown. In season three, then, the show
opened on Mary driving in her neighborhood, as in season two, but
then gave viewers an overview of the skyline and explicit locale, before
returning to the shot of Mary’s mustang pulling up in front of her
home. While season two’s titles arguably moved “out” of the city (other
than for the tam toss) to emphasize Mary’s day-to-day home and work
rhythms, season three’s titles bridged a significant transition that oc-
curred, visually, for their revision in season four.

As Ernest Pascucci has noted, season four’s

opening credits announced the malling of Minneapolis, replacing the
outdoor location shots that lead up to Mary’s famous toss of her blue
hat with a thoroughly majestic image of Mary reaching the top of the
escalator in Philip Johnson’s IDS Center. . . . A full two months before
Philip Johnson proudly presented his recently completed project as Min-
neapolis’s new indoor downtown in Architectural Forum, The Mary
Tyler Moore Show enacted the transformation of downtown in front
of a much larger audience than Architectural Forum could ever hope to
attract.40

The opening titles for season four and season five (after which the titles
sequence remained the same through the end of the series’ run) truly
reveled in public, urban, mod architecture, fashion, and the dynamism
of city life, while they simultaneously idealized quotidian engagements
at home and work with friends. Overall, by season five, the titles se-
quence had solidified, envisioning Mary’s full integration within and
command of the life of the city both as an accomplished career woman
and as a now-practiced single head-of-the-household. Images, here,
for example, point out that her work life is no longer defined merely in
relation to her male co-workers. Mary is now seen out and about,
bustling between offices with reams of work papers, and producing the
remote location sound for a WJM feature. In her personal life, Mary is
also now fully engaged in a spectrum of activities, as the titles images
now also feature her engaged in mundane, everyday household chores
such as grocery shopping and washing her car.

The titles “evolved” to offer a “balanced” view, portraying Minneap-
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olis as a site of public liberation and private self-actualization. In this
sense, the program promoted an idealized vision that suggested 1970s
downtowns might be “reclaimed” (particularly for young, white, female
professionals) as liberating, joyful spaces of tourism, labor, and con-
sumption in an era post-1960s upheavals and political traumas. The
Bob Newhart Show’s titles, visualized by David Davis, were similarly
dynamic in their representation of Chicago and of the quotidian joys of
home—here, featuring married bliss. The theme to the Newhart show
was titled, “Home to Emily,” and the titles track Bob Hartley’s daily
commute home to his Lincoln Park high-rise, where his wife, Emily,
awaits with a kiss. Much more jazz-influenced and less poppy than The
Mary Tyler Moore Show score and without lyrics (they were written
for, but not sung with the theme), aurally, the “Home to Emily” theme
moves from a very upbeat, brassy score—paced closely with visuals fea-
turing quick zooms, dynamic staging, sharp contrasts in screen direc-
tion, and quick edits—to a wistful tone, as the sequence concludes in
the warm embrace of home and romantic partnership.

“Our Realism Was of a Different Sort”

The opening titles sequences of MTM Productions’ “quality” 1970s
series were departures from titles sequences of the past, due to their
dynamic, contemporary, midwestern newness. The production staffs at
each show perceived of the titles sequences as an important means to
grounding the series in a fresh “realism.” According to Mary Tyler
Moore, these were settings “that hadn’t been seen to death on television
already, . . . full of life and young people and old people; fat, skinny,
tall, thin.”41 It is this merger of the counterintuitive and the quotidian—
settings “hadn’t been seen to death” and were also now seen through a
stylishly urbane lens that still featured “everyday” people rather than
just Hollywood stars—that encouraged MTM staff, critics, and the pro-
grams themselves to promote an ethic of “authenticity” that was closely
hewed to setting and midwestern “values.”

According to Moore, the program’s “real,” believable qualities
“promised you truth.”42 For producers David Davis and Allan Burns,
this “truth” came, largely, through the show’s setting, which created
plot points, as well as crafted the show’s “intimate” aesthetic. Accord-
ing to Davis and Burns, respectively:
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This is one of the things that was different about the show. With Min-
neapolis you have weather. And you’ve got snow. It was always the
staging—Mary would come in to work and go right to the coat rack,
hang up her coat, put her purse, walk down to her desk—actual busi-
ness that was real.

And,

this is an interior show and we thought, let’s have a reason to want to
be inside and so that it looks cozy and, so if you have the seasons and
weather outside there.43

Significantly, in this emphasis, the program text of MTM series’
seems aesthetically impoverished by contrast to the shows’ opening titles
sequences. As John Caldwell has pointed out, MTM’s producers “actu-
ally gained their fame by making shows that were visually uninterest-
ing.”44 The Mary Tyler Moore Show and The Bob Newhart Show both
typically featured only two sets, the office, and the home, rarely ventur-
ing to third locales which would typically be restaurants or other inte-
rior spaces. The setting in cities where, according to James Brooks, “the
major industry is snow removal,” encouraged this interiority for plot
purposes.45 Interiority translated into a style of production that produc-
tion staff claimed as qualitatively superior to that of their competitors.
Specifically, “intimate” settings translated into “gentle,” “intelligent”
comedy. The quotidian translated to “class and charm and wit.”46

This strategy explicitly differentiated MTM Productions from Nor-
man Lear’s series which, though also “interior” shows, were the target
of criticism for their “demonstrative” rather than “well-rounded” char-
acterizations and execution. MTM director Jay Sandrich makes this dis-
tinction explicit when he notes that whereas Lear shows were shot like
a stage play, with characters facing the audience as if on a proscenium
and projecting as if in a theater,

I tried to do more of a word play, not scream the lines. There are mics
. . . more of a conversational style . . . play more to each other . . . the
writing was so good, so real . . . intelligent . . . the laughs would come
out of character.47

Bob Newhart has drawn this distinction by arguing that his humor was
deceptively radical, as it was never gag-oriented but always involved the
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audience’s engagement to fill in the gaps. As opposed to “loud” joke-
driven comedy, then, Newhart “always thought of [his] humor as sub-
versive. It doesn’t appear to be doing what it’s doing, but it does, . . . It
involves the audience. . . . It’s not what’s said that is funny.”48

This idea of an MTM/Lear contrast was shared across the produc-
tion staff and cast, with writer Treva Silverman noting the MTM series’
“realism of a different sort,” characterized by “insight into behavior”
that was “very real, and not jokes as such.” These were “things that
couldn’t be quoted because they were so in context with what was hap-
pening emotionally.”49 Indeed, while The Mary Tyler Moore Show has
been analyzed in terms of its quality address and, therefore, its qualita-
tive distinctiveness, much of the production team and critical promotion
and reception of the show repeatedly emphasized that this quality was
based in the series’ contrast with Lear’s comedies, as it was drawn by
MTM’s specifically mundane characteristics—a quotidian equilibrium
that was often, explicitly connected to the show’s midwestern setting
and sensibilities.

This “everyday” strategy also reinforced the idea of personal syn-
chronicity between lead character and “square” star. Indeed, while the
mod titles sequences position Moore and Newhart as expertly urbane,
the program text itself consistently underscores the “squarer, slightly
uptight”50 uncertainty and, in fact, conscious “whiteness” of each char-
acter. This characterization is drawn most sharply in the early seasons
of The Mary Tyler Moore Show with Rhoda Morgenstern acting as
Mary Richards’ “ethnic,” New Yorker foil and, in The Bob Newhart
Show, by his reactions, as a psychologist, to patients and co-workers at
his practice. Critical to Mary’s and Bob’s characterizations, here, is their
ultimately endearing, self-deprecating embrace of their own “limits” as
squares, and their relative happiness in being “midwestern” in relation
to an “outside” imagined to be more worldly, diverse, and flexible.

The Mary Tyler Moore Show consistently drew contrasts between
Mary’s midwestern-native Protestantism and Rhoda’s New York-native
Jewishness. While Mary was drawn as an all-American pompom girl,
Homecoming princess, and sorority girl who wears flannel pajamas and
“never even had to stay after school,” Rhoda was portrayed as a drum
and bugle corps member, a Sharkette, and a native of “neighborhoods
you’re afraid to walk alone in.” In an episode from season three, Rhoda
tries to assure Mary that she can guiltlessly date a friend’s ex-husband.
“Not only do I think it’s alright, the whole world thinks it’s alright.
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Lawrence Welk thinks it’s alright!”51 Being as square as Lawrence Welk
was a position that Mary Tyler Moore herself embraced, in publicity
that linked her off-screen identity to Mary Richards and Valerie Har-
per’s to Rhoda Morgenstern. In a feature on “My Friend, Valerie Har-
per,” Moore states:

Val’s a theater person; I’m not . . . Val’s comfortable with social causes;
I’m likely to be suspicious of them. Val’s tendency in any uncomfortable
situation is, as she puts it, “to shine on”; mine is to pull back. Val is last
minute; I’m ahead of time and waiting. Val’s open; I’m reserved. . . . Val
instinctively takes the liberal position in political and philosophical dis-
cussions; I tend to be more moderate—even conservative. . . . As for
our political differences, even if I’m a registered Republican and Val a
registered Democrat, our hearts are pretty much in the same place;
seeking social justice and leaders in whom we can really believe.52

Within the discursive world of the program, Mary and Rhoda’s “dif-
ferences” were always resolved through this shared commitment to lib-
eral humanism and the defense of their familial community and its rela-
tionships against the “outside” world. Unlike the images with which
Rhoda portrays her native New York, Minneapolis stands in as a sup-
port and analog for Mary’s squareness. Notably not “worldly” in its
portrayal, Minneapolis is frequently the butt of the show’s gentle joking
about its lack of diversity. Examples across the series include throw-
away lines from Ted Baxter’s WJM newscasts, such as “And, that’s a
look at the Filipino community in the Twin Cities. And weren’t they
three of the nicest people you’d ever want to meet?” Or, noting that a
“field trip” would be required “to see hippies,” that the Mexican popu-
lation of Minneapolis is “one,” and that the only Japanese restaurant
within driving distance of the Twin Cities is “Chef LeRoy’s Teriyaki.”
Other characters are “endearingly” naïve and not-worldly—especially
Ted Baxter, the WJM anchorman, who believes that New York city is
“somewhere there in the Middle East,” that Rhoda is Mary’s “Israeli
friend,” and that Gordy, the station’s lone African American employee,
must be the sportscaster when, in fact, he is the meteorologist.53

Although The Bob Newhart Show’s Chicago was notably more
“worldly” than Minneapolis in terms of its incorporation of characters
of different ethnicities and races, Bob’s square white midwesternness is
always comically amplified in such interactions. Established, throughout
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the series, as a rather inflexible, routine-oriented character—described
by Newhart himself as “flawed” and sometimes “peevish and egotisti-
cal”—Bob is radically uncomfortable with change. An episode from the
series’ final season exemplifies this particularly well. In “Ex-Con Job”
(CBS, October 1, 1977), Bob is asked to serve as the psychologist to a
group of prisoners about to be released to resume “ordinary” life. Bob
has an ongoing problem trying to wrest control of the group’s attention
away from their leader, Mr. Tatum, who is African American, and im-
prisoned for burglary. Bob’s attempts to communicate are dismissed by
Tatum as “jive,” prompting the following exchange:

Bob: You want to go with that, Mr. Tatum?
Tatum: How you going to help us, Jack? You don’t even speak our lan-

guage!
Bob: Well, I don’t think that’s true.
Tatum: You a suit that’s fat-mouthin’ cause you ain’t hip to what’s cold

in the joint or what’s tight up in the street, man, you dig?
Bob: [after a long beat and stunned reaction shot] I’ll be darned. You

are right.

Bob then fails to impress the group with his recounting of his “crimi-
nal” past—when he once “moved down to the better seats” at Wrigley
field. Later, Bob’s square discomfort is called out by a prisoner named
Mr. Hawkins, whose sexually suggestive tale of what he will do upon
his release (and with whom) causes Bob to cut him off. Bob’s lack of
“soul” is then foregrounded as Mr. Tatum asks him to join in on a song
he’s penned, “Hey Little Mama, I’m Coming Home to You.” When the
group leaves, Bob, self-satisfied, off-key, and out-of-rhythm, repeats the
chorus to himself.

The episode sets up the idea that Bob’s well-intentioned liberal hu-
manism is simply not up to the task of preparing the group for the radi-
cal, structural, and institutional barriers that await them “outside.”
Bob, literally, has no way to communicate from his square, enfranchised
world. However, the program “redeems” Bob’s “coolness” in the end,
by having Mr. Tatum come over to rob Bob and Emily. Knowing that
Tatum is only there to seek help, using the stick-up attempt as an ex-
cuse, Bob gets him to engage in “rational” conversation instead. Tatum
and Bob come to an agreement to reconvene the group as part of the
new “everyday” of each prisoner. Bob “soul shakes” and claims to “dig
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it” when he and Tatum strike a deal: “OK, Doc. You teach me how to
get a job, being a Black man with a prison record and no education,
and I’ll make you a big man with the group, dig it?”

MTM Productions’ quality comedies embraced their “square,” local,
placidity, always resolving problems within the “family” and tightening
or revising the borders of that circle when threatened by “outsiders.”
Mr. Tatum thus travels, across this episode, from being a recalcitrant
threat to Bob’s self-confidence and solid squareness, to being part of
Bob’s patient roster as a client who also reinforces Bob’s “coolness” as a
square. Both The Mary Tyler Moore Show and The Bob Newhart Show
often featured episodes in which “outsiders” were deflated or expelled
in ways that reinforced the value of being a square like Bob or Mary; of
being exceptional at being mundane.54

Serafina Bathrick has argued on this count that Mary Richards’ “mid-
dleness” is thrown into relief by her contrast with Rhoda and by her
difference from Phyllis Lindstrom, her friend and landlord who, while
native to the Midwest, seems “alien” to Mary’s world because of her
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overtly “political” affiliations and stridently elitist pretensions.55 Across
the series, a sampling of Phyllis’s activities, for example, included The
Abolish Capital Punishment Dinner Dance, Women for Better Govern-
ment, Group (therapy) Weekend Marathon, Sensitivity Group, Creative
Movement Class, and the Concerned Democrats of Minneapolis. Phyllis
was, thus, the most “current” of any of the show’s stable characters, but
her faddish attachment to “causes” and her overblown claims about her
expertise and worth made her the object of the others’ ridicule from the
stable center.

Both Mary and Bob are, in this respect, positioned as “ordinary,” be-
lievable, populist heroes in contrast to characters and organizations that
are overtly elitist or political. Such characters, frequently, are affiliated
with the arts or media within each series’ narrative. In “The Critic”
(CBS, January 8, 1977) and “We Closed in Minneapolis” (CBS, Janu-
ary 30, 1971), for example, Mary and her friends are allied with the
“booboisie” of Minneapolis against critics who “hate everything.”
When WJM hires Professor Carl Heller to act as a “critic at large,”
Mary is forced to tap what the show’s producers referred to as her inner
“Presbyterian militant,”56 finally upbraiding Heller, arguing that “we
are supposed to appeal to the public, you know, not just to the intellec-
tual elite. Just being negative isn’t really constructive.” Similarly, in Bob
Newhart Show episodes such as “Mister Emily Hartley” (CBS, Novem-
ber 3, 1973) Bob encounters the condescension of the “High I.Q. Club.”
Bob assesses this thinly veiled encounter with MENSA as the worst
night of his life since the Korean War, mostly for the offense he takes at
the High IQ members’ “straining to be ‘regular guys.’ ” “You must ad-
mit,” he says to Emily, “Beer Barrel Polka on the harp is a bit much.”

Overall, the comic conceit of MTM’s 1970s series was that their
titular squares were the last sane, stable centers of a relatively insane
contemporary world. After The Mary Tyler Moore Show and The Bob
Newhart Show left the air, MTM Productions tried a new variation on
the Midwest-set quality comedy with WKRP in Cincinnati. Airing only
from 1978–1981 (doomed, in part, by a different time slot and day
each season), the series featured key departures from its predecessors,
though much of its humor was still rooted in location and “square” val-
ues that were, here, upheld in the context of a rock and roll station.
Like The Mary Tyler Moore Show and The Bob Newhart Show, WKRP
in Cincinnati’s opening titles were shot on-location and featured the
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downtown skyline, freeway interchanges, community landmarks, and
office workers flooding onto city sidewalks. However, the WKRP titles
sequence is shot on video and has an amateurish look, buttressed by its
aural track, which features program snippets on a rapidly changing car
radio tuner (alternating from a weather report, to a song, to news, to a
classical refrain, before launching into the program’s theme song, “Baby,
If You’ve Ever Wondered”).

The most “hip” characters in the ensemble at WKRP were, signifi-
cantly, “closet” squares for whom Cincinnati and the station represented
refuge from “mistakes” each had made in the 1960s. These included
Tim Reid’s Venus Flytrap and Howard Hesseman’s “Dr. Johnny Fever.”
Venus, the station’s lone African American DJ, whose exquisite couture
and daily greetings of “what’s happening, white folks?” suggested a
flamboyantly unflappable cool, for example, was later revealed to have
gone AWOL from the Vietnam War and to be in hiding in Cincinnati
(wherein the station’s co-workers become his protective and supportive
“family”). For Johnny Fever, WKRP represented the last resort—fired
elsewhere for saying “booger” on the air and for his general stoner af-
fect, Fever is revealed to be a doting father and caring colleague.

Conversely, the most “radical” characters on the show are newsman
and “Award Winning Farm Reporter” Les Nessman (Richard Sanders),
local salesguy Herb Tarlek (Frank Bonner), and, crucially, the Cincin-
nati-area radio listeners outside the “family” feeling of the station, who
seemed to pose the real revolutionary threat. In the show’s premiere,
for example, a group of listeners, adamant that the station format not
change from easy listening to rock and roll, picket the lobby. Their
spokesperson states:

We’re a small bunch, admittedly, but we’re a determined fringe element
that cannot be counted upon to do the sensible thing. . . . my group has
petitioned the Federal Communications Commission to have your li-
cense revoked unless you immediately return to your previous format
and apologize, live, on the air, to Lawrence Welk.

Indeed, much of the humor of WKRP’s short run, was rooted in a com-
edy of inversion, whereby the stereotypical “dumb blonde” receptionist
(Loni Anderson’s Jennifer Marlowe) was the smartest, most together
character on the show and the white, male, “patriarch” boss (Gordon
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Jump’s Arthur Carlson) was, essentially, an endearing but blundering
child. The Cincinnati “natives” and the station’s senior-skewing spon-
sors (e.g., Rolling Thunder European Regularity Tonics, Shady Hills
Rest Home, Bo Peep Safety Shoes), were notoriously nuttier than the
new staffers who were the true squares—transplants and refugees from
elsewhere “up and down the dial” who had finally found their home.

Heartland Tourism: MTM Productions and Civic Identity

Since the early 1980s, MTM Productions has not had another “mid-
western” quality comedy on air (the company became primarily a distri-
bution house in 1983 and was bought by the Family Channel in 1992,
changing ownership several times through the 1990s) and yet, the tele-
visual imaginations of the Midwest as urbane and mundane common to
these series has taken on a new life off the edges of the TV screen. At
roughly the same time that these series left the air, the post-industrial
economic downturn—particularly in midwestern urban centers—en-
couraged a transition to a service-oriented economy bolstered, particu-
larly, by a regional strategy to promote the Midwest as a tourist destina-
tion that would capitalize upon the region’s presumptively “secondary”
destination status (to coastal cities or foreign travel) by offering to re-
ward travelers with its “safe,” “comfortable,” “cheaper” sensibility. 57

Indeed, as industry and manufacturers left the Midwest and agricul-
ture shifted in economic viability in the 1980s and 1990s, tourism and
the service economy have become the leading revenue producers for a
majority of midwestern states. The regional association of the U.S.
Travel and Tourism Administration, the “America’s Heartland Tour-
ism” promotion group, has, thus, pushed travel to the Midwest (chiefly,
to Minneapolis and to Branson, Missouri) as the ideal tour package des-
tination. Simultaneously, tourism groups report a broader increase in
travel based on television programming. Over thirty tour buses a day
are reported to travel past Mary Richards’ former “home” on Kenwood
Parkway in Minneapolis. But “television tourism” has also succeeded in
examples such as Southfork Ranch outside of Dallas, the Sopranoland
Bus Tour, the Sex and the City Tour, “Kramer’s” Tour of Seinfeld loca-
tions, the Little House on the Prairie Tour, and the annual Mayberry
Days festival in Mount Airy, North Carolina.
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With the exception of the Sopranoland, Sex and the City, and Sein-
feld tours, it is notable that the majority of “television tourism” takes
place outside of New York and Los Angeles. The relative rarity and,
therefore, exceptional nature of such “secondary” locales within the na-
tional imagination is certainly one part of the appeal. Such cities are also
much more dependent upon and deeply invested in such associations to
“brand” their identity for tourism and convention business. With an
economy of “saleable” and instantly familiar images with which to pro-
mote travel to the Midwest, “television tourism” has become increas-
ingly important, and MTM Productions’ talent has taken to this task se-
riously. Bob Newhart has served as a spokesman for the Illinois Tourism
Bureau (in advertisements from the mid-1980s in which the Chicago na-
tive claimed: “No matter where you’re from in America, Chicago is
your hometown. Come home!”). Cast members of WKRP in Cincinnati
routinely participate in special events and an annual “Turkey Drop”
event (based on the series’ infamous Thanksgiving episode). However,
Minneapolis’s identification with and through Mary Tyler Moore has
been distinctive and merits further analysis of the extent to which civic
identity and popular memory are beholden to televisual representations
for their shape. Why make sense of civic identity and its broader na-
tional worth through these frames? In the case of The Mary Tyler Moore
Show and Minneapolis, I would argue that the city has been able to
promote itself as an accessible, secure, consumer-friendly space that is
not associated with “political” action, voice, or conflict. It thus presents
itself—as “read” through the series, its star persona, and the broader
popular discourses around it that are then used as tourist appeals—as
an idealized “safe” space for urban exploration wherein an “un-Mary-
like” life is inconceivable for the tourist.

Indeed, Minneapolis’s own urban resurgence and national “coming
out”—including the dedication of Nicollet Mall and the construction of
IDS Center and its heralding in the Time magazine cover, as mentioned
above—took place just prior to and during The Mary Tyler Moore
Show’s original series run. Thus, the actual and symbolic resurgence of
the downtown district coincided with the success of the series that,
weekly, depicted its possibilities for a national TV audience. When the
series concluded its run, and into the early 1980s, Minneapolis contin-
ued to “twin” the ideas of urbanity and squareness in two key promo-
tions: The early 1980s “Minneapple” campaign, and the early 1990s
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facelift to Nicollet Mall and expansion of the downtown skyway system,
boosted by the opening of the Mall of America. Indeed, even though
The Mary Tyler Moore Show went off the air in 1977, the city of Min-
neapolis has continued to imagine and promote its identity through ref-
erence to the program and its ideals.

From 1982 to 1992, Minneapolis engaged in a civic version of the
“Mary-Rhoda” contrast, when the Chamber of Commerce adopted an
advertising campaign that promoted the city as the “Minneapple,” com-
plete with a logo featuring an apple draped in snow. According to the
Star Tribune, “the idea, of course, is to highlight the already sharp con-
trast between Minneapolis and New York City.”58 City residents were
generally dismayed by the Minneapple campaign’s definition of the city
by what it was not, especially as it depended on such a chilling image.
In the mid-1990s, Mary Tyler Moore returned to the Twin Cities to
promote her autobiography, visiting each of the series’ locations and be-
ing celebrated by local leaders and press. Indeed, no association has
seemed so positively embraced by or productive for the city.

In May 2002, the cable television outlet, TV Land, and the City of
Minneapolis commemorated Mary Richards’ liberating tam toss on
Nicollet Mall with the dedication of a bronze statue of “the toss,”
crafted by artist Gwendolyn Gillen. While criticisms emerged regarding
the statue’s root commercialism and its potentially bizarre recognition
of a purely fictional “resident” of Minneapolis, the dedication drew
thousands of attendees, live global coverage on CNN, and a round of
civic appearances and speeches by Mary Tyler Moore who herself pro-
claimed that “she feels a connection to Minneapolis, ‘more than I do to
my real hometown of Brooklyn.’ ”59 One of the stated goals of the
statue’s installation was its potential to increase Twin Cities’ tourism.
Indeed, by accepting and promoting TV Land’s bronzed Mary Tyler
Moore, Minneapolis has been able to position its downtown as a
“must-see” destination for tour groups whose primary time will other-
wise be spent at the Mall of America, which is now the number one
travel destination in the United States, outstripping Disney, Graceland,
and the Grand Canyon, combined. Minnesota tourism has grown over
thirty percent since the Mall’s opening (in 1992) with almost fifty per-
cent of non-Minnesotan visitors claiming “shopping” as their primary
travel activity.

Just prior to the statue’s dedication, Minnesota native and journal-
ist Jerry Haines reiterated the importance of Mary Tyler Moore and
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popular cultural expression to Minneapolis’s civic identity shift, from
“square” regional hub to newly, national “hip” credibility:

To many people who grew up there, the state could be summarized as
taciturn Lutheran elders and Spam casserole. To the nation at large we
were known mostly for cold weather. We were indistinguishable from
Iowa and the Dakotas . . . Then Sir Tyrone Guthrie founded a world-
renowned theater there, Mary Tyler Moore set her TV program there,
the Twins went to the World Series, and Garrison Keillor built a na-
tional radio program around us. . . . Formerly merely cold, now we
were cool, sophisticated, enviable.60

Both during its prime time run and in its syndicated and statuesque
afterlife, The Mary Tyler Moore Show suggests that while the central
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myths of geographic identity can be reimagined in certain ways (from
pastoral to urbane, if not urban), there remain limits on the power to
redefine the central myths themselves (the region remains characterized
as “white,” middle class, and mainstream). While MTM Productions’
quality comedies were radical in their strides to “put things in a differ-
ent light” by reimagining an urbane Midwest as shimmering and mod,
these series could not alter the apparent lingering investment in the evac-
uation of race and political subjectivity from broader national “schemes
of perception,” which as yet kept such realities “unnoticed or relegated
to the background.”61 Chapter 5 thus interrogates the challenge posed
when the overtly political subject appears in the Midwest through the
“interruptive” appearance of queer subjectivity.
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“There Is No ‘Dayton Chic’”
Queering the Midwest in Roseanne,
Ellen, and The Ellen Show

In the midst of the April 1997 media uproar surrounding
Ellen DeGeneres’s coming out, playwright Paul Rudnick stated, “Here’s
something I resent about coming out: It’s an act demanded only of gay
people.”1 This chapter examines the ways in which, in controversial
prime time depictions of lesbianism during the 1990s, the “joke” is, in
fact, based upon a comedy of inversion regarding who must come out
or be outed. Specifically, in the infamous 1994 “lesbian kiss” episode of
Roseanne and in the post-coming-out final season of Ellen—epitomized
here by the 1997 episode featuring Emma Thompson—coming out is
an act demanded of midwesterners. The outed Midwest is, within each
program, abject in relation to the series’ comparatively mobile, cosmo-
politan, place-transcendent portrayal of lesbian identity. The effective-
ness of these episodes—the judgment of whether or not they are funny
and whether they represent significant incursions within the prime time
status-quo—thus depends on the degree of success with which anxieties
about the “difference” of lesbianism are transferred to the national
viewing audience’s presumed, consensual understanding of the Midwest
as a presumptively rural, white, and “straight,” pre-modern, hermeti-
cally sealed land of hopelessly un-hip squares. Indeed, both of these epi-
sodes pose midwesternness and lesbianism as fundamentally incompati-
ble identifications that cannot “logically” share the same space. Imag-
ined as almost exclusively rural and rooted in place, midwesterners are,
by extension, entrenched in fixed ways of thinking and political conserv-
atism. Geographic middleness is analogous to ideological middleness.
By contrast, both shows define lesbianism through its presumed, natural
alliance with urban life and culture on either coast, and with diverse
sex, race, and class affinities and identifications. Contra-mainstream,
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lesbianism is marked as the epitome of what is cutting edge, hip, and
culturally cool, mobile, and consumer savvy.

Roseanne and Ellen thus tread a tricky line. On the one hand, the se-
ries knowingly, purposefully appropriate the rhetoric of neoconservative
voices that launched vitriolic attacks against the shows’ perceived
threats to “mainstream America” in order to turn those fears back upon
themselves in a critical fashion. On the other hand, the economy of the
sitcom—its brevity, the need for quickly recognizable types to propel
the jokes and the story, and the need for the central characters to return
“as is” the following week—also encouraged and, arguably, assured
that each program accepted and reinstated the most abridged assump-
tions about both lesbianism and midwesternness. Bleakly politically sig-
nificant here is that these programs’ and their critics’ share a “common
sense” understanding that midwesternness and homosexuality are pre-
sumptively understood to be fundamentally irreconcilable identifica-
tions. And yet, the prime time friendly, apolitical twist enacted by these
programs in posing this incompatibility is their evacuation of sexual
identity from the episodes’ primary concern. Instead, the episodes each
propose that lesbianism and midwesternness are incompatible in terms
of economic, social, and cultural capital. They are pitted as irreconcil-
able taste cultures.

Roseanne (ABC, 1988–1997), Ellen (ABC, 1994–1997) and Ellen De-
Generes’s subsequent, short-lived sitcom, The Ellen Show (CBS, 2001–
2002) each, arguably, empowered lesbianism through their lesbian char-
acters’ “capacity to draw the line between and around categories of
taste”2 via relational categories of style or cultural distinction. In each,
the “politics” of lesbianism is portrayed as a common-sense orientation
to good taste, against which déclassé midwesternness serves as comic
foil. Thus inverting the expected coming-out narrative, the real cause of
ridicule, shame, and subsequent loss of cultural acceptance in these pro-
grams is to be “outed” as midwestern. Such outing immediately forces
the characters “to take account of their distribution in a socially ranked
geographic space” within the nation-at-large and to recognize the limits
that geographic position puts on the “economic, cultural, and social cap-
ital [she] can deploy.”3
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The “Flyover” Audience as Niche-Resistant?

Ron Becker’s Gay TV and Straight America meticulously outlines the
television industry’s and political and cultural transitions during the
late 1970s through the 1990s, which enabled “the rise of gay-themed
programming on U.S. network television in the 1990s” and invigo-
rated attention to market research, demographic targeting, and narrow-
cast practices that encouraged networks to focus their attention away
from “mass and undifferentiated” audiences toward newly reconfigured
“quality” audiences, “niche” programming, and sponsorship appeals.
According to Becker:

Although demographics had played a part in the business of network
television for years, their influence soared in the mid-1990s . . . The in-
terconnected growth of niche marketing and cable competition in the
1970s and 1980s drastically changed the context in which ABC, NBC,
and CBS operated in the 1990s. The value of their historical strength—
namely their ability to offer advertisers access to a mass and undifferen-
tiated audience of consumers—was seemingly undermined by a social
climate where differences among Americans appeared more relevant to
their lives and to marketers.4

Among the key new niche demographic groups targeted in this period
was what Becker has termed the “slumpy” demographic, defined as
“socially liberal, urban-minded professionals.”5 Slumpys were “not just
the ‘genuinely affluent’ but also the ‘selectively affluent.’ . . . the net-
works . . . envisioned this audience to be ‘hip,’ ‘sophisticated,’ urban-
minded, white, and college-educated 18–49 year olds with liberal atti-
tudes, disposable income, and a distinctively edgy and ironic sensibil-
ity.”6 The slumpy audience was, further, one for whom homosexuality
“was actually becoming chic” in the 1990s for its new market viability,
promoting a “cutting-edge allure dulled just enough by . . . assimilation-
ist goals to appeal to a relatively broad base.”7

This idealized niche was, thus, conceptually articulated with mar-
keters’ growing investment in a highly particularized imagination of
the gay and lesbian “community” as, itself, an upscale, urban demo-
graphic.8 Danae Clark has conceptualized this marketing address and
consumer appeal as “commodity lesbianism,” whereby:
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Once stripped of its political underpinnings, lesbianism can be repre-
sented as a style of consumption . . . “the strategy is that gay images
imply distinction and non-conformity, granting straight consumers a
longed-for place outside the humdrum mainstream.”9

Such markets are, however, also geographically defined. Demographic
research and market analysis map geographies of taste and economies
of cultural distinction.

As discussed in chapter 4, Detroit and Chicago have, since the 1960s,
been typically imagined—economically, culturally, and demographically
—as “extra-regional” to the Midwest. This excision holds for the tele-
vision industry’s broader conceptualization of the Midwest as a mar-
ket. Of the top one hundred television markets, the only midwestern cit-
ies appearing in the top ten are Chicago (third) and Detroit (tenth). In
the “transitional zone” of markets eleven through twenty-six, only Min-
neapolis–St. Paul (fourteenth), Cleveland-Akron (sixteenth), St. Louis
(twenty-first) and Indianapolis (twenty-fifth) appear. These markets are
considered “transitional” for the fact that, in terms of market and me-
dia use, demographic and socio-economic composition, these areas fall
somewhere, in flux, between “the major urban media markets and the
smaller, more suburban and rural markets.”10 The “bottom” zone, from
market twenty-seven through one-hundred, skews “more to the heart-
land,” capturing less populous markets, further inland and south from
the coasts. Markets one through twenty-five represent a small num-
ber of U.S. television markets, but almost fifty percent of the nation’s
population. 11

The top-ten urban niche markets, clustered on either coast in part de-
pend upon the “mass” older, rural, square Heartlander market to define
their tastes and sensibilities as contrastingly young, urban, and hip. As
outlined in each prior chapter, the Heartland has, historically, been de-
fined as a “mass” television market—both in terms of audience distinc-
tion (or, lack thereof), and in terms of economic value. Historically, that
is, the Midwest, as a television market, has been, presumptively, resis-
tant to niche-ing—a resistance that is commonly referred to through the
“massifying,” homogenizing term, “flyover.” This term refers both to
the broad, multi-generational contours of the midwestern audience, as
well as to the broad rural-skewing map that could be drawn to iden-
tify the region as a market area. In the early to mid-1990s, as niche-
marketing was increasingly aggressive about targeting urban, coastal
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consumers, contrasting advertising discourses embraced a consciously
neo-traditional appeal to “flyover” audiences (or to the “flyover”-iden-
tified consumer lurking inside the slumpy). That is, both niche and fly-
over appeals were actively marshaled and energized in this period to ex-
press and sell competing “all-American” ideals. With niche, slumpy ap-
peals organized to promise socially progressive market diversity, urbane
mobility, and place-transcendence through consumption, and flyover
appeals to social continuity, tradition, and the recovery of place-bound
identity in a fast-moving era.

An example of such competing, concurrent appeals in these terms is
the contrast between the mid-1990s Gateway Computer and Subaru
Forrester campaigns. Gateway advertised its “friendly” personal com-
puters through a campaign the company termed “prairiefication.” Gate-
way’s computers, in this period, arrived at consumers’ doorsteps in
boxes designed to look like cow-skins—white with a Holstein’s black
splotches. Gateway’s television and print-ad campaigns featured home-
spun middlewesterners who occupied bucolic one-stoplight towns sur-
rounded by cornfields. The ad copy for these promotions indicated that
to “pursue your own happiness” and to “take time to live a little” one
must live in such a locale (or escape there via consumption); once there,
however, “it takes a mighty sweet deal just to get off the porch swing.”
Each advertisement concluded with the tagline that, “things are differ-
ent in the country.” So, Gateway encouraged consumers to question
where “difference” really lived in the 1990s consumer market by pro-
moting the myth of the Heartland and the middle-west as a site of “core
values” that, in the current climate, are “othered” or “made different.”
The implication of this campaign was that the coastal niche consumers
were, in fact, the uncritically homogeneous market, held in sway to
“fads” and the relentless pursuit of the latest trend rather than follow-
ing the true and simple path to peace and contentment.

Subaru, by contrast, contemporaneously embraced an audience it
defined as “active lifestyle women” and targeted this consumer group
through out lesbian tennis legend, Martina Navratilova. Set to a techno
beat and featuring “extreme” game action photography of Navrati-
lova’s tennis, Diann Roffe-Steinrotter’s skiing, and Juli Inkster’s golfing
interspersed with sexy driving shots, one of these televised ads featured
the tagline, “Subaru: For women who kick butt.” Specifically marketing
“fun, freedom, adventure, confidence, and control,” the “athletic-type
woman” who is targeted by this ad is presumed to be figuratively and
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literally mobile, fluid, sexy, cool, independent, and urbane—she who, in
contrast to Gateway’s imagined target audience, would not be at home
“down on the farm.”

Popular press coverage regarding regional identity in this period re-
veals an awareness of a growing divide in marketing and also in market
identifications, based on this niche versus mass contrast and its geo-
graphic, raced, and classed premises. This emerges, particularly, in fea-
tures regarding the Midwest and its “core” values compared to trends
on either coast. A Forbes magazine feature from 1990, entitled “You
Can Go Home Again,” states, for example, that square is the new hip:

Get ready for the first shock of the Nineties: The new trendsetter is the
heartland. The symbolmakers are fleeing from the cynical cities of the
East and West coasts, and seeking sturdier soils in which to sink roots.
. . . The uncluttered, unbridled lives of midwesterners will become the
envy of the nation by the next century, says the trend-watching consult-
ing firm Brainreserve. . . . Everything everybody wants—big family,
good food, regular people, nothing hyped up—is all in the Midwest . . .
basic values, family strength, the smell of homemade apple pie, oxygen
so rich it makes one’s lungs jump and quiver like a colt’s flank, and a
golf course ten minutes from home. . . . Many fast-trackers on both
coasts are now asking themselves, “Why?” There is something particu-
larly unnatural about the fast track. . . . The small-town Midwest still
has time for fathers to go shooting with their sons and snowmobiling
with their daughters. . . . Practically everybody knows how to fix
things. . . . the return to favor of such values as home, family, church,
and the work ethic.12

And, in a Newsweek feature plainly titled “The Flyover People,” the
Midwest is firmly located as an “authentic” contrast to either coast
which is, itself, niche resistant:

Anger dissipates between the coasts . . . a bastion of civility . . . Trends
begin in the West, leapfrog East, then gradually creep back to the coun-
try’s center. . . . filtering out what’s trendy, retaining what has sub-
stance. . . . The Midwest’s own hyperactives have fled for New York or
Los Angeles. That’s one reason our quality of life is so high. . . . This
very dullness holds our population down. Trend seekers stay away in
droves.13
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Notably, perhaps the most successful marketer and retailer during the
1990s and into the new millennium, was the Minneapolis-based Target
Corporation, which cannily tapped both niche and Heartland appeals in
order to position itself as the new “haute” spot of big-box retailers. An
advertising supplement inserted in Sunday newspapers around the coun-
try in 2003 demonstrates this dual appeal. Designed to launch Isaac
Mizrahi’s fall fashion line, the eight-page portfolio asks, “Where Does
New York’s 5th Avenue Meet Main Street, USA?” Inside, each page fea-
tures a contrasting photo of a female model in either New York or a
Heartland setting. “What if the Best of the City . . . were available
everywhere in the country?” queries the centerfold text, which features
an image of Mizrahi arm-in-arm with three models crossing a New
York city street facing a page with a young woman in an Audrey Hep-
burn-esque black cocktail dress standing in a highly stylized, set-bound
cornfield. Promising “luxury for every woman everywhere,” Target was
hailed, particularly, as the anti-Wal-Mart:

The best decision Target executives ever made, retail consultants agree,
was to differentiate themselves from other discount chains by having
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“cool stuff.” . . . Why can’t other mass merchants do the same thing?
It’s a bit of culture clash for many. Wal-Mart, for example, is price-
focused, and designer names might not connect with its customers.14

Desire for the Midwest’s perceived simplicity and droll, naïve square-
ness thus coexists with its portrayal as unenviably pre-modern and lack-
ing in consumer savvy. But, can the counter-practice to the nostalgic
and typically neoconservative retreat to the myth of the American mid-
dle only be imagined in market terms? Via the promise—to “knowing”
viewer-consumers across the country—of national mobility and cultural
worth accrued through the acquisition and incorporation of, specifi-
cally, urban gay style, repositioned as mainstream desire?

Parental Discretion Is Advised: From Realism and 
Nothingness to Gratuitous and Political

Herman Gray has recently argued that television viewers are positioned
as subjects in three ways: as cultural subjects, economic subjects, and
political subjects.15 Gray defines “cultural subjectivity” as that which
invites viewers to identify with “traditions, practices, identities, and rep-
resentations that are generated from and recognized to exist within a
specific cultural tradition and social location.” In the “controversial”
episodes of Roseanne and Ellen analyzed below, midwesternness and
lesbianism are represented as culturally incompatible, encouraging view-
ers to identify as either oriented toward a midwestern or a lesbian sub-
jectivity in relation to program address. “Economic subjectivity” consti-
tutes TV viewers “as consumers whose desires and preferences are reg-
istered in the structure of the marketplace organized by the television
industry.” As suggested above, the “lesbian kiss” episode of Roseanne
and the post-coming-out season of Ellen, were, economically, sites of in-
dustrial and market tensions that exposed the ongoing need to negotiate
both “mass”/“flyover audience” market appeals and “niche”/“slumpy”
market appeals, and to confront the potential market backlash of a per-
ceived “erring” to one side or the other.

Sponsors who regularly underwrote time in each series but now ac-
tively pulled ads from the “lesbian” episodes—or, were “not otherwise
scheduled to appear” during those weeks—were also sponsors that had
previously “hailed” the most “mass,” multi-generational, cross-class,
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and cross-geographic audience with their advertising appeals (includ-
ing Wendy’s, Chrysler, Coca-Cola, McDonalds, JC Penney, Dominos,
Ford, and GM). New sponsors who entered into these spots maximized
their time within these “event” broadcasts by directing their messages
toward much narrower, slumpy-identified demographics (e.g., E-Trade
Group, Olivia Cruises, and the Human Rights Campaign).

For Gray, political subjectivity refers to “the ability of audiences
to constitute themselves as political entities or, . . . interest groups, and
to have their interests raised and represented to the industry and the
state.”16 As Anna McCarthy has argued, specifically as regards Ellen’s
final season, the series’ lesbian episodes shifted Roseanne’s and Ellen’s
relation to their audience’s standard expectations for each program
and also actively shifted each program’s relation to televisual seriality
and flow. “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,” and the post-coming-out episodes of
Ellen adopted

the signifiers of the ‘must see TV’ event as a form of political display.
. . . a political moment in national culture, . . . a moment of extreme
narrative development for the lead character in the show, . . . And, . . .
a structural shift in the sitcom form.17

In these respects, much of the popular press and critical discourse sur-
rounding the series’ controversies expressed a sense that the programs
represented a radical departure that betrayed the series’ foundational
appeals, and that this shift was located expressly in the transition from
seriality to event, from quotidian concerns to political commitment, and
from “mass” appeal to “niche” strategies. Both series were accused of
jettisoning their “authentic” appeals for insincere, cynical market gain
—particularly in contrast to popular series such as Seinfeld and Friends,
which had historically been counterpoised to Roseanne and Ellen as
symbolic of the industry’s overtly “trend” and gag-oriented approach to
comedy that was perceived to be “snide” and flip.

In the case of Roseanne, particularly, anticipation of and reaction to
the “must see” kiss episode marked a stark departure from prior valori-
zations of the program’s “realism” and also implied that, as an “event,”
disproportionate attention would be cast upon a single program from a
series that had, arguably, always already “queered” critical expecta-
tions. Roseanne’s weekly appearances had historically taken a feminist
viewpoint and actively interrogated class and gender dynamics with a
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racially and sexually diverse ensemble cast that took key roles in that
critique. Indeed, according to scholars such as Alexander Doty, Pamela
Robertson, and Kathleen Rowe, Roseanne’s “pre-kiss” persona, argu-
ably, read and inhabited the world of Lanford, Illinois “queerly” from
the program’s inception, presenting a star persona that was “marked by
contradiction and undecidability” that critiqued cultural norms “from a
non- or anti-straight, albeit frequently non-gay position.”18

And yet, in the seasons leading up to “the kiss” episode, Roseanne
was not popularly perceived as politically threatening because of its
very “ordinariness,” grounded by its setting in a place that was pre-
sumptively apolitical. From the series’ first airing, its star, production
staff, and the critics who embraced the show hailed it as ordinary, real,
truthful, and resolutely “non-urban, non-yuppie and non-upscale.”19

Roseanne and series creator, Matt Williams, ritually associated this real-
ism with the program’s midwestern setting and its working-class milieu.
Significantly counter to the industry and market definitions of a “fly-
over” audience of unsophisticated tastes outlined above (though antici-
pating Target’s corporate branding strategy), Roseanne told The New
York Times, for example:

I want to do a show that reflects how people really live. Telling the
truth at any point [on TV] is really revolutionary. . . . When you tell the
truth you don’t insult the audience’s intelligence. . . . I grew up with
people in the Midwest and, in fact, they’re as hip as anyone else. In fact,
you grow up with more minority people in your neighborhoods in the
Midwest than you do in L.A. or New York, because we’re factory
working-class people, generally. So, we grew up in the same neighbor-
hoods. We’re not so isolated. It’s all kinds of colors of people in the
Midwest. All that talking down to the audience stuff really drives me
crazy20

This recognition of diversity and progressive savvy between the coasts—
itself a counterintuitive, if not actually queered, reading in broader pub-
lic discourse—was noted for its refreshing departure and overt challenge
to the industry as “a revenge that Middle America could share” against
perceived industry disrespect, and a proliferation of images replete with
“designer clothing, upscale professions, and social posturing.”21

The counterintuitive nature of this reading of the midwestern audi-
ence and its ostensible market value (considering the series’ top ten rat-
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ing for eight of its nine seasons), was not one that the industry and ad-
vertisers embraced in this period of waning broadcaster power and
transition to narrowcast strategies. Roseanne’s broad market appeal, in
fact, was consistently reported as a rationale for why the series was des-
tined to win People’s Choice Awards rather than Emmys. Asked about
the lack of Emmy Award recognition for the series and its star, ABC-TV
President Ted Harbert, commented:

The only speculation I would offer . . . is that this is a show about what
it is like to live in mid-America on a lower income and facing all the
struggles that may be unrelatable to the fortunate people who work
in the entertainment business. Perhaps people think it is hipper to be
represented by a “Seinfeld” than a “Roseanne” because of the upper-
income, educated patina.22

Roseanne’s appeals to authenticity and its Heartland audience were,
thus, explicitly counterpoised to narrowcast address to “hip” coastal
viewers and the prevailing trend toward “edgy,” urban comedies emerg-
ing as the new industry standard. Roseanne’s creators and proponents
argued that the program was ideally crafted to appeal to a broad
viewing audience, receptive to thinking of TV as a “cultural forum”23

through which identity norms could be humorously interrogated in
contrast to market-driven, “niche” audience appeal programs “about
nothing.”

So, how does a program hailed for its authenticity, its sensitivity to
working-class life and culture, and its realistic portrayal of a midwestern
community diversified in terms of race and sexuality, suddenly become
attacked for a lack of credibility and for being demonstratively out-of-
step with Heartland values? How does the “mass” appeal program that
was always already invested in thinking “queerly” about identity be-
come accused of “selling out” as a stunt? Roseanne’s “kiss episode” and
the post-coming-out season of Ellen licensed somewhat radical indus-
trial, popular, and critical shifts in apprehensions of each programs’
identity largely external to the programs themselves and, thus, sugges-
tive of a much broader national perceived “threat” and debate over
the “mainstreaming” of lesbianism that was actively re-contextualized
and “contained” as a “midwestern” problem. This shift was predicated
upon two key assumptions: that lesbianism was an inherently political
identification that was now newly-valued as a hip consumer “niche”;
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and that the persistent association of a culturally “Middle American”
audience’s “more conservative” sensibilities and economically “mass”
“flyover” market tastes proved the group’s predisposition to be antago-
nized by such images and claims for lesbianism. According to News-
week, for example:

Viewers in New York, Los Angeles and San Francisco might not be
fazed by a same-sex sitcom, but folks are a little more conservative in
the part of America Hollywood types call “fly-over country.” And Jerry
Falwell is already fulminating against “Ellen Degenerate.” 24

Whereas the “safe for the mass market” Roseanne had been hailed for
its realism, the “kiss” episode was charged with being “really gratui-
tous,” insincere, and “another milestone in America’s descent into nar-
cissism—the notion that who we are is all that matters; identity is eve-
rything.”25 However, recasting Roseanne’s relevance as “unrealistic”
once lesbianism enters the text can only be conceivable if lesbianism
and ordinary, everyday, working-class midwesterners are posed as fun-
damentally irreconcilable identifications.26

Publicly, this was never an assumption that Roseanne or her pro-
gram’s production staff shared. Notably, Roseanne recently stated that
the single most consistent source of conflict between her program and
its network was the ABC executives’ consistent “underestimation” of an
audience “they used to always call ‘the Bible Belters’—now they’d call
them ‘red state people’ —but then it was always ‘Bible Belters.’ ”27 In-
deed, ABC-TV—home network to both Roseanne and Ellen—licensed
and actively encouraged interpretation of the “kiss” episode and post-
coming-out season as threatening, politicized “exceptions” to the series’
status-quo, which might “offend” broad cultural sensibilities. ABC ini-
tially refused to air the “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” episode of Roseanne as
a “defense” of majority audience “standards,” claiming—according to
series producer Tom Arnold—that “the [kiss] scene is not the lifestyle
most people lead.”28 In April, ABC compromised by attaching a paren-
tal advisory or viewer discretion notice to the episode. The entire post-
coming-out season of Ellen was, likewise, prefaced by such a warn-
ing, as well as by a “PG-14” rating. In the midst of the growing uproar
over the revised Roseanne air date, suburban-Chicago-based Kraft Gen-
eral Foods pulled all of its advertising for the Roseanne episode, while
Ellen’s coming-out episode was abandoned by Ohio-based Wendy’s and
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suburban-Detroit’s Chrysler. The ABC-affiliate in Birmingham, Ala-
bama, refused to run the episode. Notoriously, Ellen’s owner, Disney
Company, was boycotted by the Southern Baptist Convention, which
singled out the company’s purported “homosexual agenda,” while Jerry
Falwell and also the Christian Coalition released statements respectively
arguing that Ellen and its sponsor and viewer-supporters were “degen-
erates” who were “way out of the mainstream.”29

The tension that these criticisms bring to the surface is one that lo-
cates the programs’ discursive shift from an “ordinary” to an expressly
political one. Lesbianism, here, is presumed to “raise and represent”
politics to the industry, program sponsors, and viewers. The lesbian is
presumed to be a “political subject,” in Gray’s terms. And, if one pre-
sumes that lesbianism and the Midwest are, indeed, incompatible sub-
jectivities then it follows that if an “authentic,” “realist,” “Middle
American” program incorporated lesbianism into the text, then that
program’s own realism would be brought into question. Significantly,
however—consistent with Roseanne’s expressed understanding of her
audience, above—viewers did not follow the response patterns antici-
pated by the industry, sponsors, or outraged political action groups.
Following the boycott, Disney’s stock and viewership of Ellen both in-
creased by ten percent. The “kiss” episode of Roseanne and the coming-
out episode of Ellen garnered each series’ highest ratings with over
twenty and thirty-six million viewers, respectively. Indeed, as critic Matt
Roush argued, the episode suggested that Roseanne “and her show con-
tinue to challenge an industry that assumes its audience can accept only
so much truth.”30

The somewhat more cynical take on this ratings popularity was that,
in the most commodity-conscious nation in the world, “lesbianism now
sells”—that, no longer countercultural, commodity lesbianism is hip
and “hip is the franchise,” having become “a consumer mandate.”31

Overall, however, while critics on the Right argued that Ellen and Rose-
anne veered “sharply away from both the common sense and moral in-
tuition of Heartland Americans,”32 the programs countered with the
charge that the most palatable Middle-west is a queered Midwest. They
suggested that “maybe lesbianism has become a lifestyle that squares
can dig, too.”33 Thus, Roseanne and Ellen embraced and represented,
exactly, the fears of Jerry Falwell and his ilk, while having the satis-
faction of calling those critics out as culturally insignificant, tasteless
squares.
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Outing the Midwest in Roseanne and Ellen

The April 30, 1994 episode of Roseanne, titled “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,”
chronicles Roseanne Connor’s and her sister Jackie’s trip from their
hometown of Lanford, Illinois to Elgin for a Friday night on the town
at a gay bar with their friend Nancy (played by Sandra Bernhard) and
her partner Sharon (Mariel Hemingway). While Roseanne begins the
episode demonstratively vocalizing her “coolness” with the trip and her
wisecracking ease around her lesbian and gay friends, when Sharon
kisses her at Club Lips, she becomes threatened and confused. The re-
mainder of the episode explores Roseanne’s attempt to examine her
own fears and desires, and to recuperate her “cool” status within the
group and for viewers, thus enabling her return to “unruly” form the
following week.

In this episode, the audience is clearly encouraged and, indeed, pre-
sumed to identify sympathetically with Roseanne’s “uncool” reaction
even as, early in the episode, it is meant to ally with the still-cool Rose-
anne’s pronouncements: that lesbians have better taste in women than
straight women do in men; that most straights are really uncool and
puritanical; and that lesbian couples can be just as fuddy-duddy tradi-
tional as any straight middle-American couple. However, the fact that
Roseanne and her friends must relocate to the nearest urban outpost to
openly enact their identities, in combination with Roseanne’s and her
husband Dan’s reactions throughout the program concerning what con-
stitutes sexual “norms”—specifically, their expectations and hopes for
the “normative,” “straight” behavior of their children—make it clear
that there is really no place for a sustained lesbian presence in Lanford.

For the first third of the episode, Roseanne promotes a familiar lib-
eral humanist line that lesbians are “just like us” by transferring clichés
about homosexuality and outing onto straights. When Nancy reluc-
tantly introduces Sharon by stating that she hasn’t introduced her to
any of her friends, Roseanne counters, “Oh, you mean any of your
straight friends, right? Because you’ve never been able to accept our al-
ternative lifestyle. Well, it isn’t a choice you know!” Roseanne also
teases Jackie about her forthright trepidation regarding the club trip,
pretending to be Jackie’s partner while at the bar and teasing, “you
don’t have to hide our love.” Roseanne’s affinity with lesbian “culture”
is, further, signified by her enthusiastic dancing and “teaching forty peo-
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ple to do the monkey.” Lesbian chic is, here, explicitly allied with bodily
expression and popular cultural conversance. As Roseanne notes, “I
studied [dance]. In my living room, with the Solid Gold dancers.”

However, while Roseanne’s character starts out with great bravado
about how “cool” she is, in the aftermath of a same-sex kiss, she is,
figuratively and literally, made into the episode’s comedic “straight
woman.” Thus, in “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,” Roseanne Connor and
star Roseanne’s weekly “unruliness” is put to its limit.34 Lesbianism is,
within the rules of this episode’s narrative, posited as inherently more
indeterminate, challenging, demonstrative, and interesting than Rose-
anne’s comparative “squareness.” The morning after the kiss, Rose-
anne’s distress is signaled by her diligent scrubbing of the Lunch Box
diner. Now, Jackie gloats, “it’s not so awful that the kiss freaked you
out; you’re just not as cool as you thought you were.” In attempting to
save face, Roseanne transfers her anxiety back onto Jackie (“Oh, I’m
not cool? You’re the one sitting there at the bar telling everyone you’re
from PBS doing research!”) and then onto her husband, Dan, claiming
that he will be threatened and jealous and might, potentially, act out on
Sharon. When Jackie presses Roseanne on this point, Roseanne snaps,
yelling “I am not gay!” just as Nancy enters and then quickly leaves the
room. In the climactic scene, Roseanne apologizes to Nancy and at-
tempts to reestablish the new limits of her “coolness.”

Roseanne’s feelings of indeterminacy and threat finally force her to
admit that she’s really hip only within the rather circumscribed context
of Lanford, stating, “I’m still pretty cool you know, for a forty-one year
old mother of three that lives in Lanford, Illinois. I like that Snoopy
Dogg Dogg.” Roseanne’s mistaking Snoop Dogg for “Snoopy Dogg
Dogg” is not only funny, but politically purposeful, as it reinscribes her
midwestern heterosexuality and whiteness as uncool markers of that
which lacks of contemporaneous cultural fluency, while also positing
African American culture and homosexuality as analogous, “hip,” ur-
ban, minoritarian social and cultural voices. Roseanne thus explicitly
invokes tropes of Blackness (as cultural currency allied with hip hop) to
begin to recuperate her “cool” credibility, while also “safely” circum-
scribing her unruly potential for the audience (in familiar, consumable,
market terms).

The program’s epilogue fully reinstates Roseanne’s unruly coolness by
intimating that she is (hetero-)sexually accomplished and voracious, and
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by transferring any residual “issues” from her onto Dan. As Dan begins
to fantasize about Roseanne’s and Sharon’s interaction, Roseanne turns
the tables by invoking the image of “a lot of men there, too, with hard
bodies, kissing.” Thus provoking Dan’s “common sense” threatened re-
vulsion, Roseanne stands, restored, in judgment of him. However, les-
bianism becomes the limit-test of Roseanne’s capacity for cultural cri-
tique. In relation to lesbianism, Roseanne Connor is truly not unruly.

The November 19, 1997 episode of Ellen, entitled “Emma,” takes
the question of where queerness may “logically” reside as its comic con-
ceit, specifically skewering broader cultural clichés regarding the Brit-
ish (as necessarily affiliated with “high culture”), Hollywood (as thor-
oughly gay and comfortable with that), and the Midwest (as squarely
affiliated with “low” culture and that which the queered must flee).
The episode features Emma Thompson in an Emmy Award–winning
guest spot wherein she plays herself—the famed British actress, Emma
Thompson—but with a fictional twist or two. Early in the episode,
Ellen happens upon Emma in a passionate same-sex kiss. Ellen comes
out as a lesbian to Emma, hoping that it will encourage her to come out
herself. Thompson finally agrees to come out publicly at a Hollywood
awards dinner, but is soon dissuaded by the thought that, once out in
the open, all of the secrets of her life will soon be divulged by the Holly-
wood press and a gossip-hungry public. Thompson perceives that this
would lead to the most horrific possible revelation, causing the immedi-
ate end of her career. But what could possibly be more disastrous than
the renowned public figure’s admission of homosexuality? That which is
more ghastly—that which, within the episode, leads to Thompson’s im-
mediate, precipitous, career-killing slide down a descending scale of pro-
fessional and social value—involves her “outing” her true geographic
alliance and, therefore, her abject cultural, economic, and social worth.
The revelatory scene plays as a coming-out confession, with Emma con-
fiding in Ellen as they sit on the sofa in the actress’s hotel suite:

The truth is, there is something highly explosive about my past that I
don’t want anybody to know about, ever. . . . The fact is, I’m not, tech-
nically, British. If you must know, I was born in Dayton, Ohio. . . . Say
something—please! I see the way you’re looking at me—you find me
disgusting. . . . Oh, I can’t come out to the world tonight—I can face
telling them I’m gay, you know, Hollywood people can deal with that.
But there is no “Dayton Chic!”
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Ellen’s previous encouragement turns to wariness, as she notes, “You
know, maybe you’re right—maybe the world isn’t ready for this.”

In this episode, the comedy of inversion at play is compounded by
Thompson’s “known” identity as an Academy Award–winning British
citizen with associated affinities for all things high-cult (particularly,
notes Ellen, projects “based on the novel by Jane Austen, and one based
on a short story by Jane Austen, and then . . . “Jane! The Musical”).
Emma’s “naturally” classy affinities make her outed, midwestern fall
from grace twice as fast and twice as hard. In fact, up to the point of
Emma’s admission of her true identity, Ellen is flustered and in awe in
the face of the actress’s native high-cultural cache, formal carriage, and
attire. As a lesbian and a Brit, Thompson represents, to Ellen, the pin-
nacle of high style and chic. When Emma agrees to come out at the life-
time achievement awards dinner, Ellen rationalizes that her professional
achievements and alliance with the capital that accrues “naturally” to
Britishness should protect her, arguing that “English people are [after
all] smarter than regular people.” Being British is innately linked with
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both high culture and with homosexuality, in Ellen’s imagination (or,
at least, with strategic modes of silence around homosexuality). Says
Ellen, to Paige, her friend who works for a studio’s public relations de-
partment, “I’m sure they’ll support her. I mean, it can’t be a very homo-
phobic country with all those men running around named Terry and
Vivian.”

But, Emma’s real “explosive secret” will guarantee that she never
works in the film industry again. As soon as Thompson’s native mid-
westernness is revealed, she rapidly descends the slippery slope of cul-
tural, occupational, and sartorial hierarchy. Emma now drinks Thun-
derbird instead of gin, admits to expertise at square dancing, and is
soon wearing the modest attire that her new waitressing career expects
and affords. The program thus balances between a very thinly masked
critique of the dangers of coming out in Hollywood—as experienced
by DeGeneres herself six months prior to this episode’s airing—and the
relatively easy, consensual laughter brought about by the audience’s un-
derstanding that “the industry” does not value the “flyover” audience
or its presumed tastes and cultural proclivities. The implicit argument
made here, then, is that the so-called “liberal media elite” is no more
accepting of or enlightened about sexuality than any other business.
But Ellen’s critique of industry homophobia is transferred, here, onto
a more broadly consensual flyover phobia. It is, after all, only Emma’s
outing as a “Daytonite” that guarantees her descent from heralded Os-
car winner to hounded waitress.

Elayne Rapping argued, shortly after Roseanne’s “Don’t Ask, Don’t
Tell” episode aired, that the program was “politically audacious be-
cause it did not lecture the vast majority of Americans who are, yes,
queasy about homosexuality.” Notably, this was the most watched epi-
sode in Roseanne series’ history, presumably by a lot of “Middle Amer-
ica.” Says Rapping:

It presented [this audience] with a mirror image of their own confusion
and anxiety and led them to a position of relative comfort about it all,
by sympathizing with their very real concern about radical social and
sexual change.35

In this light, it is likely the greatest strength of the episode that Rose-
anne does “play it straight.” Similarly, Ellen’s post-coming-out episodes
were marked by knowing invocation and play with the most conven-
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tional, “common sense” clichés regarding presumed gay sensibilities
and cultural affinities as these were expressly opposed to a presumed
midwestern disposition. The final season demonstrated a newly ener-
gized “institutionally critical and self-aware” mode of address that, now
structured its comic conceit as a performance of “gay panic” in relation
to heterosexuality, Baptists, midwesternness, and “low,” déclassé cul-
tural activities and investments. In order to cast Ellen’s lesbianism as
“something potentially assimilated into the repertoire of romantic and
personal situations replayed weekly on the prime time sitcom,” mid-
westernness was “queered,” positioned as an “interruptive force,” “il-
logical” as a home to or shared subjectivity with lesbianism.36

Niche Identities in a Flyover World

Ellen DeGeneres’s return to television in the fall of 2001 with the CBS
series The Ellen Show (2001–2002) extended, if softened, this conceit.
The Ellen Show placed Ellen at the center of an ensemble of sweet, sim-
ple squares, in relation to whom she was the lone stylish, consumer-
savvy, urban-identified character—a lesbian slumpy among Heartland
flyovers. According to DeGeneres, viewers do not want to see “educa-
tional and funny . . . I think people want to sit at home and turn on
their TV and just laugh.” With this in mind, DeGeneres set out to make
lesbianism a non-issue in the program, as far as political expression was
concerned, though, as detailed below, the program casts the character’s
lesbianism as her “difference” from the show’s other characters, based
in Ellen’s comparative consumer savvy and cultural fluency.

DeGeneres promoted the series as a throwback to the MTM sitcoms
of the 1970s, explicitly invoking The Mary Tyler Moore Show and The
Bob Newhart Show, which respectively, at their core, featured a single
woman who did not have much of a romantic life (something DeGen-
eres insisted upon for the character, following her last series’ experi-
ence), and a sane protagonist surrounded by a group of kooky char-
acters. Critics promoted the show in these terms, noting that Ellen’s
character “might as well be named Mary Richards, . . . She is just a very
nice person with a wry sense of humor . . . There is nothing daring,
stylistically innovative or breakthrough about The Ellen Show,” and,
identifying the program as “closer still to one of Bob Newhart’s hit
comedies.”37 While linking DeGeneres’s star persona with Moore and
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Newhart, critical reviews of the program also linked the program’s set-
ting as integral to its “gentle” “retro” appeal: “Clark is frozen in time,
a newfangled Mayberry. . . . The townspeople are so clueless and non-
chalant about diversity, they look and act like liberals.”38 And, “The
Ellen Show sets its wonderland in some Midwest small town . . . we
didn’t realize we’d missed so much . . . a gentle sitcom . . . these charac-
ters don’t overthink things—a welcome change of pace after so many
sitcoms peopled by snippy, conniving slicksters.”39 States DeGeneres:

Clark is this fantasy town that I wish existed. Everybody kind of con-
gratulates her. Nobody has a problem. Nobody is shocked by it. It just
is what it is and they accept her for who she is. And that’s sort of what
I love about small towns—there’s just this kind of, everybody accepts
everybody and it’s not a big deal.40

Intriguingly, because of these characteristics, in critical press and in-
terviews with DeGeneres, the program was presumed to be set in the
Midwest, even though the town of Clark is never explicitly identified as
midwestern, and according to any available cues within the program it-
self, it could not actually be in the Midwest. Expressly located “eighteen
hours from L.A. on the 10-freeway,” the closest Clark would come to
the region is somewhere between El Paso and San Antonio, Texas. And
yet, critics persisted in labeling the show midwestern due to its small-
town setting, its “decidedly non-political,” “non-issue-oriented” subject
matter (read: Ellen’s lesbianism is not and never will be the focal point
of any episode), and its supporting characters’ profoundly straight,
white, square, place-bound, lack of “taste” and consumer savvy.41 The
program was also described as Middle American due to its “old-fash-
ioned,” “bland and nonthreatening,” “quaint” character, and for its
“down-home warmth and naïveté,” which is “comfortably entertain-
ing” and not at all “sarcastic” or “mean-spirited”—characteristics pre-
sumed to be common to slumpy-skewing urban sitcoms. Following
9/11, CBS executives and DeGeneres additionally spoke of the program
as a televisual equivalent to “comfort food.” And, indeed, the program’s
highest ratings were earned in November and December of 2001, when
it was the second-highest rated program for adults aged eighteen to
forty-nine years old.42

While The Ellen Show was a “fish out of water” narrative—which
focused on “Ellen Richmond’s” return to her native Clark after failing
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as a dotcom administrator—Ellen is, here, notably not a fish out of wa-
ter because of her sexuality (though she is one of only two lesbians in
Clark—the other being the high school gym teacher), but because she is
the only character who is fluent in contemporary urban life and culture.
Ellen is also the only Clark resident who has traveled much at all out-
side of the city limits. Bluntly, Ellen is the only Clark resident with con-
sumer clout, savvy, and good taste. Ellen’s lesbianism is rarely refer-
enced, but is cued visually, through popular cultural references to out
celebrities and gay icons: The room Ellen grew up in is adorned with
posters of Wonder Woman, Charlie’s Angels, Billie Jean King, and work
by Georgia O’Keefe in the pilot episode. Later episodes feature posters
of k.d. lang, Melissa Etheridge, and Martina Navratilova.

Ellen’s real “distinction,” however, is established by her relationship
to urbanity and to the market. Ellen’s urban chic is invoked, as in Rose-
anne, by her references to popular African American cultural expres-
sion, particularly as cued through reference to hip hop and soul music.
Such references bolster Ellen Richmond’s “cool,” “outsider” status in
relation to Clark residents. As in the Roseanne episode, invocations of
African American expression here also, in stereotypical fashion, under-
score Ellen Richmond’s comfort expressing herself bodily, and are used
to indicate a self-confidence and knowingness about the broader world.
This remarkably clichéd “way in which race, though itself a maligned
category on the contemporary political scene . . . can still function to
provide this kind of legitimacy to other forms of oppression when nec-
essary”43 both marks Ellen’s lesbianism as qualitatively “different” and
is invoked to throw into relief the ways in which Clark is, resolutely,
“white space.”

Visually, this “whiteness” is established during the opening credits,
which are animated and feature textured cut-out roadside images, in
bright teal, pink, yellow, and green color-schemes, suggestive of post-
cards from the 1950s. The titles track Ellen’s drive east from Los Ange-
les to Clark, with characters from the show featured on the side of au-
tos, billboards, or buildings en route. The final images feature Cloris
Leachman (Ellen’s mother, Dot) made into a roadside diner sign, hold-
ing a cherry pie. The titles close on the image of a sunset, American flag
and white picket fence, at the mailbox to Ellen’s childhood home. The
titles thus visualize the small town as a pre-integration era, Rockwell-
meets-pop-art fantasy. Within the program itself, the starkest contrasts
to Ellen’s own “hip” characterization also represent her “whitest,”
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squarest foils: Ellen’s former prom date Rusty and her co-worker Pam,
the home economics teacher. Rusty’s face adorns a Wonder Bread–type
delivery truck in the opening credits sequence and he is a character who
is completely out of touch with contemporary culture and, blankly,
with himself in the program’s diegesis—“being myself, that’s just not
my thing,” he states.

As a knowing consumer extraordinaire, Ellen is consistently frus-
trated by Clark residents’ comparatively simple desires and motivations,
to comic effect. In “Muskrat Love” Pam, taunts, “Well, it looks like the
city girl has found that life isn’t all mochaccinos, bell-bottom pants and
fancy sunglasses,” to which Ellen replies, “I don’t think that’s what life
is. It’s also nice cars and full-body scrubs.” While all of Ellen’s co-work-
ers shop at “Folksy Fashions” and “Fun Casuals,” Ellen balks, claiming
such outfits would make her “feel like John Lithgow in The World Ac-
cording to Garp.” “Ellen’s First Christmas” features a trip to the local
mall with her visiting Aunt Mary (Mary Tyler Moore), with whom
Ellen commiserates that in Clark “the Gap is just a space between two
stores.”

Of course, the potential problem with constructing lesbianism,
coastal consumerism, and cultural production as analogues is that such
representation embraces and reifies stereotypes of the materialistic,
trend-driven gay consumer, and of a bi-coastal “media elite” out to de-
construct, undermine, or permanently overturn Heartlander mores. As
seen above, in fact, a central theme running through the reams of popu-
lar press coverage of the Roseanne and original Ellen series’ episodes—
both positively and negatively—coalesced around questions of regional
and cultural distinction. The felt threat at stake in calls for boycotts of
Disney or the expressed “outrage” of groups such as Focus on the Fam-
ily would appear to be an insecurity regarding the point at which mid-
western viewers might be queered by such programs—made over as a
newly indeterminate population, receiving “outside” ideas and values
through these series’ market-driven cultural politics. In debates about
the consensual ideals that define (or should define) America, forged
around these television programs, the Midwest became iconic of one of
the two, competing, irreconcilable myths of the American Dream—that
which imagines an America made up of Edenic small towns with Main
Streets featuring church steeples and populated by nuclear families with
homes, yards, and picket fences—indeed, this is how The Ellen Show
imagines Clark. Lesbianism, by contrast, became iconic of the other
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competing myth of the American Dream—that which imagines the suc-
cess of individual self-actualization, self-awareness, and spatial, eco-
nomic, and cultural mobility—that which could not conceive of Rusty’s
claim that being himself just “isn’t him” and wouldn’t dare shop at Fun
Casuals.

In October of 2003, an episode of South Park titled, “South Park is
Gay,” imagined the final extension of the “threat” implied in Roseanne,
Ellen, and The Ellen Show. The episode suggests that, through televised
exposure to “HBC’s” Queer Eye for the Straight Guy (based on the
Bravo series, 2003–2007), the nation would be destroyed from within,
effectively turning America’s “rugged, manly” men into “whiny little
wusses” through the trickle-down of “metrosexual” style from its “nat-
ural” home in gay enclaves to its new availablity at South Park Mall’s
Express for Men. Indeed, when the residents of South Park “buy in” to
metrosexuality, they lose their “core” identity and authentic claims to
civic responsibility. For example, the first (and, presumably last) “Met-
rosexual Pride Parade” ends in a disastrous fire that threatens to destroy
Main Street.

South Park’s “metrosexualization” leads to a crisis of identification,
particularly for Kyle and for Mr. Garrison. Kyle loves to be a “dirty
boy” and has a terrible time giving up football and his ear-flapped hat.
The gay Mr. Garrison is outraged at how “his” culture has been co-
opted and depoliticized through the straights’ new consumption prac-
tices. Both characters thus turn to Chef, their “natural” ally and expert
counsel to resolve their identification dilemma. As the community’s ar-
biter of cultural authenticity and co-optation, by virtue of being African
American, Chef articulates the program’s theme that, from a consumer
perspective, “gay is the new Black,” Chef knows a new fad when he
sees one.

Kyle: Oh my god. This is not a fad—this is who we are.
Chef: No it’s not. Last year you children were all trying to be Black,

now you’re all trying to be gay. . . . don’t buy into this fad, Kyle. Be
who you are—not what’s cool.

Later, when confronted by Mr. Garrison, who asks, “What did you do,
when white people stole your culture?” Chef responds, “Oh, well, we
Black people just always try to stay out in front of them.”

Here, Chef states what remains implicit in The Ellen Show—that
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“authenticity” is not faddish or cool but is, instead, reflective of a core
stable inherently “white” identity, and that “gay” and “Black” are, con-
versely, cool, but unstable, faddish, and, generally, “unfit” modes of
identification outside of the urban coasts. In classic South Park fash-
ion, all political “sides” here are skewered evenly. And yet, the program
exposes the problematic “politics” of each of the earlier incursions of
lesbianism into prime time. Here, in the parodic program, and else-
where in the “controversial” TV event, gay and lesbian life and cul-
ture can only be imagined as frivolity and “style,” while “authentic,”
self-actualized citizenship is “removed” from fashionable conversance—
it is square, but “straight.”

As Becker argues, into the early 2000s, “anxious to uncover new
markets and more effectively build brand loyalty, marketers and com-
mercial media outlets have tried to translate cultural differences into a
panoply of consumer identities . . . In the process, such media have
worked to erode a sense of cultural unity,”44 in large part by reinforcing
the idea that consumer choices mark one’s civic identity and political
commitments. As exemplified in the previous chapters—from Welk’s
“blue hair” fans opposed to a New Frontier elite to Minnesota’s image
as the “girl you’d want to marry” pitted against California’s “flashy
blonde you’d take out”—the Heartland midwesterner has, historically,
functioned as a marker of “low” to “mid-cult” tastes and social capi-
tal, while also representing the level-headed ballast between the “ex-
ceptional” desires and ever-changing behaviors characteristic of either
coast. As a market construct, therefore, the midwesterner has func-
tioned as that which must be shunned to be truly fashionable and as
iconographic of steady, pragmatic, “mass,” majoritarian or mainstream
tastes, typical to the “average” American.

As suggested in the previous pages, by the 1990s, such market
constructs and allied consumer “choices” were increasingly promoted
as having a politics. The “slumpy’s” social liberalism, urban identifi-
cation, and “edgy,” stylish tastes, were—in public rhetoric from the
Right—now allied with highly individuated, “elite,” Clinton-esque, and
Boomer-identified “special interests” that were focused on “difference.”
Such political rhetoric seemed supported if not stoked by marketers’
portrayal of a contrasting “average” American, “mature” and rural-
identified, whose mainstream tastes and class standing suggested a tran-
shistorical subject, self-actualized, and invested, instead, in a “politics
of social unity.”45 Imagined as resistant to “niche-ing” and highly indi-
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viduated appeals, the midwestern consumer-subject was portrayed as
focused on community and sincere bedrock U.S. values, whereas the
slumpy consumer-subject embodied a historically contingent anomaly,
in sway to playful performance of fads rather than commitment to
choices that mattered.

While much recent scholarship on the “postwar emergence of neolib-
eral thought” has argued that “self-gratification is no longer defined in
opposition to civility,” as “consumers . . . can—and do—build civic
identity and virtue through their consumption practices” (and corpora-
tions are encouraged to do the same),46 the public, corporate, and in-
dustrial discourses surrounding “controversial” incursions of “lesbian”
identity in prime time offered politically conservative voices the op-
portunity to, rhetorically, deny this seamlessness, arguing instead for an
imagined political order that was only “at home” in a Heartland por-
trayed as transcendent of the market. Such rhetorical moves relied, of
course, on effacing both the market realities of the Midwest and its
diversity of consumer types, as well as on obfuscating any connection
between the neo-liberal civic-consumer bond and its historical promo-
tion through policies fostered and supported, in large part, by “new
Right” legislation and presidential leadership. As outlined in detail
in the epilogue, the traditional “Big Three” broadcasters appropriated
this consumer-identity-as-politics logic, allying themselves along a con-
tinuum, with ABC and NBC claiming to offer “programming with
‘edge’ ”47 speaking directly to the slumpy-identified niche of the 1990s
and early 2000s, while CBS proudly claimed to be the last “mass” audi-
ence broadcaster, evoking earliest broadcasters’ claims to follow a
“moral obligation” to program for “underserved” audiences in the face
of new market and industrial realities.

Across these texts’ rhetorical, political, consumer, and industrial ap-
peals, what is at stake in the larger unwillingness to imagine lesbian and
gay life and culture beyond the urban coastal (or at least slumpy-identi-
fied) market and the performance of style? How might we, further, in-
terrogate the apparent inability to conceive of lesbianism at home in the
Midwest, or, critically, to even imagine “middle-America” as being a vi-
ably progressive cultural or political entity? What are the politics of sta-
sis, invisibility and retreat that are rationalized by these myths of identi-
fication and place and how do they limit our ability to think “queerly”
about those myths? What larger, real, political impact have these mar-
ket constructs of commodity lesbianism or “metrosexual” style and this
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insistent mythology of the desired and disdained Heartland and its en-
dearing and abject squares encouraged? If the “flyover” audience is pre-
sumed not-niche-able and, therefore, unidentifiable or “invisible” in an
era when, arguably, “citizenship becomes an effect of market incorpora-
tion,” whereby “only consumer-citizens are truly enfranchised,”48 then
a good deal of the “threat” of these programs and their presumptively
“niche” appeals (especially considering Roseanne’s historic claims to
quality and relevance based on critiquing such niche-strategies) might
be located in their audience’s felt isolation from the market, expressed
as a politics of resentment in a political climate where “straight panic”
remains, broadly, “acceptable” discourse.

A key dilemma here is that, through market tropes, institutional and
critical discourses assert that homophobia is a problem of incompatible
style or taste cultures, rather than of institutional disenfranchisement
and intolerance. Further, these discourses propose that homophobia
is, in any event, neatly contained, demographically, as it appears—in
broader popular and market discourse—to be “safely” symbolically cir-
cumscribed within the Heartland and geographically at home in the
Midwest. As Becker notes, “shifting political sensibilities and identifica-
tions that coalesced during the 1990s” were expressly identified and
gained traction as a “divide between cosmopolitan liberals and heart-
land conservatives—between the ‘us’ that apparently control the media
and don’t have a problem with two dudes kissing, and the ‘them’ who
feel disenfranchised by mass media and do have a problem with two
dudes kissing.”49 Jon Kraszewski has succinctly identified the danger in
such vivid “common sense” and yet perilously simplified conflations of
cultural geography and political ideology. His argument—a reading of
The Real World’s use of rural conservatives to expose racism—applies
here, positing that lesbianism is commodified in these discourses to en-
courage slumpy identification and ego-gratification, while simultane-
ously absolving

the audience of any implications in [homophobia] by blaming rural
conservatives for the problem . . . by using discourses about the rural
United States and conservatism to construct [homophobia] as a prob-
lem of individual opinions, the show as well as the channel overlook the
systemic nature of [homophobia] and the way it operates in liberal ur-
ban environments.50
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The “niche” versus “flyover,” “divided America” discourse energiz-
ing debates over these programs, their intended audience, and their
broader cultural and historical significance, was not monolithic during
the 1990s, however. While this “divide” was frequently at stake in en-
tertainment appeals, news events of the period forced a reassessment of
Heartland value to the nation-at-large similar to that which occurred in
the 1970s.51 Indeed, while comedies of the 1990s and early 2000s fre-
quently “played” with gay and lesbian identity as slumpy capital and
performance of style at home in glamorous urban coastal milieu (if, in-
creasingly, “sold through” to Target shoppers elsewhere), news cover-
age of traumatic national events overtly disdained niche-address to ap-
peal to “mass” viewing audiences and to posit national values as native
to “flyover” country and definitive of shared U.S. ideals. Specifically,
chapter 6 explores television and broader popular discourses of the
Heartland as these informed news, documentary, and anniversary cover-
age of the April 19, 1995 Oklahoma City bombing. These discourses
encouraged an idealized notion of national unity that was rooted in the
Heartland and revivified through “norms” based on heterosexual, fa-
milial reconstitution. While the “mass” flyover viewer might momentar-
ily identify as “slumpy,” the “commodity lesbian” could not, such dis-
course implied, be recuperated or restored to Heartlander status.
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Fertility Among the Ruins
Reconstituting the Traumatized Heartland

While previous chapters have focused on populist media ad-
dress and aesthetics and on the documentary as a genre, this chapter
merges these concerns by examining “anniversary journalism” coverage
of the Oklahoma City bombing of April 19, 1995. Barbie Zelizer de-
fines anniversary journalism as a distinct genre of news story, “generally
organized around anniversaries” in the interest of commemoration.
Such programs are telling with regard to the culture at large as “the
tone and content of televised recollections” reflects “larger moods and
concerns at the time of each anniversary.” 1 Anniversary journalism is
closely analyzed here as a category of news and documentary program-
ming whose narratives and images are conventionalized from anniver-
sary to anniversary. These conventions vary between sites of celebration
or trauma, however, according to broader mythologies of place. That is,
anniversary journalism draws heavily upon geographically based myths
and values that are presumed to define the place impacted by triumph
or trauma in order to contextualize and explain the event’s broader
symbolic value to a national audience.

Specifically, this chapter examines anniversary coverage of the Okla-
homa City bombing as aired in a five-year period that represents a dis-
crete moment between the initial horror of the event itself and the
events of September 11, 2001—a day which has recast all subsequent
coverage in comparative terms (e.g., the Oklahoma City bombing is
now often mentioned as a “precursor to 9/11” and anniversary cover-
age since 2001 has focused on the bombing through this lens). Anniver-
sary coverage of the Murrah Building bombing was the first to work
through and to establish formal and narrative conventions for repre-
senting the domestic impact of terrorism. Thus, this chapter provides a
template for thinking through and interpreting current and future com-
memorations of subsequent national traumas such as 9/11, but also dis-
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asters such as Hurricane Katrina. These events, when commemorated,
will be most productively read for their continuities and contrasts with
the conventions initially established in the Oklahoma City programs.

While anniversary coverage is characterized, broadly, by a “populist”
attention to “ordinary” people who rose to extraordinary heights and
sacrifice in service to others during a disaster and in the resurrection of
community thereafter (e.g., the heroic tales of “first responders” charac-
teristic to each of these anniversaries), pre-9/11 Oklahoma City cover-
age also drew upon and reiterated conventions, established in previous
chapters, that posited an additional, particularized “Heartlander” dif-
ference from coastal and demonstratively diversified urban areas. This
“difference” is based, across these programs, in the imagination of Ok-
lahoma City as a place that is presumed to be sacred and innocent in
the face of terror. In other words, Oklahoma City anniversary journal-
ism positioned the city as sacred and innocent, as opposed to previous
disaster sites that were, comparatively, “profaned” by their worldliness.
The events of 9/11 have now shifted this view, primarily through an en-
ergized discourse regarding the everyday exceptionalism of individuals
in response to the day’s events in a broadly regional, “shared” context
(from New York to the District of Columbia to Pennsylvania). That is, a
comparison of anniversary narratives from 9/11 comes much closer in
tone to Oklahoma City coverage than, for example, the coverage of the
World Trade Center bombing of 1993. However, while coverage of Ok-
lahoma City always connects individual heroism and character to place
as innately related to one’s native Heartlander status, this is not the case
in coverage of New York’s “first responders,” whose heroism is, in-
stead, typically posed in terms of class logics and work ethic, indepen-
dent of regional nativity.

Oklahoma City anniversary journalism is thus informed by a particu-
larized fantasy of exceptionalism, based in place, which is notable for
that which is absent from its story of the bombing and its representa-
tions of the community. Anniversary journalism, thus, recounts a pow-
erful “preferred narrative” articulated through regional mythology. This
allows televised specials to remain commemorative in honoring the vic-
tims of the bombing and restorative in recounting the survivors’ stories
and the community’s resurrection. And yet, in doing so, they encour-
age a particularly selective representation of community and collective
memory—one that is, additionally, problematically, raced and hetero-
normative.
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Edward Linenthal, whose The Unfinished Bombing: Oklahoma City
in American Memory analyzes the history of the event and the develop-
ment of the Oklahoma City National Memorial, notes that narratives of
“innocence” are particularly tenuous in the context of the “Buckle of
the Bible Belt” where “the notion of human innocence goes against reli-
gious teaching” (given the Christian doctrine of original sin).2 Addition-
ally, anniversary coverage left out news events surrounding the bombing
and its aftermath that would have incorporated the early, local, “rush
to blame Muslims for the bombing.”3 Thus, the consistent positioning
of Oklahoma City and its citizens as innately innocent occupants of a
newly violated safe space forces the question that, considering “signifi-
cant portions of our citizens”—particularly African Americans (espe-
cially in light of Katrina and its aftermath)—“have long known that
there is no zone of safety, that there are no innocent spaces,”4 who is at
“home” in the Heartland? And, to what extent is its reconstitution as
such also a rush to reconstitute the white nuclear family as iconic of
“all-American” safety and innocence?

Anniversary Journalism in the Heartland

During the third week of April from 1996 to 2000, cable and network
news series turned their cameras on Oklahoma City, in specials that
commemorated the April 19, 1995 bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah
Federal Building. These programs encouraged and buttressed shared na-
tional outrage at the event by “localizing” Oklahoma City’s image—in-
scribing the metropolitan capital as the epitome of the imagined pas-
toral Middle-American Heartland. Although it has been proposed that
the “major category of television is time” and that television’s “insistent
‘present-ness’ ” allows it to jettison the past to deal with “the potential
trauma and explosiveness of the present,” these bombing anniversary
programs re-contextualize national tragedy in terms of residual notions
of local community and traditional geographic mythology.5 In anniver-
sary journalism the major category of television is, in fact, place. Tele-
vised commemorative accounts each contextualized the shock to Okla-
homa City in terms of its rupture of the illusion of an idealized Ameri-
can middle landscape and worked to reconstitute the Heartland as an
imagined rural American safe space, untouched by the contemporary,
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“worldly” strife expected to be visited upon the country’s primary
coastal urban centers.6

Anniversary coverage of the bombing and its aftermath imagine Ok-
lahoma City to be a residual touchstone—a sacred place rightfully sepa-
rated from modern traumas due to its spatial isolation from America’s
centers of culture, finance, and politics. This geographic separation is
represented as having fostered shared time- or tradition-bound commu-
nity values “massively linked with the rural aspects of regional life and
hence with the past and with a kind of cultural nostalgia for old folk-
ways, values, and customs.”7 Anniversary coverage thus uses television’s
space-binding technological capabilities (uniting a shared, national au-
dience in simultaneous viewing, across different time zones and varie-
gated continental and extra-continental locales) to recall a “pre-televi-
sual,” place-bound community.

In anniversary programs, Oklahoma City represents the national
dream of the “American sublime”: A frontier “virgin land and a life of
peace, serenity, and community;” a site characterized by balance be-
tween nature and humankind, resistant to being drawn into the modern
machinery of the more “Faustian and rapacious” side of the American
character—“the desire for power, wealth, productivity and universal
knowledge, the urge to dominate and remake the world” presumed to
mark the metropolitan centers on either coast.8 Prior to the bombing,
it is implied, Oklahoma City had “insulate[d] itself from technology’s
more destructive consequences by projecting a zone, a spatial place,
outside of and independent of the destructiveness of industrial society.
. . . It remained the middle landscape, the zone of peace and harmony.”9

Oklahoma City’s catastrophe of April, 1995 thus threatened to point
out the exceptionally tenuous nature of the myth of the American sub-
lime. This national desire for a safe, revered, residual place, and the
fear induced by the exposure of this desire’s impossibility are illustrated
in two articles in an April 24, 1995 edition of The New York Times.
While President Clinton’s memorial service remarks characterize Okla-
homa City as a uniquely pastoral place where everyone is on a first-
name basis, living in a town of “neighbors and friends . . . the church
and P.T.A., . . . civic clubs and the ballpark,”10 an article entitled “New
Images of Terror: Extremists in the Heartland” acknowledges that the
bombing proves that America’s sacred, as well as “profane,” spaces are
now vulnerable and, by extension, the defining national myths that
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constituted them as such. According to Douglas Simon, a political scien-
tist at Drew University and consultant to the Times, “any place can be
targeted. After all, this wasn’t New York or Los Angeles. It was the
Heartland of America.”11 Equally, The Minneapolis Star-Tribune warns,
“If it can happen on a street in Oklahoma City, it can happen in Minne-
apolis or Fargo, Madison or Duluth.”12

Thus, in anniversary narratives the inconceivability of the bombing
hinges, in part, on the fact that April 19, 1995 now represents the day
the “outside world” of destructive technology and overt political agen-
das came to the Heartland—wreaking terror and havoc upon the last
safe American space, destroying the pastoral equilibrium, and unjustly
adding Oklahoma City’s name to a list of sites such as Los Angeles and
New York, which were already understood to represent worldly targets
with established histories of trauma from both domestic and external
perpetrators. The Heartland’s unique status here is grounded in two
specific, central distinctions from the metropolitan locales with which it
would otherwise be lumped as “American site of terrorist attack.” First,
Heartlanders are presumed to be innocent in their loss: The threat to
the Heartland community is explicitly understood to have come from
outside its borders, generated by individuals who do not share the val-
ues of Oklahoma City’s citizens and do not take part in these citizen’s
everyday routines. Second, Oklahoma City rebuilds differently from
America’s metropolitan centers—its recovery is rooted in specific, place-
bound, residual cultural ideals focused on family, church, and commu-
nity self-sufficiency.

Popular press coverage of the bombing reinforces the Heartland’s ex-
ceptionalism in relation to America’s metropolitan centers. Typical is a
story in Time magazine wherein author Nancy Gibbs’ “The Blood of In-
nocents” argues that Oklahomans are familiar with trauma in the form
of natural disasters, “those ugly storms that arrive across the prairie,”
but human-made, technologically wrought tragedy is foreign or, explic-
itly, “incomprehensible” in this apparently pre-modern, residual, rural
place.13 Barry Tramel of the Daily Oklahoman concurs, noting:

We didn’t have the Yankees or the Metropolitan Museum of Art or a
24-hour night life, but we had a place to fall in love and raise children
and grow old. A place where the people were gentle and kind, and the
living was easy and slow. . . . This [the bombing] made you wonder if
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throwing a ball or bouncing a baby, chasing a pup or grilling a burger
would ever be the same.14

Unlike America’s bustling modern metropolitan, coastal centers, every-
day life in the Heartland is uniquely characterized by pre-modern,
Rockwellian American values of local continuity, “family values,” a
clear Protestant work ethic, and a corresponding staunch religious faith.
Within this context, the technology that rebuilds Oklahoma City and its
people, within the boundaries of traditional values and the local com-
munity is accepted as a common good (as that which returns the city
to its essential character). However, rebuilding technology or strategies
that would revise this Heartland ethic or local character are disdained
as disruptive, unwelcome, outside forces.

To emphasize this distinction, post-traumatic coverage of events out-
side of the American Heartland were, until 9/11, strikingly, not reconsti-
tuted according to these same residual, local, communal ideals. I refer-
ence these events, specifically, not to conflate civil unrest and acts of ter-
ror, but rather to underscore the significant difference and relevance of
cultural mythology regarding place—and a presumed innocence based
in residual, rural, pastoral values—in subsequent anniversary coverage
of traumatic events. For example, events such as the uprisings in Los
Angeles in 1992 have been revisited only very quietly—primarily by lo-
cal L.A. rather than national broadcasters—and have subsequently been
discussed in terms of the city’s reconstitution as a viable site within the
national marketplace. As indicated by the mid-1990s publicity slogan,
“L.A., It Works!,” Los Angeles’s post-uprising identity was inscribed as
a corporate achievement. The city’s identity was couched in publicly-
oriented appeals to getting back to work and to profit in the world of
things, rather than in terms of intimate human costs and shared com-
munity losses. Los Angeles and pre-9/11 New York City healed through
innately mobile, public, market solutions or the triumph of finance cap-
ital, rather than through the place-specific, privatized Church, family,
and face-to-face community solutions proposed to be the key to both
Oklahoma City’s “rebirth” and to the nation’s sympathy and collective
interest in that process. Non-Heartland traumas were localized and
public, not simultaneously national and intimate. Through anniversary
narratives, Oklahoma City literally becomes a place defined by recog-
nizable faces and knowable victims who were not “complicit” in their
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trauma and loss.15 As with Los Angeles’s traumas, the 1993 World
Trade Center bombing in New York City did not seem to have required
the same attempts at community reconstruction as those made in Okla-
homa City, presumptively because of its “limited” and innately more
“international” character. Pre- and post-9/11, coastal metropolises and
their citizens are presumed to live everyday life on “high alert” in
harm’s way. This sensibility is particularly stark in the now-common
reference to “targeted” versus “non-targeted” areas (in spite of the les-
son of Oklahoma City). Coastal, urban residents are thus, on some
level, seen as culpable for choosing to live in such potentially dangerous
locales.

The triumph of Oklahoma City in anniversary narratives is, thus, its
unique commitment to “reaching back” as it rebuilds—its unwavering
adherence to explicitly place-bound Heartland values of community self-
sufficiency, church, home, maternity/family, and the prioritization of a
mundane, quotidian existence rather than facility with or any interest in
the world of things, individual aggrandizement, and/or mobility outside
of Oklahoma City. One survivor has called this style of commemoration
“a new standard, the Oklahoma Standard.”16 By 1998, this “Oklahoma
Standard” had migrated into fictional prime time series programming
where Oklahoma City continues to serve as the exemplary Heartland
locale: A place-bound and thus necessarily time- and tradition-bound
touchstone that all Americans are presumed to desire, but with which
they only actually affiliate on ritualized memorial dates through the mo-
mentary shared community imagined via televised travel.

This chapter thus analyzes anniversary coverage of the bombing on
TV, in dialogue with newspaper and magazine accounts of the event, to
outline the often hyperbolic ways in which Oklahoma City is “located,”
or firmly emplaced, to become the tangible image and place-bound site
of the mythic American Heartland ideal. Specifically, anniversary spe-
cials remake the capital, from a modern, metropolitan hub into a resid-
ual, rural prairie town defined by and sanctified through its striking
homogeneity: Oklahoma City thus becomes uniformly emblematic of
pastoral American ideals of “small-town” life and traditional commu-
nity ties—residual community based on face-to-face relations, forged at
Church and across families. Good citizenship is understood as: fealty to
the community as a self-sufficient entity and, correspondingly, disdain
for movement outside of Oklahoma City; regular church attendance;
and good parenting—particularly mothering—in the context of a sta-
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ble, nuclear-family home. What is underscored here is the apparent
national investment in this imagination of a Heartland home and its
“more traditional” values rooted in intimate institutions and face-to-
face, everyday relations forged through family, community, and faith.
This is particularly significant when considering shared strategies and
important contrasts in news and documentary specials regarding 9/11
and also Hurricane Katrina anniversaries.

A “Sacred Place . . . Burned Into the American Prairie”

Cultural geographer Kenneth Foote has recently argued that whereas
“not so long ago” annual recognition of the Oklahoma City bombing
and, especially the construction of a memorial at the site “would have
been considered improper, almost an affront to a community’s self-im-
age. Now such a memorial is viewed as reflecting respect for the victims
and their families and paying tribute to the community’s ability to con-
structively respond to adversity.”17 The community’s response is charac-
terized by Foote as “convergence behavior” wherein, following a disas-
ter, it vigorously reasserts a shared “sense of identity based on civic
pride, ethnic or religious affiliation, and occupation that encourages”
residents “to view the disaster as a loss to the group as a whole rather
than as losses to isolated individuals and families.”18 Such convergence
and sanctification are only possible in “those few situations where dis-
aster inspires a sense of communal, collective loss” and is therefore lim-
ited to “small,” “self-identified” communities that are “relatively homo-
geneous, socially and economically.”19 Thus, for the ritual commemora-
tion of the Oklahoma City bombing to continue, and for it to have
significant meaning, requires that the city itself be conceptualized as a
limited, unified place that exhibits consensual values.

Paradoxically then, it is Oklahoma City’s representation as a typical,
mundane, self-sufficient, rural small town that allows for its annual in-
scription as an exceptional, nationally symbolic site—as the idealized
Heartland. Televised anniversary specials and fictional representations
of Oklahoma City thus have to actively work to inscribe the metropoli-
tan center of the state as innately “rural”20 and to portray its diverse
body of citizens as, in fact, relatively homogeneous. By undertaking this
work, televised anniversaries serve as the route for ritual, public, for-
mal consecration of Oklahoma City as a sacralized site and for the
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communication of a shared national understanding of the city through
the lens of the Heartland. Characteristic of anniversary journalism, the
city’s unique, sacralized status is primarily imagined through “pictorial
repetitions” of key images, and is embodied through the repeated tell-
ing, in each commemorative special, of a few representative citizens’
narratives.21 These narratives are characterized by an overwhelming
sameness that contributes to their identity as, unmistakably, one com-
munal group that conforms, time and again, to a particular paradigm of
“Oklahoma City resident.” Exceptions to this sameness are thus thrown
into high relief, underscoring what is shared and, thus, what remains
“outside” of the bounds of accepted community behavior.

In five years’ worth of anniversary specials aired on ABC, CBS, NBC,
and CNN, Oklahoma City is consistently visually represented as a sin-
gularly rural locale. Because these specials primarily emphasize interior
settings and medium close-ups of individual interviewees, the choices
that are made for the representation of the external city-at-large seem
particularly significant. Specifically, exterior shots of the city are se-
lected so as to efface urban culture by emphasizing the capital’s frontier,
prairie-bound affinity with nature and with the residual, self-sufficient
pioneering ideals that accompany such a milieu. For example, during a
segment devoted to the reconstruction of the city’s main downtown ac-
cess artery, Robinson Avenue, CNN Presents: Legacy of Terror (CNN,
April 14, 1996) explicitly imagines Oklahoma City to be an outpost of
the American pastoral, self-sufficient community, symbolic of God’s
good earth. Reporter Tony Clark, introduced by program anchor Judy
Woodruff as “a native Oklahoman,” is dispatched “to his hometown to
see how the city and its people rebuild after terror.” Clark’s segment,
titled “Robinson Avenue,” investigates the physical and emotional diffi-
culties in rebuilding the area bound by this thoroughfare. The segment
focuses on two primary locales: St. Paul’s Methodist Church and the en-
tire city block where the Murrah Building once stood.

Post-bombing, but prior to the ground-breaking of the Oklahoma
City National Memorial, this block has, here, been returned to “prai-
rie.” The lot is completely flat, dusty, and grown over in spots by
wheat-colored wild grasses. The church is itself riddled with scaffolding,
but is primarily, visually represented as a successful, fully functioning
“sanctuary for the community” as the camera lingers on shots of its
stained glass windows and parishioners attending services, rather than
on the labors of its reconstruction. Throughout the segment, each time
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Clark’s narration returns to the Church, the change in locale is prefaced
by shots that feature stained glass windows, portraying a cross which
appears to emit colorful rays of light and an image of Jesus extending
open arms to those who enter the building.

Clark acknowledges other locales’ stories as he guides the audience in
a walk along Robinson amidst the remaining shells of shattered busi-
nesses. One stop is the Journal Record Building which had housed the
accounting offices of interviewees Ken and Gail Klingenberg. Dating to
the late 1800s, the Journal Record Building’s “total loss”—combined
with the bomb sites “return” to the range—literally represents Okla-
homa City’s alignment with a pre-modern America. While the bomb
forced this condition on an unwitting community, it is Oklahoma City’s
innate frontier ethic and residual values that are simultaneously in-
scribed as its key to success in the rebuilding effort. The bombing has
thus forced the city’s physical return to a spirit that it had never lost:
Oklahoma City’s residual ethic makes it the best equipped American site
to survive and thrive in the bombing’s aftermath.

Indeed, the entire “Robinson Avenue” segment reads much like a cin-
ematic western in the tradition of John Ford: Oklahoma City is the out-
post community poised between civilization (represented by the Church,
its family of parishioners, individual businesspeople of Oklahoma City,
and visitors to the bomb site) and frontier/lawlessness (evidenced by the
dust-bowl-evocative vistas and remnants of destruction up and down
Robinson Avenue) between fences/streets and the expanse of wide-open
range; between the good town-folk—determined to stick together as a
community filled with safe daycare centers, churches, and workplaces
that front Main Street/Robinson Avenue—and the evil bad men whose
terror rained down upon the community from outside its borders. As if
to make this analogy explicit, the segment opens with a long-shot of
two unidentified men in ten-gallon hats walking amidst the Robinson
Avenue rubble.

At the heart of this segment, Clark walks the audience down Robin-
son Avenue to “the bomb’s beginning” where the Murrah Building once
stood. Two balancing, slow-panning shots (the first from right to left
and the second from left to right) reveal the bomb site. The second of
these shots is dynamically framed, as jagged walls of reddish-brown,
desert-evocative rubble fill the left-hand foreground while, in the upper-
right-hand corner of the screen, St. Paul’s steeple rises into the prairie
sky. The church steeple, symbolic of the community that survives and
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remains self-sufficient, is now the tallest structure on this block. As the
image track refocuses on the bomb site’s flat, dusty lot, speckled with
brush-like grasses, its sacralized status is literally underscored: The con-
gregation of Methodist St. Paul’s church sings the Doxology22 on the
soundtrack as the camera vertically tracks down the chain-link fence
surrounding the bomb site, lingering on mementos that have been left in
memory of victims and in tribute to their families (including a strand of
pearls, bouquets of flowers, and then a single rose). Next, a man hold-
ing an infant in his arms is seen standing at the fence, as the infant
reaches out and kisses an item left among the links, indicating the last-
ing, communal resonance and the event’s multi-generational legacy.

A close-up of a Psalm affixed to the fence accompanies Clark’s final
address to the audience.23 In this closing statement—punctuated by St.
Paul’s congregation’s final resounding “Amen”—it is clear that Okla-
homa City’s successful recovery will inscribe the city as the apotheosis
of the American dream of balance wherein Nature/the prairie is coequal
with Culture/the capital. It is this achievement which promises to allow
Oklahoma City’s exemplary “local” identity to transcend to nationally
sacred status as the epitome of the Heartland. As a shot of a U.S. flag
flapping over the site slowly bleeds into a shot of the plains’ sunset,
Clark concludes, “It’s a sacred place . . . a new national shrine burned
into the American prairie.”

In other anniversary specials Oklahoma City’s frontier identity and
prairie locale are similarly inscribed. For example, in ABC News Turn-
ing Point: Rebirth—The Untold Stories of Oklahoma City (ABC, April
18, 1996), the city’s morning commute is photographed from the prairie
outskirts—cars are surrounded by fields of grain at dawn (again, the
wide-open range evokes a pre-modern America as it is bathed in sienna
hues) as their progress into the city is accompanied by the sound of a
mournful train whistle. Other programs such as CNN Saturday Morn-
ing (CNN, April 19, 1997) and The Today Show (NBC, April 19, 1996)
focus on the frontier appearance and pioneering ethic of the center of
the city by featuring footage of the remains of the Murrah Building and
its demolition, and by underscoring the surviving community’s “Day of
Remembrance” with the pealing of church bells.

Most significantly, in all of the anniversary coverage during a five-
year span, there is only one brief shot of the Oklahoma City skyline and
this shot is itself contextualized as being somewhat unrepresentative of
the community’s identity—as potentially inauthentic in its iconographic
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reference to the modern, urban, “outside world.” The skyline shot ap-
pears, ominously, at the opening of a segment of CNN Presents: Legacy
of Terror titled “Murder and Mystery,” wherein anchor Judy Woodruff
and reporter Susan Candiotti question whether or not those in the world
outside of Oklahoma City have the same sense of and capacity for fron-
tier justice. “Outsiderness” is represented here by both the bombers,
who traveled from elsewhere to wreak havoc upon the city, and by a
federal government understood to have systematically disregarded what
is important “out here in the hinterlands.”

In CNN Presents: Legacy of Terror (CNN, April 14, 1996), the pre-
titles opening montage features Oklahoma City resident, bombing wid-
ower, and newly single father Lyle Cousins asserting that, without a
doubt, in spite of his solid commitment to the Church, “I don’t think
Tim McVeigh would survive with me in the same room.” This senti-
ment is implied to be shared by the community-at-large as it is followed
by video footage of McVeigh being led from a holding facility in Okla-
homa City while flanked by almost a dozen FBI agents. All members of
this entourage are wearing high-collared flak-jackets. Later in the same
program, Regional FBI Director Bob Ricks comments that, locally, the
Waco inferno and its anniversary (which shares the same date as the
Oklahoma City bombing) had always been taken very seriously. Says
Ricks, with obvious frustration and anger, “We tried to explain, it may
not be important to Congress and the Beltway people have moved on to
other issues in D.C., but out here in the hinterlands it [the anniversary
of the Branch Davidian Compound’s burning] became an extremely im-
portant issue.” Woodruff and Candiotti, respectively reiterate: “Is an-
other suspect still out there? Is the government doing enough to prevent
another Oklahoma City?” and, “could there be others out there, still
not caught?” The program’s explicit critique of the national (mis-)han-
dling of the bombing, coupled with local residents’ forceful testimonials
regarding their resolute lack of indecisiveness in punishing the bombing
suspects, buttresses the portrayal of the “local” Heartland as a contrast-
ing, sacralized, populist, unified, homogeneous site.

“People Who Worked in Cubicles”

The pioneering prairie-dwellers of Oklahoma City are thus conjoined in
their necessarily rural, residual, insular self-sufficiency. Unlike Americans
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who live outside of the Heartland—particularly city-dwellers aligned
with cosmopolitan mobility and with the material success of the world
of things—the citizens of Oklahoma City are devoted foremost to the
spiritual and human world of church, family, and community. In the
Heartland, occupation is not definitive of one’s identity or even neces-
sarily expressive of one’s expertise. It is, instead, simply a way to pro-
vide for one’s family by making do, with little to no fanfare. It is an ex-
plicitly mundane, quotidian, even endearingly mediocre way of life.
Combined, these recurring depictions of Oklahoma City’s ordinariness
—embodied in its citizens’ daily attempts to just make do in order to
get back home to the family and the Church—bolster the image of the
Heartland’s incontrovertible innocence in the bombing itself.

According to a U.S. News and World Report article published the
week after the bombing, for instance, the attack was “a strike at the
very heart of America,” envisioned as a Middle-Landscape wherein

the bomb landed among the people who served [the] government at its
least exalted, most familiar level; people who worked in cubicles and
stuck to their lunch hours, who made best efforts, modest livings, and
small splashes. People whose real lives lay far away from the Alfred P.
Murrah Federal Building. They were mothers . . .24

Paradoxically, this account and others like it overtly localize or inten-
tionally distance the bombing’s victims from the nation-at-large while
simultaneously holding them up as a national ideal. That is, in spite of
their status as, largely, federal employees, victims are described as peo-
ple marked by their lack of investment in public life (as underscored
also by the above critiques of the lack of federal awareness prior to the
bombing and of the response in its aftermath). These are people who
lead locally circumscribed, private lives, distinct and separable from
these jobs or from attendant governmental concerns—people whose
look toward home is also a reaching back to residual American tradi-
tions of self-sufficiency on the frontier.

Anniversary programs establish Oklahoma City’s residual, quotidian
life to underscore the violence and shock of the bombing, to emphasize
its citizens’ innocence in relation to the act, and to valorize the commu-
nity’s post-bombing re-inscription of “normalcy” according to priva-
tized ideals. If representations of Oklahoma City as a rural, frontier
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community borrow conventions of the classical Hollywood western, the
capital’s exemplary mediocrity (its “least exalted,” “most familiar” citi-
zens who make “small splashes” and lead their “real lives” far away
from the Murrah Building) and its pre- and post-bombing portrayal as
Heartland idyll seem particularly indebted to the disaster film genre.

Across anniversary coverage, pre-bombing Oklahoma City and its
citizens are established as representative of a mundane, everyday medi-
ocrity and privatized turn toward home which is presented as character-
istic of the Heartland way of life. Next, the bombing and its twenty-
four-hour aftermath represent the extraordinary, unpredictable disaster
that has been wrought by a force which is alien to the community. Fi-
nally, the post-bomb community is shown struggling to reconstitute
normalcy with a renewed spirit of togetherness. The tragedy and “un-
Americanness” of the bombing is, in this light, explained as the act’s de-
struction—if, at best, only momentary—of the Heartland way of life
constituted by private, heterosexual, reproductive family values. Specifi-
cally, the bombing left children without mothers and fathers and par-
ents without children. Anniversary coverage is thus consumed with the
reconstitution and reassertion of traditional family structure (and the
resumption of gender-appropriate duties within that structure), mater-
nal wholeness and successful pregnancy—in other words, the return to
the roots or foundations of the quotidian Heartland’s insular rural com-
munity and church bonds.

Anniversary programs visualize and authenticate the pre-bombing
Heartland’s way of life as residual, privatized, and mundane by featur-
ing home videos, family photos, and survivor accounts of the day before
and the day of the bombing. In particular, maternal voices are held in
the highest esteem as the most trustworthy and the most heartfelt. That
is, rather than foreground professional journalists’ voices, or compete
with one another by offering a particularly distinctive “visually-based
. . . aesthetic based on an extreme self-consciousness of style,”25 these
programs exhibit an overwhelming sameness based on developing the
national viewing audience’s intimacy with the distinctly unexceptional,
Heartland-specific “Oklahoma Standard,” featuring local citizens’ own
voices and self-authored images.26

Each of the networks and CNN, in both prime time and morning
specials, feature medium-close-up framing of one-on-one interviews
with bombing survivors and family members that take place in these
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citizens’ homes or in their churches. Each special features the same set
of families and individuals, creating a storehouse of repeated images
and, therefore, shared narratives of the bombing and its aftermath. Spe-
cifically, the programs analyzed here each seem to have made the con-
scious choice to pare down their technical capacity to dazzle audiences
with the “bells and whistles” of news programming (flying graphics,
elaborate titles, modern set design, etc.) to instead feature more osten-
sibly quotidian, populist forms of expression, and to shift the author-
ial voice within each program onto the survivors and their stories.
These choices are exemplified by featuring Heartlanders’ amateur home
videos and family photographs, by letting citizens appear to speak for
themselves without audible “guidance” by professional journalists, and
through program segments briefly introduced and connected by report-
ers speaking from spare sets, or on-location from Oklahoma City itself.

ABC News Turning Point: Rebirth is exemplary of this spare, non-
televisual, “amateur” aesthetic. In its opening title “Rebirth” is spelled
out in Old English calligraphic script, pointing to both the Heartland as
a sacred space (recalling as it does the typeface in the King James Bible)
and to its impending fertile reconstitution. From a spare set, drenched
in blue light, anchor Forrest Sawyer sits on a stool, flanked by acrylic
blue walls that feature photo collages of the citizens of Oklahoma City.
Sawyer introduces the program by asking, “What happens when ordi-
nary lives are shattered by an extraordinary event? When ordinary peo-
ple are caught in the glare of the national spotlight?” The program pro-
ceeds to reconstruct the evening and early morning just prior to the
bombing by featuring home videos, family photographs, and point-of-
view shots of the morning commute down Robinson Avenue into down-
town. This pre-bombing section of the program features the stories of
Edye Smith and her sons Chase and Colton, Erin Almon and her daugh-
ter Baylee, and Glenn Seidel, his wife Kathy, and their son Clint.

Home video of child victims Chase and Colton Smith and family
photographs of victim Baylee Almon reconstruct their carefree inno-
cence and playfulness in the hours before the bombing. Home video of
Edye Smith’s children features them at play at home on their way to
school at the Murrah Building’s America’s Kids Daycare Center, and at
play at the daycare center itself. It is implied but never explicitly stated
(and it is doubtful) that the home video footage is synchronous with the
program’s chronology, representing Chase and Colton on the evening
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prior to and the morning of the bombing. Forrest Sawyer and mom
Edye Smith both underscore the quotidian nature of the video images in
voice-overs grounded in the everyday realities of the kid’s behavior—
“they were just running and romping through everything,” Edye recalls.
Erin Almon’s story is introduced by comments by Sawyer that overlay
Polaroid photos of Mom and daughter Baylee, face full of cake, on her
first birthday. Says Erin Almon, “I was running after her the whole time
trying to clean her off.”

The pre-bombing segment proceeds to the morning of the bombing,
reconstructing the commute and daily routine of a representative of the
“more than five hundred employees” who worked in cubicles at the fed-
eral building. This segment features a sunrise shot of Oklahoma City’s
prairie outskirts, as commuter traffic drives by bound for downtown
and a train whistle whines in the background. A family photo of vic-
tim Kathy Seidel, a secret service agent, is displayed on-screen. Next,
Kathy’s husband Glenn Seidel directly addresses the audience. Framed
in medium-close-up, against the background of a waving grain field,
Seidel recounts his banal pre-bomb morning discussion of Kathy’s plans
for after work. Next, a studio-portrait of Kathy and her son Clint fills
the screen as Clint matter-of-factly says “she gave me a kiss and a hug.
She went to work and I went to school.” This sequence ends with more
home video of Chase and Colton Smith in the car on the way to day-
care and then inside the America’s Kids Daycare Center itself. Sawyer’s
voice-over repeatedly returns to the totally typical nature of the day of
the bombing with phrases such as “like most mornings,” and “on a typ-
ical day,” and “Colton was always happy to see two-year old Rebecca
Denny.”

CNN Saturday Morning constructs a similar vision of Oklahoma
City’s mundane, everyday, pre-bombing life as it recreates the morning
of the bombing by intercutting different survivor’s interviews recounting
the moments before the bombing and their accounts of the explosion
itself. This segment primarily features the voices of the mothers and
wives of victims, interspersed with the commentary of Oklahoma City
Fire Chief Jon Hansen, an expert emergency response professional who
is yet undeniably localized and put on an equal plane with his “civilian”
cohorts due to his expressed shock at the completely unexpected event.

In an interview conducted in a church meeting room, Caye Allen,
wife of victim Ted Allen, recounts the totally typical morning prior to
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the bombing. Flanked from behind by stained glass windows and heavy,
oaken woodwork, Allen’s narrative of the couple’s last goodbye con-
nects her husband’s persona with the frontiersman ethic of the Heart-
land featured across all anniversary programming. Caye laughingly de-
scribes Ted as a laconic, modern-era cowboy whose pick-up truck has
replaced a trusty horse:

He leaned over and said “I love you,” and I said “I love you too.” And
he said, “Don’t hit any curbs with my tires.” And I said, “Ted! I swear
you love this truck more than you love me.” He just kind of started
laughing and shook his head and kind of turned around and said
“Geez, Caye” and walked into the [federal] building.

Next, Edye Smith, Jim Denny, Jon Hansen, and Marsha Kight each de-
scribe their reaction as they heard the explosion itself. Each witness
describes the otherworldly and therefore alien quality of the event and
their resolve to now “just make the best of our lives and go out and try
to help other people make the best of their lives.”27

According to these narratives, given that no one would have ever pre-
dicted that the bombing could have happened in the Heartland, Okla-
homa Citians’ grounding in everyday, quotidian values of the human
world of family, church, and local togetherness has prepared them ex-
ceptionally well to reconstruct their lives in the event’s aftermath. In an
interview with anchor Joie Chen on CNN Saturday Morning, Veterans
Administration psychologist Dr. Paul Heath, now president of the Okla-
homa City Bombing Survivor’s Association, calls this process of recon-
struction and return “reaching a ‘new normal.’”

That . . . really means that we come to a place in our lives where we can
fit all of the events, including April 19, 1995 and everything since into
our lives without being distracted from our everyday reality. We call it
“reaching a new normal.” And that’s our goal. We’re not thinking in
terms of never being able to remember it. [But rather] being able to fit it
in to our new normal.

And yet, paradoxically, reaching this “new normal” often requires near-
miraculous intervention—both divine and medical / technological—in
order to reinstate mundane, residual cultural ideals of maternity, nu-
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clear family, God and Church, and self-sufficiency to the newly victim-
ized Heartland.

Technology and Its Limits: Toward the “New Normal”

As indicated above, the “Oklahoma City Standard” of recovery takes
the form of shared, collective prioritization of privatized ideals of par-
ticipation in Protestant church groups and the assumption of one’s con-
ventionally expected roles within the traditionally defined heterosexual
nuclear family. Oklahoma City as Heartland is, thus, a site that is es-
teemed in anniversary coverage for its distinctive and envied turn to-
ward home—historic American ideals of the hearth and Main Street, re-
inscribed for the 1990s as “the sphere of discipline and definition for
proper citizenship in the United States [which] has become progressively
more private, more sexual and familial, and more concerned with per-
sonal morality.”28 It is this style of citizenship that Oklahoma City epit-
omizes in television coverage that valorizes the Heartland as repository
of strong community tradition and bedrock “family values”—a rare site
of idyllic heterosexual reproductive sexuality, devout spirituality, and
traditional home life. The bombing thus literally engenders and locates
national outrage through the imaging of the privatized Heartland’s vio-
lation and its struggle for familial-communal reconstitution and rebirth.

Four of the recurring family narratives throughout the anniversary
coverage most clearly exemplify the apparent desire to reconstitute quo-
tidian Heartland life and domestic ideals, by almost any means neces-
sary, in order to achieve the “new normal.” The stories of recovery
which focus on Dana Bradley Bruce, Glenn and Clint Seidel, and Lyle
and Corey Cousins each contextualize their survivors’ “rebirth” through
the intervention of locally and domestically circumscribed technology.
Technological intervention is, in these cases, “humanizing” and com-
munal—the technology emerges from, and is used within, the bounds
of Oklahoma City itself, or is explicitly “domesticated” as a home-
based aid. These survivors’ successes depend, equally, upon their fealty
to Church and their faith in the institution of marriage and in life-long
nuclear family ties. Alternately, accounts of Edye Smith’s recovery serve
as cautionary tales of technological exceptionalism. Edye is portrayed as
having strayed outside the bounds of the Heartland community. She has
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thus exceeded domestic propriety by flirting (if only momentarily) with
the self-aggrandizement of public celebrity and mobility which inhere
in trafficking in the world of things. Having slipped the bonds of the
Heartland community, Miss Smith’s public reconstitution positions her
as an “outsider” in the bombing’s aftermath.

In combination, across each of the anniversary programs, the crucial,
recurring function of these stories is that they suggest a particular poli-
tics of “the normal” that is held up to be revered by the larger national
viewing audience as a shared cultural fantasy of the ideal, mythical
American middle-landscape that is located in the Heartland—an ideal-
ized “normal” of devoutly religious, privatized citizenship based on tra-
ditional, residual gender-roles within the “proper” nuclear family. The
“new normal” of Oklahoma City would thus be the restoration of the
American Pastoral—the self-sufficient, self-contained community and
residual, familial ideals of a time-prior to the bombing. While necessar-
ily aided by technology, then, the Heartland’s “rebirth” must observe
the ethic of the “middle landscape”—the proper balance between tech-
nological assistance from the “world of things” and the moral, spiritual,
familial “human world” of the quotidian Heartland.29

By featuring the case of Dana Bradley Bruce, CNN Presents: Legacy
of Terror illustrates the “appropriate,” localized use of technology in
the interests of maternal reconstitution. In the “new normal” Heart-
land, Mrs. Bruce literally embodies the hope that recovery can be
achieved through the medical restoration of “wholeness,” the sanctity
of marriage, and new pregnancies that will guarantee the nuclear fam-
ily’s reconstitution. In Dana’s case, “wholeness” is achieved through the
provision of an artificial limb to replace the one she lost in the bombing,
at the same time that her children and her mother were each killed. The
program features footage of a press conference with Dana and local
doctors at Oklahoma City’s Sabolich Prosthetic & Research Center who
provided the prosthetic leg, free of charge, to assist what correspondent
Bonnie Anderson calls Dana’s “tentative steps toward recovering her
life.” Here, technology emerges from the Heartland itself, in the service
of familial restoration.

For Dana, marriage and a new pregnancy follow shortly on the heels
of this surgical intervention, promising to rewrite some of the loss ex-
perienced as a result of her family’s deaths. The program’s report is,
in fact, structured to indicate a fairly direct correlation between Ms.
Bruce’s successful adaptation to her new body—illustrated via a mon-
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tage of physical therapy sessions and meetings with doctors—and her
ability to “look to the future” in her embrace of a new marriage and
pregnancy. Amateur video of Dana’s wedding to “her high school sweet-
heart,” Gabriel Bruce, in December of 1995 plays as the reporter ac-
knowledges the couple’s expectant parenthood. Ms. Bruce’s physical
restoration is thus made allegorical of Oklahoma City’s own restoration
of its maternal, familial, insular community ideals.

On the other hand, when Edye Smith required surgical intervention
to allow her to once again become a mother after the loss of her two
sons in the bombing, she came to represent “rebirth” in the techno-
logical and commercial extreme and, as such, suggested the potential
limits of insider- versus outsider-status within the Heartland community.
In ABC Turning Point: Rebirth Edye is singled out as a post-bombing
anomaly. Says anchor Forrest Sawyer, explicitly comparing Mrs. Bruce
with Mrs. Smith, “Edye and [ex-husband and current fiancé] Tony Smith
were also trying to put their lives back together again, but in a very
public way.” The next image is of Edye and Tony during their appear-
ance on the Leeza talk show on which Tony proposed to Edye for the
second time. Next, in a whirlwind montage featuring flash-cuts, quick-
edits, and fast-motion photography—self-conscious stylistic choices
that are absent from the rest of the program (or any of the other an-
niversary programs, for that matter)—Edye is shown trying on designer
dresses, accepting The National Inquirer’s offer to pay for her wedding
including travel to Hawaii, and at a Dallas press conference wherein a
doctor announces his donation of his services to reverse the tubal liga-
tion she had had after the birth of her sons, Chase and Colton.

Within Oklahoma City, Ms. Smith’s public grief, growing celebrity,
and increasing material gain following the bombing (including her for-
profit sale of posters of her children, called “Edye’s Angels”) was seen
as overstepping the bounds of local propriety, as being self-centered
rather than communally or familially concerned. While gravitating to-
ward Ms. Smith as an obviously photogenic and cooperative intervie-
wee, anniversary programs tend to adopt this tone as well. Flatly, Ms.
Smith’s travels and extraordinary surgery to produce “kids that look
like Chase and Colton,” are portrayed as excessive and misguided in
their transgression of Heartland values and mores. Ms. Smith’s cam-
paigns for remarriage, rebirth, and personal happiness are portrayed as
appealing to personal gain in the “outside world” rather than to com-
munal, familial local responsibility.30
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In this context of both successful and more compromised narratives
of maternal restitution, the newly single fathers featured in anniversary
journalism seem to represent the magnification of tragedy and the extra-
ordinary difficulty faced by Heartlanders in reconstituting everyday,
mundane community and family life post-bombing. The success of these
men, while overwhelmingly convincing and touching, also underscores
the expectation that the Heartland “norm” should, ideally, conform to
the traditional nuclear family model of breadwinner father, mother who
may work outside of the home but also maintains the house, and chil-
dren who are well-schooled and well-churched. Now that these dads
must be “moms” too, they each have different coping strategies but
both stay well within the bounds of local community for their support
system. Pioneers on the “new normal” frontier, they turn inward, re-
spectively, to the time-worn institution of the Church, and to the core
site of family restitution—the home.

In a segment entitled “Forgive and Forget,” reported by Bonnie An-
derson, CNN Presents: Legacy of Terror features the story of newly
single Dad, Lyle Cousins, his son Corey, and their survival through de-
votion to the Church. Home video of Lyle and Kim Cousins’ wedding
further cements the family’s central connection to this community insti-
tution—it is where “Lyle met Kim at adult Sunday school.” However,
“even for the most devout,” Judy Woodruff’s introduction intones, “the
tragedy [of the bombing] is a test of forgiveness and a test of faith.” In
the absence of a traditionally conceived maternal presence in the home,
Lyle and Corey Cousins have turned to their church groups and church
activities to keep them occupied and to remind them of their moral and
spiritual grounding when faced with the upcoming trial of Timothy
McVeigh. This traditional community within the community appears, in
this segment, to be the rock upon which the Heartland itself is built,
and upon which it will be rebuilt.

Featured in ABC News Turning Point: Rebirth, Glenn and Clint Sei-
del have, instead, turned to the home and hearth to focus on rebuilding
their lives on the terrain of the mundane, everyday routines that used to
be handled, unnoticed, by Kathy Seidel, but now keep Glenn in perpet-
ual motion. An ideal frontier-type, Glenn Seidel is portrayed as at one
with nature and as a patriotic entrepreneur—framed in interview seg-
ments against a flowing field of grain, he wears a “U.S.A” baseball cap
throughout the segment and is established as having his own business
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as a plumbing contractor. Thus, the daily domestic routine he and Clint
are seen struggling through is characterized as foreign to his mascu-
line, Heartlander upbringing. Says Glenn, “I’ve never washed so many
clothes in all my life as in the last seven months, you know.”

The segment follows Glenn and Clint on a “typical day”—from their
early morning trip to the grocery store to balancing the checkbook in
the evening. Clint explains the cooperative domestic arrangement that is
the pair’s “new normal”: “I vacuum, he makes the beds; I mop.” And
Glenn acknowledges that traditional domestic technology has saved him
and made him into a satisfactory Mom. Describing the roast he makes
every Sunday, Glenn sighs, “Thank God for Crockpots,” while Clint
chimes in, “him and that Crockpot are just like that.” Glenn’s struggles,
as Lyle Cousins’s above, are thus aligned with a privatized ethic of bal-
ance between technological aids and self-sufficiency. Community restitu-
tion and healing take place in accord with traditional ideals of local
community and familial good.

Of course, the problem with these portraits of the placid, upstanding
Heartland is the fact that the convicted perpetrators of the bombing are,
arguably, products of that same “Heartland”—an America that might,
alternately, be defined by alienation, extremism, paranoia, and obses-
sion. Television coverage of the rebirth of Oklahoma City thus has to
expressly position Timothy McVeigh as an outsider—a lone individual
who came to Oklahoma from elsewhere and who, in any case, does not
fit the community profile. For example, CNN Presents: Legacy of Ter-
ror graphically depicts McVeigh’s outsiderness by contrasting amateur
video of Easter services at the Church of the Servant with footage of
the route that McVeigh presumably drove that same day, ominously un-
derscoring footage of interstate and urban traffic at dusk and at dark.
The intercutting of this material portrays the contrasting worlds of
McVeigh’s lone travels in the “getaway car that left downtown on Sun-
day” and Oklahoma Citians’ presumed communal attendance at Easter
Sunday services during that same time, “three days before the attack.”
There are real, authentic Oklahoma Citians, this logic implies, and then
there are the outsiders in the form of the Timothy McVeighs of the
world. The real Heartlanders are identifiable by their solid connections
to, and literal circumscription by, community, church, and family. The
McVeighs, by contrast, are mobile drifters who exist at the margins—
radically disaffected in relation to any community. We as an audience, it
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is implied, will choose to identify with the ethic of the American pas-
toral Heartland ideal.

Oklahoma City’s Rebirth: From Promised Land
to “Non-targeted City”

The CBS TV series Promised Land (1996–1999) was the first fictional,
continuing prime time series program to devote episodes to commemo-
rating the anniversary of the Oklahoma City bombing. Promised Land,
created and produced by Martha Williamson, followed the nomadic
travels across the American Midwest, South, and rural West of Russell
Greene (Gerald McRaney) and his family. Greene is a Vietnam veteran
and former Navy Seal who has been laid off from his manufacturing job
and now works on an itinerant basis, depending on where the family re-
locates from week to week. His wife Claire works, similarly, as a substi-
tute teacher. They also travel with Grandma Greene, the Greene siblings
—a teenage boy and girl—and with a nephew who is in their care. Peri-
odically, the family parks their Winnebago and pick-up truck, and stays
for a duration with their long-time friend, Erasmus (Ossie Davis).

Promised Land began each week with Russell’s pre-theme-song ad-
dress to the audience—a prologue which is telling for what it presumes
its audience should prioritize and, by extension, what values it assumes
its regular audience shares:

My name is Russell Greene. Maybe you’ve passed me and my family
out on the highway. Maybe you were driving some fancy sports car or
an old beat-up four-door. Maybe you had some place to be. Or, maybe,
like us, you’re living out your dream, with your house hitched up be-
hind you and America the Beautiful up ahead. And whoever you are,
you be sure to give us a wave the next time you drive by. Cause we’re
your neighbors, and we’re all on the road together!

If not immediately obvious in the prologue itself, it becomes obvious in
the program’s address that those presumed to share its interests are
those viewers who identify with the more mundane pleasures of every-
day life and diligent labors (rather than rushing to be somewhere or
having one’s priorities out-of-whack). The wheat-field vistas that ac-
company this opening monologue, as the Winnebago travels along the
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interstate, clearly contextualize the concerns of the program as those of
the Heartland.

On May 7 and May 14, 1998, Promised Land focused on the an-
niversary of the Oklahoma City bombing to argue that the Heartland is
a touchstone for any American who values God, family, and America
the Beautiful.31 Here, the Heartland is amorphous in the sense that it is
aligned with certain presumably shared values rather than with, neces-
sarily, a particular location on the American map. Thus, essential to this
special two-part program is the message that the bombing should never
be forgotten because, Grandma Greene argues, “What happened here—
in the middle of the country—really happened to all of us.” Attempt-
ing to convince the family’s reluctant teen, Josh Greene, of the purpose
of visiting the Murrah bomb site (shot on-location in Oklahoma City)
Grandma gives an impassioned speech which clearly articulates the
broadly national resonance of Heartland values:

Is three years ancient history to you? This was an outrage! It was the
worst attack on this country in its history. And you know why? It was
against ordinary people earning their daily bread and taking care of
their families. And they mustn’t be forgotten. Not in three years or
three-hundred. You see, what happened here really happened to every
state in the Union.

Gradually overwhelmed by the loss evidenced at the site, Josh later
breaks down at the base of the Survivor Tree—a tree that burned dur-
ing the bombing but subsequently lived to bloom again—as he comes to
understand the strength of Oklahoma Citians who, like the tree, “re-
fused to give in to the worst men”—opposed to Heartland values—
“could offer.”

Significantly, in the program’s final season, the Greene family moved
permanently to Denver—a site which shares with anniversary coverage
of Oklahoma City an image as a place whose true identity is aligned
with the rural frontier, residual tradition, and rugged self-sufficiency, in
spite of its ostensible alliance with modern, urban culture. It can, thus,
remain emblematic of the Heartland. Denver was also the site of the
McVeigh trial. The decision to move the trial to Denver led the Daily
Oklahoman to rationalize that the frontier city’s jurors would apply
the same values to the case as would be used in Oklahoma. Quoting
Robert Crawford, a jury consultant in the Denver area for twenty years,
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regarding the McVeigh jury pool, “it doesn’t have some kind of regional
bias or something that makes them skewed . . . It’s just a good, middle-
American group of men and women” who “insist that the media behave
and that Hollywood”—the outside world—“stay away.”32

One week before the Murrah Building bombing, in April 1995, TV
Guide published a feature story called “TV Heads for the Heartland,”
in response to what author Jacquelyn Mitchard identified as a growing
trend toward “a whole new America” featured in prime time series pro-
gramming. While the article vaguely defines the geographic location of
the Heartland as the rural, small-towns of the American “midcountry,”
it is much more specific when it outlines the qualities and values that
inhere in this place and therefore explain the Heartland’s contempo-
rary “chic” for the American viewing public. In opposition to the clas-
sic centers of television’s attention “on either coast,” the Heartland is
“comfy,” “safe, secure,” and “hardy.” It is, above all, the site of “strong
tradition and family values” where people live “solid lives . . . on com-
mon sense foundations.” The article concludes, thereby, that even
though ideals of Heartland life are largely imaginary ideals, most Amer-
icans “want to feel they are part of” a Heartland “hometown, even if
that’s not where they’re really from.”33 The Heartland is thus clearly
less about bounded geographic location than it is evocative of a sym-
bolic geography of a certain American pastoral ideal—a traditional, re-
sidual, “innocent” communal sensibility and privatized ethic of church,
family, and citizenship.

Paradoxically, as the national awareness of Oklahoma City and the
memory of April 19, 1995 recede from public discourse, the Heartland
as geographic home and imagined repository of core U.S. values has
been revivified. In spite of Oklahoma City’s own National Memorial In-
stitute for the Prevention of Terrorism’s reportage regarding active hate
groups and the continuing problem of domestic terrorism, following the
events of 9/11, the region and its presumed values, have been reiterated
as “opposed” to those of the more worldly and dangerous coasts.34

Such accounts frequently invoke the belief in the region’s innate safety
and innocence. “The September 11 terrorist attacks . . . altered percep-
tions such that the East Coast suddenly seems dangerous, not exciting;
the Midwest safe, not dull.”35 And, “a North Dakota address now feels
like less of a punishment.”36 Between the coasts, the Heartland is com-
paratively “affordable, family-oriented, safer,” and “value-oriented.”37

As summarized by a recent transplant from the Silicon Valley to Ft.
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Wayne, Indiana, “I just felt better that my children are going to be in a
non-targeted city.”38

What are the politics of imagining a contemporary pastoral America
whose perceived geographic/spatial separation has ostensibly fostered
time-bound, residual values of emplaced community, church, and fam-
ily? How does the privatized ethic of citizenship portrayed as the Heart-
land ideal in fact translate into a “cultural politics of . . . the normal . . .
[that] has concrete effects”?39 Overall, anniversary journalism coverage
of localized national traumas suggest that community is reconstituted,
literally, through rebirth and the rededication to maternity and to the
church and that, in this respect, everyday American citizens might be
best advised that the proper response to political conflict and to violent
tragedy is to seek “normalcy” in the bedrock of localized “family val-
ues.” That, when met with challenge, the solution lies in retreat to the
home and hearth, no matter how impractical or unsustainable that re-
treat may have become. In the contemporary moment it seems particu-
larly important to consider the ways in which maintaining an imagina-
tion of a United States divided between “targeted” and “non-targeted”
areas has encouraged and strengthened broader public and media dis-
courses of a “divided” nation and polity, and has emboldened a consid-
erably selective understanding of history, identity, and place. Specifi-
cally, we should query how such narratives evacuate regional diversity
and political complexity and be reminded that such commemorative
events are also the occasion for intense forgetting.
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Epilogue
Red State, Blue State, Purple Heartland

On November 9, 2000, USA Today published a map of the
United States that was based on television news graphics produced for
election coverage. This map, and its reproductions across television and
other print media, coded presidential electoral votes according to two
primary, patriotic colors: red for Republican-voting “Bush states” and
blue for Democrat-claimed “Gore states.” While color-coding of elec-
toral maps had been used in magazines and on television prior to this
time, the 2000 map became so prominent across media platforms dur-
ing that chaotic November, as to now, firmly, represent the common
sense visual—and, increasingly, linguistic, vernacular shorthand—for
the politics of regional identity within the United States. The maps rep-
resented the nation as a stable Heartland unified by Bush red values,
pitted against a fringe “blue” liberal, urban, intellectual class located on
either coast and in the metropolitan islands excised from the Heartland
core.

By the summer of 2004, the election-specific, political, journalistic
phrase, “red state America,” had broken the frame of talking-head
shows to become a broadly colloquial catch-phrase that condensed a
chain of complex ideological associations into a coherent, distinctly
bordered cognitive map. Some red state references from just the past
few years in the popular press, for instance, include protests over “red-
state bashing,” reference to country music written in a “red state of
mind,” and description of “red state Bush voters” as “inland” folk from
“small-town America” representing, in short, “every county in America
with a cow in it.”1 More specifically, however, recent television industry
discourse has explicitly invoked the red state reference for two key stra-
tegic uses: as an appeal that is increasingly employed in network brand-
ing strategies and business practices by broadcast and cable outlets that
claim to be home to “family-friendly,” “classic” television address, and
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to promote the “authenticity” of reality programming featuring the
“average,” exemplary ordinariness of the Heartlander character.

Communications historian Carolyn Marvin has argued that “the in-
troduction of new media is a special historical occasion when patterns
anchored in older media that have provided the stable currency of so-
cial exchange are reexamined, challenged, and defended.”2 The neo-net-
work, multi-platform, conglomerate-family focused context of the cur-
rent television industry is, clearly, such an occasion. While television
content delivery platforms have proliferated since passage of the 1996
Telecommunications Act (e.g., you can now receive TV content on your
computer, PDA, cell phone, or iPod), if, as scholar David Morley has
proposed, we imagine full inclusion in “cultural citizenship . . . as a
graduated incline,” then television still forms the media entry-point or
base.3

The Telecommunications Act—with its support for a significantly de-
regulated marketplace encouraging conglomerate ownership and con-
centration—effectively urged corporate media interests to revalue or, at
least, attend anew to markets beyond the top twenty-five, as “new”
venues for expansion and market cultivation. Arguably, while certainly
not solely market-driven, the “red state, blue state” narrative’s promi-
nence at this juncture is significant.

Heightened media attention has recently been devoted to consumers
located in relatively “small” U.S. markets, “but who account for half
the nation’s population.”4 In the same period that the Midwest was ex-
periencing an economic and housing boom, suggesting a strengthening
of secondary and tertiary media markets, there was also a marked de-
cline in “prized” viewer attention to television—specifically “adults 18
to 49 with annual incomes of $75,000 plus,” who, notably, tend to be
clustered within the top twenty-five media markets on either coast.5 In
this climate, increased attention has now been focused on branding net-
works and network content as “destinations” for midwestern viewers
and their presumptively different tastes—positing the “traditional” me-
dium of television as a site that was now, reliably, “eschewing an edgy,
urban tone in favor of a heartland sensibility,” featuring programming
with “not a ‘Friends’-style Central Perk coffeehouse in sight.”6

If we, then, consider the “red state, blue state” maps as they inform a
neo-network “turn to the middle” in certain network branding, audi-
ence address, and program content appeals, we are reminded that the
two key, recurring tropes through which the Midwest and midwestern-
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ness typically have been imagined for national broadcast audiences are
through lenses pastoral and populist—highly conventional and tradi-
tional interpretive screens that further excise or render invisible a diver-
sity of viewers and dispositions therein. That is, in key “new” media
branding and content appeals outlined briefly below, neo-network strat-
egies that continue to imagine the Heartland as a “comforting,” red-
state preserve, suggest that business practice’s “equation of public inter-
est with an unregulated marketplace,” post–Telecommunications Act,
“has resulted in disconnecting social consequences from the cultivation
of the marketplace.”7

The excisions from Heartland discourse are, I posit, particularly im-
portant because of the relative unevenness with which modern encoun-
ters with new media environments are experienced. As Morley argues,
for the majority of media users, the “paradigm of mobile deterritorial-
ization” is not apt:

It is, as Tomlinson argues, in the transformation of localities, rather
than in the increase of physical mobility (significant though that may be
for some groups), that the process of globalization perhaps has its most
important expression. . . . “for most people, most of the time, the im-
pact of globalization is felt not in travel but in staying at home.” . . .
their experience of locality is transformed by the now banal and rou-
tinised process of “consumption of images of distant places” which,
paradoxically, become familiar in their generic forms (the streets of
New York, the American West, etc.) . . . as they are normalized in the
mediated life world of the television viewer.8

In the consumption of popular images of the Heartland, a now-familiar
chain of raced, gendered, sexed, and politicized associations regarding
American citizenship emerges. The cognitive map of the Heartland is,
in this sense, both a market investment and also a field of power, ena-
bling or encouraging particular subjective allegiances and dispositions
in everyday life, while offering no recognizable “place” to others.

“Feel Good” Nets and Heartland Branding

In a multi-mediated context frequently theorized to be hostile to conven-
tional, national broadcast networks then, some networks have counter-
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intuitively achieved striking success by reconfiguring and cannily brand-
ing themselves as throwbacks to a “classic” network era of “mass” ap-
peal TV and “shared” broadcast culture. Rather than follow the eco-
nomic and programming logic of narrowcasting to a niche audience of
focused demographic range, key broadcasters have capitalized on pro-
gramming to a multi-generation family audience that is, in their vision,
ideally midwestern. Rhetorically positioning themselves as corporate
“uniters” not “dividers,” engaged in public service over sheer profit mo-
tive, recent network strategies promote broadcast and cable outlets in
exceptionally “classic” terms—as consensus markets poised to counter-
balance “fringe” services and as outlets that “revalue” the culture and
people of the American middle.9

In the mid- to late 1990s, stalwart CBS and the former PAX-net (now
ION), initiated institutional strategies to mine this perceived larger pub-
lic desire for a localized Heartland “hometown.” Such rhetoric has,
more recently, been taken up by other networks—particularly those
whose viewership skews heavily toward television markets number
twenty-five and below and, therefore, “perceived as skewing more to the
heartland,” including, for example, Country Music Television, Hall-
mark Channel, and Outdoor Life, but also networks such as the “nos-
talgic” TV Land, which programs “classic” TV series such as, currently,
Roseanne and, periodically, MTM’s 1970s comedies.10 While propo-
nents of myriad new technologies have, for over twenty years, argued
that network television was rapidly facing extinction, CBS and PAX
presented models for securing continued competitiveness as broadcast-
ers by counterintuitively reconfiguring themselves as the sites wherein
Americans could engage residual culture via a “classic” postwar tech-
nology that was (rhetorically, at least, in contrast to “new media” pro-
motions and promises) “democratic” and “populist” in its availability
and address.

These networks presumed to speak to what they considered to be an
otherwise “forgotten” audience within the contemporary TV landscape.
Exemplified by CBS television’s mid- to late 1990s publicity campaigns
which touted “America’s Nights of Television” on a network where
“The Address is CBS—Welcome Home!,” or, PAX-Net’s original pitch
that it would be “the anti-network . . . a haven for alienated viewers
because it is the only national family entertainment network”11—such
programming and network branding strategies took advantage of and,
arguably, magnified “divided” national rhetorics in the broader political
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and media landscape. In the same period as Ellen’s coming out, CBS and
PAX-TV invoked the imagined particularities of place—of the Heart-
land as a repository of residual American values—to position them-
selves as the two remaining sites defined by the voice of the traditional
American middle. Featuring programs that imagined insular, shared
community; that explicitly referenced the pioneering, frontier cultural
past; that proposed and embraced overt, devout evangelical spirituality;
and that, weekly, exemplified relative unawareness of urban life and ur-
ban populations, these networks and their schedules were promoted as
lone sites wherein the language of “ordinary people” was spoken out-
side of the loop of the rapid changes and “alternative lifestyles” pro-
posed by the more urbanely defined, younger, hipper networks. Indeed,
on this count, PAX-Net’s start-up was marred by an uproar over its ex-
plicitly conservative promotions in major news and industry trade pa-
pers, which condemned the major networks for “promoting ‘alternative
lifestyles,’” a phrase understood to refer to gay and lesbian populations.
Perhaps only adding fuel to the fire, then PAX President and CEO, Jeff
Sagansky, responded to the criticism by arguing that while “PAX-Net
wouldn’t shy away from featuring gay characters in its programming
. . . that ‘we are not here to promote a gay lifestyle.’”12

PAX Television was launched in 1998 and met its demise in Novem-
ber of 2006—by which time PAX’s original programming and market
appeal had been taken up and, arguably, better realized and capitalized
by competitors such as those “feel good” networks noted above (espe-
cially Hallmark, Country Music Television, and Outdoor Life Network).
During its lifespan, PAX became the seventh over-air broadcaster, join-
ing ABC, CBS, NBC, FOX, UPN, and WB.13 PAX was founded by
“Bud” Paxon, who had previously owned cable TV’s Christian Net-
work, The Home Shopping Network, and multiple radio stations. While
most early press surrounding PAX-TV referred to it as a “Christian
network,” Paxon considered his stations, instead, to represent a non-
denominational yet spiritually uplifting “haven” for viewers presumed
to feel alienated by mainstream media. In spite of its “anti-network” fo-
cus, however, PAX-TV succeeded largely due to strategic alliances with
traditional networks that allowed it to marshal capital, extend its mar-
ket penetration, and procure programming. PAX started broadcasting
in 1998, for example, with programs that, while clearly fitting its pro-
fessed brand ethic, were also almost exclusively former CBS program
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fare. Such programs included Touched by an Angel, Dr. Quinn Medi-
cine Woman, Diagnosis Murder, Christy, Dave’s World, Life Goes On,
and Promised Land. In its first year, PAX’s entire weeknight prime time
schedule consisted of series that had aired or were concurrently airing
on CBS (i.e., syndicated on PAX while in first-run on CBS). Further,
PAX-TV’s day-to-day operations were overseen by former CBS Enter-
tainment executive Jeff Sagansky (who resigned in 2003). By the year
2000, PAX expanded its original programming to include a range of
dramatic series, reality-TV, and game shows. Examples included Doc
(featuring country and western singer, Billy Ray Cyrus), The Ponderosa
(a prequel to Bonanza), Miracle Pets, Supermarket Sweep and Next Big
Star. In 1999, Paxon sold thirty-two percent of his company to NBC. In
November of 2005, NBC-Universal bought out Bud Paxon’s remaining
stake in the company, and by May of 2006, the network had been re-
named iNetwork, and, soon thereafter, ION, and had begun the process
of reconfiguring its brand identity.

While PAX was one of the first networks to capitalize on an arguably
growing “Heartland media” “flyover” audience niche, its demise has
not slowed such branding and audience appeals by broad- and cable-
casters. Indeed, such appeals have accelerated as television viewership
declines among higher-income and larger market consumers while it re-
mains steady in smaller markets.14 A new network, The America Chan-
nel, is currently set to enter cable competition on these terms. The
America Channel’s promotional materials claim that its sole purpose is
to “show real American life between the East and West coasts . . . [it]
will focus on ‘real reality and real storytelling’ about the nation and its
people . . . highlighting the achievements of ordinary people.” Here,
again, the Heartland is the presumed repository of the “real”—the ap-
parent antidote or corrective to the cynicism perceived to be rampant in
the current reality TV cycle and in appeals to coastal viewers.

Though there are “ordinary people” living on either coast—as well
as, likely, some flashy social climbers in the Midwest—in attempting to
reclaim or revalue a “mass” audience, much industry discourse has lo-
cated the “family audience” firmly in the Heartland as the imagined
storehouse of nostalgia for a shared national TV culture—that “close-
knit community where things are eminently manageable.”15 The Heart-
land is, in this sense, also as much a sensibility as it is a locale. A clear
appeal of network branding and programming in these terms thus calls
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to viewers “exiled” from the Heartland on either coast, who are now
able to “travel” via TV to momentarily occupy a Heartland subjectivity,
through the flip of the television remote.

CBS has continued to be chief among traditional broadcasters in such
appeals, though the network now claims both “hip, urban, edgy” pro-
gramming and audiences and to be the Heartland home among the for-
mer “Big Three.” CBS is, in fact, the most “mass” broadcaster currently
on the air—attracting the greatest generational range of viewers to a
single network as well as rating as the number one network with both
African American and white viewers. While CBS is currently the num-
ber one network in the top twenty-five demographic markets, it also,
currently, skews highest for viewership in smaller markets (those mar-
kets below the top twenty-five).16 Regarding CEO Les Moonves’ brand-
ing strategy, Nina Tassler, CBS’s current entertainment president recently
stated, “From the beginning, Les’s mantra has been ‘We are a broad-
caster,’ . . . We want all viewers. In that goal, if we get adults 18 to 49,
that’s a bonus and that’s a good thing.”17 In this sense, CBS’s strategy of
playing to the middle has been a tremendous success and has freed the
network up to allow its corporate siblings, MTV networks and the CW,
to target more urban and youth-skewing audiences, which are under-
stood, industrially, to be much more diversified in terms of race and
class. Lloyd Braun, chairman of ABC Entertainment television group has
also recently stated that his networks’ (now-defunct) “TGIF” line-up
succeeded most because it had a “Heartland sensibility.” This is a sensi-
bility which Braun allies with “real” Americans in a curious statement,
arguing that: “I’m a New York Jew who moved to West L.A. I’m not
America. And you better learn that real fast when you have this job.”18

The Real America?

The Los Angeles Times recently ran a feature story discussing the prob-
lems with—and solution for—finding “real people” for reality pro-
gramming. Mickey Glazer, producer of Fear Factor, had turned his pro-
gram’s cast recruitment to red state territory, focusing, particularly on
Joplin, Missouri and Omaha, Nebraska. In these locales, he said, “in-
stead of . . . aspiring models, actors and actresses, . . . [he] met . . . sales
managers, [and] stay-at-home moms. They didn’t have bottle-blond hair
and ‘Baywatch’ bodies, but split ends and beer bellies. Many even wore
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shapeless flannel shirts.” The Heartland is thus imagined as a site of
guileless authenticity, as “proven” by its occupants’ professions, appear-
ance, and apparent lack of coiffure or fashion savvy. Glazer adds, in this
respect, that his “dream cast is even better when found in Middle Amer-
ica.”19 Comedian Jeff Foxworthy recently supported this association of
Heartlanders and an authentic, anti-Hollywood disposition, arguing
that “reality shows have ‘knocked the gloss off’ the medium, . . . adding
‘You don’t have to be slick or suave to be on TV anymore.’”20

Heartlanders are also, in this sense, perceived to be the ideal subjects
for reality TV’s promised transformations that take the ordinary partici-
pant from her or his “low” cultural orientation and make her or him
over to occupy a new status, allied with heightened cultural value. The
premiere episode of Bravo TV’s Queer Eye for the Straight Guy (2003–
2007) is significant in this respect. A show which was initially clearly
set in New York City and its surrounds—extending in its first two
seasons only geographically so far as suburban Long Island—the pre-
miere featured the Queer Eye collective’s “recuperation” of midwestern
refugee, artist Butch Schepel, to “proper” conversance with urban cou-
ture and self-presentation. Those who flee the Heartland, the program
proves, can be recuperated for cultural capital due to their geographic
relocation and improved style-consciousness. Post-makeover, one of
Butch’s New York friends notes that he “might have to start calling him
Brian; I’m not kidding. Like, Butch was that big mountain-man guy,
you know, like Butch went back to the Midwest and” Brian appeared in
his place.

I propose that the imagination of “red state” unanimity, and the con-
nection of its presumed, conservative politics to the traditional Heart-
land ideal, taken up by popular media as the repository of all that is
“really real”—if “taste”-challenged—within U.S. culture, can have im-
pact in the real social world. A Kellogg Foundation study of “percep-
tions of rural America” conducted in 2002, found that the three most
common images of rural America were: farms and crops, pastures, and
animals, even though today less than a quarter of all rural counties—
primarily clustered in the red state region—depend on farming for their
primary source of income and less than two percent of all rural resi-
dents earn their primary living from farming.21 In these respects we
might consider how the common sense imagination of the Heartland
may, in effect, function to encourage that the region itself carry the
costs of the national investment in its myth—mitigating against viable
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strategies that address less easily visualized realities of red state life, off
the edges of the TV screen.

Rather than accept the red and blue rhetoric as visual culture’s com-
mon sense representation of political realities in the contemporary
United States, I urge further critical examination of the apparent ease
with which both “official” culture and popular discourse have em-
braced a shorthand narrative about national identity that insistently
asks us to accept as “natural and universal” realities that are, in fact,
contentious, “selected, partial, and incomplete.”22 Indeed, while there
were, in 2004, and 2006, pockets of “true” electoral red (e.g., in a
streak that traveled, roughly, south to north along Highway 83 from the
Texas panhandle to the South Dakota border, and in an S-curve from
southwestern Utah, at the base, through Idaho’s eastern border over
into northeastern Wyoming), the Midwest was—and historically has
been—thoroughly pocked and shaded by “purple.”23 The purpleness of
the region is particularly striking as it also underscores a broader racial,
ethnic, class, and educational diversity to the region than is often visual-
ized or colloquially understood. For example, purple reigns: along both
sides of the Mississippi River, with its concentrations of African Ameri-
can populations following post-Emancipation migratory patterns from
the South to the North through Illinois; in regions of Iowa, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, and the Dakotas populated, particularly, with Native-Amer-
ican communities; as well as in urban cores and ex-urban “ideopolises,”
home to academic and postindustrial metropolitan high-tech hubs (such
as Columbia, Missouri, Lawrence, Kansas, and Madison, Wisconsin).24

There were, also, importantly, “100 per-cent red” counties in New York
state, Florida, and California, while the “urban elite” enclaves of Texas
skew red, not blue. While certainly the “bluest” blues were to be found
in Massachusetts, New York City, Los Angeles, and San Francisco, they
were matched in Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Chicago, Cedar Rapids,
Sioux City, and many other midwestern communities.

Though the intensity with which culture has become politicized has,
arguably, accelerated from the 1960s onward,25 Heartland TV demon-
strates that the association of geography with predictable political alle-
giance—as further codified and defined through market and taste cul-
tures—has actually been encouraged from the 1920s to the present. In-
deed, historically, broadcast media and markets are prerequisite to and
partly generative of such discourses. Television programs, advertise-
ments, and network branding appeals represent the central sites for
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imagining and struggling over this red and blue continuum in everyday
life. We should consider these sites as invitations and opportunities to
interrogate what popular mythologies of regional identity have encour-
aged us to excise from scholarly and popular analysis and how these
erasures encourage institutional, cultural, and economic decisions about
who is visible and what counts in the real social world.

In film, television, and media studies—particularly within the U.S.
context—it is, thus, critically important to consider policy, industrial
imperatives, market functions, and intended audience, as well as pro-
gramming (scheduling and genre) and formal, textual characteristics,
and audience response each in tension and relation to each other, as a
matrix of interests that intersect with and inform broader social and
political discourses regarding media and national identity. Across these
discourses, disarticulating the common sense articulation of red states
to Heartland to midwesternness to social and political conservatism
takes work, but is intended as a strategic maneuver that troubles ritu-
ally energized conventional media discourses regarding regional identity
throughout the United States. Ideally, this work exposes the power and
vulnerability essential to the process of selective tradition, opening up
possibilities to assess the real political impact that such chains of associ-
ation have.

While several popular figures and critics (such as Garrison Keillor
and Thomas Frank, for example) have begun to focus critical attention
on regional mythology and the ways in which it informs both popular
knowledge and “official,” political discourse, academic scholarship has
been somewhat reluctant to examine this myth. This reluctance, I would
argue, has to do, in part, with the very issues of capital that are at stake
in any such investigation. Television history and critical theory has, for
example, often neglected the study of texts and genres that may win
People’s Choice Awards but never be nominated for Emmys (though,
certainly, the earliest work in television studies, particularly by femi-
nist scholars, was groundbreaking for its attention to “degraded” TV
forms such as the soap opera and its disproportionately female fans).
Currently, such a skew is understandable, as analysis of such “low,”
“mass,” popular objects is not, typically, institutionally rewarded (a
phenomenon that thus replicates the issues of taste and social value
from the popular realm within that of academia). However, while I be-
lieve that rhetoric of cultural and political division has radically exag-
gerated actual conditions, I would still posit that the address and appeal
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of popular “Heartland” programming (such as, for example, long-run-
ning series including JAG, NCIS, Seventh Heaven, or series featured on
ION, Hallmark, or ABC-Family) begs for further analysis as regards
both institutional appeals and the real affective bonds and pleasures
found therein. Failing to study such objects for “preferred” texts not
only replicates the rhetoric of division itself but contributes to the no-
tion that academic study is disconnected from everyday engagements
with media and politics.

I hope that this book has encouraged and challenged readers to raise
regional mythology to a shared level of attention within critical dis-
course to those categories of identity and capital relations (race, class,
gender, sexuality, generation) with which it crucially intersects and each
of which it critically informs. In the preceding, I have attempted to
make visible typically unseen, but commonly accepted, discourses of ge-
ography and power that have been regularly re-energized in postwar
American life and culture in ways that have far-reaching “real world”
ramifications. Such mythology allows for entire populations and sites
within the Midwest, for example, to remain invisible within national
discourse. Such mythology sets the terms of political debate in election
cycles, which capitalize upon both notions of “divide” and the politics
of resentment only to betray those ideals and voters once the elections
are concluded. Such mythology ratifies broader public assumptions re-
garding presumed political allegiances in ways that explicitly discourage
or actively reinforce the apparent, historical impossibility to think or
imagine otherwise, as regards place, nation, and identity. In this sense,
the project hopes to have entered into cultural studies’ tradition of in-
terrogating and deconstructing the cultural common sense—a com-
mon sense that, here, encourages each of us to invest in divided rheto-
ric rather than to interrogate the broader market and political func-
tions such investments support with their active mystification of the
radical overlaps and shared values and ideals within and between such
categories.
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Appendix

In the archival collections at the State Historical Society of
Wisconsin (SHSW) in Madison, Wisconsin, I consulted the papers of:

Harry R. Bannister (NBC Vice President for Station Relations, 1952–
1960; papers from 1952–1965)

David Brinkley (NBC correspondent and news anchor, 1943–1981; pa-
pers from 1960–1969)

Benjamin Burton (CBS news producer from 1957; papers from 1967–
1977)

William Hedges (NBC Vice President in charge of station relations and
traffic, 1937–1948; NBC Vice President in charge of integrated ser-
vices, 1949–1959; papers from 1941, 1948–1950)

Lee Loevinger (FCC Commission Member, 1963–1968; papers from
1965–1966, 1971–1972)

NBC Files (Central Files, 1926–1950; Station Relation Files, 1950–
1951, 1956, 1960; Advertising Files, 1950–1959; and Office Files,
1940–1959)

Newton Minow (FCC Chair, March 1961–May 1963; papers from
1961–1964). Folders in Minow collection are alphabetical within the
boxes, not numeric.

Edwin H. Newman (NBC radio and television news commentator from
1952–1984; papers from 1968)

Ernest Pendrell (Television writer and documentary producer from
1951–1978; papers from 1964, 1968, 1972)

Perry S. Wolff (Producer of documentary programs for CBS News and
Public Affairs Department, 1950s–1990s; papers from 1963–1964,
1970–1971, 1977–1978, 1989)
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example, Joe Mandese, “Video Games Emerge as ‘No. 4’ Medium,” Media-
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American Television, 2nd rev. ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990)
also implies the inevitability of national networking, as well as its rapid, unob-
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sponse to network programming, local affiliate tensions with networks, and lo-
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markets. See, particularly, Steven D. Classen, Watching Jim Crow: The Struggles
Over Mississippi TV, 1955–1969 (Durham: Duke University Press, 2004);
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ley: University of California Press, 1995); Mark Williams, Remote Possibilities
(Berkeley: University of California Press, forthcoming); Mark Williams, ed.,
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lic engagement with television as it far outstrips engagement with any other
communication medium, it helps to put into perspective the exceptional outcry
when events such as the Janet Jackson and Justin Timberlake “scandal” take
place (Super Bowl XXXVIII [2004]). On the one hand, the event seems to have
been blown radically out of proportion, while, on the other hand, the event lin-
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